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Preface.
In the world around us, one finds an ever-

increasing number of people rallying round the
banner of Socialism with a view to enter upon
a new world of peace and prosperity. Problems,
economic, political and social have become so
acute that all dreamers and idealists, all thinkers
and social reformers have come to the conclusion

that this world of ours needs a fundamental

change. Every idealist, every thinker is suggesting
his. or her own scheme of reconstruction born

out of a particular philosophy of life. Modem
"'Scientific Socialism is one of the most popular
schemes of world-reconstruction discussed and

propagated today. But in a zeal to refashion

this unhappy world, one is apt, too often, to
forget that world-reconstruction is not a mecha-
nical process, that every scheme of reconstruction
ought inevitably to be guided both by an
individual philosophy of life and a social
philosophy of reconstruction. It is primarily in
order to emphasise this that the present book
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is written. Some of my readers might ask:
''Yes, but where is the necessity of bringing
in Theosophy while discussing the problem
of reconstruction!" It seems to me that this

question arises very largely because of the
grossest ignorance that prevails among even
intellectuals about Theosophy and its tenets. And
this ignorance is mainly born out of some
prejudices against some acts or beliefs of parti-
cular Theosophists or rather members of the
Theosophical Society; for very few of the" critics
of Theosophy ever care to acquaint themselves
with the truths of Theosophy as given in its
most enlightening literature. Thus their judgments
about Theosophy, being not based on first-hand
experience and knowledge of Theosophy, are
absolutely irrational. This unscientific attitude

on the part of our intellectuals is
really very depiorable for when people shut
their minds against the truths proclaimed by
others, a state of intellectual staganation begins
and surely that state is highly dangerous to the
well-being of any society. Theosophy has a
distinct philosophy of its own, a philosophy that
inspires not only individuals to lofty idealism
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but a philosophy that offers an unfailing guidance
to all those who strive at the re-fashioning of
this world. Theosophy does not teach a way
of individual escape out of the sorrows and
sufferings of this world, nay it teaches on the
contrary, a way of service, a way of self-less
service to humanity. To be a Theosophist is

not be craving after individual salvation, nay
not to be caring for it at all To be a Theo-
sophist is to be a worker, a servant of humanity.
* I will not have final peace till my brothers
share it; I will not have final liberty that is not
shared by my fellow-rnen.'-that is the ideal
placed before all Theosophists. It is this philosophy
that has inspired me to write this book and I
hope those who have not shut their minds against
other presentations of truths will find some material

to think about in the following pages. If that
something worth-considering leads even one to

the sublime truths of Theosophy, I shall consider
my labours more than sufficiently rewarded,

In sending forth this book into the world,
I owe a word of explanation to my Theoso-
.phical comrades. Some of them might wondeff



at the word *' Theosophical Socialism." In sele-
cting the title of this book many other names
had suggested to me like Mauu-ism, "Socialism-
a New Interpretation, Socialism in the light of
Theosophy etc. But out of all these and many
others I selected this name because it alone

expresses the idea of true Socialism most corre-

ctly. For Theosophical Socialism means a Socia-

lism that is inspired by the exquisite philosophy
of Theosophy. I believe what the world needs
Is not a new interpretation of Socialism,

we have too many of them in the world, what
humanity needs is a Socialism ̂ permeated by
Theosophy and its lofty idealism. It is because of

this that I have named tha book thus inspit£ of
the fact that it might create some misunderstand- ̂
ings in the minds of my readers, both Theoso-

phical and non-T$heosophicaK By using this word,I
must say at the outset. I am neither committing
the Theosophical Society nor individual members.

Nor am I putting a limit to Theosophy, Theosophy
is suchavast thing that no individual, however great,
can claim to possess complete knowledge of its tru-

ths .1 do not maintain that the principles enunciated
in this book form the full presentation of



Theosophy. I present in these pages only a few
facets of my Theosophy, Theosophy as i have
understood through my studies. It is possible
some Theosophists might differ from me, for
each man must have his own approach to The-

osophy, While putting forward my Theosophy I
have greatest respect for the individual Theoso-
phies of my other comrades. I believe that one
of the most important tasks of the Theosophical
Society is to usher in a new civilisation in this

world and to prepare hnman beings above all
else ideologically for that dispensation. The new
civilisation, it seems to me, will be based on
the principles of Theosophical Socialism. While

the *World is suffering, while the world is passing

Jthrough acute crisis in all the departments of
human life, it is necessary that all idealists
should lay before humanity a picture of the
future as they conceive it and the ideals that
are necessary for the realisation of the same.

Every Theosophist is an idealist soaring into
the highest heavens and at the sama time

firmly fixed on the earth, trying with all his
abilities to bring the future into the present. As
one of this great Thesosophical fraternity, I



place before my readers certain principles of
social reconstruction which I consider absolutely

essential if humanity is to reach a higher stage
of development.

In writing this book 1 have been greatly
helped by the books of my Theosophical leaders,
Dr, Annie Besant, Prof. J. E. Marcault, Dr.
Bhagvandas, Mr. C Jinarajadasa and Dr. Arundale
and other non~Theosophical writers like G. EX
H. Cole, H. N. Brailsford, Prof. Laski, Prof.
]oad, Bertrand Russell and others. What I

have done is simply to work out in some details
the great Truths which these Theosophical

leaders have given from time to time. I am
indeed grateful to them for what I have been
able to write in these pages. If -the
reader finds anything worth-considering in
these pages, it is theirs, not mine. I have

only tried to be a small channel of the great
life-giving ideals they have proclaimed and 1
only hope I have not made these waters dirty
by becoming a channel.

I must thank Mr, N. Sri Ram for having
written a Foreword to this book. Indeed I
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consider it a great honour for Mr. Sri Ram
was for many years connected very intimately
with Dr* Annie Besant in all her political,
social and Theosophical activities. He has
known Dr. Besant as very few Theosophists
have known her. And so his Foreword links this

book with Dr. Besant, one who all through her
strenuous life stood for fundamental changes in
society through open-eyed wisdom instead of
through revolutionary madness. The purpose
of this book is to emphasise this very point-a
wise change from above before a destructive
madness shatters our civilisation from below.

Mr. Sri Ram inspite of his multifarious activities
consented to write this Foreword, thus adding
considerably to the worth of this book.

I have also to thank a large number of
my friends who have helped me in the publi-
cation of this book. My especial thanks are due
to Bro. Bhupatray Mehta, my most esteemed
friend or rather my teacher in Theosophy, but
for whose assistance I could never have ventured

to write this book, and more particularly the
Second Section of this book. He very kindly
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1 have to thank also the Proprietor and
the workers of the Sharda Prasanna Printing

Pre.ss for having done this work in the very
short time that was at my disposal.

And in the end, 1 must thank my wife,
Mrs* Rama Mehta, for having assisted me in
ways which 1 ought not to reveal to the public
at large, for they are too sacred!

Parsee Agiari Lane, \

Ahmedabad, > Rohit Mehta,
1st. December 1936.)



Foreword.

Socialism is very much in the air in India
to-day ,in other countries of the world it has become
more than that-a live issue* But ii remains every-
where except in Russia, where it has been

forged into an iron system, an elastic sentiment
expressed in a variety of slogans and catch-

words, borrowing strength from natural greed of
the have-nt>ts to dispossess the deeply entren-
ched haves. If socialism is to come through rational
evojution by intelligence and not through the
blind play of passions, there must be some who
probe into its inner value and seek to under-
stand the desirable change in relation to all the
factors present, external and psycological. Mr.
RohSt Mehta seeks to do this. The Second

Section of his work on Racial Evolution is an

elaboration, with illustrations from modern

historical facts, of Prof. Marcault's attempt to
trace in the characteristics of the various known

races and nationalities the unfoldment of the

innate psychological principles of man; it por-
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trays clearly the necessity of a deeper under-
standing of social changes than as a fesult
merely of environmental or economic forces.

Mr. Rohit Mehta's enunciation of Theoso-

pbical Socialism is based on his own individual
understanding of Theosophy and of the social
problem in its light. For Iheosophy is, like
Science, evolutionary, and also capable of diver-

gent approaches and understandings, not a
stereotyped system. Subject to this warning, it
may be admitted that the principles which Mr.
Rohit Mehta lays down and his method of social

change will be accepted by many Theosophical
students as being in accord with their own
Theosophical conclusions or notions.

Each race has its own genius, its distinctive
point of view; and unless the question of the
next step in its advance is approached as a
flowering of this genius, a fulfilment of its
highest possibilities from this point of view, any
so-called advance that may be projected is
bound to be largely sterile, because lifeleiss, and
self-defeating* History is not meant to be and
can never be a futile mechanical repetition.

I should like to add that Mr. Rohit Mehta's

constitutionalism and appreciation of gradualism



are not expressions of lethargy, the spirit of
postponement of a change which spells disturb-
ence to our eomfort, of a lack of conviction of

the urgency of radical reform. His own record
as a young Congressman in Gujarat and proved
willingness to court the penalty for the
expression of his convictions belies any such
facile assumption. While life includes moments
of dramatic culmination and revelations-- the
surprises of the suddendess-- the constant

process of life, its constructive work, is always
cotinuous, however rapid; arid gradualism means
no more than continuity and the security of

continuous progress. In the case of Socialism,
this implies establishment in social thinking even
more than in changed social structure, and not
mere compromise with outworn institutions
from the past.

The reason why Mr. Rohit Mehta asks me
to write this foreword is probably because I had
the great honour of being for some years
Private Secretary to Dr. Annie Besant and
one of her immediate co-workers in the fields

of political and social action. She was a Socialist

but far-sighted, and with an understanding of
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life's deeper purposes which no change that
does not subserve them can long withstand.
Hers was the Socialism of Love and not of

Hate, Love is always the great Constructor,
and that whieh is not based love must

sooner or later be destroyed.
The reader will find that Mr. Rohit Mehta

has accomplished his task in a manner which

impresses one with his wide acquaintance with
the attempts so far made in Socialistic thinking
and efforts and with his earnestness to clarify
those underlying principles which alone ensure
stability and the production of maximum happi-
ness for all. Such stability and happiness must-
imply the treatment of society as a unity Jn
diversity,-unity of organism in diversity of
fianctions,-hence order and full opportunity for
true individual expression and fulfilment- -that is
freedom.

The present is obviously a psychological
time for the emergence of this work. There

will be many, I am sure, among its readers
who will wish to regard it as a vigourous
lead towards practical action along the lines
recommended by its talented author.

NL Sri Ram,



Chapter fl
The Necessity for Social Change.

** 1 do desire to suggest to you that a profound
economic change is absolutely necessary, that unless
that change is brought about the civilisation cannot
last, nor ought it to last with the canker of poverty

sating out the Very life of great masses of our people.'**
Annie Besant.

It is a world of great paradoxes and of
" huge contradictions in which we are living to-day.

It is a wonder whether humanity was ever faced in

its long history with such great and baffling
problems as those that exist in modern society*
These problems are so vast that the best inte-

llects of our age have stood perplexed before
their might. Existence of these problems is not
an isolated phenomena in this country or that.
Every country in the world, every class of
humanity is gravely affected by these problems.

It is a world phenomena, not an exclusive happ*
# World Problems of To-day-Dr Annie Besant*



ening either in the east or in the west.

It seems the whole world is entangled in some
powerful whirlpool, and every attempt to save a
particular victim results in dragging others into
its dreadful currents. Politicians and statesmen,
economists and financiers, social reformers and
revolutionaries, philosophers and scientists-all
stand aghast at the frightful spectacle of human-
ity hurling itself into ruin. The whole humanity
is, as it were, standing on a precipice and a
single jerk would send it down into a deep valley.
The entire world is, as it were, sitting on a
volcano and a single eruption would shatter it to
pieces. These problems do not belong to any
single field of human activity, they cover all the
departments of human interests. There are destK

tution, despair and doubt reigning supreme " in

the material, emotional and mental fields of human

activities. The poorer classes are suffering from

material destitution, making their lives almost
inhuman and forcing them to live in hovete
instead of houses, to live on material starvation

instead of physical satisfaction, to live not only

as physical wrecks but also as spiritual cripples.
The lot of the middle classes is in no way



satisfactory* They are living in utter despair, for
they find in the modern world all their sentime-

nts crushed, their aspirations killed and their ideals
thrown over-board. And when we turn towards

the giant intellects of all lands, even
there we find them engrossed in
doubts, steeped in cynicism, entirely pessimi-
stic about the future of humanity The whole

sky is overcast with these frightful clouds^
threatening rains, that would deluge the whole
humanity and sweep it clean of all living things.
It seems the flow of life is stagnating some-
where, the blood has ceased to circulate and so

severe is the social malady that humanity will

di§ ere long, if nothing miraculous happens, if
no herculean effort is made to save the patient
at the last hour. It was poet Shelley who said
that the masses are dying while we speak. It
is true even today, for the whole humanity is
inarching towards ruin while we are sitting like
Micawbers in the hope of something good
turning up. It is impossible to wait any longer,
for if we do not deal with these problems,
these problems will assuredly deal with us.

Since long ages, man has incessantly tried
to prove his supremacy over nature and its



forces. These forces of nature have ever been a

challenge to man's power and might. This desire
to overcome nature was first born when man

as a savage stood before natural phenomena and
felt overawed before their marvellous and myste-

rious working. He tried to- pacify them through
worship and religion, through rites and dedications,
but these forces had remained so long beyond
the control of man. It is in this age of science
that we find man, for the first time in
humanity's long history, declaring himself the
master of nature. He is no longer at the mercy
of nature's whims, he is no longer under her.
bondage. And it is not pure science that has
released him from this bondage. It is applied
science that has given him this power-the
power to make nature obey the might of science.
The world is not suffering to-day from nature's
defiance, nor from its inability to prdouce
enough for the nourishment of humanity* The

world suffers because nature is producing far
too abundantly, so much so, that humanity stands
staggered at its phenomenal bounty. The world
is poor today not because of scarcity, it is poor

because there is abundance, there is plenty.



there is overproduction- Humanity suffers
due to nature's scarcity but due to man's
inability to adjust to the new conditions created
by science. The principle of Malthas has failed
to explain the causes of world misery, foL_iLjs_

^
it is overproduction tha.t ..bafiles^amanity. Such
is indeed the social anomaly. People are afraid
of too much production. Even science is perplexed
before what it has create! and thinks of

reverting to the age that has passed. Politicians
are talking today of controlling the unreguluted
march of science. People are suggesting that
production of the world should be cut down

considerably so as to adjust it with the low
consumption power of the people. This civilised
world is thinking of refusing nature's bounty,
to obtain which man struggled and sacrificed
for ages. And this madness has so overtaken
us, that we find producers and those controlling
economic life of nations actually engaged IH
destroying what nature has produced. While
millions__j^ of
industrya£e^estro3^ng yearafter
and wheat. Governments are found giving subsidies



to their citizens-their farmers-for reducing the pro-
duction of cotton and wheat. Year after year, we
see financiers and industrialists of the world meeting

in conferences, not to plan for distributing
the produced and the manufactured goods, but

strangely enough to restrict, to cut down* wortd*
production by mutual agreement. Neville Chamber

lain, the Chancellor of Exchequer of the British
Government said in the House of Commons on

June, 2, 1933, "To allow production to go on
unchecked and unregulated in the modern
conditions, when it could almost at a moment's
notice be increased to an almost indefinite extent

was absolute folly. " Incredible though it may
appear, to restrict production while millions 'are
dying of hunger, is not regarded an absurdity in
this modern civilised world, on the contrary it is
practical sense. And so, wejind jthe _ egonoffjic
worldjace4jyith depressions^ajjged.Jbyjsverpro-
ductioo* So much have our industrialists lost

their heads that they are closing down factories
and workshops in order to come out of depress-
ion* But unfortunately economic laws are no respec-
ters of the whims of industrialists, for these ways
to get out of depression are depressing the world



more and more. Qosmgjfo^^
less empiojment and^ss ejn
reduction in purchasing gower^iid^this^in turn must

Tnean^depressing thejmarkets. The way of ending
depression is sought in depressing the market! Our
politi cians too are following queer politics. When
stores and godowns are glutted with goods they
are indulging in the race of raising tariff wars, the
wars that are daily threatening the world with
dangerous consequences. For, a tariff war is bound
sooner or later, to result in national wars for the
possession of colonies and raw materials. This
is the situation in which our world finds itself.

Poverty, unemployment, tariff and national wars,
strong governments to deal with extraordinary
times, dictatorships, suprression of individual
freedom and civic liberties, militarisation at the
expense of nation building activities, colonial
exploitation-these are our economic and political
problems. Ours is a civilisation of exploitation and

waste. Stronger nations exploiting the weaker
ones is what one sadly finds in this world of
civilised beings. We are, it seems, following the
law of brutes in our affairs with human beings.
Killing of one individual within a



k^E:^
beings in war is considered patriotisn^and^best-
oxvedlvitE'^Tngli honours-such is our social-«»«-~»---~^^^

J2<oraHty. A poverty-stricken hungry t individual

loaf of bread is re garde d_ theft, while
big financiers and capitalists destroying tons and
tons of oodtuffesconader 10 ̂ e

..

Jiumari
condocts* What greater anti-social act can ever
be imagined than the destruction and waste of
grains and goods, for the lack of which millions
are starving and shivering? What greater crime
against society can be imagined than the dragg*
ing of hundreds and thousands of people-young
men to war for the satisfaction of gaining

personal profits through the possession of
lands and mines? What greater cruelty - can
ever be perpetrated than the closing of factories
against hungry men and women only because
markets have glutted and profits have reduced \
Ours is a mad world, where intellects have been

prostituted and used for the exploitation of the
ignorant, a world where science is abused
and made use of for destruction of all

that is beautiful and neble in our civilisation.



There is something fundamentally wrong with
our world. Carman Haider, in "Shall America go
Fascist ? ?) very graphically draws the picture of
oar world as It is to-day:

" Too much wheat, corn, hogs, beaf and yet
starvation; over-production and under-consumptioru
Men living in slums and the lumber industry in
depression unable to find new outlets for the use
of wood, architects out of work. Boys on the road
and the teachers unemployed. A waste of goods, a
waste of energies, a waste of brains, a waste of
human life-"*

Why does the world suffer if it has all the
means of happiness within its grasp? If we have
abundance of goods why should the world be
poor? Why is not the wheat lying in store-rooms
distributed to the hungry millions? Why is
cotton destroyed instead of used for the protection
of shivering men and women? If millions are

unemployed, if factories are lying idle, why are
not these unemployed put to work in the same
idle factories? Why cannot idle factories, idle
capital and idle men be brought together if

Shall America Go Fascist ? '
"*-Carm»fi Haider.
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depression has overtaken us? Henry Brailsford
says: " Capital lieg__jdle_ in_ inGrediMg_Jioardsy

^ And yet why
does this not happen? This is the question that
must arise in ail minds, for this is the problem

of our age* It is true that we have won our
mastery over nature. And yet it is also true
that this mastery has come to us before we
have become ethically fit for the reception of
this power* We have obtained power, but
we have yet to acquire a spirit of social
obligation. Our problem is not the .probiern of
production but of distribution, and not science but"

better social organisation must solve it The
problem of production required individualism fcr
its solution because it needed ability to risk and
adventure. The problem of distribution needs, not

unrestricted individualism but, a sense of social
responsibility. Our problems have arisen because
we have failed to evolve a social organisation
consistent with the discoveries of science and

the release of power they have done. There is a
great disharmony in our social organisation. For
while there is social production on one side
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there is individual appropriation on the other*
There is disharmony between personal profit and
social happiness. Dn G* S. Arundaie, the President

of the Tfoeosophical Society, explains the problem
of our age in but two short sentences. Be says$

*' Much of the depression is the result of &
concentration on the individual self at the expense
of the collective self. They grow together or not
at all." *

But if the problems are vast, it does not

mean that they are impossible of solution. Nor
is it necessary to attempt their solution with a
cynical attitude. No doubt, the problems are
difficult, no doubt, the darkness is too dense, but
let us realise that this darkness is the one

' before the dawn. The dawn of a new world is

over us. Our problems have become huge

only because we are living in times when there
is a clash going on between two civilisations.
The present civilisation is dying, the new civili-
sation is still in the womb* It is the period of

transition in which we are living. And the periods
of transition are always difficult. There are peopk

* 'You'-DiTG, S,
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who refuse to go forward. They do not visualise
the coming dawn. They want to put the clock
back to whence it has come, They are afraid of
science and machinery, they dread leisure and
freedom from physical toil that would come
through these two agencies, They put up the
cries of scrapping machinery and of the dignity
of physical labour. But invariably is the case,
that behind this dignity of labour is the dread
of leisure, for they regard men as sinful, and
hence if freed from physical toil would indulge in
all sorts of sinful activities. And so, their solution

of our problems is reverting to the good old days
when everybody was happy. But they forget tMt
what was happiness some centuries before can never
be happiness to-day, for humanity is progressing and
in its progress releases greater and greater"
powers of its consciousness. Progress of humanity
means releasing human beings from physical
toil and leading them to higher and finer fields
of activity. It is the function of science to enable

men and women to rise to these heights. It is
the purpose of machinery to free human beings
from physical toil The problem of our age is,
that this freeing of human beings from physical
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labour is accompanied by material unhappinesg
and starvation. When leisure is possible, we give
unemployment* But that does not mean that
machinery is wrong and that science is useless.
It means that unrestricted use of machinery by

individuals for their private use is bad, it means
that abuse of science is dangerous. And so our
cry ought not to be, a scrapping of machinery
but a better use of it. Our demand ought not

to be, restricting science but a harnessing :of it
to social welfare. Let us not get panicky and
cynical because so many problems are facing us.
Let us not keep our eyes to the days of old,
Let us look forward and see the light of the
dawn. Instead of proposing to lead the world
back, let us carry it onwards to heights more
glorious than the most glorious heights of the
past. Let us remember, that if problems are great,
man is greater still. It is with this sense of robust
optimism that we must march on, all the time
realising that man is not sinful but really divine
and is ever eager to call out all the inner
beauties he possesses, if only we would give
social facilities for such a happening. Let there
be no sense of despair, no sense of hopelessness
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for " what man has marred man can mend."

There are quite a number of people who in
the midst of these problems get intensely impat-
ient. They immediately rush to radical solutions
and in their mad frenzy destroy even that which
is useful to humanity. It is true that miseiy and
suffering around us are so acute that it is
impossible to wait any longer. But it is easy to
revolt, it is far more difficult to build and
construct a new civilisation* The world has

too many revolutionaries, it needs today const-
ructive genius. For civilisations are not built in the

twinkling of an eye; it is a long-drawn oat
process. Those who indulge in revolutions might
be quite sincere and honest, but that is not " all
that the humanity needs today. To hope to build"
a society through revolution is to misjudge social
factors. If the method of reaction and of going
back in civilisation are born of despair and
misconception of man, the method of revolution
is equally so. It is a method of desperation. It
is enthusiasm guided by wisdom that we need
today, A clarity of thought, a definite conception
of where we are taking humanity, a thorough
understanding of the laws of human evolution, a
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scientific clearness of what the future order of

society shall be~it is all these that are .needed
if the world has to be saved from its present

deplorable condition.
And so even while the world is dark, the

signs of the new dawn are on the horizon.
The solution of our problems lies in understan-
ding these signs of the times and adjusting
our social organisation in accordance with them.
In this world when cut-throat competitions are
going on, there are social reformers who have
been advocating co-operation in production
and distribution of goods. While people are1
rushing at each other's throats, there are
idealists and dreamers forging public opinion
"for world-peace. When humanity is torn
asunder by class and colour, by religion and
nationality, there are workers in all lands trying
to establish Human-Brotherhood in this world.

While the old world is dying, a new consciousness
has overtaken humanity and slowly larger and
larger number of people are coming under its
influence. It is through the recognition of these
signs and working for their effective emergence
that we shall cq>me nearer to the solutions of
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these problems. It is true that the world cannot

wait, that suffering masses cannot patiently bear
their turmoils. It is fcr those who understand these
signs, to start working for the dawn of a new
Era of Peace and Happiness, The tides of re-
volution and destruction will never be stemmed
by repression and threats of violence. They can
be stopped only when intelligent men and
women work for the inauguration of the
new civilisation. Let us beware of under-

estimating the miseries of the people* We know
what the French Queen said when told that the
masses of France were rising because they had
no bread. She remarked, '^JLAgx^J^
brga^i-J^hj^do J^eyj^^ Let not the
intelligent classes of to-day commit the same 

'

mistake through their indifference to the miseries of
the people* The masses have always been led to
revolt because those who understand and those

who are wise have failed to discharge their
duties.lt is because they have remained unmoved
at the cries of their snffering brethren. Let us
not forget that masses rise in revolutions when
they realise that ' the sufferings of revolution are
less then the sufferings of submissn.' If we lead
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the poor masses to this point of desperations
the fault will be ours if our cvilisation Is perish-
ed in the fire of destruction.

The world needs a re-adjustment, a fresh
balancing, a new equilibrium. The days of unres-
tricted individualism, of ruthless competitions, of
ceaseless waste and destruction, of national and

international wars, of political, tyrannies and party
disctatorships must end. The^world must march

on to a new civilisation based on planned
production, on humanitarian distribution, on
mutual co-operation, on international fellowship,
on the service of the weak, on the sacrifice of

the wise and on the principle of Brotherhood*
The " world must adopt the cry of Socialism for;
socialism true and wise is the solution of our

many political, social and economic problems. It is
through Socialism that humanity will rise to a
higher level of advancement It is through soci-
alism that men and women will realise social and

economic happiness. Dr. Besant says* <c I believe

that the next great stage of civilisation will be
Socialistic, that in the centuries that lie before
us, there will be realised many of the economic
conditions, that the socialists of to-day demand."
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'What this Socialism will be* what will be its
guiding principles, how will it be contrasted
with modern socialistic theories will be discussed

an the following pages. Only one purpose runs
behind these discussions; to rivet the attention of

those who are intellectuals, those who are idealists
and dreamers, those who are social reformers

upon the necessity of working for these social
changes which have become inevitable in this
sorrow-stricken world and thus stem the oncoming
floods of revolution that threaten to devour the

whole civilisation. Brotherhood is the weapon with
which to fight both revolution and reaction-
Brotherhood is the key that must open the doors
of human happiness. The following pages are
but a plea to introduce Socialism through opena

-eyed wisdom before it emerges from mass
fury* Socialism is the word of the future, let
all who understand, heed it and work for its
realisation.



Chapter IL
Scientific Socialism:

Its Fundamental Errors-
"Just as every Socialist declares that politics

&lone are utterly insufficient to make a happy and!
prosperous nation, just as he truly says that economics
must be rightly Understood and rightly applied* and
that without that an understanding and application
of political reforms must fail and crumble...*»*so 1
believe that economics alone are not enough to make

a nation prosperous and free. Important as economics
may be and are, behind economics lie men and
.Women* and unless these men and women are

trained into a noble huteasiity, economic schemes
will fail as hopelessly as any political scheme can
possibly do. While it is true that the politician is
building & house without foundation* while it is

true Socialists are trying to make that foundation*
still the foundation must be of good materials or a
rotten foundation will be as unfortunate to the house
as no foundation at all. " *

-Annie Besant.

# * Future of Socialism'-Dr. Besant-
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History of the world is indeed very largely
portrayed in the biographies of its great men
and women. This truth is as much applicable ta
the histories of world movements as to indivi-
dual nations. It is not surprising that nationalism
finds its ceaseless inspiration in the lives of
national hefoes, for the latter are personifications
of what the national masses are hankering after*
Every nation looks to its leaders in times of
crisis, for it sees iii its leaders the promise
of its glorious future. A nation is held together
to a very large extent because of the devotion
to its past and present heroes. A nation is
inspired to great deeds mostly because of 9 

its

glorious past. Bat if a nation is a geographical
unity, a movement is an ideological unity. If a -
nation has its heroes, so has a movement. If

a nation derives its inspiration from the past,
a movement draws its strength from the future,
which it hopes to build. A movement is held
together either by emotional ties or by theoreti*

cal affinities or in a few cases by ideological
loyalties. In the modern world, which regards
mind as the most powerful instrument of cognition,
most of our movements continue and flourish
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by their theoretical affinities^
these theories invariably beco:
such movements.

Such is, indeed, the case with the Socialist
movement of the world. Socialism is verily
£ world-movement in our times, for it has
crossed over national frontiers and political
divisions. It is art international movement,

held together by the theories given to it by
a man whd has influenced modern political

and economic thought to the extent to which
very few single individuals have done in the
history of humanity. Karl Marx is a name to
be iconjured with, not only in Socialist circles
but among all those who are striving at the
refashioning of this world. He is the hero of
the Socialist movement and intense loyalty to
him and to the theories he proclaimed is surging
beneath revolutionary movements in many a
nation of the world. Paradoxical as it may
seem, Marx has become the God of the anti-
God communist

What are the theories given by this great
radical thinker, the very utterence of whose



shakes mighty empires and vested interests
throughout the world? Why is it that social
reformers and large masses in every nation of
the world are intensely fascinated by the doctrine^
of Karl Marx? Why is it that people are
rallying round the banner ©f Scientific Socialism
in various countries of the world ? Before we
consider the salient features of Scientific Soda-4-

lism, let us first understand the causes that
gave birth to this revolutionary movement* It is

only in this background that we can envis-
age the true worth of the principles of Scientific
Socialism.

All students of history knew that the birth
of socialism has coincided with the rise of Capit-*
alism and mechanised production of goods. It 'is
not incorrect to say that Industrial Revolution has
sown the seeds of socialist revolution in all the

countries of the world. Pre-capitalist economic
order, as we all know, was characterised by
handi-crafts as the chief mode of production.
Men and women in their homes and guilds
carried on economic activities, and thus supplied
the needs, both of villages and rising cities*
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With the introduction of machinery and its
necessary con-comitant capitalism, these

handicrafts were destroyed, or rather starved out,
displacing a large number of people from their
family occupations. This onrush of Capitalism
resulted in two diametrically opposed movements.
On the one hand, this displacement resulted in
large number of people falling back on land,
as in the case of India under the onrush of a

Foriegn Capitalism, and worsening the already
impoverished condition of masses due to a

pressure of population which the land was inca-
pable of absorbing. On the other hand, the rise
of Capitalism resulted in drawing people away
from villages into cities, as no land was available
to them. It is this group of people that formed
the working class, the proletariat, of our times. But
the condition of this working class was far frpm
satisfactory; it was much worse than the
condition of the working class of today.For Capitalism
in its blind dash for profits neves1 cared for the
comforts of labour. Insanitary conditions of >work,
unregulated hours of labour, breaking up of homes
under the pressure .of economic necessity and
social changes, absence of political rights,and
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factory laws, non-recognition of trade-unions and
illegality of collective action of the working

class for the improvement of their coditions,
employment of child labour and domination by

capital of all political and social institutions resulted
in very severe discontent among masses
with regard to the new economic order
inaugurated by the Industrial Revolution.
There were violent attempts done by the
ignorant working masses to smash machi-
nery, which, according to them, was the sole
cause of their misery. Even many of the
intellectuals of that age considered machine as
the creator of all social ills. Sporadic revolts
against machineries were the order of the day.

i The new class that had risen in economic power
: due to its ownership of capital, practically
r moulded the policies of the state, and so military
forces of government were always at the beck
and call of the capitalists for the protection of
their capital and the suppression of mass
discontent. Thus hedged in from all sides,
suffering under political repression and economic
tyranny on the one hand and forced by material

necessity on the other, these masses were in a



desperate condition, in a violent moods ready
to strike at their enemies with whatever weapons

available. They had become intensely inflamm-
able and a little spark would have caused a
big conflagration. But to expect these discontented
masses to lead an organised movement was
impossible, for such a movement, to keep it going
in the midst of oppression and repression of
the severest kind, needs a philosophy, a theory
based on the analysis of social forces and a
tactics capable of foiling the attacks of its
enemies. Masses might act but it is impossible
to. expect them to initiate a line of action needed
for the betterment of their conditions.

"

Such initiation has always come from the
intellectuals. It is they who have formulated
theories of social transformation, it is they who
have given philosophies of social change* it is
they who have provided the necessary tactics
for mass action, it is they who have led Radical

movements. The initiative and leadership of all
revolutionary movements have come from the
class of intellectuals. And Socialism is no

exception to this. Looking at the sad conditions
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around him, feeling indignant at the cruel
injustice done to a large section of humanity,
Karl Marx, a German intellectual of a very high
order, out of his studies of politics, history,
economics, social sciencies and philosophy
formulated his theories of mass action which form

the very basis of Scientific Socialism. It is these
theories of mass action which are known as

Scientific Socialism. It is these theories that have

served as guiding principles in all attempts at
social transformation carried on by Socialists
today. The days in which Marx lived were, as
we have seen, the days of cruel repression. Even
he himself had become a victim of State

repression carried on in the interests of* the

rising economic class. Under the effects of this^
repression and the surrounding poverty, it was
quite natural that he developed a very bitter
attitude against the political and economic systems
of society in which he lived. It is not quite
wrong to say that behind all his theories of
social change lies his mental attitude of extreme
bitterness against the staggering poverty that he
witnessed all around him. On all sides he saw

masses crying for more humane treatment. It is



no wonder that the cure of social ills he stiggeS-
ted was a drastic revolution; for a desperate
condition generally evokes desperate methods
of liquidating the same. It is significant to find
that his theories and methods were acceptable

to those ̂ ountri-es which were groaning under
severe state repression, where no civic liberties
existed and where large masses of people were

suffering under abject poverty. Even today this
is the case, for the greatest response to the
Marxian methods is given by countries under
either colonial exploitation or irresponsible native
autocracy. It is also a fact \vhete middle classes
have been refused all facilities to participate in

the 'affairs of a government, th^re these elements
. h&ve embraced revolutionary tactics ottt of
desperation and with a hope of achieving their
own aims. The dangers inherent in revolutionary
tactics will be discussed in a later chapter. It
is sufficient to note here that Marx was led to

proclaim this method Vety largely due to the
desperate condition of masses that lived in his
WdM. And 'so, looking dispassionately at the
theories of Karl Marx, one comes to the conclu-
sion that they have been counsels of despair,
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and the main reason for such counsels consists

in the objective conditions of the masses and
the subjective mood of its illustrious author.

That our unhappy world is standing today
at cross-roads cannot be denied. It needs a

fundamental change; Capitalism in its onword
fnarefo and in its mad rush for profits and
dividends is crushing the lives of millions. Capitalism

itself has reached a stage when its progress
within the framework it has created has become-

well-nigh impossible. Capitalism mmt either give
place to a better order of society or else our

civilisation must go down and perish like the
civilisations of old. Desperate conditions of
masses will lead them to adopt revolutionary
and desperate methods and capitalism too will
react with its own drastic measures in defence

of reacton. Our world needs- an overhauling. And
Marx suggests his own panacea. Behind this
panacea stands a philosophy r a philosophy of
despair* One most either accept it or evolve a
better philosophy, for the world must ever move
on. Bertrand Russell remarks*
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civilised world has need of fundamental
Change if it ia to be saved from decay-change
both in the economic structure atid its philosophy
of life/' *

Most of our social reformers are prepared
to concede the first part of the above statement,
but they have hardly given a serious thought
to the problem of philosophy and its effects on
social reconstruction. They have yet to accept

the necessity of philosophical clarity and sound-
ness in the task of social transformation. Only

out of a correct philosophy can emerge true
tactics and methods of social change. Mars and
Lenin recognised the need of this philosophical
background. It was a firm coviction with Lenin
that only with people who are steeped in Marxian
philosophy can a socialist party start its opera*
tions for a social revolution. A philosophical
vacillation, according to him,was very dangerous to
the cause of social revolution. He believed, and

rigtly, that without this philosophical soundness,
there would be desertions and betrayals in
a socialist party. But very many of the followers

of Marx and Lenin have scarcely given

* ' Why Men Fight '-Bertrand Rusaell.
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consideration to this problem of philo*
sophy. Thfcy &re *§o concerned With immediate
isstes that they have lost sight of the larger
problems that affect social reconstruction. It is
not wrong to say that many of these follow^
have been emotionally stirred to action at the
sight of physical misery and destitution prevailing
in the world. This attitude has so completely

overtaken them that they have relegated the
important question of philosophy absolutely to
the background. It is a common experience of
us all that a straw brought too close to the
eye creates an optical illusion, due to which even
a mountain remains hid behind it. Over-enthu-
siastic followers of these leaders are smarting

under a similar optical illusion due to which
fundamental issues connected with socialism

have remained concealed under a too impulsive

emotionalism. To them a philosophy underlying
a scheme, of 'social reconstruction has seemed
Unimpolrtant from practical points of view.
To them [quiet reflections on philosophi*
cal issues have appeared tantamount to flying
away from 2 grim realities. These people have
narrowed down the scope of socialism by
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regarding it as a simple act of snatching away
the property of John to satisfy the needs of
James. :But this is hardly socialism, it is an
ugly distortion of it. Socialism is an order of
society, a better, a more intelligent, a juster
order of human organisation. And those who
profess to be in the vanguard of this task of
founding a better order of society must have
clear conceptions about its fundamental aspects.
A mere emotional exuberance can never last

long, nay it will lead all those who indulge in
it into dangerous paths, often antagonistic to
Socialism. Philosophy is the motive power of
every movement aiming at social reconstrnction.
It tfras because of this that Marx spent a number

.of years evolving a philosophical system before
proposing a method of social change. It was
precisely because of'this that Lenin was engaged
in philosophical discussions with his comrades
and was prepared to break even with the most
outstanding of them. We know that he was
ready to compromise with them on issues of
methods and strategy, but about philosophy he
was quite adamant. la his * What is to be
done' he advises his comrades to combine
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with other parties with regard to practical
programmes but he strongly maintains! ''Do not
haggle over principles, do not make concessions in
theory. " Philosophical clarity and theoretical
soundness are absolutely essential, not only in
understanding the social process but even in
actual attempts at social transformation. Only a
correct philosophy can generate motive power
for social change. And so, in order to understand
Marxism one must clearly grasp its philosophical
assertions. Every other expression of Marxism
is an emanation from this. As Engels
puts it* ''Without German philosophy, particularly
that of Hegel, German Scientific Socialism
would never have come into existence."

Scientific Socialism without its philosophy
would mean a movement without its driving power*

Now what is this Marxian philosophy ? We
have briefly noted the objective and subjective
conditions that supplied the very basis of this
philosophy. It is known as the Materialistic

Interpretation of History, Marx was pre-eminently
interested in humanity and had no concern
with metaphysical speculations. Hence his is a



social philosophy-a philosophy that explains
history, that analyses social forces, that supplies
a motive power for social change. His philosophy
is a guide to action, a guide to social transfor-
mation. It explains what social change is, how
it is to be brought about, what are the driving
factors of this change, how does it harmonise
with science and how does environment work

on the growth of an individual* These are the
main questions with which Marxian philosophy
is concerned. We shall see briefly in the course
of this discussion what are the fundamental

errors that lie in each of the answers, Marxian
Socialism provides to the above questions*

The first fundamental efrror of Scientific

Socialism consists in its conception of social change,
What is this conception! An answer to this
question is provided in Marx's theory of the
structure of society. There is a particular formula
to which Marx reduces all complicated structures
and super-structures of society. Marx tells us:
"The economic structure of society always
furnishes the real basis, starting from which we
can alone work out the ultimate explanation Q£
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the whole super-structure of juridical and political
institutions as well as of the religious, philosophical
and other ideas of a given historical period." So
according to this, economics is the very basis of

a society. Although Marx takes into consideration
other factors that contribute towards the build-

ing up of a society, these, according to him, are
comparitively immaterial. It is economics that
remains the desicive factor. A society is judged
by its technology, by its modes of production,
by the method with which human beings satisfy
their material needs. With accepting economics as
the basis of society, all social changes mean
changes in the modes of production, changes
in economic structure, changes in the relations of
human beings with regard to their productive
activities. As Engels puts it:

"The final causes of all social changes and
political revolutions arc to be sought, not in man's
brains, not in man's better insight into eternal truth
and justice but in changes in the modes of production
and exchange. They are to be sought not in the
philosophy but in the economics of each particu*

_lar epoch." # 
# 'Socialism: Scientific and Utopian'-Engels.
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And so, according to this, every social change
predominantly means an economic change. It is
no wonder that taking this assertion as the vetfy
basis of social change, Scientific Socialists have
laid all emphasis on the transformation of the
economic structure of society. The social change
from Capitalism to Socialism is, according to

them,only a change in the economic basis of
society. A structural change is their primary
concern, for economics is the basis-everything
else is a superstructure. Their socialism means,
the socialisation of the means of production,
distribution and exchange. The whole idea of
the future social order is confined in the frame-

work of economics. It is a question whether the
r foundation on which they desire to base the
whole social structure is sufficiently strong to bear

the whole weight of its enormous superstructure.

This idea of social change is derived from
the materialistic philosophy of Marx. We shall
be discussing later this materialism in relation
with modern science, and so scientific correctness
or otherwise of materialism is beside the point
just now. The question here arises whether in
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economics lies the final cause of social change,
whether economics is the basis of society, whether
religion, art, science, philosophy are mere
superstructures to be explained away in terms
of economics. That economics is one of

the causes of social change cannot be denied.
It cannot, be gainsaid that in large number of
cases economic condition has been an immediate

cause of social change, but to contend, that it
is the final and the ultimate cause is rather

doubtful Economic condition of the people of
France was very bad in the 18th. Century;
that it was becoming worse is also true. But
this economic misery would not have produced"

a French Revolution, it might have resulted «in
sporadic revolts of hungry men and women.
But in no case could it have brought about 3
social change. It was the philosophy of French
thinkers, the enormous literature of French

writers that fired up the intellectuals and the

idealists of France, it was this philosophy that
inspired them with a noble mission, a lofty
purpose of transforming human society. These
thinkers and philosophers had touched a new
level of consciousness of human living and were
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trying to express this through their thesis and
dreams The whole nation was rising to a new
consciousness, the consciousness of liberty, of
individual freedom, of independence in thought
and belief. The social, political, economic and
religious institutions of France were ill-suited
to accommodate this new consciousness and its

demands. Religion, art, ethics-all had become
degenerated. The degeneration that started in
these expressions of social thDUght naturally
filtered down to the political and economic
organisations of the nation. It is a fact that long
before the famous French Revolution, there was

a revolt against the religious beliefs prevalent in
that " country. Always at the dawn of a new
consciousness, touched at first by a few
individuals, there has been a revolt in the
beginning against prevailing philosophical,
religious, ethical or spiritual notions. It is this
ideological discontent that gradually permeates
various departments of human activities. Where
the antiquated forms of the old conciousness are
very rigid and offer great resistence, there violent
upheavals maka their appearances from time to
time. Political and economic institutions are affected
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the last by the new conciousness, for they are
the most rigid superstructures based on the
ideology of a society. The very fact that in all
countries, at the rise of a new consciousnss, there

has been a spiritual revolt first and political cr
economic uprising later, clearly shows that the
root cause of a social change is a new spiritual
awakening among people demanding new
organisations to suit its rightful expressions. Dr.
Besant in her marvellous lectures on the

French Revolution tells uss
** When, in any country which is not wholly free,

there is a rapid spread of Freethought principles*
then may the people look for political change; when
men use their brains to investigate the rights o£ the
Church, they will use them also to investigate the
tights of the Government; when spiritual despotism
is defied, temporal despotism will be speedily
challenged../'*

What does the above assertion show ?

It was the Freethought that was the impelling
cause of the French Revolution. When the

whole nation rose to a new consciousness and

learnt to think independently, the social, political.
economic and religious institutions were challen-

* ' French Revolution'-Dr. Beiant-
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ged one by one. It is a law of psychology
that life remains concentrated at a particular
level of consciousness, both in an individual as well
as in a nation. With the rise in the level of

consciousness, this concentration of life is shifted

from the lower to the higher phase of expression. It
is because of this withdrawal of life from the lower,
due to a rise in the level of consciousness, that

the degeneration of social, political and economic
organisations is caused. (For a fuller discussion

of this problem of consciousness the reader is
referred to the second section of this book) Forms

must die in order to give birth to new structures
in harmony with the new consciousness. Where

this structural adjustment is delayed or resisted,
there revolutions have appeared in history. But
the -cause of all these social changes have to be
sought in ideological transformations in huma-
nity. A revolt in thought is a precursor of an
economic or political revolt. This shows that
the basis of society is not in economics, nor
in politics, nor even in religion but in the
consciousness of society. It is a law in biology
that function precedes organ. This law is
applicable to human societies too. Unless human
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consciousness rises higher and develops a new
functioning faculty in this process, there can
never be lasting changes in society. Where
organ has preceded the function, there the social
structure has remained a hot-house growth,
needing artificial conditions for its development.
The case of Russia furnishes an example of a
hot-house growth of socialism. Believing the
economic structure of society as the very

basis, the Bolsheviks imposed a socialist structure
and economy on that country. And owing to
this narrow conception of socialism they have
tried to preserve its economic basis at the
expense of even disfiguring the great ideal of
Socialism, for they thought and still think, that
preservation of a particular economic structure is
socialism. There is no doubt that economic

principles underlying the Russian Experiment are to a
very large extent admirable, provided the Experi-
ment is freed from the ugly features of State
terrorism. But this proviso can never be
fulfilled because structure has preceded the doscent
of consciousness. Instead of allowing the new
consciousness to influence the minds of the

people, instead of slowly creating new institutions



to suit the demands of this consciousness, an
attempt has been made to sweep the whole
nation of all its old organisations. The same
thing happened in the case of France and we
know the results. We are witnessing the same
kind of happenings in the case of Russia today:
Trotsky-Zinovieve conspiracies, if true, very
abundantly prove that the conditions in France
after the revolution are being repeated in Russia
also. So long as scientific socialists regard econo-
mics as the basis of society and immedietelj
rush at destroying old institutions and imposing
new ones, so long will socialism require artificial
conditions of terrorism and espionage to protect
its outward structures. If economics were the

real basis of society, a change in economic
institutions ought to mean a complete social
change naturally followed by other changes in
superstructures. Coercive measures of state must

disappear if socialism is a natural growth from
economic changes. With a change in the
structure, a change in superstructure must follow
in the ordinary course, If the politicians and
mass demagogues of France had not utilised
the new literature of France to their own
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advantage, If instead of attacking the whole
social fabric of France they had gradually adjus-
ted the social institutions to the new conscious-

ness, the history of the French Revolution would
have been different.The same thing applies to Russia.
And so, just as not organ but function is the
basis of all biological growth, the change and
growth of society depend upon human conscious-
ness and not upon economic structures.
Economics, as every other social institution, is a
superstrecture on social consciousness. Social

change, as conceived by scientific socialists,
describes only the method of social change, it
does not supply the cause of social change-
Economics, politics, religion, art, ethics are
merely the instruments of social change-they
are not its causes. The cause of every social
change lies in the consciousness of humanity.
Behind the destruction and formation of structures

lies this consciousness. The whole process of

social change can very well be understood by
the following words of Prof. Marcault:

" Life, then, is the cause and evolution is the
effect- Those laws under which evolution is seen

to proceed are the means by which life manipulates



mallei1, shaping it slowly but ceaselessly itito an
instrument for its own use and expression.'* #

This* then, is the first fundamental error of
Scientific Socialism. All the other errors emanate

from this misconception about social basis. The
problem of socialism is thus not merely raising
the material standard of people, it is funda*
tnentaly raising the consciousness of people.
It is this consciousness that is the very basis of

society and a social change must mean a change
in the reactions of the people, so that before a
structural change is effected they are prepared
to function rightly through the new organs that
conre into existence. As H. G. Wells puts it:
" The. problem of socialism is not merely

the problem of distributing economic goods but
the problem of finding out real receivers of
power." This means, that the problem of socialism

is the problem of raising the consciousness of
people so that persons competent to function
through the new organs of society can come
into being. Consciousness precedes structure, is
the important truth which one fails to find in

the tkeories of social change propounded by
Scientific Socialism.

* * Evolutian of M«av-Pcof« Marcauik
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With this wrong basis erf Marxian Socialism,
ft is no wonder that its whole edifice is devel-
oped on wrong principles. The wrong basis of
social change has resulted in wrong methods of
bringing about this change. Taking economics as
the basis of society, Marxian socialists have
naturally believed that a social change consists
in rooting out one economic system and replacing
it by another. Social reconstruction i&» to them,
merely a problem of social systems and Institut-
ions* It is because of this incomplete notion of
reconstruction that we find force, violence inevi-
tably introduced in Marxian methods. If economics

Is the frame of Marxian Socialism, revolution.
is the blood that runs through .it. Force is the
real driving power of Marxism. Marx sayss "Force
is the midwife of every old society pregnant
with the new/' Force, according, to> this theory,
is the instrument that gives bkth to socialism, as
to every new order of society. We have stated
above that the philosophy of Marx is a philosophy
of despair. It is in this- advocay of force that
the element of despair lies* It is akin to the
eoception of original sin held by orthodox
Christianity* Man is fundamentally sinful, selfish
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, and only a drastic punishment can bring him
round says the orthodax Christian. A child is

inherently mischievous and sin-loving and
only a rod can set him right, says the old eductaor*
'Spare the rod and spoil the child' was the
educational philosophy of teachers in the days
when psychology had not made the progress it
has done in recent times. Educatioa has be&n

discarding the theory of the inherent sinfulness
of the child and hence replacing the threat of
the rod by freedom and proper psychological
treatment. It is not at all strange that Mara
.advocated the method of rod in social changes,
for he lived in the days when rod was supreme.
But it is certainly strange that his followers are
so tenaciously hugging to the theories of ori-
ginal sin and efficacy of rod even in these days when
they have been exploded in the fields of education .

and religion. Modern Socialists might resent the "
idea that Marxian phiogophy is based on the
coception of the original sin of man. But a
declaration that reason and persuasion are not
the methods of social change-only a drastic attack
on one class is the solution of our social-problem

means nothing else but : thp .belief that human
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beings are sinful and can be stopped from evil
practices only by a social punishment in the
shape of a revolution. This is nothing but an
advocay of rod in the affairs of social change.
If the basis of society is in the consciousness
of human beings, then a psychological understan-
ding is as necessary and inevitable in social
and political affairs as in education. We know

that a rod might temporarily quiet the child and
force him to behave in a manner acceptable to
his teacher, but its effect must always be to
create psychological complications, mental com-
plexes in the life of such a child. It has been

said that a child that has become a victim orf
cruel punishments by his teachers or parents is
likely to turn out either a coward or a bully >
very cruely exploiting and oppressing those who
are physically weak than himself. The evils of
education in the Public Schools of England
have been too graphically described to us by
Bertrand Russell in his * Education and Social

Order/ If that is the case with a child, it must
equally be so with a class that has been cruelly
and violently overthrown. The method will not

only harm the vanquished but the victor too,



and the harm done to the latter will be perhaps
more dangerous because of tfoe wrong educatior
it receives in its attempts at social change. H
is possible that the victor might become as oppre
ssive, and even more than the vanquished whose
oppression he has overthrown. This is the greai
psychological defect of all revolutionary philosophies
It is not by sheer accident that revolutions
have been followed by terrorisms mon
cruel than these which these revolutions
have overthrown. These terrorisms are but th<

psychological effects of social violence and al
those who advocate the latter must be prepared
to accept them* Those who sow the wind mus1
necessarily reap the whirlwind, for that is the
law of human psychology. Prof. Laski ven
correctly ramarks* '* The central mistake ir
Bolshevist policy, it is probable, is greatly tc
under-estimate the psychic resistence they woutlc
encounter/' The history of the Russian Revolutior
bears witness to this assertion and to th<

correctness of the psychological law. Out of th<
terrorism and suppression of the Tsar and th<
denial of all political activity by this Governmen
that the Russian Revolution was born. And th<
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Bolshevik Party, largely responsible for 1 Hb
revolution, has after raising itself to
instituted similar terrorism and suppression as
also denial of political activity to large masses
of the Russian people. That there is a denial of
political and individual liberty in Russia is admitted
even by Mr. M. R. Masani, the Secretary of
the Indian Socialist Party who visited Russia
in 1935. He writes in his ' Soviet Sidelights 'I
" At the same time the fact cannot be ignored
that even within the Party ( the Communist
Party ) the right to oppose the official line of
the Party, which means that of its 'great leader
and teacher Stain,' is denied Trotsky, not to
mention many a smaller man, is a livkig
testimony to that fact." The dangers inherent
in revolutionary methods and the evils 9^
dictatorships will be discussed later in the
Chapter on Methods in this book. Suffice it to

say here, that the method of force adopted in the
process of social change will undoubtedly bring tfoe
whole edifice of Socialism to the ground. And if
this does not actually happen it will transform
itself into a society left at the mercy of opposing
political adventurers* Such a society will mean
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a denial of the ideals of Socialism. To neglect
the workings of psychological laws in the
consideration of social forces Is to be blind to

realities. What this denial will amount to in the

case of Russia is a matter that future historians

will have to record. We know what this denial

meant in the case of the French Revolution.

One should not be surprised if Russia takes the
same road, for it is in the nature of things that
action and reaction should be equal and opposite.
Violence must beget violence; force must generate
greater force and a social change that is urged by
force and violence must continue by jails,
exiles, executions, rods and punishments, for
the * suppression of plots, counter-revolutions,
conspiracies and acts of individual terrorism*

Referring to fundamental social changes, Dr.
Besant writes:

" ....and these changes will not be made
successful in the storm of a revolution because in

revolution the men that come to the top are not the
wisest men but the most exaggerated men, and the
man who can promise most is the one who comes
to the top and each one (tries to outbid the other

in order to secure his power and avoid suspicion
from the great masses of the people. The lesson of
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ihe French Revolution is the lesson which it is well
to learn. Notice the waves of revolution as they
came on and notice how every moderate party in
turn was swallowed up and how each extreme
party was guillotined by a still more extreme, until
the military power put an end to all/' #

The third fundamental error, emanating from
a misconception of social basis and a wrong

method of social change, is with regard to a
perverse ethical appeal that characterises scientific
socialism. We have seen above that modern

socialists are engaged in violent methods of
change in social basis, through revolutionary
action. But this revolution does not come into

existence all of a sudden. It requires a suitable
appeal, an appropriate war-cry, before it becomes
a universally accepted line of action. It is a
common experience of all, who have to "deal
with large masses, that people are urged to
action only when they are emotionally stirred.
This emotional stirring is required both for
constructive as well as destructive activities*

Masses of almost all the nations are at the

level of impulses and a movement that derives
its strength from masses must needs play upon

* * Future Socialism '-Dr. Beaanfc.
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their impulses. Mass leaders have**
been successful mostly because of their mass
oratory or better still mass demagogy, which
really means rousing the mass of people to a

very high pitch of emotions. Masses do not
embrace revolutionary dangers out of a sense

of sacrifice; to expect this is surely absurd. A
strong emotional reaction to the beautiful
promise of happiness held out by mass leaders
is generally the motive power that drives people
to dare all revolutionary dangers. Those who
are engaged in the task of social reconstruction
must either rule out revolutionary methods and

waft for a gradual transformation by constructively
organising the impulsive life of nations or else
rouse the self-interest and destructive passions of
people. If, as is contended by scientific socialists,
social change is only an economic change and
if this change is to be brought about by force,
it is natural that impulses appropriate
to force should be stimulated among masses
so that social revolution might become a
practical proposition. And, it is exactly this that
Marxian Socialism does. For it makes its appeal
for social change, not to the finer feelings of

nr /VrtO
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humanity, but, to the passions and hatreds of
a class that has unfortunately been very

mercilessly exploited by the capitalist order of
society* The change to be brought about is
through the class hatred of the working class.
We have seen above that these working

masses are becoming very desperate under
the pressure of their material misery. It is
this desperateness that inspires them to regard
class war as the only saviour of their kith and
bin from physical unhappiness. It is this des-
perateness that leads them to rally round the
banner of class war unfurled by scientific
socialists- But it must be remembered, that

numerical strength of a movement is not " the
criterion with which to judge its soundness. It
is easy to enlist support of people by appealing
to their self-interest and their class antagonisms.
But a support evinced through these means
does not prove the correctness of a theory. It
is true that modern social structure is based

on class domination. It is also true that class

wars are being waged everyday in the world
in factories, workshops and even in fields. To
say that class war has been invented by scientific
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socialists is to ignore facts. Masses in all
countries, suffering under staggering misery, are
daily nourishing a sense of hatred against a
class that oppresses them. These class hatreds
are taking the forms of strikes and other
political as well as economic measures of
warfare, resorted to by the working class-
Scientific Socialists desire to build a society

that is free from these class struggles, they
want a class-less society to be established in all
the countries of the world. To root out all

causes of class war is certainly a very admirable
thing to do, for socialism, if it is going to be
at better order of society, must be free from
class wars and class hatreds. The only difficulty
with scientific socialists is, that they want this
class-less society to be brought into the world
through the instrumentality of class-wars, of
intensified class struggles. Their way of social
change lies through the stimulation of class
hatred. Sydney Hook in his " Towards the
Understanding of Karl Marx " tells us! '* Only
through a class struggle can a change in
property relationships, i e., social revolution,
be achieved." According to this statement, social
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change means change in property relationships,
the change to be brought about is through a
social revolution and the aim of social revolution

ife to be achieved through a class struggle. A
society free of class hatreds to be ushered in
by the intensification of class hostilityH:his is the
dream of our scientific socialists 1 During
the Great European War of 1914-18, we were
told by the politicians of the Allied Powers
that they were fighting a war in order to end
all future wars, ' War to end war 

' 
was the

slogan preached to the nations of the world.
* Victory through war is a Great Illusion *
declared Norman Angell, but everybody seemed
to be believing in the possibility of abolishing
all wars through the method of'.human slaughter.
But we know after the sad experiences of the
post-war conditions of the world, and especially
of Europe, that not only did the Great War
mot eliminate all wars, but on the contrary,
it generated causes of all the future wars,
the wars that are threatening Europe today,
the wars that are hanging over the whole world,
ready to destroy modern civilisation. But these
threats of war are natural consequences of
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violent hatreds let loose during the Great War.
It is Germany, supposed to have been vanqui-
shed, that is threatening the peace of Europe
and of the whole world, and it cannot be
denied that Germany is merely reacting to the
hatreds and the ̂ al-treatments showered upon her
by the powerful nations of the world. The dreams
of reconstructing the world on a new
basis have been entirely frustrated only because the
hatreds let loose during the war were far too
powerful to allow the nations of the world to

settle down in constructive plans. Piling up of
armaments has been the one programme

followed by all governments in order to protect
national frontiers which have been faced with

dangers as a result of the Peace Treaty ! The
world that was fighting a war to end all wars
twenty-two years ago, is again presented
with the spectacle of every nation arming itself
to the teeth and making ready for plunging all
humanity in another, more devastating, conflag-
ration. And the scientific Socialists are

telling us that they are fighting and intensifying
class war in order to end future class wars.

They want us to forget the lessons of the Great
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War as also the lessons of the French Revolu-
tion. A society that emerges through class war
will cotinue only by ruthless suppression of
individuals, parties and classes, for it will be in
a constant fear of conspiracies and counter-rev-
olutions, even as Europe is today. Such a
society must invariably breed germs of countless
other conflicts, and although it might feel
secure temporarily, as did Europe after defeating
Germany, it will find its security most insecure ere
long. Class wars to end all future class struggles,
is a statement, as meaningless and as dangerous as
the slogan of war to end war. Masses that are
led to social chnge through hatred are bound
to be demoralised and degenerated. Appeals
of hatred and class war are harmful, both to -

society and to the class that is aspiring to power.
H. G. Wells tells us very appropriately:

" Marx's theory of the inevitability of class
warfare is one of the most pernicious thing that
ever happened to humanity. It is as bad as the tides
of the inevitability of conflict between nations." #

The necessity of class war for the introdu-
ction of a class-less society is absurd on the

* * Foreign Affairs '-An American Journal-
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face of it Those who advocate it either do not

understand its implications or want to set up
another class rule under the cloak of abolition

of all classes. It is itot wrong to say that
socialism through hatred is a negation of socia*
lism. And so, we have seen that just as the basis
of social change advocated by Marxian socialism
is wrong, so the methods and the appeals
for making those methods successful are
dangerous and positively perverse. A society
based on rotten foundations must fall to the

ground. A society brought into being in defiance
of psychological laws of action and reaction
must create problems more complicated than
those which it proposed to solve. A society

that comes into being by rousing passions of
" hatred and self-interest must inevitably continue

by fear and perverted human relationships.
And that is what modern scientific socialism

implies*

We have thus considered the basis of social

change, the method of social change and the appeal
for social change as given by Marxian Socialism.

us now consider the scientific understeftding of
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social change according to the theories of Marx.
Lenin says? ''Modern socialist consciousness can
arise only on the basis of profound scientific
knowledge-" Now scientific knowledge need not
mean knowledge only of economic and social
sciences. It must take into consideration physical
and natural sciences as well. For these sciences

are affecting our lives and thoughts enormously.
Their investigations throw a great light on
philosophical assertions. Their discoveries

influence to a great extent our notions of history
and social change. If socialist philosophy
professes to be scientific, it must square its
accounts with these sciences. And so, let us
consider the relation of Marxism with modern

science. Before coming to that, we might have
a look at the scientific background in which
Marx propounded his theories.

During the days in which Marx lived and
developed his thesis, the Western world was in

the throes of an advancing science. The nineteenth
century was a century of optimism as far as
science was concerned. It was believed that

science would solve all problems facing humanity,



that it would tear all the veils that kept men m
lenorance. Science seemed to all to be all victori-

ous. Everything would ultimately yield to science-,
religion and philosophy-for science was all
powerful, so thought men and women of the
last century* A coviction was growing among
people that at last science would lead them to

the promised land of happiness, the real kingdom
of heaven. Even scientists thought that they had
reached the very depths of universal mystery

and that it was a question of a few years, a
question of some laboratory experiments when
they would come out finally triumphant against
all the forces of creation. Prof. Tyndal in an
address in 1874 before the British Association

fs said to have remarked that future science

would enable us to survey "ultimately purely
natural and inevitable march of evolution from

the atoms of the primeval nebula to the
proceedings of the British Association for the
Advancement of Science." Such was the spirit of
optimism that ruled the scientific world of the
Victorian age* Scientists thought that they had
unravelled the mystery of matter, that they had
in their possession everything connected with



flatter and its composition. To them, it seemef,
me laws Underlying all natural phenomena-
had become- plain and very bravely they
believed t&at God was an illusion
and teleotogJcal basis of society as- entirely
unfounded. To them creation and evolution

seemed quite contrary, and since evolution
wag a proved theory, the idea of a God
creating the universe was- absurd to them. In
short, science was marching from victory to-
victory and thought itself to be unassailable*
It was an age of conquering science and
religion trembled before its overwhelming power.
Religion was on its defensive and with every
march of science it retraced its steps. Religion?
Jiad become bankrupt, for it had nothing positive-
to give. It was but natural that people accepted
the.religion of science, for the orthodox religion
failed to satisfy the needs of the people.

It was in this age that Mafx lived It is= no
wonder if he was influenced by the currents of
scientific thought existing in his tiit*e& One can:
see in his philosophy a clear reflection of the
scientific trends of his age. His philosophy is
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undoubtedly based on the science of the 19 tfa.
Century. What did science believe about life in

those days ? It believed that the universe was a
Vast machine and that everything could be
explained in terms of the ' movements of the

pieces of matter.' It said, to quote Prof. Tyndal,
that, one must see " in matter the promise
and potency of every form of life." In the
movements of matter lay all the explanations
of events that had happened and would happen
in future. The philosophy that emanated wasf
a materialistic philosophy which sought in
matter the solution of all mysteries. This phi-
losophy had become very common with the
intellectuals of the last century. And Marxian

" philosophy is but an echo of this common trend-
Although Matx differed much from the mater-

ialistic philosophers of his time, in as much as
he did not accept the mechanical conception
of materialism, these differences were not of a
fundamental nature, for they only explained how
matter behaved (and that is what is described
in Marxian Dialectics) and did not challenge
the assertion that in matter was the explanation
of the whole universe. Mind is the function of
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matter, declares the philosophy of Marx* It is
matter that determines mind and not mind

that determines matter, is the fundamental
tenet of Marxian philosophy. Prof. Joad very
humourouly and correctly says in his ' Guide to
Modern Thought' that Copernicus abolished
the primacy of man's planet ,in the universe,
Darwin abolished the primacy of man within
his planet and materialism abolished the primacy
of mind within the man. Marxian materialism
sails in the same boat with other materialists

with regard to mind's subservience to matter*
Marx argued that if idea was primary to matter,
where could such an idea live ? It cannot live

in void And hence, according to him, all arts,
all sciences, all politics are mere superstructures
on matter. The idea that material condition

is the basis of all society is clearly rooted in
this materialistic philosophy. It is not mind and
its development that are deciding factors in
history but material necessities are the causes

of all social progress, such is the contention of
Marxian philosophy. According to this conception,.
ideology is the product of matter and people;
who develop their ideologies do so under a



conscious or an unconscious influence of their

material position. Pure thought, according to
this philosophy, is an impossibility. This is a
philosophy which regards material environment
as everything. It is plain that behind this
interpretation of history* which regards material
environment as the deciding factor in social progress,
the materialistic conception of universe is quite
predominant* And so, even though modem
socialists might maintain that Marxian materia-
lism has nothing to do with the metaphysical
aspects of this doctrine, one cannot accept this
statement because metaphysical materialism
runs like a thread through all the assertions
and theorisations of Marxism. And again, this
metaphysics is based on the science of the
ninerteenth century in which Marx lived and
worked. We know that Marx was largely
influenced by Hegel in his theories and philo-
sophies. But he has turned Hegel upside down,
for the latter believed in an Absolute Idea to

which all creation is moving through the process
of thesis,7 anti-thesis and synthesis. But to Marx
theise Conceptions of the Absolute Idea and the
world moving to a predestined plan were repugnant.
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And so, while he accepted the Hegelian idea of
conflict as the soul of progress, he applied it
to the materialistic philosophy of Feurbach.
The result was the Dialectic Materialism of

Marx. There is no doubt, the primariness of
matter underlies all conclusions arrived at by

Marxian Socialists concerning social progress.
Here is Mr. Jai Prakash Narain proving, the
truth of above statement:

" Matter in its infinite combinations produces

the peach and the dogberry, the tulip and the
dandelion; in the same manner it produces an
Einstein and an Ivan the Fool," #

So Marxism tells us that it is not life but

matter that in its infinite combinations produces

an Einstein or for the matter of that any

other genius of the world; Now the conception
of this matter, according to Scientists of Marxian
period, was some definite thing lying out in
space. This matter was the ultimate reality of
all things. Everything that could be touched
by hand and seen with physical eyes was to
them real, all else was an illusion. It seems our
scientific socialists of today are still clinging

* 'Why Socialism >' -I « M -S~
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even though science has repudiated its own
stand of those times. Science of the 20 ttu

Century is completely revolutionised, so much
so, that scientists are gradually discarding
materialism and adopting the attitude of idealism.
Prof* Joad tells us: '* Modern physics lends
support to Idealism and suggests, if it does not
actually require, a religious interpretation of
the universe." Deeper and deeper investigations
into the composition of matter have led modern
scientists to completely change their notions
about matter, so much so, that this conception
of matter is taking them into the fields of
philosophy and metaphysics.. Mr Arthur Balfouf
.very aptly said: *'We know too much about
matter to be materialists/' With the modern

discoveries into the nature of matter, one
wonders whether belief in materialism is at all

justified today. Prof. Marcault says: "Matter,
as a basic reality, no longer exists, that which
we call an atom being nothing but a bundle of
waves, a vortex of energy." If matter is not a
basic reality according to science, then a philo-
sophy which regards matter as the very basis of
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the universe can hardly be regarded as scientific.
Regarding the modern scientific conception of
matter, Prof. Joad writes:

" Modern matter is ! v something innitely atten-
tuated and elusive, it is a hump ^ in ? space-time, a
*mush' of electricity, a wave of probability
undulating into nothingness; frequently it is not
matter at all but a projection of the Consciousness
of its perceiver/' #

And if matter is but a projection of the
consciousness of man, are we not coming to the
conclusion that not matter but something else
is the ultimate reality to which all things can
be reduced ? Modern science believes that the

matter we see with our physical eyes is the

result of something finer that is not visible- to
the eye nor even to the microscope, it is
a thing which only mathematics 01? mind
can perceive. This conception of matter has

already taken scientists out of the popularly
known realm of matter. The science that

has come to this will have to assert that the

physical matter, seen by the eye and touched

* *A Guide to Modern Thought'-C.E.M. Joad*
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where else in non-physical realms. Where

this matter exists outside the physical realm is
a problem that is perplexing modern science,
but there is no doubt that it does exist and

that it is invisible to us. "Matter is but an

expression of energy *' says Einstein, the scien-
tific genius of our age. And if matter is only
an expression, it means that it is a function

of something finer and higher. It means that
matter is not the basis but only an instrument
of expression* Not only is this the case in Physics,
even modern Biology finds it difficult to maintain
that mental activities are but changes in

physical brain, that life is only a product of
matter, a non-living substance. Prof. Joad calls
"our attention to this fact in the following words!

'* Life, it seems, is fundamental; moreover it
is creative and uses and moulds the forms of living
organisms as instruments to further its purposes and
serve its ends-1 "&

And so it is not matter in its infinite

combinations that produces an Einstein, but it

* 'A Guide to Modern Thought. *~C. E. M. Joad.
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is life that manipulates matter and combing
inta way that Einstein can find hfe expression,.
It is true tfiat Einstein is 'one of the infinite

combinations of matter, but this combination fe
effected because of the creative life that uses
matter as its instrument. Prof. Plank, an

outstanding Scientist of dur age, is said to hav£
remarked in an interview: " I regard consciousness
as fundamental. I regard matter as derivative
ffotn consciousness." Sir James Jeans, a g'reat
British Astronomer, says: '* The universe can

best be pictured, although still very imperfectly
and inadequately, as consisting of Pure Thought,
the thought of, what for want of a wider word,
We must describe as, a mathematical thinker/'
Modern scientific thinkers of great repute regard
thought and consciousness as basic realities -and
matter as only the expression of these* With
a change in this basic conception of the universe,
scientific thinkers of today have discarded the
mechanistic notion of all movements of matted

They are beginning to feel that the universe
is not moving haphazardly, that there is a plan,
a design according to which the progress of
the universe proceeds. '* A far off divine event



to which all creation moves " is not a mere

poetic fantasy, it is a thought to which scien-
tists are giving a serious consideration. Prof.
Fraser Harris of Halifax says- " Electron,

molecule, living cell, plant, animal all revesil
Uniformity in construction and self-consistent

conformity to Plan/' Prof. J. A. Thompson, an
authority ori Darwinism, regards evolutiori as not
inconsistent with creatiori and hence, conceives of
a possibility of the existence of a creator* Teleology

is a thing which is attracting the attention of
scientific ̂ thinkers of our age. It is true, they have
tiot yet unravelled this mystery of plan-but that
there must be a design is the thought that is
becoming very common among radical scientists
of the world. They have discarded the attitude
of-optimism that characterised their predecessors
of the last century. The new attitude is seen
clearly in the words of Prof. PlanCki " That

the real world is ruled by some incomprehensi-
ble rules is the supposition of science." It is
gratifying to note that modern scientists are
turning towards religious thinkers for the
understanding of the world process. It is said
that Prof. Eddington and various other scientists
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occasionally refer to Madame Blavatsky's' Secret
Doctrine ' in order to understand the universal

mystery* None can say where science will go-
but one thing is certain, it has repudiated
matter to be the basic reality of the universe*
It has at least come to very nearly realise the
truth of the assertion made by Sir William
Crookes from the Chair of the British Association

for the Advancement of Science: "We have

to see in life the origin of all forms/' More and
more as we study the works of modern

scientists, we find that they are coming to the
conclusions that there is no brute matter, that
thought is the underlying principle, that there
is no inconsistency between evolution and creation,
that there is orderliness, that there are planned
movements in nature, that there is a great design'
in the universe* Prof. Metcalf s words might

give us a glimpse of where the modern scientific
world is marching:

" I cannot but feel that the physical and the
spiritual are essentially one and that the spiritual
aspect is primary, the physical its outworking, in
other words, that;Clod's will sustains everything and
that all is directed by Intelligence and is purposeful.1'

* 'The Great Design f-*F. Mason.
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He would indeed be a very bold man who
inspite of these scientific assertions belived in

the materialistic conception of the universe, and
still called himself scientific. Science is cutting
the very ground underneath materialism. Hence
a socialist philosophy that takes its stand even
today on materialism ceases to be scientific.

When science is taking rapid strides in the
direction of idealism, materialism is certainly at

variance with its investigations. It is sheer
orthodoxy-nay blind dogmatism-to cling fast
to a scientific philosophy which science itself
repudiates ! One can understand Marx propounding
a materialistic philosophy, for he lived in an age
when materialism was supported by science

" also. But to hug childishly to this philosophy even
now surely does not show * a profound scientific
knowledge/ The scientific understanding of the
world process proclaimed by Marxian Socialism
is thus out of harmony with modern scientific
investigations. And that is the fourth fundamental
error of Scientific Socialism.

Thus do we see that Marxian Socialism is

contrary to what modern scientists have come
to believe. Its assertions are opposed to the
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conceptions of modem science. We have so fat
considered that the basis of scientific socialism

is wrong, that its urge to action defies all
psychological laws, that its emotional and ethical
appeals are perverse, that its conception of world
process is unscientific. We have seen that its
materialism is unsound. Not that we object to
the definition of Einstein as one of the infinite
combinations of matter-but we assert, on the

strength of modern science, that it is life that
produces this combination and so the above

definition of Einstein only describes him, it
does not explain the cause of such a combination
of matter. Even while discussing the socialist
conception of social change, we remarked that
socialists only describe the process of social.
change, they do not give causes for the same.
The same error we find in its scientific under-

standing. It mistakes a result for a cause, a
description for a definition. This is indeed the
fallacy of scientific socialism. With materialism

discarded by modern science, let us consider
the other aspect of Marxian materialism viz.
its Dialectics. When materialism has been found

incorrect, the Dialectics that explains materialism
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must be wrong. While considering the thirc
error of Marxian Socialism, we saw that scientific
socialism appeals to the intensification of class
war in order to bring about a social change*
This class war is not merely an emotional

appeal. The correctness of class war, or rather
the inevitability of it, is sought to be proved
through Dialectical Materialism by Marx. Its
Justification is found by Marx in his theory of Social
Dialectics. Marx tells us: " The history of
humanity is the history of its class struggles.'5
In a given society there is a social thesis and
this thesis gives birth to its anti-thesis. There
is a constant struggle between these two opposing
forces and they ultimately resolve themselves into a

synthesis. This process is continuously going
on in society and he calls this process class struggle.
There is one difficulty with regard to this theory
of social dialectics and it is this,-a society that

is based on classes can perhaps progress by class
struggles, at least let us tajse that granted for
the sake of argument* But what will happen to
social progress when a class-less society is
brought into being \ Will the theory of social
dialectics cease to operate ! Or will humanity
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stop progressing after it has reached the class-
less heaven ? Or is this class-less society a mere
myth held out to enchant credulous people ?
For, if classes do not exist, how can there be a
class struggle and if there is no class war? how
can there be social progress ? Marxists tell us
that there will be struggles in a class-less
society but such struggles will be on a different
plane. One fails to understand why there should
be a change in the operation of the law of
social dialectics. It seems there is some funda-

mental error in the Marxian conception of
social dialectics. There is no doubt that world

advances by conflicts, by clashes, by thesis and
- anti-thesis. Even ancient Indian philosophies
talked of these two opposing elements in the
nniverse?the conflict between which was regarded as

the impetus to progress. The history of humanity
is certainly a history of these conflicts. But to
say that these conflicts are merely class strugg-
les is to pervert a historical fact If, as we have
considered above, consciousness is primary and
matter its derivation, the root cause of struggles
ought to be sought in the realm of that which
is primary, and not in one that is its derivation*



Once again, the scientific socialists are mistaking
the expression for the reality. All changes,
whether biological, psychological or social come
from above and never from below i. e. they
come from consciousness and not from matter-

There is a duality of life and matter with its
connecting link in consciousness. ( For this

discussion see the Second Section.) Now this
life is regarded even by modern Biologists as
-creative. It is this life that moulds forms to

suit its expressions through different levels of
consciousness. The whole universe goes oti with
this struggle between life and matter-between
"thesis and anti-thesis. It is also true that thesis

creates its own anti-thesis. For life creates its

own forms and these forms themselves become

limitations on the expressions of that life. When
the forms thus become limitations they are

"destroyed or rather disintegrated and out of their
disintegration a new synthesis between life and
matter is produced. This again creates its
own antithesis and so the process of this
struggle goes on. Prof. Marcault tells us: "..-matter
is not an absolute thing in itself, but rather a
crystallization of life, a temporary restriction
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placed ispon its unfettered movement"
When this restriction! on life becomes rigid,

the straggle that ensues is rather severe. This
means that the history of human progress is
the history of this struggle between social life
and social organisation, between human consci-
ousness and social institutions. The desire for

social change comes from a rise in the levels of
human consciousness and where the expression of
this desire is thwarted by social institutions, there
the struggle becomes very grim. One might
ask, if life creates forms, how cato there be a

struggle between the two ? In the question of
social progress when we say that there is- a
conflict between life and form, what we mean
is, that there is a conflict between the new

ideology that is grasped by idealists and dreamers
and which slowly becomes permeated in society and
the established forms to which the old ^ideology
clings fast. The straggle is between the new ideology
and the established forms inhabited by old!
ideological concepts. The more impelling the
force of new ideology becomes, the faster grows
the disintegration of established social institutions.

To say that this conflict is merely a class struggle
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Is not to understand the full meaning of social
progress. Class struggle is verily an ugly distortion

of an ideological conflict. The fundamental
conflict is between the descending consciousness
and the fossilized organisations based on already
exteriorised modes of social consciousness. That

these ideological struggles take the form of
class conflicts is due to the fact that panic stricken
reactionaries want to preserve old forms, even
at the cost of stifling new consciousness, and
on the other, over-zealous revolutionaries desire
to impose at one sweep a new structure in the
interest of new consciousness. The very fact
that Europe is Invaded both by rank Communism
and rabid Fascism at the same time shows the

correctness of the above statement* The class

struggle does exist in society because of the
resistence given to social change. It also exists
because of the desire on the part of extreme

radicals in society to regard structure as more
important than the emergence of new conscious-
ness. The struggle will ever exist between
those who stand for the new order and those

who want to continue the old. But such

struggles need not necessarily be fought on the
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issues of material needs. The material or the
economic cry is the crudest expression of
socialism. The real battle of socialism is daily

being fought on the plane of ideologies and its
success will depend upon Who is triumphant
there. Out of the struggle of ideologies does
society progress and so the history of humanity
is not the history of its class struggles
but the history of its ideological clashes.
This is ideological dialectics which alone
can explain all social history. It is in terms

of this ideological struggle that history is
rendered intelligible. Understanding of human
consciousness, its inherent powers, its latent
faculties are thus quite inevitable to the study
of history and progress of civilisations. An
attempt to find in class struggles the solution
of all human problems is futile, it must be
sought in the growth of human consciousness

and the struggle that arises at the emergence
of every new mode of this consciousness. This
then is the fifth fundamental error of Scientific

Socialism-the error of misjudging history, of
once again mistaking crude expressions for a
reality, of taking the shadow to be the substance.
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If this error is fully grasped, socialists must
discard all hasty attempts to bring socialism,
for socialism is a question of adjusting humanity
to a new consciousness, not forcing it to adopt
a new structure. And so the fight for socialism,
has to be fought gradually and largely on the
level of ideological struggles. G.D. H. Cole writes!

" If we seek Socialism without assiduously

preaching to mankind a new way of living
together, we are in a grievous danger of making
only the Slave State where bureaucrats will rule
and the quality of life decay.' ~*

'From the two errors, the fourth and the
fifth, above considered there emanates a sixth error.
Marxian Socialism,based as it is on materialism and

social dialectics of class struggle, over-emphasises
the objective element in life. It regards
environment as everything. Clearly enough it
has underestimated the subjective element in

the consideration of social progress. It regards
man as one of the infinite combinations of

matter and not a creative entity. But this is
quite consistent with Marxian philosophy;,, of

" 'The Simple Case for Socialism'-G.D.HuCole.
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materialism, for If subjective element is regarded
predominant, it would mean the primariness of
mind over matter. This is also in harmony

with the dialectics of class struggle for according
to that a man is fundamentally a creature of
his class. It is because of this that Bukharin in

his ' Historical Materialism' tells us that all art

Is but a class art, all literature influenced by

class bias. One of the greatest difficulties in
accepting this objective theory is that it fails to
explain the differences in talents and tempera-

ments among human beings. If environment is
everything, every individual in the world,
if supplied with proper environment, would become
an Einstein or a Planck, a Dr. Besant or a

Tagore, an Ibsen or a Shakespeare. And yet
do we find very few, microscopically few,
talented and outstanding individuals as these.
The differences in talents are to be seen even

among those who are born of the same parents
and are brought up under the same environment.

We also find that great men and women of
the world make their way to greatness out of
an entirely unfavourable objective environment.
It is surely incorrect to say that Mazzinis and
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Mussolinis are the products of their environment.
They have on the contrary pushed their way
inspite of their unfavourable environment. Lives
of the illustrious tell us invariably that man is
greater than his environient It is impossible to
maintain that material environment can explain
all the differences in men and women* And yet
the materialistic interpretation tries to offer an
environmental explanation for all the diversities
and distinctions appearing in humanity. If
this theory is correct, it must explain the
behaviours of all, even of Prince Kropotkin who

though born in nobility toiled for the masses.
To introduce an element of chance where this

is not possible is surely to admit the inapplica-
bility of this interpretation. Dr. Bhagvandas in
his * Ancient versus Modern Scientific Socialism '

very aptly puts a question, "* Why on the
materialistic interpretation of history is
talent born only by the ten ( scarcely even
that ) and not by the hundred ! Why are there
exceptional individuals ! " The question is abso-
lutely reasonable, for why were Marx and Lenin
born inspite of their unfavourable circumstances
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and why are there not hundreds of Lenins*
although the circumstances that produced
one Lenin are existing in many parts
of the world? Mr. Jai Prakash Narain,
the spokesman of the Indian Socialist Party,
tells us in his ' Why Socialism ?' that the
differences in talents have nothing to do with
the materialistic interpretation of history. He
ridicules Dr. Bhagvandas for having put this
question and remarks that the Doctor might as
well have asked why are the Himalayas taller than
other mountain ranges in India. He says
" Differences in talents of men have as little

to do with historical materialism as the diffe-

rences in the heights of these mountains.7' What
does this mean ? Does it mean that the differences

in talents can never be satisfactorily explained I
Or does it mean that these differences are due

entirely to chancel Mr. J. P. Narain further
tells us; ''Just as it was possible for physical
forces to produce the latter differences so it

was possible for them .to produce the
former." What are these physical forces ? Does
the author mean that earthquakes are responsible

for differences in human talents? Or are geogra-
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pliical and climatic conditions answerable for
these ? Is Lenin a creation of physical forces ?
Biat it might be said that these physical forces
are the bio-social factors. It means that the

biology of an individual is responsible for these
differences. It means that man is a product of
social environment and biological composition.
This is more or less in harmony with the
theories of Modern Behaviourists. According to

this theory, behaviours of individuals are to
be explained by their responses to outer
stimuli. It assumes that man has no mind,

independent of his environment and even if he
has a mind it is not a very contributing factor
in judging behaviours. This means that the
character of a man is nothing but a conditioned
reflex, A marxist considers even a spiritual
behaviour as explainable by material or bio-
social influences. According to this contention
a man can be made to act spiritually by proper
bio-social influences. It is even possible to
create another Einstein in the behaviourist

factory of the Marxists* Dr. Watson in America

has been carrying on numberless experiments
in behaviourism on little children. But these
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produce geniuses like Einstein or scientific
thinkers lifefe Eddingtoo and Jeans, Till that is
proved, the problem of differences in talent^
must remain unexplained by bio-social influences.
Of course when this theory is; proved, western
Nations will be strewn with exceptional individuals
and then Aldous Huxley's * Brave New World r
will not remain a mere romantic fiction, btft

will become a happy reality I The important
question is, can behaviourism wipe out differenced
in talents or can it explain the reasons of these
differences I It is possible that behaviourist
methods can remove certain unhealthy featured

m children, it c^n even stimulate good habits.
It is possible that environment, not merely
material, but psychological,educational and cultural
(which scientific socialists, please note) can draw
out a large number of possibilities from children,
it ¬'an in short remove all social handicaps in

the growth of the child. But surely this cannot
wipe out all differences in talents of various*
children. It can, in the' Mendelian terminology,
remove some of the inhibiting factors so as to
facilitate the growth of the child, but
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produce Budhha, Christ, Mohomed \ Can bio~*
social influences make the reactions of all to outer

environment quite uniform ? If tiot, how csatt the
still persisting differences be accounted for?
If all the reactions and responses to outer
stimuli cannot be equalized, what is the reason
of this difference I Why should these talents
of various people still remain so very markedly
diverse ? Marxists as well as Behaviourists

might reply, that there are inherent biological
differences due to which there must remain

differences in responses and this again must
create distinctions in talents. But the question
is, why are there biological differences in human
beings ? Is there any intelligent reason behind
these differences in the biological compositions
of various individuals ? Why should Einstein
readt in a particular way, why Bergson in
another way and why should we, lesser folks,react
in still different way to the outer stimuli that
are placed before us ? Is it a mere chance ?
Does it mean that man has to take his biologi-
cal lot philosophically and thank his own fate?
Or is there some more intelligent explanation
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to these differences, which even Behaviourism
cannot remove ? About certain outstanding

historical personages who have appeared from
time to time in the world and have influenced

the course of human events, Engels, the life
comrade of Marx, in his letter to Hans Starken-

burg, written on January 25, 1894, tells ust
" That a certain particular man and no other
emerges at a definite time in a given country
is naturally pure chance.'* And so according
to this, talents are to be explained away by
mere chance, by a pure accident, a simple
co-incidence-as simple as the Himalayas are
taller than other mountain ranges of the world!
But this is no explanation, this is evading it
Even the scientists of today have thrown away
the theory of chance in the universe. They

have come to realise that there is a plan in
nature. What this plan is, is still a mystery to
them. But all the same they declare that the
universe is run by some incomprehensible laws.
Either one must say like the scientists that he
does not know the reason of all the differences

in man and nature or else he must offer some

intelligent explanation.
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The reason of these differences have to be

sought in the subjective factor of man. Unless

there is a correct comprehension of man, this
mystery of the differences in talents can never

be solved. Man is ever trying to influence his
environment, just as environment is trying to
press upon him. But man, as he progresses more
and more, realises that he is greater than his
circumstances. It is in fact, the purpose of all
human evolution to make him realise this fund-

amental fact. Greatness emerging out of an
unfavourable environment really depends upon
this subjective factor. But this does not mean

that subjective factor alone is responsible for
building a man, it does not mean that objective
conditions are quite immaterial. To jump to this
conclusion is certainly wrong. The way of extre-
mes is invariably false, the truth lies always in
the middle. Let it not be maintained that mind

is everything and matter is un-real Both of them
are unreal in a strict philosophical sense or
neither of them is unreal. The world progresses,
as seen before, by the interaction of mind and
matter, by the struggle of life and form. Neither
absolute subjectivism nor absolute objectivism is
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between the two* To balance the subjective and
the objective is for us the right attitude so far
as our world of the relative is concerned* It

is only when we take this position that we can
understand the mysteries of differences in human
talents. To take the subjective factor into consi-
deration is to regard man as a creative entity,
as an independent reality, having his own
line of growth and evolution. The differences in
humanity exist because all men are not at the

same level of evolution nor are they temperament-
ally all alike. What behaviourist education can

do is to remove social obstacles in the way of
man's evolution, but after doing this it cannot
go further, for education can never draw out
more than what man at his level of evolution

can potentially objectivise, That which is ripe
for objectivisation can be hastened by education
in its process of emergence. It means that
nature and nurture can negatively help the
individual by removing certain obstacles, they
can even stimulate good reactions-but they can
never alter fundamental reactions of the child,
the reactions that belong to his temperament
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and to his level of evolution. They might even
hasten the evolution but the former must remain

unaltered for that belongs to the real subjective
man and defies all objective limitations. Dr.
Besant very rightly stresses this subjective side
in her ' Future Socialism/ She says:

" It is forgotten that environment and living
organism react the one upon the other; and though it
is true that we need a better environment, though the
environment of many men and women today is so un-
utterably vile that it is almost impossible that healthy
plants can grow therein, still the fact that man is a
living creature who more than any other adapts his
environment to himself, is too much forgotten in the
ordinary teaching of Socialism/" *

Good environment does not by itself make

a good citizen. Nor are biological differences a
product of mere chance. The mystery of differe-
nces in talents can never be fully explained
either by behaviourism or by bio-social influences
or even by materialist interpretation of history.
The solution of this, is to be sought reasonably
in the theory of Re-incarnation. It is this that makes

* 'Future Socialism/-Dr. Besant«
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everything intelligible, it is this that rules out the
existence of chance. After all the efforts of
behaviourism to mould the character of men

have been applied, the still-persisting differences
in talents and reactions have to be explained
intelligently only by the theories of Re: incar-
nation and Evolution. ( The Theories of Re:
incarnation and Evolution can best be understood

by referring to any of the Classical Books of
¥heosophy, more particularly Dr. Besant?s
'Evolution of Life and Form* and C. Jinarajadas
as 'First Principles of Theosophy'.)lt is true that
Marx never knew the scientific and philosophical
basis of these theories. Born and brought up- in
Orthodox Chirstianity, which takes no cogni-
zance of the theory of Re-incarnation, it is
quite natural that he should have tried to
explain human behaviours from the standpoint
of one life. With this philosophical limitation,
he attempted to explain things in terms
of materialistic interpretation and where
he failed to do this he had to leave things to
chance. The position of Marx is quite under-
standable. Even where he recognised the
subjective factor, he minimised its importance
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for he regarded it not from the standpoint of
an evolving man [through a series of lives, but
only as a superstructure on matter, at times
influencing the operation of the latter. But
for people living in Eastern lands, as also those
in the West who have read the scientific

literature of Theosophy, there is no reason why
they should cling to the theory of materialism
or rather objectivism with its corollary of chance.

So long as Behaviourism does not prove its
ability to produce another Einstein and so long
as Materialism or objectivism takes resort to

chance while explaining human phenomena, the
theory of Re-incarnation is the only correct
theory that holds ground and explains all the
temperamental differences and distinctions in
talents. It might be very good tactics to reject
this theory and stand blindly on the sands of
objectivism in the interests of a revolution. But
it is hardly a scientific outlook. If Marxian
Socialism does this, it hardly deserves to be

called a philosophy of life And so this is its
sixth fundamental error of evolving a false

outlook on life, an outlook of objectivism, ruling
out the creativeness of man.
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Emanating from this false outlook on life is the
seventh fundamental error of Marxism. It is the

anti-spiritual expressions of Scientific Socialism.
Too much objectivism has made the subjective or
spiritual flights of men a subject of ridicule at the
hands of these socialists. A revolutionary philoso-
phy must needs take its stand on objective
realities. Revolutionaries in all ages have looked
with disfavour at subjective spirituality of men
and women. To them subjectivism has been an
arch-enemy of revolution. It is this attitude
that very largely explains the anti-religious
outlook of scientific socialists. Religion or rather
Spirituality does make a man subjective, for the
function of religion is to lead men to the reali-
sation of their inherent powers, to their own
splendours. One of the functions of religion is to

emphasise man's superiority over his outer
circumstances, to make him a master of his
environment. If people took seriously to this
spiritual outlook, it is plain that no outside
agencies would be necessary for bringing about
revolutions in society. But just as there are
vested interests in religion which try to keep
men away from true spiritual conceptions so
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orders and priestly authorities, so are there
vested interests in revolutionary movements

which scrupulously magnify the role of objective
factors and which carry people away from spiri-
tual outlooks, so that they may remain quite
loyal to revolutionary parties. Scientific Socialists
will of course resent this introduction of the

question of religion and spirituality in the dis-
cussions of Marxian principles- They say that
reactionaries have always raised the bogey of
' religion in danger ' in order to discredit the
socialist movement in the eyes of large masses,
who cling to religion out of ignorance and
superstition* They tell us that religion has nothing
to do with their plans of social reconstruction.
It is true that reactionaries have invariably found

shelter in organised religion while opposing
schemes of social change, Organised religion
has been in almost all countries a bulwark of

reaction. The history of organised religion and
the role of salaried priesthood are characterised
by a relentless opposition to all social change.
The cruel terrorism of Tsar invariably found

support and acclamation from the Russian Clergy*
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It is this fact that has contributed more

than anything else towards creating an anti-
religious attitude among the Russian Communists.
There is no doubt that organised religion has
acted contrary to the spirit of religion as given
by its Founder. Christianity, which in its pristine
purity, gives but one message of self-Sacrifice
has been perverted by its followers so much
that it has become a powerful instrument in the
bands of Governments and vested interests to

exploit and oppress human beings. This is a
highly deplorable fact and religion must be
saved from the vile hands of its salaried pries-

thood} so that once again men may realise their
true spiritual natures. But it fhis has been the role

of religion, has revolution remained untarnished?
If the salaried priesthood has degraded the
spirit of true religion, have not revolutionary
adventurers undermined the very purpose of
their revolutionary creeds? If religion has exploi-
ted the ignorance and superstition of people,
has not revolution exploited the discontent and
emotional exuberance of the masses? If religion
has been the opium of people slumbering them
into idle hopes of some fantastic heaven,
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has not revolution been an intoxicating drug for
masses, stupefying their intelligence and artificially
stimulating them to achieve some impossible
dream of revolutionary paradise ? If the role of
organised religion has been bad, the role of
revolution has been equally so-if not more*
Those who stay in houses of glass ought not to
indulge in the luxury of throwing stones at others.
Revolutionaries have no right to throw stones
at religion without first putting their own house
in order. To rule out religion because its organi-
sed expression has acted contrary to its spirit
is not to do proper justice to this aspect of
human life. Let religion be judged, not from the
standpoint of history, but from the viewpoint of
psychology and spirituality. It must be remembe-
red that religion is no mere creation of vested
interests to keep the masses in subjection-
although the votaries of vested interests might
have twisted religious organisations to their own
purpose. Religion is no mere habit of the mind,
it is not a worthless superstition either. Nor is
it a fact today that religion and science are
opposed to each other. Spirituality is one of the
most fundamental urges of human beings, and
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religion is but an outer expression of it. Just as
non-satisfaction of physical hunger creates a
race of impoverished and under-nourished men
and women, in the same way suppression of
spiritual hungers must, of necessity, create a race
of mediocre individuals. It is not enough that
our civilisation is based on right morality in the
sense in which relations between human beings

have been put on just and human basis. Relation
between man and man is only one aspect of
religion. Relation between man and something

more than man is necessary. Man's relation to
the Cosmic Source is the problem that has
perplexed human beings in all ages. To Say
that behind this urge to understand the
Primary Source of all creation is only an econo-
mic or class interest is surely to pervert one of
the sublimest urges in human nature. Spirituality
has been one of the finest expressions of human
beings and largely it is this urge that has evoked
divinity out of men and women living in this
world. It is by recognising this urge and giving
full scope to its expression that human
civilisation can rise to its sublime heights. Bertrand
Russell tells us:



*s If life is fco be fully human it must sferve some
end which seems, in some sense, outside human

life, some end which is impersonal and above man-*-
kind, such as God of Truth or Beauty. Those who

best promote life do not have life for their purpose.
They aim rather at what seems like a gradual
incarnation, a bringing into our human existence
something eternal, something that appears to imagi"
nation to live in a heaven remote from strife and

failure and the devouring jaws of Time/'*

It is this 'bringing into our human existence
something eternal' that must be fostered among
men and women of our civilisation. A philosophy
that aims at reconstruction of the world must

include in its tenets this spiritual aspect of

human life. The Socialist philosophy of Marx
has entirely failed to provide this. While it has
provided for the satisfaction of material needs,
it has entirely neglected the fulfilment of
spiritual desires in humanity. Anti-religious
propaganda has become quite prominent in soci-
alist movements* The very philosophy of
socialism, as given by Marx, makes such a

* "Why men Fight"?-B» RusselL
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propaganda necessary and such an anti-religious
attitude inevitable. A scientific socialist believing

in religion and spiritual nature of man is acting
contrary to the materialist interpretation of
life, he is encouraging subjective illusions in
place of objective realities. The duty of all
Marxian Socialists is to oppose all religious
propaganda in order to keep up the fever of
revolution among large masses. They must
emphasise the material side, the economic
factor and resist all who try to wean away people
from grim realities of material unhappiness to
some ' religious absurdities' of spiritual living*
Where people are traditionally very religious,
there these Marxists have to carry on a

very cautious and indirect propaganda against
religion. But this resort to indirect attack does not
mean that anti-spiritual attitude is not inherent
in Socialist philosophy-it only means that scien-
tific socialists are clever tacticians. And so, to
say that the philosophy of Marxian Socialism
has nothing to do with religion is to
misrepresent facts. It ha.s as much to do
with religion as any other idealistic
philosophy of life. If religion is an opium



of the people as said by Marxists, religion must
be fought on all the fronts consistently with their
assertions. And Marxism is really engaged in this.
One must say that scientific socialists have fail-
ed to understand the conception of the real fulfil-
ment of life which comes through the search for
Spiritual Truths. It is herein that the seventh
error of Marxian Socialism lies. Socialism without

the guiding strength of spirituality will remain a
passing phase of human civilisation; only as it is no-

urished and energised by lofty spiritual conceptions
can it hope to become a stable social order. II
organised religion has failed, a social philosophy
must supply a new religion-a religion that not, only
adjusts man's relation with man, but that enthuses
its followers with 'something which is above man-
kind such as God or Truth or Beauty/ It is
religion harnessed to the chariot-wheel of soci-
alism that will help humanity to rise to a higher
order of living. No doubt a new interpretation
of religion is needed, but no less is it true that
humanity needs today a new interpretation of
socialism. This new Socialism energised by true

Spirituality will be the instrument of ushering
in an <efa of human happiness m this world. So
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long as Scientific Socialism fails to grasp this'
fundamental reality, so long will it remain
incomplete.

Thus we have seen that Marxian1 socialism
has some of the most fundamental errors in its

philosophy of social reconstruction. It is based
on weak foundations, it is vitalised by dangerous
activities, it is nourished by perverse emotional
appeals, it is rooted in wrong scientific notions1,
it is guided by erroneous principles of social dia-
lectics^ it is inspired by a false outlook on life
and it is incomplete, in as much as, it is not
energised by spiritual powers. These are the
fundamental drawbacks of Marxian Socialism.

We shall have occasion to further discuss its

drawbacks while considering the question
of c Methods of Social Change;' But let us not
be unjust to Marxian Socialism. It must be con-
ceded that it is an improvement on previous
socialist thinking, in as much as, it has tried to
analyse social forces and has emphasised the
need of philosophical thinking/ Let us also not
be too harsh on Russia where an entirely new

experiment of social reconstruction is proceeding
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at a great paae. There are many admirable
features in this experiment and there
are great many things to the credit of the
Russian communists. Their abolition of illiteracy

among large masses of the Russian people, their
idea of planned economy, their attempts at
raising the material standard of living-these and
other things are surely such as must evoke! a great
respect for the Communist Party of Russia,
But one must beware of being too much encha-
nted by propagandist literature, that emanates
from Commnnists all o^er the world. Ait
atmosphere of cruel terrorism, a denial of
healthy political activity to large masses, an
inculcation of hatred and a nourishment of feat

for the preservation of the Bolshevik power,
suppression of independent thinking, a ruthless
stifling of genius and talent, a materialistic outlook
of life and a feverish attack on religion and
spiritual pursuits of human beings-these and
many others like them certainly go against
Russia. And these factors are no mere accidents,

they have their roots in the wrong philosophy
of social reconstruction that these Bolsheviks

have adopted. One comes to the conclusion
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that although scientific socialists have been
better planners, although they have gained in
social analysis and understanding of details
regarding the future order of society, they have,
most assuredly, lost the nobility and loftiness
that characterised the Utopians. They have
certainly lost the ennobling motive power of
religion which the Utopians possessed, It must
be said that what they have gained in thought,
they have lost in feeling. Bertrand Russell very
briefly summarises the drawbacks of Marxian

philosophy in the following wordsS

" If the Marxian dogma remains as virulent "as
it is at present, it must, in time become a great
obstacle to intellectual progress. Already there are
aspects of modern science which communists find
it difficult to reconcile with their theology, for exam*
pie, the views as to the atom to which Quantum

Theory has led. The opinion that everything in
human character has economic causes may, at any
moment, come into violent conflict with science*

Moreover the whole philosophy is so much
concerned with the class struggle that it becomes
vague and indefinite when it contemplates the class-
less world which it aims at creating." *

# ' Education and Social Order '-B. Russell.
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But if Marxian Socialism has such draw-

backs, what is the other philosophy of social
reconstruction that can replace it and yet be
free from all these errors? It is Theosophical
Socialism that raises scientific socialism to a

higher level-and not drag it back to Utopianism-
and lifts it to the plane where socialism does
not leave its scientific basis and yet retains its
noble idealism. Theosophical Socialism supplies
a far nobler philosophy than is done by Marxian
Socialism. * Socialism is Fellowship' declared
William Morris and it is this human fellowship
that Theosophical Socialism aims at establishing
in'this world.



Chapter III.
Principles of Theosophical Socialism

The coming of Socialism means for the whole
people a change of mind and heart and not merely
a change of machinery, It means a conscious will
towards equality and good fellowship that will stir
the imagination of the young and make men and
women ready and eager to work and sacrifice for
their ideals. Without this impulsion behind it, socia-
lism cannot be brought into existence and if without
this we get socialistic changes in the machinery of
society, we shall not therewith be getting socialism.
For, Socialism is in its essence not mainly a gospel
of mechanical efficiency, but a way of life/' *

G. D. H. Cole-

The modern world in its period of
acute political, economic and social crisis has
been faced to-day with innumerable schemes
of reconstruction. Every dreamer, every social

reformer is thinking of a way out of the perilous
condition in which humanity finds itself, very

Simple Case for Socialism-G.D.H.Cole,
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pathetically involved. Numberless organisations
are rising in every country of the world in
order to render some service, some relief to

hundreds and thousands of people suffering
under the present order of society. Enormous

efforts are being made every day to cross the
devastating tide that has overtaken humanity,

almost by painful surprise. Every man according
to his temperament and inclination, according
to his knowledge and experience, according
to his analysis and understanding is proposing
a way out of the present impasse. It is true
that not all these schemes are sufficiently

progressive. It is also true that some of them
intend taking the evolution of humanity back
to whence it has come. But let us

not put them aside disrespectfully, with a

waive of hand, not giving sympathetic considera-
tion to what each of them suggests* It is possible
that there might be a grain of truth underlying
an apparently absurd proposal. It is the duty
of those who profess to be scientific in their
outlook to refrain from doing any injustice to
any individual, however, quixotic and impracti-
cal visionary he might appear to them.
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It behoves an idealist to respect his
fellow-idealists, however much he may disagree
with their dreams and visions. There are no cut

and dried formulas applicable to the problems
of social dis-equilibrium; social affairs are much
more complicated than is generally supposed
by social reformers, whether radical or conser-
vative. And so the welfare of humanity demands

they every social reformer shall weigh various
schemes of social reconstruction in a very sensitive
balance before proceeding to the task of social
transformation. It is necessary that all those
who are engaged in the task of social reconstru-
ction should develop an attitude of mind very
beautifully set forth by C. Jinarajadasa in the
following words;

" Have an attitude of boundless sympathy to
all who are reformers, who are dreaming of any
kind ef a re-fashioning. Never mind that they are
antipathetic to you or that they seem to act contrary to
your own most prized ideas of what is right and
wrong* Whenever you see a man willing to suffer
for an idea, then respect him* Whenever you find
pen working for a new world of thought arid
feeling and action, never mind the mistakes which
tt*ey ,raake but look with sympathy, with pity on
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tneir mistakes aftd give your co-operation and
warmest enthusiasm for thfe beauty of their ideals/"2

When one looks at the innumerable schemes

of social reconstruction, one is amazed, confoun-
ded beyond his wits. There is a natural
tendency to take sides rather then face the
overwhelming flood of new ideas and schemes.
More particularly is this the case now when
people are almost fed on cheap propagandist
pamphlets. Even those who profess to be ardent
advocates of their particular scheme, seldom care
to know what it exactly implies, what is the
philosophy underlying it, what have its antago-
nists to say in opposition to it. A pitiable state
of intellectual idleness and mental security has
invaded almost all sections of humanity. People
seem to be afraid of mental and intellectual

shocks even more than violent earthquakes* And
so, the world, already torn asunder by class and
caste, by religion and colour, has further been.
divided by these warring champions of each
scheme of social reconstruction, fighting with
the advocates of others and creating an atmoa-
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of intolerance and hatred. It is high time
the slogan of ' those who are not with us are
against us' be discarded in the interests of
humaniny, for the healthy growth of social
progress and for the realisation of happiness
for all, with the feast curtailment of individual

freedom. And so, the necessity of approaching.
this problem of reconstruction with a new
attitude of mind c&a never be too mutfe
emphasised.

The particular scheme of social reeonstru-"
ction known as Socialism! is not a product of
recent years. Idealists- from remotest ages have
suggested schemes of social reforms more or
less on socialist lines. That remarkable Greek

philosopher Plato, four eentuties before Christ/
gave a1 vision of society, portrayed in his wonder-
ful book the " Republic 9\ embodying a
Philosophical system which has served for
admiration and discussion in all succeeding ages,
inspiring many a socialist theory in kter days.
It was then that he gave the idea that in a

society *' One class not to be pre-eminently
happy but the whole state as happy as possible/*
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Evet since theh philosophers and social thinker^
have suggested ways and principles of social or-
ganisation. We find Sir Thomas More giving his
"Utopia" to the unhappy world he saw around
him in the 15th Century after Christ. In his
wonderful dream of Utopia he gave a remarka*
ble keynote of ideal human society when he
said: ''No man hath anything yet every man is
rich." And then we find numberless Utopias and
visions of society appearing in quick succession
in country after country....<.Christianopolis, the
City of the Sun, a Voyage to Icaria, the New
Christianity and the like. From eighteenth century
onwards we come across writers with a defini-

tely socialist bent and even radical in their

approach to the problem of social organisation.
Saint-Simon, Fourier, Proudhon, Louis Blanc,
Robert Owen and many others are truly the
forerunners of present-day socialists- Fourier
very correctly sounded the note of a Socialist
Society in his well-known words! ''From each

according to his capacity, to each accor-
ding to his labour, capital and talent. "
H. W. Laidler in his. remarkable book ''History

of Socialist Thought ' says: *' Saint-Simonism
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Js the first expression of the proletariat,*' Louk
Blanc surely proclaimed the ideal of Socialism-
now forgotten by modern socialists-in his
remark: "The more a man can, the more he

ought/' " The control of man by man is oppre-
ssion " declared Proudhon, the most remarkable
radical Utopian of the last century. Robert Owen

"is considered the last important link between
the Utopians and the Scientific Socialists headed
by Karl Marx. He is also a typical Britisher,
the father of British Socialism, for Socialism in
Great Britain has more or less followed his

philosophy and methods. Robert Owen was

neither an impractical Utopian nor a rabid
revolutionary for he relied on education, legisla-
tion and private initiative for the elimination

of social maladjustments, And yet, he was not
blind to social forces, for 'he said: " Only when

consumption kept pace with production would
un-employment and industrial crisis be eliminated."
These efforts of building mental Utopias have
continued till our own days and have fascinated
large number of idealists, inspiring them with a

% noble purpose of social organisation* The Modern
Utopia, Looking Backward, Freeland, News
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from Nowhere, A Crystal Age are some of the
important later visions of social order portrayed

by dreamers of our own age. H. G, Wells, one
of the most outstanding visionaries of our times,
very-correctly voices the opinion of Socialists
in his Modern Utopia when he says: " To have

free play for one's individuality is in the
modern view the subjective triumph of existence.'*
and advocates the de-limitation of "those spend-
thrift liberties that waste liberty/* And so, we
find that Socialism has been preached by
people from very far off times and it still
remains the panacea of modern social reformers*
Karl Marx and the Socialists that followed him

have flooded the world with enormous socialist

literature and it is no exaggeration to say that
every social reformer of to-day is irresistibly
surrounded by powerful socialist influences,
moulding considerably his outlook and methods
of work. And to-day we are faced with a host
of socialisms, various types suggested and
preached by its protagonists* Even their enumera-
tion would tire out a lay-man. They include

Utopianism, Marxism, Foureirism, Owenism,
Revisionism of Bernstein, Orthodox Marxism,
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Guild Socialism, Social Democracy, Fabianism,
Syndicalism, Anarchism, Bolshevism, Menshevism,
State Socialism, Professorial Socialism of Adolph
Wagner and Prof. Schomller, Constructive
Socialism of Rorty, Collectivism, Municipal
Socialism, Douglas Credit Scheme, Bellamy's
Socialism, Consumers1 Cooperative, National
Socialism, Leninism, Stalinism and so on and
so forth. It is indeed true that large number
of people have done furious thinking on this
important problem of our age. It- is not wrong
to say that Socialism is the problem of our
time and to neglect it would be tantamount
to shutting our eyes against the most burning
question with which humanity is faced to-day.

And yet when one looks at the long list of
socialisms discussed in modern books, one is in*

deed surprised to find no mention of a man who
gave socialism to the Aryan Races, some thousa-
nds of years before, a Man whose principles of
Social and Economic Polity have stood the test
of time in the country of the Mother Aryans, I
mean Lord Vaivaswata Manu. Modern Socialists

have shown a lack of scientific outlook, in as
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as, they have brushed aside the Laws of
Manu considering it a book only of historical
importance, not containing- anything of practical
value in present-day society. The division of
Society among artisans, warriors and rulers or
philosophers, suggested by Plato and the various
"Personnas** of H. G. Wells have seemed pala-

table and even reasonable to quite a number
of socialists or at least not worth ridiculing. But
the Varnashrama of Manu has been very lightly
put away, only because it has no glamour of

modern terminology. Alone among socialist thin-
kers of modern times, Dr, Bhagvandas has
incessantly emphasised the need for the considera-
tion of Manu's code of social organisation, it is he
who has tried to prove the superiority of Manu's
Socialism to any of the recent Socialist theories,

on the grounds of Sociology, Psychology,
Political Stability and Economic Prosperity* When
the world is madly rushing into all sorts of
revolutionary experiments for the realisation of

socialism, this calm philosopher of India has
rendered a very remarkable service to the cause

of humanity by lighting this torch of Manuism,
He writes in his book on "Ancient Versus Modem
Scientitic Socialism!'
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" Manu has given us such a technique In his
permanent ( and not merely {ive~year'o>r ten year
or twenty-five year ) Plan of the Individual life
and the Social life in combination, for the whole of

the Hindu race...the only systematic and complete
plan ( acted on also for millenia in India, though
very defectively and perversely }, that was known
to history until Russian Communism was bom which
is in the stage of experiment as yet.'**

There is no doubt that Lord Manu net

only gave the lofty ideals to be aimed at by all

Aryan Races, he also supplied minutest details
of a Socialist structure of society- Theosophical
Socialism takts unmistakable stand on the great
principles enunciated by Manu, for it believes
that Manu-ism is the only form of socialism
'suitable for Aryan civilisation and has unassailable
'faith that countries of the world will have to revert

" to the guiding principles of the Great Founder of

the Aryan Race after passing through all sorts of
experiments, wise and unwise as well It is the

"purpose of Theosophical Socialism to cry a bait-to
the marching hosts of humanity before they take

** 'Ancient ,vs Modern Scientific Socialism--

Pr« Bhagvanda,s.
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the W>ad of suffering and disaster. It is this that
lias been done by Dr. Annie Besant through her
innumerable orations, it is precisely this that
feas been attempted by Dr. Bhagvandas through
his most illuminating writings. Socialist workers
of the world are taking a blind plunge, if they
neglect tfoese attempts %b revive Manuism, in a
manner applicable to present-day "gocfety.

But a question might arise, wherein lies the
'superiority of Theosophical SocklisM "? Does it
tiot merely add one number to the many types

^f Socialisms preached and propagated in the
world to-day ? Before we consider the actual
principles of Theosaphical Socialism we must
tiave -a true conception of the distinct source of
its inspiration, its particular outlook on life
through which these principles emanate, its broad
foasis on which it is founded. Let us 'consider

this in contrast with Utopian aad Marxian

Socialisms. The Utopians that preceded modern
Scientific Socialists were, as we all know, very
bitterly disgusted with the social and economic

conditions around them. To them the sight of
human suffering was extremely painful They
were not able to analyse the social forces from
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tvfiich most of the sufferings emanated. Beingf
intensely religio^ themselves, they naturally
concluded that violation of God^rdained laws
was the only true cause of human suffering. From
the solutions they suggested it fe not difficult
to see that they re-acted emotionally to the
many social ills they saw around them. Being
extremely sensitive to human sorrows and suffer-
ings and unable to formulate logical analysis
of social conditions, these Utopians sought comfort
and delight in fantasies and fairy-lands created
out of their imaginations, for their Utopias were'
at best escapes from pain and misery of the
objective world into the happy lands of their
imagination where every body was virtuous anci
Wheife God-ordained natural order reigned
supreme* Of course there have been differences

in the remedies suggested by various 0topia-ns>
of diverse nations, bdt it is not our intention

here to trace the development a^d growfh oi
Utopiaaisim Consideration of their reactions, in
broad outlines, would be quite sufficient for us
for the purposes of this book- A&d .this
general consideration would convince any one
of the correctness of the above statement,, that
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tti&se Utopians had an emotional reaction agairi^f
social problems of their times* Even such radicals
among the Utopians like Saint-Simon and
Fourier have exhibited ttiis trait, Saint-Simon.
seeks the solution of social suffering through
religion-a sure index of emotional reaction-fas'
he saysS "Religion must aid society in its chief
purpose which is the rapid improvement of the
lot of the poor/* Fourier too exhibits the same
characteristic while depicting the future social
order when he says, " Social organisation which
may give free play to our passions so that
they may combine harmoniously/' It is true
that some of the Utopian socialists did try to
found small colonies based on mutual aid and

co-operation, but such experiments were largely
in the nature of seeking secluded happiness on
the part of a few people who were disgusted
with life around them-more an objecdvisation
of their fantasies than an attempt to transform
the very basis of society; those were experiments
of reverting to natural order so that those com-
prising these colonies might live in happiness
and prosperity, away from the sinning world.
From their indignation against machinery, the
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ol science and the rapid rise of cities,
it is quite obvious that their model colonies
were more in the nature of escapes than experi-
ments for general application in society. To
them the rise of capitalism in itself was a viola-
tion of natural laws for they fcduld not understand
the place of capitalism in the psychological
development of nations. H. W. Laidler very
rightly 'remarks: " They ( Utopians ) lacked
historical perspective. They did not reco*
gnise historical mission of capitalism in irlc*
reasing productivity etc." Even modern Utopians
very remarkably show these traits of emotional4
ism,, at least a large number of therri...
although they have mote scientific and historical
sense than their fellow utopiatis bf the last century.
H. W. Laidler says about them:

** They have a strong appeal to the imaginative
'and emotional side of human nature due to which

many have joined socialist movements and allied
Activities for the uplift of the under- dog. i" *

From the Utopians if we proceed to con*
sider Karl*-Marx and present-day Scientific
Socialists, we find enormous difference. While the

* ' History of Socialist Thought '-H. W> Laidler.
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former were imaginative, emotional and even
impulsive, we find the latter extremely analytical
of social conditions, expert in theoretical asser-
tions and certainly very cold and intellectual
compared to the Utopians* Scientific Socialism is
an intellectual reaction against the evils of
capitalist society. For Marxian Socialists, inspira-
tion to introduce socialism is chiefly derived,

not from religious indignation nor from a desire
to re-establish the rule of God-ordained Laws,

but from their study of history, their desire for
justice, their sense of analysis. They are not
interested so much in the beautiful colours of

Socialism as in its practicability, in its
logical necessity and in its theoretical
certainty. It is no wonder that they

attach great importance to the perfection of
socialist forms at times even at the expense
of immediate happiness of the people, for it
is the very nature of intellect to insist on formal

perfection. In their enthusiasm to prove the
correctness of their theories and doctrines, they

have often Become very narrow and even dog-
matic, many times inadaptible to changing
conditions and situations. While the Utopians
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regarded the violation of natural laws as the
only reason answerable for human sufferings,
these Marxists believe that property and its
private control are the sole causes of social un-
happiness. While religion is the soul of Utopia-*
nism, history is the driving force of Marxism.
While the Utopians evolved a philosophy of
escape, the Marxian socialists have adopted a
thoroughly materialistic outlook, resulting in their
advocacy of political action to the exclusion
of all other methods. The Materialistic Inter-

pretation of History is the cornerstone of
Marxism, for according to Marx " All social
institutions are the result of growth and the causes
of the growth are to be sought not in any idea but
in the conditions of material existence/' Marxism

in its philosophical aspect is clearly an intelle-
ctual revolt against religious sentimentalities and
thus aims at mental freedom of the individual

from the shackles of religion and orthodoxy.
But while it does this it sets up the authority
of state and introduces political slavery in
place of religious bondage. And so while Marxian
socialism has been a distinct advance on Uto-

pianism with regard to its analysis and historical
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and wholesome features of Utopian Socialism*
The emotional reaction of Utopianism has made
it weak and sterile with regard to practice while
Marxism, doe to its cold intellectual reaction, has
tended to eclipse socialist idealism with an over-
emphasis on practical methods and material
outlooks* Such indeed are the reactions, the

outlooks and the inspirations of these two
important schools of socialism,

There has been a third group of socialists
called the Parliamentary Socialists existing in
Great Britain, America and many of the Euro-
pean countries* While it is true that these
parliamentary socialists have shown a distinct
advance on methods adopted by Marxian Socia-
lists, there have been a lack of clear philosophical
thinking and driving force of intense idealism in
this group. They are a lot of people very much
interested in the constructive and positive side
of socialism and have advocated legislative

methods as the only effective means Jto achieve
socialism. It might be said that they have a
common-sense reaction against the chaotic
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conditions of capitalism and hence have propa-
gated gradual transformation of society through
the restriction of economic activities harmful to

society. And so, while this section has produced
good practical administrators, it has failed to
create missionaries in the cause of socialism

owing to an absence of any coherent philosophy
or robust idealism.

It is indeed in contrsat with these three-

the Utopian, the Marxian and the Parliamentary
Socialisms that true merit of Theosophical
Socialism can be considered, for Theosophical
Socialism has a distinct philosophical, theoretical
and practical position of its own. While it
accepts some of the desirable elements of all

the three and even of many other types of
socialisms, it is clearly based on principles ema-
nating from its noble philosophy. While it
accepts the religious-mindedness of the Utopians
it rejects the way of escape propounded by
them; while it admires the dialectics of Mar-

xian Socialism, it definitely takes its stand against
the materialistic interpretation of history; while

it adopts the constructive and positive appeal
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of Parliamentary Socialists, it regards the method
of legislation as incomplete* First and foremost
the very basis of Theosophical Socialism is
Human Brotherhood and all its principles, its

methods and even its philosophy are inspired
by this lofty idealism. What Mr. J. A* Hobson
has written, in the introduction to the "Meaning

of Socialism", very slightly approaches the con*
ception of socialism as understood by Theosophy.
He writes;

'* In choosing words* one would say that the
most profitable labour for socialism is in the field
of humanism. If the term sounds a little precious

or pedantic that cannot be helped. It can and
ought to be rescued from these contemptuous impli-
cations* For it is wanted to express the need and
demand that society shall be so transformed as to
furnish for all its members a fully human life.
From such a socialism there easily and inevitably
falls away the charge of materialism based upon
an over-stressing of distinctively economic conditions.
the charge of regimentalism and loss of liberty
based on magnifying the state and the charge of
proletarian violence as the instrument of reform/' #

3$c 'The Meaning of Socialism"-*]. B. Glasier*
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Theosophical Socialism has an idealistic
reaction to life and its problems. It regards the lack
of a correct philosophy of life to be the main cause
of human distress. Theosophical Socialism has a
historical perspective even as Marxists have,
but it reads in history not the material condi-
tions as the cause of social growth, rather it
regards the psychological development of
humanity as- the true maker of history. Behind
the rise and fall of social systems, behind the
hand of revolutions and reactions, behind the

development of political and economic institutions,
it sees the clear working of psychological
consciousness of races, of nations, of society,

It regards the materialistic interpretation of
history as entirely incomplete to explain the
various happenings in history, for this interpre-
tation takes- into account only the outer institu-
tions and events in history. Theosophical Socia-
lism on the contrary offers a psychological-
evodutionary interpretation of history which
explains every event from the standpoint of
human consciousness, which is ultimately the

determining factor of social progress. To Theo-
sophists, Socialism means the objectivistion
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in this direction are bound to usher in

an age of Socialism in the world. The whole
demand for socialism has arisen in our age
because of the subjective pressure of this
social sense on human consciousness

and all attempts to smother its coming
out has resulted in all sorts of anti-social activi-

ties in present-day society. Socialism according to
Theosophy is a new outlook on life,, a new way
of living, a new relationship between human
beings and not merely a social control of the
means of production, distribution and exchange,
The impetus to social change for Theosophical
Socialism comes from the conception of the

universality of life, from the exquisite idea of the
Divinity of man, from the existence of a wonch
erful plan for races, nations and individuals as
expounded by Theosophy. Theosophical Socialism
believes that social change will not come by a
reckless destruction of the capitalist order of
soicety but by a gradual transformation through
legislation, through education and still more
through the inculcation of new ideals in
humanity. Theosophy regards Socialism as
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essentially a change of ideals The idea to be
inculcated, if socialism is to prosper, is that
of duty, self-sacrifice, social responsibility. It was
this ideal that Manu gave to the Aryan Race
some thousands of years back and it still remains
the ideal for human society. Manu's Socialism
is fundamentally based on this ideal of Duty
and nations of the world after all sorts of

experiments will have to base their socialism on

this same conception of Duty. The very found-
ation of Theosophical Socialism is social obligation,
not individual rights. It aims at making every
individual an ideal citizen and till that day

arrives the task of Theosophical Socialism is
Incomplete. Theosophical Socialism provides for
the development of a true spirit of citizenship
because it believes that only in as much as
human beings understand their responsibility to
society, can a happier order of society be born.
And yet it does net regard objective environment
as immaterial For Theosophical Socialism asserts
that failure to adjust social environment to the
growing consciousness of humanity is bound to
result in revolutionary destruction. It is the belief

of Theosophical Socialism that all the various
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socialist theories prevalent in the world lack a

coherent philosophy of life; the task of Theosophical
Socialism is to supply this, while it harmonises
the socialist thoughts of the world. The particular
uniqueness of Theosophical Socialism consists
in the wonderful conception of man it gives to
humanity. It must be said that socialists of the
world are attempting to form an ideal human
society without properly realising who are the
hutnan beings, what is the composition of man,
what are the faculties latent in humanity.
Xfteosophical Socialism, while it attempts at
social transformation, appeals to the ideals of
human beings, and not to the self-interest of
any particular class. And while it recognises the
possibility of social struggles, it raises them to
the plane of ideals, rather than fight them with
individual and class passions* Theosophical
Socialism takes into account not merely the

material but also the psychological, the spiritual
and the cultural environment of the people* It
believes that human society can really be sound
only when human beings are placed in proper
environment both material and non-material so

that, not a part, but the whole of the- human
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being might fully develop. It is the purpose of
Theosophical Socialism to supply this envi-
ronment and so it has a more comprehensive
plan of social organisation than any suggested
by modern socialists of various shades. Material
happiness of the people is no doubt included in
its programme but it forms only one of its
planks, the realisation of which, would give
economic stability to coming social order. But
Theosophical Socialism does not believe that all
other planks can be abvocated only after the
material happiness of the people is realised; on
the contrary, it believes that propagation of
other planks of socialism will have a
considerable effect on the realisation of
the material prosperity of masses. It is not
incorrect to say that Theosophiral Socialism
begins where modern Scientific Socialism
ends. In view of the furious propaganda carried
on by Scientific Socialists regarding the
material side of socialism it has become necessary

to emphasise the other far more important aspects
of socialism* in order to retain its lofty ideals,

out of which alone better social order can be

built. It has fallen to the lot of Theosophica!
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Socialism to perform this important task. George
Lansbury, the erst-while leader of the British
Labour Party has drawn the attention of his
country-men to this aspect of socialism in his
boob: " My England. '' He writes:

** Bread and butter or its equivalent we all must
have. Our betrayal of each other is caused by the
struggle for these things; but they are the baginning,
not the end of life. We do not live by bread alone
even though we must have bread. I cannot too
often make it clear to all that it is impossible for
me even to imagine a socialist society based merely
on the supply of material needs." *

. And yet we find modern Socialists trying
to base their socialist structure ' merely on the
supply of material needs/ It is here that
Theosophical Socialism offers a spiritual outlook
of life, along with the psychological-evolutionary
interpretation of history which supplies the true
understanding of social forces. It derives its inspi-
ration from the wonderful philosophy of Theosophy
which makes all life intelligible and which
offers a noble idealism to all humanity. Il does
not ask an individual to fit into socialist

** My England 8 G. Lansbury-
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machinery, it on the contrary demands of
human institutions to adjust themselves to
socialised individuals. For to socialise the

consciousness of the people is surely the object:
of Theosophical Socialism. Before all idealists,
all reformers, all visionaries, Theosophical
Socialism places the following ideal, the practice
of which would make socialism safe in this
world:

While there is a poorer class I »m of it:
while there is a criminal class, I belong to it; while
there is a soul in jail, I am not free. "

Having thus considered the aims and objects,
the sources of inspiration, the impetus to social
change, the philosophical background, the theory
of psychological-evolutionary interpretation of
history, the noble idealism, with regard to
Theosophical Socialism, contrasting it with other

schools of socialist thought, let us now proceed
to the discussion of actual principles on which
it stands.

Firstly, Theosophical Socialism asserts that the

future social order should be built on the prin-
ciple of I Equitable Material Environment,
Producing General Physical Happiaess For



All This is the principle of Economic stability*
This principle aims at 'an equitable distribution
of work, wealth and leisure' in society among all
its citizens. It is intended to "minimise the evils

of unregulated frantic competition" in economic
activities present in modern society. It is a
principle advocating Planned Economy in social
organisation with a view to eliminating all waste
and destruction in the production of economic
goods. Theosophical Socialism asserts that
economic stability of any society can rest not
on gross inequalities, not on rigid equality but
unmistakably on an equitable distribution of
material wealth. This equitable distribution means
nothing more than a better co-ordination of our
collective life. And with machinery and science
at our disposal it should not be difficult to so
organise the economic activities of our society as
to secure general physical happiness to all its citi-
zens. Poverty is indeed an anachronism in our
age and the existence of poverty amongst plenty
is nothing but an exhibition of social stupidity.
Material plenty and leisure are within our grasp
and it requires a little more iutelligent planning
to enable all to have them. It is incorrect to
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assert that only a social revolution can achieve
this. The dangers inherent in revolutionary
methods will be discussed in the next chapter

but suffice it to say here that large masses- of
people demand only a better social and econo-
mic environment while leaving their individual
lives as free as possible. Masses have never
relished the idea of being regimented for work
and other social ends. Attempts at introducing
this are bound to result in a reaction by the

' masses against the social order that imposes it,
producing anti-social habits like sabotage,.
idleness, shirking of work etc. The general mass
of humanity living at the level of social sensation
do never care to know what form of social

organisation is presented to them; they have
one interest, security of stable physical existence
with as much of instinctive freedom as possible.

To have freedom to grow within the sunshine of
social environment is their one and principle
demand. The modern society no doubt gives
freedom to* the masses but, without the accom-

panying environmental stability, this freedom
is more a tragic cruelty than an acquisition for
them. The solution does not consist in going
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to the other end, giving stability but denying
freedom; it* rather consists in assuring physical
happiness while preserving this freedom of
instinctive living. It is because of this that
Theosophical Socialism intends creating economic
stability through the measures that are 'demo-
cratic, gradual, ethical, and peaceful in character'
so that the elimination of the struggle for
physical existence would not jeopardise individual
freedom of the masses. The first principle of
Theosophical Socialism finds itself in substantial
agreement with the post-war manifesto of the
British Labour Party Which declares*.

" We ate for a ftew social order based ori a

deliberately planned co-operation in production and
distribution for the benefit of all who participate by
hand arid brain, based not on the utmost inequality
of riches but on a systematic approach to a
healthy eqality of material circumstances for every
person born into the world."

Theosophical Socialism intends granting this
equitable environment consisting of healthy equality
of material circumstances by "Controlled Capita-

lism" gradually transforming itself to Socialist basis
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of society. It aims at achieving this by the (1)
provision of leisure for masses by reducing
hours of work, to a minimum, by (2) extending
the scope of social legislation, by (3) national
control of land and other economic activities

prducing nasessaries of life through compensation,
by (4)International control of finance and banking
and by (5) encouraging co-operative movements*
These are the efforts to mitigate the evils
under which large masses suffer, while the whole
social outlook of the people is being changed
through other measures, to be enumerated here-
after in consideration of various principles .of

Theosophical Socialism. These and similar
attempts, it is true, do not mean socialism,
but their sole purposs is to create suitable
environment in which masses might grow at
ease, while other efforts are being made and
while the whole humanity is being prepared to
receive socialism. Theosophical Socialism lays
especial stress on the nationalisation of
land and international control of finance

and banking. Dr. Annie Besant has empha-
sised this public control of land in her
innumerable lectures on World Problems and
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Political Science. Under the scheme of Mania's

social organisation, land was a common property,
never an individual possession. The land of the

village belonged to the villagers as a Commu-
nity. Mr. C. Jinarajadasa stresses this point of
nationalisation of land in his book:-*-'*Meeting
of the East and the West" in the follo-

wing words"

every social reformer finds sooner or later
that the ownership of land by private individuals
means power by them over the people, directly or
indirectly. Private individuals now own the landL By
privilege or by industry it is possible to make a
corner in land. That is how a small owner becomes

a large one. The ownership of the land gives power
especially over the destiny of masses who have no
capital and whose life depends on employment by
those who are controlling capital. It is becoming
more and more recognised that the economic slavery
of the workers is bound up with the land problem
and that only by nationalising the land can masses
find an economic stability.'"

Dr. Besant in her Book: *; Shall India Live

or Die ? " while depicting the ancient social
system in India, says: <s The village system also
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provided against poverty, for the communal
holding of land did away with the helpless
poverty of 'land-less men/7 While speaking on
the/problem of war in the Latin American
Countries in 1928, Mr. C. Jinarajadasa again
said:

1 do not believe we shall finally disarm war,
till we have a reform of the banking system
of the world. International finance is one element
which contributes to war or to - - Peace. And 1
believe too, in order to bring peace in to the heart
of each citizen, a great change will have to take
place in the present conception of the ownership of
land."

It is no exaggeration to say that Theosophical
Socialism is essentially a land-socialism. And
yet it does not stop there. It wants all the
profiteering done by private individuals, in the
production of the necessaries to stop, for it is
this that very largely contributes to the existence
of poverty in this world* Overproduction and
under-consumption exist together only because
there are people who regard their profits as
more!important than the lives of masses and
there is no doubt that this unrestricted pro-
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fiteeritig will be stopped by state legislation.
But beyond the control of profiteering in
necessaries, Theosophical Socialism asserts
that there is no need to go further. It
must not be forgotton that our purpose is to
create an economic stability for the satisfaction
of physical comfort for the masses. If necessaries
of life are made available to them through

social legislation, there is no reason why an
immediate complete destruction of capitalism
should be insisted upon, for this destruction

would mean such catastrophic changes as would
make impossible the introduction of non-materi-
-al side of socialism. Bertrand Russell, the most

outstanding social thinker of our times, writes:

cc The total abolition of priYftt® capitalistic
^mterprit* which it demanded by Marxian socialism,
seems scarcely necessary. Most men who construct
sweeping systems of reforms like most of them who
defend status quo, do not allow enough for the
importance of exceptions and the undesirability of
rigid system- Provided the sphere of capitalism is
restricted and a large proportion of the population
are rescued from its dominion, there is no reason to

wish it wholly abolished. * "

*<Why Men Fight-Be Russell
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And so Theosophical socialism through the
effective control of capitalism intends to create
economic stability for the masses, so that the
way to socialism may be made easier. Theo-
sophical Socialism regards non-material aspects
of socialism as really more important than the
material ones, but it realises that an atmosphere

for the consideration of these higher modes of
socialism ought to be created at first through
this material stability. But while Theosophical

Socialism negatively restricts the evils of
capitalism by the above considered means, it

positively encourages people to assemble and
gather in co-operative work. It is not necessary
here to go into details of various co-operative
activities. Dr. Kagava, the well-known labour
leader and social worker of ]apan, very aptly
said that co-operative movement will eliminate
war, depression, unemployment, poverty and
misery. He is a co-operative pacifist, who
according to him, is giving his energies, "Laying
economically and socially, just foundations for
future peace/'

And so by controlled capitalism and co-
operation does Theosophical socialism hope to



the foundations of future society In which
ideal of human brotherhood shall find its

highest expression. Theosophical Socialism
declares that white these masses have a right to
demand material stability from the state and
society, the latter too, enjoin upon them a
social duty of adjusting themselves to this

environment by refraining from all anti-social
habits, the duty of satisfying their physical needs
without in any way harming the social atmos-
phere of humanity. Material happiness will be
theirs only in as such as they perform this
small social duty enjoined upon them, for Theo-
sophical Socialism as noted above takes its

stand on the principle of duty and expects every
man to perform his duty in accordance with
his social position. And so Theosophical Socialism
declaring this proviso, is intent upon engaging

itself in all efforts not only shown above but
others as well, at establishing material stability
provided they do not go counter to the spirit
underlying it. Madame Blavatsky in her "Key to

Theosophy" has very clearly explained the attitude
of Theosophists with regard to this, She writes:-
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" All Theoaophists are only too sadly atrare, that
in Occidental countries especially .the social condition
of large masses ©I riie people renders it impossible
for either their bfdie* or their spirits to be pro>pfe*t
trained, »o that the development of both is. thereby
arrested. As this training and development is one of
the express objects of Theosophy, the Theosophical
Society is in thorough sympathy and barmony with
all true efforts in this direction/9

Secondly, Thecsophical Socialism declares that
healthy growtfe of future social organism shall
rest on the principle of Full Liberty tor
participate in Civic Activities in accordance
with Wisdom and Ability. This is the
principle of Planned Activity, It asserts that
every citizen, as he enjoys material stability and
personal physical happiness, desires to engage
himself in activities- useful to society. The urge to-
activity is inherent in- all men, but where
social circumstances' do not gurantee material
stability, this- active urge of men naturally finds
channels harmful to social existence. The

purpose of material stability is to insure society
against all destructive activities. Political
franchise ftstsr been one of the ways of

giving expression to this active urge of men in-
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modern times. But owing to unstable economic
conditions, this franchise has been much abused

and prostituted by controllers of the economic
destinies of masses, by industrialists and financiers.
Pocket boroughs and rotten boroughs are not
matters of history, they are existing in our own
times. Capitalists and financiers have deliberately

kept all those who depend upjn them for mate-
rial existence in ignorance of civic matters.
Propertied classes have always been afraid of
literacy and instruction among masses. All
vested interests have regarded mass instruction
as a danger to their very existence. Not only that
this franchise has enabled political adventurers
seeking power to exploit the ignorance of the
people for the realisation of their own ends.
And so political franchise intended to give liberty

of civic action to people has resulted; in their
enslavement in political matters, being forced
to support civic activities whether out of igno"
ranee or material necessity. And so Political
franchise has failed to develop social responsibi-
lity among citizens. Consequent upon this
mockery of civic liberty, there has grown a
bitter reaction against democracy which is
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fundamentally based on this franchise. Failure
of democracy has drawn ever-increasing nurrsbes?
of people to regard it as useless and fav< ur some

form of dictatorship as the truest instrument of
solving human problems* But this is hardly faif
to democracy. It ts no exaggeration to say that
humanity has not yet tried democracy, that all
efforts so far made in the direction of democracy
were half-measures, not based on wisdom and

human psychology. Failure of democracy in
the nations of the world has been due to two

main reasons; (1) Political responsibility has not
been followed by economic responsibility or . in

other words political liberty has been accompa-
nied by economic enslavement or in still other
words political democracy has not been founded
on material stability and (2) democracy has
not been able to find right sort of persons
owing to an entirely faulty system of franchise.
The first principle of Theosophical Socialism
removes the first obstacle to the successful work-

ing of democracy, extending political liberty
to the domain of economics. The purpose of
this second principle is to remove another
obstacle so that real democracy may be esta-
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Wished in the world There is no doubt that

democracy has been groping after right sort of
persons as rulers and administrators and it is
failure to find them that has induced many people
to install either an individual or a party in dictator-

ship. But the experiences of such dictatorships
have been of a very sad nature, for these dicta-
tors have not proved to be right persons, for
which people have baen groping. The solution
does not lie in suppression of civic activities
but in their wise regulation. This is exactly
what Theosophical Sochlism suggests by its
second principle. Just as the first propounded
controlled capitalism so does the second advo-
cate wisely regulated democracy. And the
regulative factors of democracy ought to be
wisdom and ability or experience* \nd so it is
new Democracy that Theosophical Socialism
suggests, the democracy that would regulate the
activities of people with a view to cultivating
initiative among citizens. What is the basis of
this new Democracy ? It was President Lincoln
who gave the ideal of democracy to the world
by his now famous words: " Government of the

people, by the people, for the people". It is
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this doctrine that has been observed more in

breach than in practice, by modern democracies.
For they have been Governments of a class, by
a class, for a class and this class has been of

business magnates and financiers, People often
think that granting of universal adult franchise
means democracy. But the franchise, that is
not followed by instruction and knowledge, can
hardly enable people to utilise their votes wisely*
Nor is it possible for average men and women
to understand the intricacies of modern govern-

mental policies. To expect people to exercise
their votes with discrimination when issues like

protection and free trade, gold standard and
managed currency, nationalisation of banking and
industries are involved, is either to build the
edifice of democracy on sands or to keep up
political dishonesty. Democracy that is based on
mere majority or counting of heads can never
succeed for the very reason that it is a Govern-
me it founded on ignorance on the one hand
and exploitation on the other. What the world

needs to-day is a democracy guided and ruled by
wisdom and ability, it needs a democracy con-

trolled by experts* The right to rule is not
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granted to all, it has to be won by wisdom and
experience, declares Theosophical Socialism. It
is a wonder that people have not yet realised the
fundamental error in modern democracies. Who-

ever commands a majority of votes cast by
persons ignorant of political matters is allowed
to rule and mismanage national affairs. Whoever
can throw lavish promises before ignorant masses
is returned with overwhelming majority, having
been given full liberty to drag his nation into
dangerous waters. This is nothing short of
madness and there is no reason why such demo-
cracies should succeed. Dr. Besant in one of

her. London Lectures on World Problems in
1925 said:-

You db not let a doctor play with your body,
until he has passed through a careful course of
training in medicine whatever it may be worth*-*and
other forms of modern medical science. You do not
let the quack play with your bodies; but you do
not seem to mind how many quacks you have in
your political field. It does not seam to strike you
that while you do not let cabin boys elect ihm
captain of the vessel, requiring that he should know
something of the science of navigation* you make
no such demand for the iteering of your Ship of
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State through difficult storms and difficulties where
knowlelge and skill are wanted.'*

But this does not mean that some persons
thinking themselves to be experts should
capture the machinery of state and rule their
countries with iron disciplines. There have been
people who have done this, seeing the sad plight
of their national affairs under weak and hesitant

democratic governments, and Mossolini is the
most remarkable instance of this. Bat Theosophicni

Socialisai does not suggest that politics of a
country be carried back to the days of irresponsible
autocracies. On the contrary it advocates refas-
hioning of democracy so that it might be safe
and would lead humanity to a happier state of
affairs. Theosophical Socialism asks for the
retention of the rule of the people and yet it

wants it to be regulated by putting the wise and
the experienced in places of power. How is it to
be done. ? How can a fool-proof democracy be
established ? In the following words Dr.
Besant proposes the basis for such a democ-
racy:

The gencial idea is that each should have
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power according to his knowledge and capacity*
None should be without some share, but the powef
he has should be limited to his knowledge, experi-
ence, and capacity; and only those should rule the
nation who have won their spurs in good admitiistr*
ation of national affairs. In this way we should

restore to the state something of the knowledge
that it wants and We should take away from the

state the danger of allowing a mass of ignorant
electorate who are really fighting to elect a man,
who will look after their mines, their drains, their

local interests, matters they understand-to upset
international arrangements and possibly plunge u«
an to war-or worse into dishonour/* ^

The idea of this democracy is to grant
universal franchise to all adult citizens in the

affairs of the smallest unit of Government, say

a village. Thus a village council is fully demo-
cratic elected by all the citizens in a village
knowing well the capacities of various candidates
as also problems that they are expected to

tackle as members of the village council. It is
thoroughly controlled by people. This was what
Manu provided in his scheme of social orga-

*' Future Socialism '-Dr. Besant.
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nfealion. Dr. Besant in her book ''Shall India

Live or Die T5 writes:

The village affairs were administered by a
Pancfa'ayat, a crouncil elected annually by the villa*
gers; if the village were large it divided itself into
committees, and each superintended a department
such as Justice-to which I notice a woman wa»°
elected--Irrigation, Roads and so on/'

This village democracy gave to the people
a wonderful training not only in the art of
Government but als> in social responsibility.
People of a village regarded its welfare as a
concern of all. Whatever occupation an indivi-"
dual might be following, the village Government
could always rely upon the services of all, m
matters of common interest. Dr. Besant remarks

in her ' Lectures on Political Science ' " A

very important part of village life was the free-
labour given for common purpose. Roads,
temples, tanks, wells, water channels, public
buildings were made by co-operative1 labour."
So Manu's Socialism n-ot only gave material1
stability to people^ it gave also fullest expression
to the active urge of masses by providing
opportunities in accordance with their ability?
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experience, and knowledge. Dr. Annie Besant
In her " Commonwealth of India ' Bill ", the

Bill that passed first reading in the British
Parliament, advocates this very principle to be
made applicable to modern conditions. Having
granted universal franchise to all adult citizens

in a village, she proposes an introduction of
graded franchise* As we asceqd higher and higher
in units of Government higher and higher must be the
qualification of franchise based on education and

knowledge. Not only that, those offering them-
selves for election to councils of higher units
must satisfy the te?t of experience, that is they
must have served in lower councils for a number

of years. For the election of national council

not all are allowed to vote, but only those who
have satisfied the necessary qualifications of
knowledge and abitity to understand national
problems, and only those are put at the helm
of national affairs who have rendered sendees

to village, district and provincial councils, that is
only those who have an experience of Government
and are worthy of being entrusted with the
-powers of ruling over a nation. It is this princi-
ple cf graded franchise that will find out real
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petsohs. fit to govern and thus makfc democracy
fool-proof, as much fool-pro^f as is possible in
human societies. It is this principle that will
make Governments fully dftnocrauc by giving
a share in its affairs to all the citizens and yet

by distributing power and rights in accordance
with knowledge and experience. This is the new
Democracy of Experts advocated by Theosophical
Socialism. The need for rule by experts is being
felt by all honest political thinkers, especially
when the affairs of modern Governments have

become very complicated, beyond the intelligent
grasp of ordinary citizens. This new democracy
is not based on the absurd idea of equality of

rights and powers but on a graded and hierar-
chical division of the same. This is the only
reasonable solution of our political problems and
an only way of giving a healthy expression to
the active instincts of humanity. Democracy as

at present constituted is meaningless, democracy
broad-based on economic stability also is not
sufficient for that would still fail to find right
sort of men to govern. Aristocratic Democracy
is what the world needs to-day, aristocratic

not in the sense of heredity but in the
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sense of experience and wisdom, in the sense
of ability and breadth of vision. Socialism

* based on mass ignorance might give
economic stability to people because of the
expropriation of property, but it can never raise
society to a higher level of development. Socia-
lism based on obedience to wisdom can alone take

society to heights, loftier and grander than that
which it his reached so far. This socialism is

permeatad with the ideal of duty for it requires
every man to be responsible for every action
of his. The modern citizen in present-day soci-
ety is required to passively acquiesce in all
civic activities, the citizen under Theosophical
Socialism is required to be active, in accordance
with his understanding and ability. Dr. Annie
Bcsant puts before us an ideal of Theosophical
Socialism in the following words :-

" A democratic Socialism controlled by majority
votes, guided by numbers can never succeed. A truly
Aristocratic Socialism controlled by Duty, guided
by wisdom is the next step upwards in civilisation." *

Thircly, Theosophical Socialism asserts that the
future social order can grow and flourish only

**' Future Socialism '-Dr. Besant*
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on the cultivation of Constructive impulses,

strengthening all in bonds of Lov© and
Feilowship.This is the principle of Refined
and Civilised Impulses. Modern society with
all its beast of civilisation and progress is still
following the law of the jungle in its political,
economic and social activities. This is a world

of clashes, between classes, between sexes,
between nations, between races. It is a world
madly rushing after the search for food and
assertion of rights. The struggle for food? where
food is in abundance, is utterly laughable, if not
scandalous. But with this anomalous war for

food, is another war going on in society, the war
for the assertion of individual rights. And this
war is very largely due as noted above to the
failure of society to find suitable channels
for the expression of active energies of
humanity. But with these two guranteed,
with material stability secured and with indivi-

dual rights planned and regularised, there is no
reason why wars should exist in society. And
yet will they remain, so says human psychology
and also Theosophical Socialism,, so long as the
emotional life of people remains unorganised.'
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It is not enough that people are materia-
lly happy, it is not sufficient that they
are active in society, what is still of greater
importance is that social impulses should be
well-ordered and directed, that human emotions
be refined and civilised. A citizen is not a true

citizen so long as his emotional life runs counter
to the interests of humanity. Bertrand Russell
very truly says". " It is the life of impulse that

needs to be changed, not only the life of con-
scious thought." If the coming social order is
really to prosper by the elimination of wars, it
will have to solve this important problem, the
problem that is ignored by all politicians and
even social reformers. A society based either on

the suppression of natural desires and impulses
of humanity or on intensified anti-social and dis-
integrating emotions is digging its own grave,
and will be razed to dust, sooner or later. It

is high time our social reformers recognised that
the cultivation of human emotions is a matter

of as much importance, or even more, as the
fulfilment of material needs of humanity. Socia-
lism that left these in a chaotic and unorganised
condition can never claim to be called a truly
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human society. Modern society is bad because
It has entirely neglected the emotional organisa-
tion of society, save in cases of war, when
patriotic emotions are roused to such a dangerous
pitch that men consider it their duty to murder
their fellow-men. Capitalism with its slums and
poverty has led large masses to suppress their
natural desires and many a complication has
arisen in present-day society due to the unful-
filled desires of these masses. Even Russia, the
home of socialist experiment, has very grievously
failed in the recognition of this emotional aspect
of humanity. Bolsheviks in their over-zeal for
socialism ruthlessly suppressed all family instincts
in Russia. The family-instinct was considered

bourgeois, a capitalist sentinaentalistn, unworthy
of proletarians. They failed to understand that
home and family impulses are fundamental in-
stincts of human beings. It is the duty of state
and society to so organise these impulses that they
would harmonise well with social welfare. The

Bolsheviks feared that if Russian masses develo*

ped family feelings, they would create forces unsy-
mpathetic to the building up of a Socialist Society.
The existence of this fear was due to the fact
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that although the Russian masses had created a
socialist revolution their instincts, their impulses,

their natural bent of living were quite anti-social
And so, to safe-guard the revolutionary gains,
the rulers of Russia put a severe ban on all

family impulses. A government, not sure of its
foundations, always resorts to the method of
suppressing human impulses, even as the Italian
autocracy, of the last century, tried to ban all

independent thinking. It is here thit the Bolshe-
viks have committed one of the gravest errors.
It is gratifying to note that they - have realised
this mistake in the year 1936, for it is said
that masses have demanded a stable family
life and the Russian Government have decided

to grant and to encourage it. Under the new
dispensation, it has been ordained that even
divorce will be made difficult, that artificial
methods of birth-control shall be discouraged,
that families with large number of children will
get encouragement from the state. But it is a
pity that Russia should have introduced narrow
nationalistic elements while recognising this
"fundamental instinct of humanity, for it seems
she is treading the path of Germany, Italy, and
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France by encouraging the creation of a large
cannon-fodder for the defence of revolution.

But this is by the way,
The Father of the Aryan Race was a great

psychologist, for he knew the various impulses
of human beings and provided for their healthy
growth. According to Manu, the prosperity of a
society very largely depended upon stable and
happy family life. Family was the unit of
society. Family was the one place where human
beings learned to live for others, to humanise
their impulses, to refine their emotions* A man
feeling unity with family was on the way to
develop larger unity with humanity. Mariu's
socialism was thus based on sublimated impulses

of human beings because of their training in
family life. Dr. Bhagvandas very rightly says:

" Every true home is a moral laboratory, and
every child Is a potent apparatus for transmuting the
base metal of the self-seeking animal man and
animal woman into self sacrificing father and mother,
collaborating in the spirit of the best and highsst
socialism for the benefit of the younger generation
and therefore of the whole society," *

# Ancient vs Modear Scientific Socialism-Dr. -
Bhagvandas.
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And so Theosophical Socialism asserts that
healthy and stable family life he encourged in
society in order that human impulses might take
constructive channels of expression. A h;*ppy family
life is truly a sure antidote against all wars, and even
destructive activities. Thesophical Socialism no
doubt makes all citizens active but while it does

this, it also controls these activities by proper
direction of the emotional life of people.

But a happy family is not all that Theoso-
phical Socialism advocates, It is not an end in

itself. Happy family life must mean a better
humanity. Family life is noble and great but
nobler and greater is still the service of huma-
nity. To enjoy family life is not the ideal
placed before humanity. Family must exist for
society. It must train its members to become

better citizens, it must educate them to regard
all humanity as one family. Obedience to wis-
dom, as considered in second principle, is not
possible till all regard each other as members of
one family, and respect those elders in wisdom
and experience in society as they do in family.

;Be it remembered that it is not terrorism,

nor repression, nor severe legislation that
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can hold the society together. It might do
for some time. Even dangers of foreign invasion
and fear of losing privileges might keep a society
together for a brief period, just as they are do-
ing in Russia today. But it cannot hold together
for ever. The modern society is based on the
institutions of fear, the society as contemplated
by revolutionary socialists will rest on organised
hatred. The society founded on domination of
one class over another is certainly a society that

stifles all finer emotions, no matter whether class
domination is of the capitalist or of the prole-
tariat. Such societies can continue only by

fear and cruelty. A Society that needs its best
men to be exiled »or executed as.Russia has

done to Trotsky and Zinovieff, is a society that
will never inspire its citizens to develop a

healthy and generous emotional life. Such a
society may rouse its citizens to great enthusiasm

for J building up their nation as a bulwark
against all attacks from foreign as well as
home reactionaries. But this hardly differs
from the narrow nationalistic excitements

of Hitlers and Mussoliinis. The reason

that it is done in the name of Socialism
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does not minimise the harm that is done

to Its citizens. The irresponsible releasing
of destructive emotional forces in society are

bound to recoil upon those who have generated
them, apart from the degradation and demorali*
sation into which it throws vast number of ign-
orant people. Theosophical socialism, realises as
it does the dangers of these destructive emotional
forces, stipulates on all social refomers that they
shall, not only abstain from all such releasing^
but will also, enthuse and inspire large masses
with positive and constructive implus^s. If econ-
omic well-being is the stability of future, society,
if planned activity is the "very health of it,
this emotional refinement is undoubtedly the

heart of Theosophical socialism. A mere change
in outward structure of society is not enough,
a change of impulses is a fundamental condition
of future happiness of society. It is because of
this that Theosophical Socialism does not app-
eal to a class but to all humanity. It aims not at

founding a class society, it rather strives to esta-
blish a human society. And it is impossible to build

tffis society as long as people have not adopted
a human outlook, as long as they have not
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stepped out of their class Interests. It is true

that poverty-stricken masses can never easily
get out of their class bias. But then to foster a
definite class bias is certainly not a way to
establish human society. People have to be

gradually taught to adopt a human outlook, For
socialism, is not merely a supply of physical
needs and provision of material happiness. It is
an order of society and those aiming at that
must take into account all the forces that contri-

bute towards its existence. It is due to this that
Theosophical socialism talks of providing as
much stability of material happiness as possi-
ble within the present society, while it works
for the inauguration of socialism by methods
that are comprehensive and rational. George
Lansbury, an experienced leader in the cause
of socialism, very truly remarks*.

I am in politics a Socialist, one who helps to
obtain a majority of Socialists in Parliament. I
think however thai before our majority will be of
any value, the outlook on life which the vast masses
of people follow and obey must be changed," *

Theosophical Socialism says that it is the
outlook of fellowship, of humanity that

* 'My England*- G. Lansbury.
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be developed if socialism means to prosper,
Emotions and impulses form the very heart of
society and every care must be taken to see that
the blood that runs through the heart is absolu-
tely pure if the social organism is not to collapse*

And hence not hate and class consciousness but

brotherhood and human fellowship must remain
the inspiring doctrines of socialism. Socialism
that is inspired by the former will need the
instrument of fear and state cruelty for its
continuance, the Socialism that adopts the latter
will march from glory to glory by the very reason
of intense cordial human relationships that it

would create. Theosophical Socialists very firmly
believe in the following assertion of one of the
greatest living Theosophists, Mr. C. Jinarajadasa,
and try to propagate that ideal whether the
world accepts it to-day or not:-

" The future is in the hands of those who
believe in brotherhood for, Brotherhood is the

reflection of the Time-spirit who ia dwelling in our
midst/" *

Fourthly, Theosophical Socialism maintains
4hat the future social order can attain to great

* * Life-More Life'-C. Jinarajadasa.
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heights only by the Proper Development of
Individual Constituent Parts harmonising

with the Collective Good of Humanity.

This is the principle of Balanced or Socialised
Individuality, Looking at the evils in society,
radical social reformers in all ages have tried
to solve these problems by swinging th3 pendulum:
to the other extreme. Realising the evils of
gross inequalities in society, radical socialists
have advocated rigid uniformity in social
organisation. To them individualism has meant
the death of Socialism. It is true that un-

restricted individualism has in modern

society run riot, it has created social

anarchy, it has nourished personal guns at the
expense of public good. But then it cannot be
denied that this individualism was a progressive

stage in the growth of society from the one
that preceded it. If capitalism is an advance
in society from the pre-capitalist modes of produc-
tion, then indvidualisnci, which is but an off-shoot
of capitalism muse necessarily be a progressive

stage in society from the slavery that went be-
fore it. And just as socialists are not in favour

of scrapping machinery which is the soul of
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eaptlalism, so must they not try to kill individu-
alism, but harness it to the interests of society.

Only individuals have a sense of responsibility"
declared Nietzsche, the great German Philosopher.
And he is right for it is a psychological law that
without the development of strong individuality,
the growth -of social responsibility is utterly
impossible. Socialism can therefore triumph only
when it fosters a spirit of individuality among
its citizens. It is foolish to believe that society

consists of people all at the same level of pro-
gress. There is a Law of Evolution which main-
tains that human beings are at various levels

of psychological advancement, and that therefore
their reactions to life and social environment

can never be of the same nature. Attempts at
imposing uniformity in society in spite of this
law are destined to fail for none can defy the

laws of nature. True Socialism is an improve-
ment in social orgnisation because it works in
harmony with natural laws. Hence all barrack-

uniformities are quite contrary to the spirit of
true socialism. Sydney Olivier of the Fabian

-Society very appropriately said : "Socialism
is individualism rationalised.'- Success of Socia-
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Ssm will depend upon its ability tox evolve 2
a form of social organisation which can
harmonise individuality with human happiness.
Let all socialists give their earnest attention
to the following law of nature explained by Her-
bert Spencer, for it is verily the law of social
progress. It says :

'* Nature evolves from disorder to order, from ehaos
to cosmos, not by a series of like parts simply
placed in juxtaposition but by one whole -made up
of unlike parts but mutually dependent.

Theosopical Socialism applies this law of
nature to the field of society. Although modem
scientific socialists do not recognise the Law
of human Evolution, although they do not
realise the necessity of individualism for the
proper growth of socialism, although their
conceptions of society and human beings are
very simple and unscientific, there is no doubt
that they will realise their mistakes ere long*,
But Manu was a great sociologist, a perfect
psychologist, a profound statesman. He realised

that society was not so simple as*
many consider it today. He knew that society
was all diversity and that the function of ar

social reformer was to organise these diversities
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into a social unity so that various individual
notes might not disturb the harmony of social
music. His scheme of social organisation

is a wonderful plan of balancing
all social forces. He aimed not at a class-less

society but a society in which classes are per-
fectly harmonised. It is indeed true that Manu's
socialism was a harmonious balance of social

classes, not a domination of one class over

another nor abolition of all classes, but a proper
distribution of the powers and functions of all
classes, the mutual inter-dependence of which
contributed to the richness of society. He was
a -physician of the first order marvellously
healing the wounds of society. For his scheme
meant a perfect growth of all the diverse func*
tions of body politic, so that general health of
society was never impaired. Dr. Bhagvandas
rightly observes!-

" All the parts of the social, as of the individual
organism must be duly nourished and must be
well-proportioned to each other. There must not be
lop-sidedness* as there is sure to be, if any one
part is over-nourished," ^

r^. 'Ancient vs Modern Scientific Socialism-Dr.
Bhagvandas,
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It is the denial of this law that has led

Communists to advocate total abolition of classes

and found a socialist society on classless basis.
The Bolsheviks in Ftissia did try to do away
with all classes but then it was only an extreme

swing of the pendulum and it is idle to imagine
that the pendulum can stay there. The Bolshe-
viks have at last realised their error although
they still assert that classless society is their
£im. The practice of Russian Communism has
proved the incorrectness of this theory. Mr, C.
Jinarajadasa writes:-

" At one sweep all were made 6qual, when the
Bolsheviks triumphed. The aristocrats and admini-
strators were killed or fled and hid themselves

among the masses; the thinkers and creators in
science, art and literature disappeared, the bourgeoi*
sie Was wiped out. All became "Comrades '' of
one caste. But very quickly inequality appeared.
The first new caste to spring up was that of the
military and the administrators, who called the
populace '"Comrades" but ruled them. But the
Strangest phenomena in Bolshevik Russia is the
revival of the Brahmana class. These were the

thinkers and the teachars of the nation, the profess-
ors, artists and writers of Russia, who were unfij
for any military or commercial career, and with the
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coming of Bolshevism were slowely beginning to die
of starvation. By a curious set of circumstances
these have been collected together and housed in
two institutions, the 'House of Science* and the
'House of Art and Literature* in Petrograd.'' %

But this does not in the least mean that

Theosophical Socialism wants the perpetuation
of present economic classes. What it desires to

maintain is the recognition of differences of
functions and faculties among human beings and
organisation of society in a manner that gives
full scope to individuals to develop their
faculties within the functional class to which

they belong. What needs to be abolished is the
conception of highness and lowness in connection
with these classes, the conception of honour
and dishonour with regard to them. What The-
osophical Socialism asserts is the organisation of
society on functional basis and the least infring-
ement by one class into the spheres of another.

Failure to apply this principle would assuredly
result in socialism developing worst features of
bureaucratic Governments. And this is the

danger facing all the schemes of modem
" socialism, for almost all of them advocate too

* 'Meeting of the East and the West- C. J.
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much state control and state interference in

social and economic matters. The state must

certainly have the right to lay down general prin-
ciples in order to keep individual activities within
the limits of social happiness, but all schemes
transcending this are surely detrimental to hea-
lthy growth of individual faculties. True socialism
must not mean too much of state interference

but as little of it as possible, consistent with
social welfare, so that citizens might learn
gradually to adjust their personal interests
with human good of their own accord. Too
much state control has a tendendy to kill
self-respect among people and a nation where
its citizens have lost self-respect can never rise
to noble heights. It is the duty of the state to
respect individuality of its citizens as much as
their impulses. Where this is not done the
nation is bound to develop a slave mentality
and complete loss of initiative, What Sir M.
Visweswarayya writes in his book. ''Planned Econ-
omy for India. " is of real value to all schemes
of socialism, for he advocates " encouragement^

of collective effort without killing individual'

initiatve. " This is truly the principle of Theo-



^ophical Socialism, Socialism can derive its stre-

ngth only by encouragement to responsibility
-among large number of people and self-govern-
ment is one cf the surest way to cultivate this

sense of responsibility. Where self-govenment is
denied? people become antir- social. G. D. H.
Cole very rightly suggests:

** The power which goes with responsibility must
be diffused to the widest possible extent among the
whole mass of the people and that this diffusion
<on functional lines is the necessary condition ol
democratic health in the body politic.'" *

This is exactly what is provided in the
scheme of Manu's socialism* For Mann divided

the society into four main classes based on

functional distinctions and psychological traits.
He very elaborately classified the functions of
each group so that each could work quite
freely and yet without disturbing the social
harmony, The beauty of his scheme is that the
function of each individual was decided by his
psychological evolution and not merely by
heredity. Of course, heredity is not entirely
independent of psychological development, but

it means is that birth was not the

I KA >litvk<MtIj* I «a«BA tr\» Qr»*»* e>lietvt_ l-». IJ _ 5-B
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deciding factor in the allocation of functions.
Prof. J, E. Marcault very clearly explains the
underlying principle of Manu's- organisation in
the following words:

" The laws of Manu, when ttsey were properly
applied, provided the most complete and perf
system of civilisation of which the Aryan Race
capable. They are based upon the higher
conception of brotherhood on a hierarchical
and they define with penetrative understanding
principle of conduct of every type of citizen^
ning to each the appropriate place, function,
duties, etc, to which his degree of evolotion entitles

The four classes according to Mann are the
Teachers, the Rulers, the Merchants and the
Proletarians. These are the four main guilds
in society to which all the guilds and functions
can be reduced. Problems in society would
arise when the functions of these guilds become
unbalanced, i. e. when one guild encroaches upon
the functions of another, as it has happened In
modern society where the merchant class, the
financiers and the capitalists have captured the
machinery of state. Theosophical socialism I_s
* The Next Step in Evolution-]. E. Marcault-
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the way to restore this balance once again,
Guild Socialism of England has partly suggested
this very idea although there is not the same
clarity of thought as we find in Manu's socialism.
But it must be conceded that guild socialism
has arrived at the same truth as seen from its

advocacy of a society based on functional lines,
and of a nation grouped " into trades rather
than geographical areas5' so that it can be orga*
nised on the principles of "Knowledge and
Interest* " The fundamental idea behind

Guild Socialism is self-government in
industry or self-management which is clearly
based on the principle of developing
functional individuality, for an individual has
opportunities to develop his faculties only within

the guild to which he psychologically belongs-
Mr. Taylor in his "Guild State'5 very nicely

puts this idea. He says :

4* It will be for the state to express what it wants;
it will be for guilds to say how it will be done."

It is*-difficult to give a detailed scheme of
the working of this Guild Socialism. The purpo

of this dook is to proclaim the wisdom of
this type of social organisation. The scioety
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ag constituted to-day will have to be divided
into numberless guilds all ultimately reducible
to the four main guilds of Manu, and each guild
will carry on its work freely and independently,
so as to give its best to the well-being of
society. The state will always have the right to
interfere whenever any guild goes beyond
the spheres marked out for its functions of
when it does its work in ai manner prejudicial
to social happiness. In the words of Cole " The
Community as owner of the service will lay
down the general line of policy which is to
be followed hi administering it, for the service
must be so managed as to meet the public needs."
The idea of rigid centralisation of all functions
in a state is, as we have seen, harmful to the
growth of individuality and. Guild socialism is

preferable to other schemes largely because it
affords good scope for this growth, it is indivi-
dualism rationalised or eo-ordinated to social

good. The idea of co-ordination appeals mosfc
to the peoples of the Aryan Race owing to their
higher mind level and so even from that psycho-*
logical point of view Guild socialism is accepta--~
ble to us. Theosophical socialism which adopts



Guild Socialism within the frame-work of MatiuisUl

Is thus quite compatible with the psychological
development of the race, while over-centralised
schemes of modern socialist schools are rather

contrary to it, Bertrand Russell expresses the
same opinion in different words!

" 1 do riot regard either Marxian Socialism of
Syndicalism as the best practicable system. The
best practicable system , to»my mind is that of Guild
Socialism which concedes what is valid both in the

claim of the State Socialists and in the Syndicalist

fear of the state by adopting a sjrstem of federalism
among trades for reasons similar to those which are
Recommending federalism among nations." *

Some might suppose that this self-manage-
ment of guilds, if introduced would create a
social chaos, a defiance of authority, a looseness
of social relations. But this fear is entirely
unfounded. In the first place Theosophical
Socialism advocates co-ordinated and not un-

restricted individuality. In the second place,
even within the guild, all are not at the same
level. Hierarchy is the very soul of Theosophical

* socialism, and it never contemplates equal
* ' Roads to Freedom' - B. Russell-
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distribution of power among the members ̂  

°

any guild. According to Theosophical Sociah&n*
divison of power is as necessary and inevitable
for the growth of socialism as division of labour
is for the development of capitalism. It will be the
function of all members, forming any guild to
keep themselves within the powers defined by
Society. Just as an individual has a right
to grow within his guild so has he a duty to
obey those who are socially appointed to tasks
higher than himself. The operation of rights in
Theosophical Socialism is always in accordance
with the performance of duties, for then only
co-ordinated individuality can be fostered. The
following words of Cole are applicable to all
the guilds formed under Theosophical Socialism:

It is of course perfectly true that neither a
factory nor a whole industry can be managed by
a mass meeting or by referring everything to a
mass vote. In politics and in industry alike there
must be leaders and administrators armed with
enough authority to get their orders obeyed. There
must be differences of power and a degree of
responsibility between one man and another accor-
ding to their several functions founded on differen-
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ces ol competence and capacity.9' *

And so if emotional refinement is the heart

of Theosophical Socialism, co-ordinated indivi-
duality is the very brain contributing to its
success.

The fifth principle declared by Theosophical
Socialism states that the future order of society

should be inspired by the ideal which says:
In the willing discharge of Duties by the
Wise Consists the protection of the Rights of
the Ignorant. This is the principle of Joyous
Sacrifice. It is a law applicable to civilised
societies based on co-operation and not to
capitalist order of human organisations based on
cut-throat competitions. It is a law of society
in which human beings desire to share and not
to grab. Not * each for himself and devil take
the hindmost," 'but each for all' is the underlying
thought behind this principle. And yet it
does not mean that all must sacrifice to the

same extent, for that would be absolutely absurd
if a Law of Hierarchy 'exists in the world. It
demands greater and greater sacrifice in the
interest of social good from those who are more

"*"*-- ~--~-- .- .-.-. -, -.

* 'The Simple Case for Socialism*-G. D. H. Cole.
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advanced, those who are wise and understand
more than average human beings. Wisdom
means responsibility and those who are wise are
expected to offer [their all in the service of
humanity. Society progresses not so much by
the efforts of those who fight for the assertion
of their rights, but by the sacrifice of those, who
in answer to a call of social duty, lay aside
every personal consideration. It is this ideal
that needs to be emphasised, for it is the
very soul of socialism. Only as larger and larger
number of people live their lives under the
inspiration of this ideal can Socialism become a
truly better order of society. When asked whether
she believed in Socialism, Madame Blavatsky

truly struck the note of Theosophical Socialism
by saying, I believe in the Socialism that gives,
not in the Socialism that takes. : " Success of

Socialisn unquestionably depends on the social
morality of sacrifice adopted by its citizens, not
merely in the larger fields of national service
but also in the daily avocations of life. Feverish
enthusiasms roused for the fulfilment of five

year or fifty year plans are only artificiaL
stimulants and their effects are bound to die
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out when a nation reverts to peaceful and quiet
times. These stimulants might be good, even
necessary for speeding up the economic growth
of a country, but depending upon them for all times
would result in shattering the nerves of its citize-
ns. And besides moral stature of a nation can

never be gauged under the effects of these stimulants.
For what the nation does in ordinary times is the
real yardstick with which to measure its height.

It is foolish to proclaim great success of a
"socialist regime because large masses of people
under governmental repression are prepared to
remain on starvation line in order that a socialist

society may be speedily built up. Let it not be
forgotten that these masses have no choice but
to yield and accept their lot. They may even
get jubilant under the effects of stimulants. But
true socialism does not come out of these

stimulants. This Socialism takes longer to complete
its structure but it is always sure of its
foundations. It does not mistake mass enthusiasm
for real advancement. It takes its stand

not on mass moods but on the daily

Sacrifices and offerings of an ever-increasing
number of people. Tfaeosophical Socialism
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derives its strength from its ability to turn- its
citizens into real human beings. It regards this
as the real function of society. Spirit of sacri-
fice and service are powerful undercurrents-
nourishing Theosophical Socialism. Its task is-
not so much creating of huge buildings and
enormous economic plants as to arouse this
sense of sacrifice in all human beings* With all
the pious declarations of scientific socialists, it
cannot be denied that the socialism of their

dreams is to be built out of the self-interest of

proletarian classes. The class conscious proletariat9
the hero of revolutionary socialism, works at
the task of building a new society because of
the gains and acquisitions, because of the power
and position that are to fall into the hands of
a class to which he himself belongs. It is with
an appeal to self-interest that the working
classes of all nations are roused to action by
revolutionary socialists. And we are asked to
believe that these self-interest-seeking proletarians
are going to build a socialist society which
will replace the existing one based on

greed and self-interest. It will, at best substitute^
a lesser evil than the one existing to-day, in
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3S much as it will not be the few that will

exploit the many, it will be many that will
exploit the few. Still it will continue exploitation

in another form. It might lessen the evil, it
cannot prduce positive good. Only when people
are enthused with a spirit of service can a
truly socialist society be produced. It is because
of this that Theosophical Socialism opposes all
'efforts to bring socialism by an appeal to the
material self-interest of masses. It dees not

regard material stability to be socialism. It
makes all attempts to give this material stability
?by peaceful and constitutional measures, for it

regards this as a necessary precondition for an
effective appeal to human idealism. It opposes
"all -efforts to impose socialist structures of -society
through the material impetus given to the masses,
for it regards such a society as contrary to all
ideals of socialism. Dr. Besant truly sounds the
keynote of Theosophical Socialism when she
says: -

4* We need a preaching oi the doctrine of
^elt-sacritice, not in order to win an individual
Iieaven, for that is not self-sacrifice at all, but only
self-secekieg, but the self-sacrifice of duty which
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says: *" Because I have more to give, I must give
more'9. From every one according to his capacities
It is the word of Socialism, but it is the word that
is forgotten now." *

It is this word that is spoken again by
Theosophical Socialism to refurnish modern
socialism with its true idealism. It is necessary,

our revolutionary socialists understand that selfi-
shness and socialism are incompatible. It is high
time they recognised that a feeling of self-sacri*
fice can alone be the driving force of socialism. It
is really very dangerous for social reformers to
adopt an ostrich like attitude and shut their

eyes to realities. A proletarian rising for
the attainment of a proletarian heaven will-
no doubt usher in a society based on the domi-
nation of working class-but it can, in no case,
bring socialism. To bring socialism is not an
question of quick transformation of society, it
is a process ̂of 'gradual permeation of a social
Weals inspired by^a spirit of self-sacrifice, of a
growing sense of self-discipline, of an ever-increas-
ing ̂readiness to set aside personal gains in the
interest of public good. It is because of this

^ 'Future Socialism-D*. Besant*
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that Theosophical Socialism insists on a change
of ideals before a change in structure is brought
about. George Lansbury writes in his cl My
England " :-

84 I do not deny the self-evident fact that a
great change must take place in our attitude towards
life if socialism is to become a fact in the life of

nations. A society within which men and women
will be expected to share their culture and labour
with each other on behalf of all can only exist
when lives are more self-disciplined than now."

What efforts are modern socialists making

to instill this self-discipline among their followers?
What conscious attempts are they making to
fill the lives of people with this idealism of
sacrifice ? These modern socialists might say
that their insistence on the principle of "No
work, no bread " shows conclusively that they
are eager to change the attitude of humanity
towards life. Modern Socialism has been

fighting a relentless war ' against all idlers
and parasites in society. It is true that they have
'done this and that in Russia there are heavy
penalties for those who do not work. This is
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their effort to develop a sense of social respon*
sibility among people. But can this really develop
a spirit of sacrifice ? There is a vast difference
between people who work for society out of
fear and those who work for the joy of it,
because they have understood the value ot true
socialist living. Russia induces people to work by
decrees and penalties, by executions and exiles.
People in societies like this no doubt work, but
the work is done by a constant fear of hunger
and destitution as an inevitable lot of failure to

do it. This fear of starvation might tempo-
rarily wipe out the existence of idlers and

parasites. But once the state apparatus is relaxed
these very people will indulge in idleness and
social parasitism. Even now we read of number-

less cases of sabotage and unskilled work appear
itig in Russia and of such cases being dealt with
harshly by state courts* It is abundantly clear

that people do not work in Russia out of social
duty. There are reasons for this. A vast amount

of undesirable work would disappear if people
were grouped in guilds and allowed considerable
freedom to manage their affairs* Manu's Guild
socialism is a great antidote against all sabotage
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and unskilled work. We have onsiderd this point

in connection with the fourth principle. There is
another reason for this sabotage and idleness. It

is the lack of a sense of social duty. It was

Manu who first sounded this cry of " No work,
no bread. " But it was based on different

principles. It said that a man who failed
to perfom :his duties in society had really

no right to enjoy his rights. Social atmosphere,

public morality and above all else the
self-sacrificing example of those wise and
great naturally filled the heuts of all with a
wonderful sense of duty. Thus the entire slogan
of " No work, no bread *' was based not on

fear nor on the threat of a national calamity
but on the idea of duty, the strongest pillar
of Manu's socialism. Mr. C. Jinarajadasa
observes:

*' It was the idea of duty which kept as one
living organism the clashing hopes and the ambitions
of the dwellers in the village. The priest toiled at
his sacraments because it was hi* Dhafrma, so to6

* did all even the village scavanger. It is such a
dominating idea as this that the west is seeking
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and has not found. Patriotism will work wo
but only for a while. The love of a fathe
cannot, for most men, inspire the hourly sacrific
self which are required in the model ci
Patriotism by fits and starts will not mak
model citizen.*' *

But the question is how can this be a
ved ? How can the society be filled with
atmosphere of duty, this dominating idea
Dharma ? It is not state legislation nor feai
starvation that can do this, What the so<

needs is a band of workers, a strong band
idealists who are pledged above all else to
service of humanity, who are wise, who
disciplined themselves, who have put their
aside for the sake of collective good. It is
band that must ever keep the flame of Soci
Ideal burning before all. It is this band
must keep the socialist Flag flying aloft,
Flag of Duty inspite of all difficulties.
society, the large masses of people learn i
from examples than from expositions. ~
learn more from the behaviour of the wise

from the terrorism of the strong. They 1
* ' Meeting of the East and the West * -C. J*



mote easily from the sacrifice of the great than
from the decrees of the powerful. And it is because
of this that Theosophical Socialism proclaims that
it is out of a sense of Duty imbibed by the
"strong and the wise that Socialism can remain
true to its lofty ideals. Not a band sound merely
in theories and tactics like the Communists,

but a band steeped in noble idealism of sacri-
fice-that is what we need. Manu in his

Socialism stressed the need of such a band*

Manu was no idle dreamer. He was a

practical idealist. He suggested that if society
.is to be inspired and held together with the
ideal of duty, there must be a group of men, a
group of true leaders, a group of reformers who
have themselves become examples of what they
expound. It is through this group that humanity
will be drawn for ever to its ideals, it is through
the efforts of these men that humanity will be

saved from inhuman living. What according
to Manu are the qualifications required of such
men ?:

Men of wisdom who know human nature

and its requirements, who can observe facts
accurately who draw conclusions and foresee
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consequences far-sightedly, who know the various
sciences, history and traditions closely and above
all who are full of self-denying philanthropy"."*

It is not from heaven that such men will

drop, it is through hard training and severe
discipline that such a band will be created,,

But if it is recognised that such a band
is needed, all efforts ought to be made in
that direction. Socialism without this>

band will be a society without leaders, it
will be a body without a soul. If society is not
to degenerate, it must develop this group of
idealists. It is not enough *that masses are
economically happy, these masses must have
some place to look to, for inspiration and guida-
nce. The state will do mostly the negative work
of restricting anti-social acts. Socialism cannot
thrive with this negative instrument. It must
have the postive inspiration of such men, of such
idealists, of really humanised human beings.
Society must have increasingly larger number of
men who regard the observance of duties as far
more imp.Drtant than assertion of rights, nay who

* * Ancient vs Modern Scientific Socialism '-

Dr. Bhagvancfa^.
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think only &f duties, whose only joy is sacrifice,
who 'suffer to make others dream,' who lie on

the cross so that others might be saved. Such
indeed are the human beings needed to make
socialism a living reality. Dr. Bhagvandas suggests
a school of Yoga for such a training in his book:
** Ancient versus Modern Scientific Socialism. "

People get frightened with the name of Yoga.
But call it by any other name, society will need
a school of Yoga, a 'school of practical idealists, a
school of selfless workers. And this is what Dr.

Bhagvandas means by such a proposal as the
Yoga School. Yoga not in the sense of renounci-
ing .the world, not in the sense of flying from
realities, but Yoga that trains people for effici-
ent and effective work. Theosophy never advoca-
tes the Yoga of renunciation, it teaches the
Yoga of service. To be a Theosophist is essent-
ially to be a worker, to be a servant of Human-
ity. But Theosophy declares thit before one goes
out to serve, one must know what the world
needs, and it is this that has to be taught to
people desirous of ushering in a new age. What
the world needs to-day is the right type of men

' to;tackte vast problems facing humanity. It is true,
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people are suffering due to poverty and misery^
but that is no reason why the problem should
be solved foolishly. There have been people in
history who have rashly plunged masses into
radical movements for the immediate solution of

human problems but they have invariably ended
with instituting their own dictatorships leading.
to still more complicated problems. Such
attempts might look very brave and evens
apparently satisfactory, but they lack one thing
positively and that is Wise Leadership. And
yet certain enthusiasts have always decried
unwisely such attempts at creating wise leader-
ship. Mr. }ai Prakash Narain, the leader of
Indian Socialist Party, is the recent instance
in point when he very uncharitably criticises
Dr. Bhagvandas in his book; "Why Socialism?"'
Mr* Jai Prakash says:

Here is our world crumbling, tearing madly,
rushing into ruin, there axe millions starving, tortured
unemployed; here are repacious Capitalism, and
imperialism forging new tools of opprsssion and
exploitation, piling up armaments, eating up colonies,
gambling away with the lives of millions and here

is this philosopher camly thinking of a school of Yoga," ,
Our Scientific Socialists very safely forget
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that while Russian masses were undergoing very
cruel sufferings, while these people were starving,
while they were being shot down in the streets
of Moscow and Petrogard, while Russian Imper-
ialism was every day forging new tools of
oppression and exploitation, Lenin in his home
in Switzerland and other European countries
was indulging in fine theoretical discussions with
Plekhanov and others, was writing on Empirico
Criticism and mechanical conceptions of materia-
lism, was insisting on ideological clarifications,
was splitting his-comrades on theoretical and
ideological issues. When these atrocities
were raging in Russia, there was an arch
revolutionist camly advocating ideological
clarification. But he knew he was training his
men for effective work in his cherished plan of
revolution. This was his school of Yoga-
whether one agrees with his Yoga or not is a
different matter. Even he thought theoretical
training to be of fundamental necessity for
revolution. Here is Lenin writing to his comrades:

" A man who is weak and vacillating on
theoretical questions, who has a narrow outlook,
who makes excuses for his own slackness on the

, ground that masses are awakening spnotaneously,
who resembles a trade union secretary more than
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peoples9 tribune who is unable to conceive a broad
and bold plan, who is incapable of inspiring even
his enemies with respect for himself and who is
anexperienced and clumsy in his own professional
art-such a man is not a revolutionist, but a

hopek«s amateur* >' *

In the light of above words, one wonders
whether Dr. Bhgvandas plan is ridiculous as is
made out by the leader of Indian Socialist
Party. Theosophical Socialism has no doubt on
the point-it asserts, even before a hostile world*
that humanity needs right type of persons,
inspired with right type of idealism, following a
right type of method; that what the world needs
is a band of selfless workers, inspired by Noble
Idealism and guided by Wise Leadership.

Sixthly, Theosophical Socialism believes
that future social order can unfold its wonder

and beauty to the full by the Release of
Latent Creative Faculties in each, resul-
ting in Cultural sharing with all. This is
the principle of Creative Living. Socialism

is not merely a sharing in material goods, as
is believed by modern socialists; it is as much a

sharing of civic rights, of human emotions and
impulses, of individual abilities, of noble and

* ' What Shall We Do Then '-Lenin. 
~
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inspiring idealism, it is more than all these a
cultural sharing between human beings, a sharing
of each other's life, a sharing of spiritual joys
and heavenly delights. It is this comprehensive
conception of sharing that one fails to find in
theories of scientific socialism. And this is so

because a true conception of man is lacking in
all its philosophies. To the scientific socialist,
man is but a body, a physical body that is seen
with these physical eyes. The satisfaction of
bodily desires and needs is according to him

the fulfilment of socialism. He regards idealism,
emotional refinement, intellectual development,

religious attitudes and spiritual behaviours as
merely super-structures on body and its material
environment. It is no wonder that with this

narrow conception of man, modern socialism should
have over-emphasised material and economic
aspects of socialism to the exclusion of all
other expressions of it. If socialism is a better
order of society meant for the happiness of
mankind, it will undoubtedly fail to achieve
its purpose without a real understanding of man*
Socialists must know Man before they attempt
to produce schemes for his betterment. Fraternity
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and comradeship with human beings are all very
well, but they are lifeless without the fuller
grasp of man and his nature. Every social
reformer must know the constitution of man

before he' undertakes to analyse the constitution
of society. Every socialist must know the
forces that build a man before he takes up
the study of forces that mould a society. If
socialism is to nourish better manhood and

womanhood, if socialism is to create better
citizens, if socialism is to call out all that

is best in humanity then it must direct its
attention to the study of man. Theosophical
Socialism essentially means a better humanity
and hence it includes in its philosophy the con*
ception of real man. Socialism so long as it
excludes this, will remain an incomplete scheme
of social organisation. It will produce a lop-sided
humanity, not a spiritually balanced mankind.
Let none forget that a civilisation is considered
great not because of its material vastness but
because of its spiritual heights and cultural
sublimity. Future will judge socialism not from
the soundness of its economic organisations
but from the cultural and spiritual beauties it
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has been able to call out from human beings-.

There have been- periods in social history when
poverty was non-existent and if socialism does
only this at this level of human progress, it
differs but little from those ancient communities.

If humanity progresses it means that it externalises
that which is latent in mankind. Every progress
is an objectivisation of the inherent powers of
man. And so, soundness of social organisation
consists in its ability to provide for the satisfact-
ion of all the -externalised faculties of man. The

task of social reformers is to lead humanity
^onwards, and wise among these do it with the
pressure of higher faculties of man mpon his
already externalised ones; that is they do this
by keeping the externalised faculties within
the sphere of yet latent powers. Socialism

according to Theosophy is exteraalisation of
social sense and this can be done by increasing
the subjective pressure of spiritual and cultural
powers that are still latent in humanity. It is
only in the soil of spirituality that the plant of
socialism can grow to its full beauty. Failure
to satisfy spiritual and cultural hungers of huma-
nity would, of necessity, make socialism incapa-
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Me of unfolding the inherent greatness of mankind
And if that happens, socialism fails to carry out
one of its principal missions, if not the principal
mission. Dr. Besant sounded a warning to all
Socialists very many years back in the following
words!-

although it is true that by better economics
we may change the outer conditions, man wants
something more than food to eat anfl raiment ta
put on, man demands more and more as he
unfolds inner powers, not only what the body
demands imperatively, but that which the mind
and conscience and spirit no less imperatively
demand, and I fear lest this movement should be

wrecked on the la,ck of the recognition of the real
nature of man, that he will be treated as a body
only not as a spiritual intelligence and that against
that roek all schemes will break, for we cannot
ignore the real nature of man, '" *

Alone among all schemes of reconstructions
Theosophical Socialism provides a comprehen-
sive understanding of man. It says that man
has not one but seven fold natures, that there
are seven-principles, seven bodies or vehicles
which man possesses. In terms of psychology i-N

* 'Future Socialiam*-Dr. Besant*
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be said that man has seven faculties

which he objectifies one by one as he marches
onwards in evolution. This is not the book

wherein these seven principles of man can be
described, this can be seen in any of the
classical books on Theosophy. Theosophy not
only describes them, but shows the way of
unfolding them also. Theosophical socialism
applies this conception of man to the larger
field of society. What a man does in his indi-
vidual life, humanity does in its social and
collective life. Humanity as it evolves passes
through seven stages of development just as an
individual does in his personal life. The task of
a social reformer is to provide social facilities
for the unfoldment of latent faculties of humanity.

And this is possible only through education,
right education, education that has a compre-
hensive grasp of the nature of man. This right
ediacation is not to come at the dawn of

socialism, it must precede it. It must torm the

very basis of all socialist programmes. The
urge to socialism must come riot merely from a
desire to share material goods, it must pre-

' eminently come from a desire to share spiritual
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joys and cultural attainments. This spirit of
sharing must be fostered from now among
children and among those who are the citizens
of tomorrow. Socialism that came through
class-consciousness might at best succeed in
grabing material possessions, socialism that comes?
through right education will result in spontane-
ous sharing of each other's delights and sorrows*
It no longer remains merely a social organisation?
it transforms itself into real socialist behaviour.

And when men become socialist in behaviour,
they do not need the instrument of state or
society to enforce Socialist enactments on

humanity. This is indeed the magfiificient
conception of Theosophical Socialism^ But
a question might arise: what is right
education which Theosophical Socialism provides
and ever insists upon ? The function of
education is to draw out,. to release
latent faculties in an individual and to lead

him to creative living. This is possible owly
when education recognises diverse temperaments
of man and arranges his activities in a manner
that would call out the best in each, Theosophyv
says that there are seven types of men, belonging
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to seven temperaments or rays and the function
of education is to give cultural environment
for the perfect development of each. And so, not
" 

a fragment of education given to a fragment
of the child 'J but a full education given to the full
individual is what Theosophical Socialism consi-
ders inevitable for the happiness of humanity.
And so not only are there seven stages in

humanity's growth but there are seven types
of human beings in each stage of social progress
and it is with this 'understanding that society
should be organised so as to give full scope of
development to all. Theosophical Socialism
says that full development of each should not
be contrary to the full development of all and
society must make this possible. It is herein

that Russia has failed for it refuses to recognise
diverse temperaments and faculties of men and
hence its education falls far short of the ideal of

Socialism, which means the development of all
Education in a;socialist state will stifle the

growth of individual uniqueness so long as it
does not adopt this conception of man given by
Theosophy. and without individual uniqueness.,
socialist society will not become a garden
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full of variegated flowers, it will at best
become a factory producing standardised goods.
It will not be a society of normally developed
human beings, it will become a society of

repressed individuals. Julian Huxley very rightly
observes!-

*" If your people through historical cause lack
mechanical aptitude, but need it for the country's
economic sake, it is good educational business to
encourage it. But even if the community's main
pre-occupation be with technology, it will need
many other aptitudes in the people. Pure science
for instance, business ability, administrative skill*
literary and artistic talent. The Russian experiment
of a g neral industrial bias to education is bound
to be unsuited to many childern and it cannot but
fail to provide many trained types who would
be useful to community* " *

Theosophical Socialism classifies all men
in seven distinct rays and arranges for their
educatioin accordance with their temperaments.
It is entirely devoid of misfits for it provides to
each full opportunities of growth along his own
line- There is no question of looking down upon
those who cannot do industrial work or who do

not like political activities. Each man free to

* * A Scientist among the Soviets '-]" Huxley.
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follow his own aptitudes within the limits of
social welfare, is the word of Theosophical

Socialism. For to share spiritually or culturally
is to be creative and this is possible only when
man can rise to his own heights and is not
forced to fit into another's interest. Theosophical

Socialism asserts that only as we prepare men
and women by imparting this education can we
hasten the birth of socialism. While we are

engaged in mitigating the evils of misery in
present-day society, while we are providing for
civic activities, while we are organising the
emotional life of people, while we are setting
up a balanced political and industrial machinery

and while we are creating a group of selfless
workers, we ought to be providing for the
proper education of children so that when they
become citizens of a socialist society, they will

be able to share their spiritual joys with all
Such is indeed a comprehensive programme of
Theosophical Socialism.

There is another point with regard to this
cultural sharing which is an inevitable part
of true Socialism, Our Scientific Socialists

tell us that Socialism is an order of society,
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it is not an individual behaviour. And so

these socialists maintain that individual conduct

is not of great importance. Men and women
with anti-social habits, with even unspiritual
behaviour can usher in socialism in the world*

What is required is theoretical soundness, not
a purity of conduct, an ability to rouse and
organise masses for (socialism not a control over
one's emotions and passions, oVef one's
anti-social thoughts and behaviours. A man who
is unable to control his passions is going to set
up a society based on human fellowship, a man
who cannot control his thoughts is going, to
build a society that will rest on a spirit of
sacrifice. It is not mantained here that only

those who are perfect can engage in the task
of social reconstruction. But it is certainly

asserted that those who aim at building a new
order of society must at least try to live accord-

ing to the ideals on which the society
is going to be based. Socialism is no
doubt an order of society but the greatness
of that order can be measured only from the
lives of those who are its pioneers. It is not dead
theories that inspire people, it is the daily life
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"of men and women who call themselves workers

for a new cause that can truly give impetus to
people to work for a new age. It is also true
that socialism can rise to heights which its
leaders have attained in their personal lives.
"hhimanity marches on the feet of its geniuses;"
and so cultural sharing in socialism is possible
only to tHe extent to which its protagonists
have reached spiritual and cultural heights.
Humanity marches on the path, its leaders
have shown, it rises to heights shown by
its heroes, it reaches higher stages only in
as much as there have been a few pioneers
who have gone ahead, cleared the forests
and shown the way to their followers* A civili-
sation initiated by leaders that are spiritu-
ally and culturally sfaort-statured can never
hope to touch the heavens. Prof. Marcault

enunciates a law of psychology when he says:

Whatever level of progress a man has attai-
ned, he cannot rise to the next level except within
the experience of another who has reached it before

him and lives there normally.'1 *

# T. S, Diamond Jubilee Convention Address
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This is the law of cultural sharing according
to Theosophical socialism and that is why it
lays especial stress on the conduct and behaviour

of those who propose to lead the Socialist
movement It believes that only as larger and
larger number of people Attain to their
spiritual heights can they draw the world ever
higher and higher. Socialism without cultural
sharing made possible by the spiritual! heights to

which ever increasing number of people reach,,
is a socialism, that is devoid of all life. Socialism
that does not inspire men and women to be
spiritual even as its leaders are, is a socialism

that is devoid of all its beauty. Socialism that
does not lead its citizens to cultural sharing
can never be a true socialism. Socialism accor-

ding to Theosophy is a synonym for Brother-
hood and the law of brotherhood says that even
as an individual attains to spiritual glories he

glorifies the whole world with him and this is
highest socialism. For to share material goods is

easy, but to share cultural joys is possible only
in socialism that is based on spirituality. Prof,

J. J. Findlay very correctly says;-
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The eager socialist believes that the worfd is
ope for a universal transfer, but the process is long
drawn out and if social revolution comes, it will

not succeed merely as an economic change promoting
community in goods but as a spiritual change
converting men to Brotherhood in every region of
behaviour." *

And lastly, Theosophical Socialism declares
that fulfilment of the future order of society is
in an Ever-increasing Realisation of the
futility of Material possessions, leading to
the Discovery of Hidden Treasures, within
Every Man and Woman. This is the principle
of Indwelling Divinity. More and more as
people are imbued with the idealism of sacrifice,
more and more as people try to practice what
this idealism proclaims, more and more do they
realise that the world around them can never supply
them with real joys, that the society can never
give them what their soul has been hungering
for, that the treasures of the world are nothing
before the inner richness of man. It is this feeling,
this realisation that is the culmination of Theoso-

phical Socialism.The discovery of one's own Divi-
nity and the Divinity of all is the very purpose of
Theosophical Socialism. To know man as man is

* * Am Introduction to Sociology*-Prof Findlay.
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rarely good but to know man as Divinity is most
wonderful, it is to unravel the mystery of the Uni-
verse. Society based on the Divinity of Man is the
ideal to which Tfaeosophi^al Socialism unmistakably
drives all humanity. Theosophical Socialism'
while it starts with material stability gradually
leads its citizens to the realisation of the futility

of material happiness* Theosophical Socialism,
through the process of supplying stable material
atmosphere, through the regulation of human
activities, through the sublimation of human
emotions, through the development of healthy
individuality, through the permeation of lofty
ideals, through the education of full individual y
leads man to the realisation of his own Divinity*
And it is this realisation that gives to man
the supremest joy ot his life. But this realisation
does not come all of a sudden. Only as people
learn to regard day after day the futility of
material acquisitions, do they realise their
indwelling Divinity. It is the purpose of Theoso-
phical Socialism to create a gradually increasing
discontent for material possessions, to teach
man his mastery over material enviornment, to

make him understand his own completeness.
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It is because of this principle that Theosophical
Socialism is fundamentally guided by non-
material conceptions. It is the cultivation of this
sense of material futility that Theosophical

Socialism unceasingly undertakes. Although it
gives material stability to large masses, it never
allows them to run away with the idea that
with material happiness their ultimate joy is
realised. It always drives into the hearts and
the minds of the people that material happiness
might give them relief yet they will have to
find their true stability in the realisation of
their own Divinity. Modern civilisation, refusing
physical happiness to large masses, has made
material stability the only goal for humanity.
Herein lies its degeneration, for a civilisation
that cannot think beyond material happiness is
surely not a civilisation that can long endure. Mo-

dern Socialism taking its stand as a rebel against
this civilisation has made fulfilment of economic
desires the sole concern of man. Herein lies

its mediocrity for a civilisation that regards its
fulfilment in material satisfaction can never

nourish finer sentiments, higher ideals, it will
ever create a wall between man and his true

nature. Bertrand Russell very truly remarks:
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"Happiest men and women we can all testify from
6uz own experience are those who are indifferent to
money because they have some positive purpose which
shuts it out; yet all our political thought, whether
imperialist, radical or socialist continues to occupy
itself almost exclusively with economic desires, as
though they alone had real importance. #

It is this purpose, a lofty purpose, an
ennobling purpose with which Theosophical
Socialism intends filling the lives of people.
Once men and women realise this fundamental

purpose of their lives, the material urge for
happiness will tend to disappear and give place
to spiritual realities. It is true that not all "can

do this. It is not foolishly supposed by
Theosophical Socialists that all men will
find out their purpose in life. Only a few
individuals can realise this but it is the experi-
ence of these few that will be the source of

strength and greatness to Theosophical Socia-
lism. It is the ^realisation of these few that will
inspire all humanity and save it from degenera-
tion and' decay. Theosophical Socialism
maintains that the strength of any society

*' Why Men Fight ? '-B. Russell.
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is not derived from mass org.misations but from
the realisation and inspiration of those microsco-
pically few human beings who have attained to
spiritual heights. Theosophical Socialism is not
merely a revolt against modern civilisation, it
is a positive urge to awakening the spiritual
possibilities of humaniry. It is not a machinery
producing material goods, it is a drive to turn
men's minds to things nobler and loftier than
material happiness, But be it remembered that
this is not a philosophy of escape from ghastly
realities. Theosophical Socialism demands of
the.intellectuals, the idealists, the leaders of
human thoughts and movements to adopt this
attitude and come themselves to the realisation

of this fundamental reality before they teach the
masses to be indifferent to material happiness-
Theosophical Socialism maintains that there
must be material stability for all who need it,
opportunity for civic activities for those who
cry for it. stable and healthy family life for
those who: require it, development of individuality
for those who demand it and all these within

the limits of social welfare and human happiness.
It is tthe duty of society to provide every
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opportunity for the proper growth of all these
elements in humanity. And yet the society does
not live by those who stand'for the fulfilment
of their rights; it lives and progresses because of
its few idealists, its fewer teachers and priests,
its still fewer rulers, rulers, that rule not by
outer splendour and pomp but rulers who are

true kings, who shine by their own indwelling
Divinity. It is from this group of human beings,
those who are the support and splendour of
society, that an attitude of indifference to

material happiness is demanded by Theosophicai
Socialism. It maintains that society must
be based on hierarchical principles and
that the fulfilment of the rights of the masses
is to the purpose of gradually recruiting
them to the fold of idealists, teachers and

true rulers. In any society these recruits
will certainly be very few but it is these that
will be the guiding intelligences behind all social
progress. To lead men and women to the reali-
sation of their Divinities is the fundamental

purpose of Theosophicai Socialism. And this is
the dream of Manu made real, this is Manu's
heaven descending or* earth. To know tin
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Divinity of Man is the supreme task before u&
And when this realisation comes, Brotherhood and

Fraternity will not be merely vague ideals, they
will not be merely idle dreams. Brotherhood
will reign supreme in the world for the know-
ledge of Man's Divinity will hold us together
with ties that are unbreakable. It is to this end

that Theosophicai Socialism is proclaiming its
principles and ideals. When this day arrives
the world will be ruled by true Democracy,
Theosophicai Democracy, Democracy that will
be concerned essentially with leading men and
women to the realisation of their Divinities. Mr.

C. Jinarajadasa, in the following words, very
beautifully describes this Theosophical Democracy,
He says!

" We now think oi civilisation as the process
of transforming the savage into a civilised beiag,
but W5 must think of civilisation as the process of
transforming the human into Divine. Some day
when all men accept the truth about man's
mysterious nature* our statesmen will then make
all policies strictly subordinate to one policy; how
to call forth the Divinity hidden in each citizen-
And we shall elect as our representatives in civic
and national assemblies not men and women who talk
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well, or understand sanitation or finance, but men

and women who are foremost in their understanding

of the ways by which the Hidden God in man
can be released. "*

These are the seven principles proclaimed by
Theosophical socialism. A society based on these

principles will not only give full scope to the
development of an individual but it will provide

opportunities for the growth of people at all
the stages of their growth. It will be a society
that will be based on mass happiness on the
one hand and wise guidance on the other, it
will really be a social union, a '' union of all

who love in the service of all who suffer/' It

will be a society where the strong will protect
the weak, \vhere the wise will share his joys

with the ignorant, where each shall be a brother
unto ail. It will be a society not of hostile classes
but of hannonistd guilds. It will be a society
that will satisfy not only the physical but the
spiritual needs of humanity. Sacrifice will be

its driving force, while wisdom will be the ruling
power, it will fixe men and women as much
as possible from the thraldom of state and

* ' Life-More Life '-C J.
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Society for with the realisation of man's divinity

external restrictions will prove unnecessary.
Then will socialism not depend upon outer
organisation but upon the ioner convictions of

man. No threat of civil war, no foreign invasion,
no extraneous happening will shake the founda-

tions of such a society. The strength of such a
society will not lie on the questionable
soundness of mass organisations but on the
unshakable realisation of its citizens. Such

indeed is the order of society after which men
and women of all the nations of the world are

groping. After passing through revolutions and

cataclysms, after indulging in violent upheavals
and dangerous experiments, society will undoubte-

dly come to the principles of Theosophical
Socialism for they ate based on the understand-

ing of man and his nature, on the forces that
truly mould societies, on the idealism that society
needs in its upward march. It must be the duty
of every idealist, every social reformer to strive
with all his powers to usher in this age of true
Socialism. On it alone depends the abolition of
poverty, the disappearance of destructive tenden-
cies, the elimination of wars, the growth of
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true Individuality; it is out of this that true
social workers, real spiritual teachers and Divine
Rulers will come into being to lead the world,
the suffering and unhappy world, to the kingdom
of true Fraternity of Man. It is for us to>
cherish this dream and work for its realisation,
through unfailing sacrifices' in the service o£
humanity.



Chapter IV,
The Method of Social Chaiig&

A movement that starts with violence must

Continue by terrorism. It must be prepared!, that i^
to say, not rn6tfely to repress a rebellious minority
but to intimidate a majority- That means a
ruthlessness which would corrupt and disfigure it$
own ideal* The Socalism that emerge^ fftfnfr/.a reign
of fear might bring order bfand even wealth, but it
Ivomld be morally an ugly and distorted creation.
There are in life higher values than order and
wealth. "'* H. N. Brailsford.

Every theory must have its accompanying
practice or, better still, practice must inevitably
emerge from theoretical assertions. For other-
wise a theory, however sound and fascinating,
is bound to remain unconnected with actual

problems of life. And therefore, Socialism be it
Utopian, Marxian or Theosophical must evolve
its own method of achievement. The Utopian

Socialists of the pre-Marx period had their own

* 'Property or Peace. ' H. N. Brailaford.
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Method of s- cial change, although we at out own
level of human evolution regard their methods
as either faulty or incomplete. We have noticed
before, that Utopian Socialists had an emotional
reaction against injustices and cruelties prevailing
*n society and hence their's was a religious
indignation against the social order in which
they lived. With this psychological background
of the Utopians, it is no wonder that they
emphasised only the personal conduct, the
cultivation of virtues, the reversion to natural
order of society where ail human beings were
intensely religious, as the only method of social
transformation. It is no wonder that they were
intolerant of science and machinery for they
regarded machine as the synonym for all social
evils. However much we may disagree with
their methods to day, it cannot be gainsaid that
they too had evolved a way of social change,
consistent with their philosophy and their
reaction to social disharmonies.

It is said, and rightly, that with the advent
of Karl Marx and the publication of the famous
" Communist Manifesto" Socialism entered
the realm of practical politics. With Marx,
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Socialism was no vague idealism, no flight from
reality, no going back on social evolution. With
a keen intellect that he possessed, he analysed
the social forces and laid all social ills at the

door of political and economic organisations.
Consistent with his philosophy and his analysis,
he declared that political action by the
ander-dog was the only effective method
of transforming human society. But with all
his analysis and practical strategy, history proc-
laims that Marx was not popular in his own
days, that people of his time were not prepared
to adopt the drastic method he proposed.
Qf course, economic conditions during the
latter half of the last century were to a
large extent answerable for the indifference
shown to his methods by social workers of his
time. With the march of prosperous Capitalism,
the working class did get ever-increasing
share of national wealth as also an impro-

vement in the conditions of their living. It is

quite natural that neither the working classes nor
the labour leaders of the last century were in a

mood to bring about radical transformation in
society. They were content with political franch-
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ise, greater social legislation, improvement in
the conditions of work. A demand for total

change in social structure was never heard except
from the lips of a few revolutionaries, anarchists
and syndicalists. This does not mean that the

working classes were happy but it meant
that they were less conscious about their rights*

Thus the paradox is true that Marx
has lived arter '-his death* For it is only

after the world war of 1914 that through the
Russian Revolution the Marxian strategy has
been put into practice and since then has capt-
ured the imagination of many a backward
country on the brink of desolation and ruin. It
required the genius and leadership of Lenin to
translate Marxian methods into practical political
action of the working class. TheGreat War has
uncovered many a serious sore on the body
politic of our civilisation and has led ever-

increasing number of people to adopt the tactics
of Lenin for the solution of political, economic,
and social problems. This sudden turn to extreme
radicalism has tended to create divisions in the

ranks of Socialists themselves over this very

question of methods, for they have come to
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realise that agreement on ultimate objectives
is not sufficient, that the issue of methods is

not a minor issue, for the nature of the coming
social order will very largely be decided by the
method with which its realisation is attempted.

The split thus created has divided the So-
cialists of the world mainly into two camps,

the revolutionary and the reformist. The
former stands for revolutionary action for
the attainment of Socialism and includes Com*

munists and Scientific Socialists of all nations.

The latter believes in parliamentary and consti-
tutional action for the realisation of Socialism

and includes the British Labour Party, the
Social Democrats and most of the Orthodox

Marxists. It is generally believed that these
are the only two methods by which Socialism
can be introduced in the world. As a matter of

fact people are beginning to feel that there
is only one method, that of revolutionary action
since the Parliamentary Socialists have dis-
credited themselves for reasons to be considered

later. Over and above the sad betrayal of
Parliamentary Socialists, the grave economic
crisis, ever-increasing unemployment, rationali-
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sation, International strifes instigated by im-
perialistic competitionsy colonial exploitation and
such other factors have forced large masses of
people as well as lower middle classes to favour
this revolutionary method out of sheer despera-
tion.

But is revolutionary action the only method?
Are poor masses co realise the Socialistic heaven

only 'after passing through violent upheavals-
and orgies of blood ? Before we consider that
question let us fully understand what this revo-
lutionary action means, what are its implications,,
what are its consequences. For I am afraid^
large number of its advocates are enlisting
active sympathies of masses for the acceptance
of this method without either understanding its-
implications themselves, or without ever explain-

ing its consequences to those who must suffer
and sacrifice due to active participation in revo-
lutionary movements. It is a deep tragedy in
our social affairs that the blind is leading
the blind to-day. The fault does not
lie with those who are blind due to igno-
rance, lick of understanding or desperate con*
ditions of material existence. The fault clearly
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lies with those leaders of revolutionary move-
ments who deliberately exploit the ignorance
&nd desperateness of the masses, who are blind
due to revolutionary zeal and consideration of
party-interests, who consciously or unconsci-
ously beep the people in dark about the sufferings
that would entail Upon them due to their follow-
ing revolutionary doctrines. It is these leaders
"who will have to reply to these charges before
the bar of human progress.

There are a few among revolutionary Socia-
lists who have been recently talking of Non-
violent Revolution. Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru,
the prominent Nationalist-Socialist leader of

India, is the most outstanding personage of this
"section. I do not know whether such a section

.does exist outside India. Some of the Congress
Socialists of India, under the influence of Gaa-

dhiji, have adopted non-violent outlook in
political struggles. But it is a question whether
the protagonists of non-violent revolution are
ueally honest about their professions. Those who
regard noa-violence as a policy can never be
relied upon, for when their professions are put to
a severe test in times of crisis, they are bound
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to throw their beliefs to the winds and
with those who are striving at a social c
by violent methods* There is no reason

these people should be regarded as dil
from those who openly advocate violent revo
as the sole method of social transform

But let no injustice be done to this sc
at least to those who very sincerely belie^
the possibility of a non-violent revolution,
the question is whether it fe possible to fc
sincerely in the efficacy of non-violent revo.
consistently with the Marxian philosophy.
one ought either to give up Marxian philo
and its interpretation of history or else
away this belief in non-violence as an z
of faith. For what is otherwise the diffe
!>etween reformism and non-violent revoluti<

except that the latter uses bolder phraseo
Sincere belief in tfee method of non-v

revolutionary action means either insi
belief in Marxism or a conscious or uncons

deception, both with oneself and with (be ]
at large. For what does non-violent revo
imply ? When can such a revolution succ
It means firstly, that tlb'ere will be a chan
heart among the propertied classes whic]
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lead them to voluntarily divest themselves of
the vested intsrests. Or secondly, it means that
the moral pressure of non-violent revolution
will be so great as to force the Vested interests
to abdicate their rights. So it means that a
non-violent revolution can succeed either with

moral pressure or due to a change of heart of
the bourgeoisie. Is this acceptable to non violent
Marxists ? Is it consistent with their faith in
Scientific Socialism ? Do not the Marxists

believe that the bourgeoisie have no hearts
to be changed, they have only pockets to be
Affected ? Do they not maintain that the
propertied classes will fight to the last and that
moral pressure will be of no avail, for they
will yield only to forcible expropriation ? Surely
to profess non-violent revolution in the face

of these assertions is to be intellectually dis-

honest; nay it is misleading those who are
ignorant and blind, it is a gross exploitation ot
those who do not know.

An objection might be raised by revolutio-
nary Socialists against the introduction of
violence and bloodshed while discussing their
revolutionary strategy. For they say: " We are
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Silent over this issue of non-violence or violence^
it does not affect us. We do not necessarily

believe in violence, we make no fetish about
nbrt^violente." I admit that revolutionary socia-
lists are not wedded to violence, that they have
not evolved a philosophy of violence like Sorel
and his fellow-syndicalists, that they are silent
about it in their discussions about Marxian

strategy. But is this all ? Is it enough that
they do not preach violence ? So, far as their
professions go they do not bother about this
purely ethical question, according to their con-
ceptions. But what about the actual practice?

What is the revolutionary strategy of these
Scientific Socialists I It consists of (1) A social
revolution led by a class-conscious proletariat
and (2) A dictatorship of the proletariat-
finding its expression through the Communist
Party. We are here concerned with the first,

for the second arises only after the first is
successful. According to this, success of a
social revolution varies directly as the class

consciousness of the proletariat. The more
intense the class * consciousness, the sooner the

revolution succeeds. And so to deepen this class
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consciousness is to carry on and intensify class
struggles so as to link them ultimately with the
social revolution. Whatever the Scientific Socia-

lists might say, these intensified class struggles
are bound to result in violent clashes between

the propertied and the proletarian classes. And
so violence is very intimately connected
with the methods which revolutionary Socialism
adopts.

If revolutionary socialism involves violent over-
throw of the present order of society, the
question naturally arises whether this is at all

necessary. And where is the guarantee that such
a revolution will cure the society of all its ills !
The stock argument of these Socialists has been
that the social ailment is of such a nature that

only a surgical operation can relieve the
social pains, the boils on the body politic
have to be cut out if the society is not
to suffer; and a revolution proposes to do

this only and nothing more. The argument is
hardly tenable for in the first place any body
and everybody is not competent enough to
.perform surgical operations, that the instruments
with which such operations are performed have
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to be perfectly clean, that there is a danger of
such operations becoming septic, thus compli-
cating the social ailment. There is every likeli-
hood of revolutionary remedy proving worse than

the disease. Granting that this does not happen,
can it be maintained that a drastic cutting
out of the boils will cure the social body

of all its disease? Is it not true that these boils

are merely the outward symptoms and the disease
lies somewhere else ? The real problem of social
disease is that there is impure blood running
through the veins of human society and unless
this blood is purified no drastic cutting out of boils
will cure the social body, though it might give
temporary relief, provided no complication has
developed. It is a tragedy that these social
revolutionares do not realise this simple fact

and yet they attack reformists by saying that
the. latter are engaged in mere patch-work*
The truth is that these revolutionries are them-

selves satisfied with mere patch work and have

no patience to correctly diagnose the disease,
much less to attempt its complete cure. G. D.
H. Cole very rightly says:
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15 Poverty is the symptom, slavery the disease*
The extremes of riches and destitution follow inevita-

bly upon the ©xtremes -®f license and bondage.
The many are not enslaved because they are poora
they are poor because they are 6nslav*dL Yet
Socialists have too often fixed their eyes upon the
material misery of the poor without realising
that it rests upon the spiritual degradation ®E th
slave. *

If as is contended by revolutionary
Socialists, violent social revolution is the only
cure, let us consider whether such a social
revolution is a practical proposition for if it is
merely an academic issue like the syndicalist
myth of the General Strike, there is no reason
why a split should be created within
Socialist ranks. Scientific Socialists very
sincerely believe that an armed revolution
by working classes for the introduction of
Socialism is quite feasible and that too not
in the very remote future. The Russian
Revolution is invariably quoted in defence
of this contention. We shall consider later the

particular conditions that led to the success of
the Russian Revolution as also whether such

^conditions exist in other Western or Eastern
* Self Government in Industry-G, D, H. Cole.
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countries. Scientific Socialists very cheaply sneer
at the proposals of parliamentary Socialists
by saying that a gradual evolution of society to
Socialism is an illusion, for such a thing is
impossible ori the face of it. The economic
depression that seized world economy in 1930
and which has been creating grave complications
in international relations, has further led these

revolutionary socialists to believe that the
increasing misery of the masses will inevitably
throw them into the arms of a violent social

revolution. It is true that mass unemployment
coupled with drastic reductions in the standard of

living does create a revolutionary mood among
larg* rn isses of people; it also finds expression
in sporadic revolts and desperately violent
activities. But a subjective mood for revolution
is quite different from mass preparedness to
stand against the organised armed forces of
friodern governments. It is quite plain that
mass aggression for socialism against the establi-
shed order of society is a mad adventure leading
masses into unnecessary sufferings!and resulting
in ruthless repression of individual liberties*

I can do no better than quote Henry
when he says: -
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Great as the obstacles are that the present
Constitution of society opposes to a democratic
*i<Ecision for socialism* the obstacles to military
^tctory in a civil war if Socialists were the aggressors
**re by contrast over-whelming. If money can buy
opinion,, much more easily can it buy arms. The
mnechanisation of modern war-fare has rendered

popular insurrection® hopeless, *' *
H this is so, what about the Russian

Involution ? Was it not a popular insurrection
against the mighty imperialist government of
*.he Tsar ? Did not the phenomenal misery and
inhuman brutalities suffered by the masses
create a revolutionary army of the people in
Kussia ? Yes, it is true, Russia was presented
with both subjective and objective conditions for
a social revolution. But these pre-conditions of
the Russian Revolution were so unique that they
can never be reproduced in any other country*
But for the existence of those conditions, Russia

would not have produced the revolution it has
done. In the first place, Russia was a very
backward country, politically, economically and
socially. Her political institutions were of a
precapitalist period, her economy was far

* * Property or Peace '-HL N. Braibford.
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behind that of any other Western European
Power. In short, Russia was quite unsuited for
a social revolution. Marxian Socialism tells us

that. capitalist society contains within itself the
germs of its own disruption. According to
this theory, Socialism, can emerge only when
contradictions in capitalist society have become
so severe a$ to handicap all social progress while
retaining the capitalist structure of social orga-
nisation, in other words, Socialism can be
introduced only after capitalism has developed to
its full stature. Of course, a strict adherence to this
law of Socialist development is today considered
orthodox Marxism and revolutionary Socialism
believes that this law does not operate in its
strictness under conditions when Capitalism has
reached its last stage of development, vi# that
of Imperialism. Under these changed conditions,
full development of capitalism need not be the
necessary pre-condition for a Socialist revolution

in any one country. This is Lenin's revision of
Marxian theories* But then even Lenin upto the
eve of the Russian Revolution believed in the

correctness of the above law enunciated >Jby
Marx. Karl Kautsky, the outstanding leader
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Orthodox Marxism, very pertinently remarks J
i he Marxists were convinced that the revolts*

tion which they were expecting in Russia could do
nothing but open up the way for a complete
development of Capitalism and that only when the
latter had attained a high degree of development
would a socialist community be possible* Thus the
countries of industrialised Western Erope would
have t& precede the countries of Eastern Europe
on the road towards Socialism. Until the Revolution
of 1917, Lenin himself was of the same opinion
as the other Marxists. And thdr* the unexpected
happened.'" *

And so the Russian Revolution was quite
an unexpected happening, irrespective of the law

of Capitalist development leading to Socialist
revolution held by Marxists and by Lenin him-
self till he was faced with the unexpected

situation. But why did the unexpected happen?
What were the unique conditions that led to the
ttnthought of Revolution ? This book is not
intended to be a history of the Russian Revolu-

tion and hence it is impossible to consider in
detail the actual conditions in Russia that led

j:o the 1917 Revolution.
* 'Bolshevism at a Deadlock'-Karl Kantsky.
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But those who are conversant with the history

of that land of the proletarian Revolution know
that the Socialist revolution could happen and
succeed in Russia because (1) of the existence
of the government of the Tsar which was thoro-
ughly discredited and universally disliked, (2) of
the absence of a strong middle class capable of
assuming charge of the administration of the
land and (3) of the most miserable and pitiable
role of Kerensky, the hero of the Provisional
Government set up after the February Revolu-
tion* Even the former two out of these three

causes together with the abject poverty of the
masses were not sufficient to produce a Socialist
Revolution. It was the appearance of an extrane-
eus world phenomena which hastened the outbre-
ak of this revolution. This was the Imperialist
World War of 1914-18* Russia had plunged in-
to this war on the side of the Allies but the

war operations were so thoroughly mismanaged
that very soon they led to the demoralisation of
the army and absolute paralysis of the whole
governmental machinery. War and war alone
led the armed peasants assisted by the army
declare a revolt which resulted in the abdication
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of the Tsar. If the Social Democrats of

Russia who were in charge of the affairs at the
time of the February Revolution had acted a little
more with imagination, Russia would have
passed simply to the stage of Bourgeois Demo-
cracy as a result of the first revolution in 1917.

And so it is really due to these two unexpected

causes of war and pitiable role of Kerensky's
Government that Russia passed on to the Socialist
Revolution. On this point Lenin writes with
absolute unequivocation, for he says!-
"Had it not been for war Russia would have existed

for years and even for decades without a revolution
against capitalists-"- *

This very clearly shows that to draw
parallel from the Russian Revolution and
thus prove the feasibility of armed revolution
for the inauguration of Socialism in other lands
is absolutely meaningless. The situation that
prevailed in Russia does not exist in any other cou-
ntry of the world, whether in the West or in the

East. Henry Brailsford very succinctly tells us:
"One would not pause to answer folly, were

it not that the partisans of physical force can
j>omt to Russia. They forget that she had no

* ' Russian Revolution vol-xx-Lenin*
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democratic tradition, no habit of orderly change, no
respect for a constitution won by the courage

and endurance of elder generations. They forget that
her middle and upper classes formed a negligible
fraction ot her population and that it lacked the
capacity and coherence of the middle class in
western industrial lands. They forget that the
whole state apparatus had collapsed under the
weight of the world-war and that the army was
demoralised by defeat and incompetent leadership,

Political, economic and social conditions

existing in the countries of Western Europe and

America are quite dissimilar to those that existed
in Russia at the time of the revolution and which

slowly contributed to the sudden outbreak of
proletarian upheaval While drawing of Russian
parallel in the case of India is also most in-
appropriate for India does not lack in a

sufficiently strong middle class as also an
upper class, politically conscious and ready
to take over the government of the country*
The history of the Indian National Congress
during the last fifty years very clearly shows
that it is the middle classes of India that have

carried on political struggles for the achievement^

* 'Property or Peace- H, N- B.
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of the country's freedom, while the proletarian
masses and the property-less sections in the
villages of India have been politically backward.
Even if the situation that appeared in Russia
were to repeat in the cass of India, there
is every likelihood of Indian middle classes

utilising such a situation to re-organise this
country on the liberal-democratic basis of the
British or the American type. In any case, it
is foolish to imagine that the same conditions
as those that existed in Russia would again
make their appearance in other lands, and even
if they did, to force a Socialist revolution would

not necessarily produce results quite favourable
to Socialism, on the contrary, it might create
something that is quite averse to the dreams
of Socialists. Prof. H. J. Laski writes:-

"Few Governments are as outrageous as that of
the Tsarist Russia or« as confused as that of Kerensky.
Few armies are likely to suffer such disorganisation
and ill-treatment as the Russian army during the
European war of 1914, And if Communists can learn
how to organise revolution from experience, from
the same experience bourgeois governments can
alsp learn how to organise against it. The adventure
is dubious in any event and in most conceivable
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instances, it is so hazardous that it can hardly
hope to overcome its difficulties. *' *

We have before us the instances of Germany

and Italy where Fascism and Nazism have
raised their heads, inspite of the fact
that situations slightly similar to Russia made
their appearance here and yet were utilised by the
propertied classes helped by the middle classes to
usher in, not Socialism, but something which is
quite the contrary of it. And so to contend that

violent revolution of the working class for the
introduction of Socialism is a practical pro-
position is to refuse to tace facts existing in
present day society. We ought to remember
that we are not still living in the days of Marx,
that society has not remained at a standstill
since Marx made his prophesies, that forces.
undreamt of by Marx have made their appeara-
nces in this complicated world of ours, And so, an
advocacy of violent Socialist Revolution in these
days is a very dangerous thing for" it lets loose
not only rabid revolutionary "forces, which it
will be difficult to control even 4by those who
have called them out, but also reactionary

* * Communism '~-H- J. Laski.
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elements that try to put the clock of world's
evolution back, that hamper human progress
by all conceivable means. Let the revolutionary

Socialists of the world listen to the warning
sounded by Professor Laski:~ -

Not must It be forgotten that the lessons of
the Revolution are not merely applicable in Comm«
unist terms* The dictatorship of Mussolini is merely
their transference to the service of the bourgeoisie

fcnd they indicate the important truth that once the
flood-gates are opened, none can surely prophesy
who will emerge from the disaster as leader. That is
the risk men run when they desert the path of
reason and choose to prove for themselves by force,
not their desire for truth but the truth of their
desires. There are occasions doubtless when the
situation they confront leaves them no alternative
save violent protest, But its conscious choice as the
path of salvation seems .likely* save in the most
rare instances, to lead to disillusion rather than to
success/9

With all the accurate analysis of Karl-

Marx regarding the social forces and their
effects, it must be admitted that he has been a
false or rather inaccurate prophet in at least
two things. It is true that he did not foresee the

* * Communism-H. J* Laski
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rise of Fascism, that he could not realise
capitalism would invent innumerable ways fc
continuance. Most outstanding inaccui
in Marxian analysis are ( 1 ) his tl
of increasing misery of the masses
(2) his under-estimation of the role of the in
classy It is failure to realise these two in;

racies that has led most of the revolutic

socialists to blindly adopt Marxian methods
to advocate violent social revolution* Th<

slogan of * Workers of the world unite;
have nothing to lose but your chains," is h
applicable to the working classes of at least V
in industrial lands. The workers of these cou

have really t6 lose more thantheif chains.
have their bank accounts, their financial int

in connection with co-operative societies^
little savings in cash or kind and it is \c

because of these that the working classe
England and America have not been respo
to revolutionary doctrines of socialism. It is
that their condition has been far from 1

and yet they are not prepared to excl
their' present meagre happiness for the sup;
doubtful gains through a social revolution.
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greatly because of this, the desire to keep tip
material security, that the working classes of
Western European countries and of America did
not rise in violent revolts even when they were

undergoing cruel sufferings during the first years
of economic depression that began in 1930. Nay
these proletarian classes have almost invariably
cared more to protect their economic and poli-
tical rights than induce in revolutionary luxuries.
Henry Brailsford is absolutely correct when
he says:-

It is difficult to look round the world and

retain the old faith in the inevitability of a Prole-
tarian Revolution. Save in Russia and here and there

in Central Europe for a brief period, the workers
have nowhere been the active and shaping force in
history." *

Side by side with the ovef-estimation of the
working class as a revolutionary force for socia-
lism, Marx, as we have seen underestimated
the role of the middle layers of society. It was
Marx's contention that as capitalism develops
this middle class will tend to disappear and
ultimately lose itself in the proletarian classes.
And hence he believed that the middle class was

* ' Poverty or Peace '-H, N' B,
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absolutely immaterial from the standpoint of
social change. It can never .have initiative by
the very reason of its social position. It was
his conviction that the middle classes will follow

either the upper classes or the labouring forces
in the task of social transformation. As a matter

of fact, the history of western nations of recent
years shows that it is really the middle class
that is holding all the strings of world's economic
activities. It is the scientists, the chemists, the
engineers that are organising the productive
functions of society. The mode of capitalist
production prevailing in the days of Marx are no
longer existing today. While the productive activities
have on the one hand passed from the
entrepreneurs into the hands of financiers, they
have.on the other hand gone under the control of
these middle classes. Modern economic produc-

tion can never do away with these middle ele-
ments for with their disappearance from the
scene of world-production, ithe society must either
land itself into the days of pre-machine produc-
tion or else face a devastating chaos. This middle
class is not at all in love with a system of

production in which enormous waste is going
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on, it is not interested in keeping up the
profits of predatory capitalists, it does not care
io stabilise the unearned incomes of an idle,

parasitic class in society. It is this class
that is pre-eminently interested in plann-
ed economy and the idea of planned
production becoming popular in capita-
list countries is mainly due to the efforts
of this class. It is a pity that by following
blindly the doctrines of Marx, the present-day
revolutionary socialists have alienated the sym-
pathies of this middle class, who if won over to
the cause of Socialism would have contributed

a remarkably constructive genius to the whole
Socialist movement. G. D. H. Cole writes in

one of his most popular books:-
'\What they ( Marx and Engels ) did not see

was that aide by aide with the development of large
scale capitalism there was growing up a ^new
intermediate class of the salaried employees of
large scale business, of the professions, which
increased 'rapidly in numbers and importance a» the
standard of life rose. This new middle class depen-
dent upon the development of modern machine
production is not like the petite bourgeoisie of
Marx's days--* a spent force. It has behind it a
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the productive work of the modem world. It is a
power to be reckoned with in all policies appropriate
to the twentieth century, and it is undoubtedly
destined to play an important part either inithe
preservation or reconstruction of capitalism or in its
supperession by an alternative economic system* '* ^

In order to correctly understand the position
of the middle class let us consider the whole

question from yet another standpoint. As we
have seen it was Marx's assertion that hnman

history was fundamentally determined by changes

in Man's material enviornment. Thus according
to him progress of society rests primarily on
economic conditions. But the surest way of
gauging all progress and predicting the
direction of social advancement is to

study changes in the modes and methods
of production. The balance of power in any

given society naturally shifts and ,a new class
with better and more efficient method of produ-
ction comes to power and becomes the maker of

history. If we study the growth of modern

* f Intelligent Man's Guide- to world Chaos f-
G.;D, H. Cole,
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capitalism, we find that the modern capitalist
has risen In importance and prominence in pres-
ent day society due to a better method of product-
ion he possesses in the shape of machinery
than the ordinary merchant capitalist who relied
simply upon the handicrafts. We also see that the
entrepreneur of the free market age has been
replaced by modern fiananciers simply because the
latter have a better mode of production through
cartels and trusts which eliminate waste and

enable an industry to utilise latest scientific
investigations for the production of mechanised
goods which a single entrepreneur cannot afford
to do. Now we can see that every advancement
in rationalisation, in the utilisation of scientific
technique, in the adoption of automatic machi-
nery increases the importance of the above
considered middle class who becomes indespen-
sable and minimises the importance of
the working class who is slowly being
replaced by machinery. It is not difficult to
judge as to who possesses better mode of pro-
duction, the middle class or the proletariat. The
modern capitalist production is becoming every
day more and more dependent on the middle
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class and not on the working class. If the
middle classes really organised themselves they
could become real shapers of social history
owing to their supremely important position in
economic activities. And so even according to

Marxian theory, it is not the proletarian classes
that must come to power but the scientific ex-
perts because it is they who possess better modes
of production than the working class of the
world. Henry Brailsford is voicing the same
opinion when he says :

If any class or section of class is rising
relatively it is the technicians, the proletarians, the
chemists, the engineers and the experts in manage-
ment. They are in the scale of social values, what
the small capitalist, the self-made Lancashire
Millowner, the entrepreneur was in the early
industrial age. From them comes progress. They
might well feel themselves the architects of the

ge. "*

Not only that; but it is the middle class
that responds readily to idealism, that spontaneo-
usly acclaims all schemes of human welfare,

that is prepared to sacrifice and suffer for the

* 'Property or Peace'-H, N, B.
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"cause U espouses. The working classes may rise in
revolt for Socialism -out of self-interest, and

they are not to be blamed for this,
the richer classes may support all reactio-
nary activities in order to keep their vested
interests in tact, but it is really the middle
class that ca p take a disinterested view of things.
The middle classes of all nations if roused to a

sense of fervid idealism can with the technical

skill it possesses and with the scientific know-
ledge it commands really bring about a change
in human society that would be more stable and

just than the one imposed by revolutionary
madness. If the modern scientific socialists can

remove Marxian bandages from their eyes, they
can enlist the support of this constru-
ctive element in society and bring about
Socialism much earlier because of the active

sympathy of :a class that is rising in
social importance. Proletarian revolution may

have been considered quite necessary in the days
of Marx due to the particular composition of
society then existing. But a childish sticking to
the letter of Marxian ideas betrayfc static con-

ceptions of society which are quite opposed to so-
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dal dialectics, the very soul of Marxism. What
modern scientific Socialists have failed to do,
Theosophical socialists will have to achieve
viz. to approach these middle classes with a
tight constructive appeal so that Socialism as
conceived by them might become the natural
order of human organisation* Dr. Besant in
one of her famous Queen's Hall Lectures in
London stressed this point very much with her
characteristic eloquence. She said:-

Those of you who belong to the middle class,
who have a fair sufficiency of the material side ol
life, who have education so that your brains have
been developed, wh©" &ave acquired the culture which
enables the people to think impartially and to
realise the great needs of human kinds-1 often
think they are the people b©st fitted to grapple with
these problems. Those who are unduly rich without
earning what they own may find it hard to look on
the question impartially* And those whose life is
laborious, who are shut out very much from the
beauty and the art and the culture of the whole of
that fairer life which so many of us enjoy-they may
be in such a hurry to bring about a change tliat they
may not have time to think out the problems to
the full/' ' w
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In their enthusiastic propaganda for a
Violent revolution in the interests of Socialism?

the scientific socialists of today ignore too naively
national and racial traditions, cultures, histories,
philosophies and outlooks on life and its problems.

It is foolish to say that all countries and races
are stereotyped in their ways of behaviour and
outlooks on life. National traditions are too

powerful factors to be lightly ignored in consi-
deration of social progress. Racial cultures
wield enormous sway over men's minds and
imperceptibly guide them in all their actions,
whether individual or social. History is an ever

constant source of inspiration, irresistibly leading
its citizens to follow into its footsteps. Those
aiming at social reconstruction must at all
events take these forces-cultural, traditional and
historical-into consideration before they propose

to overhaul existing order of society. What is
necessary and even inevitable for Russia is not

at all necessary for another country, nay it
might be quite harmful owing to its strangeness
with regard to national culture. Our scientific
Socialists say that laws of economic development
are common to all nations, howsoever different
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their cultures and traditions might be. The}' do
recognise that these traditions have some effect

on the workings of these laws but such effects
are very minor and do not affect the general
course of development. It is here that they are

committing one of the greatest blunders with
regard to the estimation of social forces. It is
no doubt true that laws of economic developm-

ent afe applicable to all nations; but the differe "
nee arises as regards the actual expression or
operation of these laws. No body challenges that
Feudalism gives rise to Merchant Capitalism
which in turn yields to Large-scale Machine
Capitalism which again is replaced by Socialism.
Progress of economic development does follow this
sequence. But the way in which this progress arives
is bound to differ according to national cultures
and traditions and the effects of the latter on the

march of social progress are not insignificant.
And so methods of realising Socialism must
differ from nation to nation; revolutionary

method adopted by one might be rejected by
another simply because it does not fit into its
particular psychological development. It is not a
mere accident that British Socialism has differed
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so fundamentally from other continental Socialist
movements, so much so that it has rejected all
revolutionary approach to this subject of Soci-
alism. It has followed a policy quite consistent
with the psychological growth of the British
nation and all attempts to force any other
method down the throats of the British masses

are destined to fail G. D. H. Cole says:

"British Socialism ever since the days of the
Chartists has pursued largely independent course of
its own. It has been in this sense Utopian, in that it
has made its appeal by presenting a vision of the
superior merits of a Socialist Society far more than
by an endeavour to stir up hostility against the
present governing class.'' +

To ignore the question of national or racial
psychology in social experiments is surely to
court disaster, sooner or later. The case of
China is the most glaring instance of this dis-
aster largely produced by the foolish tactics
of the Third International in trying to
force Communism in a soil which was un«

suited for its growth. Communists and Scientific
Socialists are prone to regard every discontent

+The Simple Case for Socialism-G, D* H. Cole.
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of the masses as a signal for a Socialist revo-
lution. That was what they believed in China
and tried to introduce Socialism there when the

national psychology did not favour its introduc-
tion. Let it not be understood that under the

guise of national psychology, I am trying to up*
hold the existing order of society, far from it*
I only suggest that attempts at introduction of
Socialism should be done with a view to national

psychology, that they must be yn harmony
with it and that blind adherence to methods

adopted in other countries ought to be discarded,
for otherwise Socialism imposed by innovated
methods would hamper national progress and
development. It is here that Theosophy comes
to the aid of all schemes of social reconstruc-

tion, for it definitely explains national and racial
psychologies, it expounds the laws according to
which the growth of national and racial consci-
ousness proceeds, it traces every racial and
national event to the existence of its particular
n)ode of consciousuess, to its distinct psycholo-
gical expressions. Prof, J. E, Marcault of the
Theosophical World University and now the
General Secretary of the French Section of the
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Theosophical Society has rendered invaluable
service to the analysis and understanding of
social progress by his unique theories of racial
psychology. (For these theories see the
Second Section. ) Suffice it to say that
Scientific Socialists if they are true to their
scientific method will have to take cognizance of
racial psychology if they are really working for
the inauguration of a better social order. Let
them pause before they proceed to apply their
revolutionary methods to each and every nation«

Here is Henry Brailsford sounding the same
note:-

Even revolution, r,as Marx pointed oat and
Macaulay before him, .have a curious respect foe
precedent. Nations have an historic memory, and
they respect more readily than they innovate. '* *

If there is no really fundamental difference
between national and racial psychologies, if every
nation is on the same level of consciousness, if

peoples all over the world react in the same way
and adopt the same methods of tsocial change,
then the world history would have recorded not
one but innumerable French Revolutions, but

** Property or Peace*~H. N. B,
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history knows only of the emergence of one
French Revolution that happened towards the
end of the eighteenth century. Has this French
Revolution been repeated on the same scale and
on the same plane any where else? What France
achieved with bloodshed and guillotine, England
did with the Reform Act of 1832; it registered
the social and economic change and removed
the barriers to ecomomic development. Germany
gave a blow to Feudalism at the instance of that

'dynamic statesman of Europe, Bismark. We all
know that Japan entered the stage of capitalism
at the fiat and initiation of the Japanese Gove-
rnment, wiping out all Feudal elements. And
India too would have removed her feudal burdens

on her economic development in the natural
course, but for the existence of an alien power
which has propped up these feudal elements. There
is no doubt that nations of Europe and Asia had
to transform their economic and political systems
like France. But while France did it with a

Revolution, other nations performed the same
operation differently. French Revolution has
bten repealed in that sense, but on a higher
plane and with more refined methods. If this has
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been the case with regard to the French Revo-
lution which inaugurated an era of political
democracy and capitalism there is no reason
why we should believe that the Russian Revolu-

tion must be repeated on the same scale and
on the same plane, nor should it be maintained
that the methods adopted by Russia are the
only methods for the introduction of Socialism.

The Russian Revolution will have to be repeated
in its broad sense but on a much higher plane
and with entirely different methods. It is true
that the Russian Revolution is a warning that our
present-day society is rotten, that it must be
completely changed from the very foundations,
It is a warning also that if it is not changed there
is a danger of revolutionary madness sweeping
various countries with disastrous effects. But the

Russian Revolution means nothing beyond this.
The revolutionary strategy of Scientific

Socialism also involves, over and above violence,
the Proletarian Dictatorship or in practice the
dictatorship of the Communist Party. Scien-
tific Socialists might take objection to this
and say that they have not advocated this dicta-
torship, that they on the contrary have proclai-



med Constituent Assembly as the only
democratic instrument for the solution of the

question of the future constitution of society.
Now this Constituent Assembly is a very clever
device for making a show of democracy-
According to Scientific Socialists this Assem-
bly will be convened by that Party which has
led the revolution and will constitute those

elements which have not opposed the social
struggle, the decision regarding this wMl naturally
rest with the convenors* Now the assembly
convened by the revolutionary Party will see to
it very clearly that the results of the Assembly
shall not be of such a nature as would upset

the plans of this Party of in other words
jeopardise its superior position. And so even-
this comes to the dictatorship of the Party, the
dictatorship being sanctioned by a Constituent
Assembly, based on a mockery of democracy.
This is- not very much unlike Hitler becoming a
Dictator of Germany with the mock sanction
of German citizens. And so it cannot be denied

that the programme of revolutionary socialism
does imply Dictatorship of a party-supposed to
be speaking in the name of large masses. Now
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these socialists maintain that this Dictatorship
is only a transitory stage and that even in its
first yeirs it would solve the problem of hunger,
the problem that is staring everybody in the
face and thus lay the founlations of a socialist
society* We will discuss its transitoriness a

little later. As for the problem of hunger, one may
grant that revolutionary acdon by a Socialist party
does solve this problem and keeps up the results
of revolution by means of terrorism which are
absolutely essential in all violent upheavals. The
question here arises whether masses do really

want the solution of this problem at the expense
of loosing all individual liberties and all family
happiness. Russian masses with no civic rights
might have very readily adjusted to revolutionary
terrorism once their problem of hunger
was solved. It is a question whether other
nations would do the same. It is true that

people do not suffer from hunger in prisons,
yet do they like that condition? Are the masses

prepared to exchange their present condition for
the hunger-less state of concentration camps ?
It is true that masses of all nations demand an

immediate solution of the problem of hunger
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but it Is certain that they will never be prepared
to pay the price of political and social slavery
as a reward for economic stability. The solution
of the problem of hunger by the ruthless
dictatorship of a Party means nothing else bu
turning th© whole society into one big concen*
tration camp-of course with no problem of
unemployment Yes, but no socialist will dare to

explain this, the natural consequence of revolu*
tionary action, to the masses whose active help

and sacrifice he desires in order to place his
party into power, for such clear explanation
would draw away the masses from revolutionary
leadership. The Capitalist is exploiting the
destitute condition of masses for his own personal

profiteering, but does not the Socialist equally
cruelly exploit the ignorance and impatience of
these masses for safeguarding the position of
his party and raising it to power?

The revolutionary Socialist defends this
ruthlessness on the ground that it is only
transitory, that as soon as all the elements
against Socialism have been uprooted, there
will be no need for this revolutionary terrorism.
The history of the French revolution is full of
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all sorts of atrocities and cruelties committed
in the name of revolution. The Russian Revolu-

tion too has its own tale of ruthless cruelty
and inhuman atrocities to tell-and all that in

the sacred name of the Defence of Revolution. I

do not want to do any injustice to the Bolshevik
regime of Russia. I admit capitalist press and
publicity agencies of various nations might have
exaggerated the happenings in Russia after the re-
volution. But it cannot be denied that very severe

repression did prevail and is still prevailing there
with a slightimprovement-and that the Bolsheviks
have defended this b.-.haviour on the part of the
Communist Party on the score of capitalist and
reactionary menace to the Russian Government
both from within and without When will this

menace disappear? No body knows. Perhaps
only when the entire world adopts Socialism.

And this will happen only after the World
Revolution, which Russia is supposed to lead
and inspire. This world Revolution /does
not seem to be very near on the political
horizon. On the contrary Russia in order
to protect its own national interests has

acted during recent years in a manner that has
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helped to stabilise capitalism in Europe and
America, It has been more eager to sell its own
goods than to inspire revolutions in other countries
even during the days of economic depression
which offered a splendid opportunity to lead
the working classes of European nations to a
Socialist revolution. And so the ruthless repession
must continue in the land of Socialist revolution.

The new constitution declared in 1936 in Russia

is hailed to be one which will be the harbinger

of a new era in Russia. It is too early to judge
from the clauses of this constitution for a paper
constitution so long as it remains on paper may
appear very good but when put into actual
operation might lose all its excellence. India has
a very good experience of this* It is said that the
present constitution grants freedom of opinion and
assembly. What sort of freedom does it grant ?
Is it the freedom to hold communist opinions ?
Or even to hold anti-communist views ? It is

contended that even capitalist countries which
boast of individual liberties have in essence a

mockery of freedom, for a person is allowed to
enjoy liberty only so long as he does not
question the very basis of capitalist society. Yes,
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it is true that this freedom is a mockery. But
is Russia only imitating the capitalist countries!
And if the freedom that Russia is prepared to
grant to its citizens is real, what does that
imply I It naturally implies that the enemies of
the Socialist government have been completely
finished and that there is no danger from any
class, at least from within the country. It implies
that at least in Russia a classless society has

come into being and that Socialism is now
"safe in that country owing to the disappearance
of all its enemies. If this Is so, the question is
why is there a need of any Government ? For
Marxian Socialism declares that the existence

of a state is necessary only so long as classes
^exist in society 5 that with the disappearance of
classes state will wither away. The state has
not withered away in Russia nor are there any

signs of its withering and so the freedom granted
to the citizens in Russia is of a doubtful

n-~-'2"

nature, ,no better . than the capitalist
liberties, if not worse. We must consider

this withering " ar way oi the state and
the transitoriness of the Proletarian Dicta-

torship even apart from the recent consti-
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tution and its clauses. The question arises whether
the Communist Party once having risen to
power and tested its fruits will voluntarily .
abdicate its position. Whatever the present
costitution, the important problem is, will not
the dictatorship become a more or less permanent
feature of the Russian Revolution? Will not the

period of transition be lengthened indefinitely
under the excuses of dangers and menaces \ Will
there be not created vested interests of the Com-

munist Party ? And this is a very important pro*
blem connected with the revolutionary programme
suggested by Scientific Socialists. Whoever
advocates revolutionary measures will have to
give satisfactory answers to this question-or
otherwise he has no right to plunge ignorant
masses into revolutionary action. Let ProL
Laski speak on the subject:-

"If the revolution Marx forsesaw became universal,

there is no inherent reason why the result would be
the kind of society he desred, for in the first place,
the intensity of destruction now ^requisite to the
overthrow of a social system might well make
impossible a society in which generous impulses had
opportunity and in the second place, while
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iec0fjoraie classes might, by hypothesis, disappear*
another form of class rule that oi doctrinal aristo-

cracy, for example, might take place- The poison of
power is notorious and it is difficult to see why
communists should be held immune from its

toxins. It is indeed so much "the most powerful
of the factors by which men in politics are moved
that there is no theoretical reason why those who
make the communist revolution or their successors

should abdicate from the pleasant task of exercising
authority over their fellows." *

And so revolutionary solution of modern
social problems, even if practical and feasible, is
not desirable because of the ruthless dictatorship
and political and social slavery that would in-
evitably emerge out of it. A social revolution even
if it solves the problem of hunger will create
more complicated problems partly because of the
disintegrating forces it would generate and partly
because t>f the intellectual and spiritual
enslavement it would necessarily introduce.

Material exploitation of the masses is certainly
bad but undoubtedly worse is the spiritual exploi-

tation of the people which revolutionary
Socialism unmistakably sets up. If humanity is

to progress it means that human beings must

* Communism-Prof. Laski.
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f>ave greater and greater intellectual and spiritual
freedom, it means that the state and society must

^interfere less and less in individual and personal
lives* it means that men and women must

have ever increasing liberty to satisfy their
spiritual a<nd intellectual hungers particularly
when their material needs have been fulfilled.

Socialism, if it leadg $te society back to the
days when individualism was undeveloped and

.state was supreme, is not a progressive force. So-
cialism as Theosophy undrestands it is absolutely
progressive for it does not kill and repress indivi-
dualism, it rather teaches human beings to harm-
onise individualism with social welfare of

humanity* If it is not possible to bring social-
ism without repression and brutalities, let humanity
wait, for it means that social organisation and
human minds are not yet ripe for the introduction
of Socialism and forcible imposition of this
social order might perhaps give us the formal
structural skeleton of Socialism but it will never

grow to robust health without the necessary
supply of flesh and blood and it will certainly
not retain the noble idealism} which it ought to,
if it aims at becoming a superior order of society
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than the one prevailing at present under capita-
list conditions. J>t is high time our revolutionary
Socialists realised that good aim can never
be achieved by false methods. It must be
remembered that Socialism cannot thrive with

the germs of ill-health produced by insanitary
conditions of social, inttlllectual and spiritual
living. Nor can the social health be regained
soon after the whole system has been shattered.
The way of Theosophical Socialism is to build
up general health of society so that the diseas-
ed spots in the body politic may be healed and
greater happiness prevail. Sooner or later
modern Socialists will have to recognise the
correctness and wisdom of this method; we only

wish that they realise this before it is too late.
Mr. Joseph Biby of the famous Biby's Annual
writes in one of his books published as early
as 1915:-

Physiologists all agree that in any effort to
improve some functional activity it is better to build
up the general health and so help the ailing organ
to recover its normal condition* The great majority
of militant Socialists, however, act on the principle
that they can temporarily danlage the general health
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of the organism as a whole and yet succeed in
permanently strengthening their own particular section.
This is the exact opposite of the physiological method,
and I think it will be discovered beffcre long that^
the physiologist is right and that the methods of the
riiilitant socialist are wrong-''*

If there is a law of human evolution, it

must be conceded that human beings react to
problems of life in ways different and more
refined as they march on the evolutionary path.
There is no justification for the adoption of
revolutionary methods on the ground that it has
been so done in the past. If humanity must
resort to same methods of social change from
the remotest primitive times to the present day,
it implies that there has been no psychological
development in human beings. It is true that
history repeats itself but not on the same level
for that would be against all the canons
of the law of evolution, history repeats itself
but on a spirally higher level and on superior
planes. There is more truth in the following
words of Lenin than is generally giasped
by scientific socialists :

" The chief mistake which the Revolutionists

# * Friendly Talk with Socialists'-]. Biby.
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make is that they look back to the revolutions of
the past, life presents a great deal which is new
and which must be included in the general sequence
of events/'*

And so, Theosophical socialism rules out
revolutionary programme of socialism as proclai-
med by scientific socialists of the world on the
grounds that it involves violence of the most
brutal type, that non-violent revolutionary
programme is quite inconsistent with the Marxian
philosophy; that violent revolution can never
cure the society of its disease-it can only shatter
the entire system of social body-that a mass
revolution is not a practical programme under
the present composition of society with the rise
of the middle class in social importance, that
aggressive mass action has no chance of success
against the organised forces of modern govern-
ments, that the parallel of Russia is inapplicable,
that there are dangers of reactionary forces
gaining ground during revolutionary upheavals,
that such an action does not take into

consideration the important question of racial
psychologies and finally because of the ruthless-
ness and dictatorial repressions such a course
inevitably produces.

* 'What shall We do then '-
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But if the programme of revolutionary
socialism is dangerous and undesirable the, case
of Parliamentary socialism is no stronger. If,
revolutionary Socialists have over-championed
the cause of immediate and "radical social

change, parliamentary socialists have
times without number betrayed the cause of
socialism, and have been untrue to its ideals.
This charge against parliamentary socialists is
not quite false. The history of the British Labour

Party is full of betrayals. The role of parliamen-
tary socialists has been very pathetic indeed.
Few of the parliamentary socialists have been
able to resist the small honours and rewards

in the shape of jobs and ministries that have
attended their way. It is also mostly true that
they have hugged more closely to power than
they have remained attached to the ideals of

socialism. This is really a danger of too much
compromisism. But with all these it cannot be
maintained that the failure of this method has

consisted so much in the inherent weakness

as in the incompetent leadership it has obtained.
The debacle of two Labour Governments would

have been avoided, if the Labour Party had not
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accepted office when It was not in power of
else had dissolved the Parliament on a major
issue of Socialism and sought re-election , on a

clear-cut-programme. The tactical .blunder .of
these Labourites has been that they hesitated
too much and-in their hesitation gave time to

reactionaries ; to organise and tak£ them by
surprise. There is no doubt that if persona!
betrayals had not occurred and if there bad been
bold and; competent leadership, , the British
Labour Party would not have gone the way it
has done. The case of German Social Democracy

is slightly different. The Social .Democrats

carried on their plans even against heaviest odds
and met with comparative success. The condi-
tion of German working class very considerably
improved. But then the position of,these Social
Democrats was not enviable- The Treaty of
Versailles had tied the hands and feet of the

German Nation so that it could only crawl at
the sufference of the Allies, it had ipio right to
walk, s much less ; to run. The enormous sums

Germany had to pay by way of Reparations
had completely ruined this great nation and
had practically made her a debtor to the Allies
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and more particularly to America, With the onset
of economic depression caused very largely by
the American Crash, America withdrew large
sums of money loaned to Germany. It was this
action on the part of America, a direct conse-
quence of the Versailles Treaty that left
Germany aghast And then followed an imme-
diate stoppage of factories with its attendant
evil of unemployment. It was this that made
the way safe for the rise of Hitler and
the downfall of Social Democracy- Many
are the causes ennumerated by European and

American writers for the sudden disappearance
of Social Democrats from the political scene
of Germany, but it cannot be denied that
this Versailles Treaty has been the chief obsta-
cle in thdr way. If it had been removed by mo-
difications, if French politicians had taken a larger
view than they are used to take viz of narrow

nationalism, if British statesmen had recognised
their folly earlier, as even Lloyd George recog-
nises it to-day* much of the undesirable harm

now happening in Getmany would have been
avoided. The Allied Powers and particularly
France, have to thank themselves for the rise
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of Hitler and his threats of recasting the map of
Europe, The same Is the condition in the case of
Italy. Parliamentary Socialism has been discredited
mainly because of the incompetent and ineffective
Jsadership and the handicaps created by the
Treaty of Versailles. But it cannot be gainsaid
that these Parliamentary Socialists have failed
also because they lacked the willing and wise
support, of their electorate; there was no backing
of the people behind these constitutional
'socialists; nay they had so completely relied on
legislation as the sole instrument of social change
that they had failed to arouse the needed mass

sanction for their programmes, they had neglected
to awaken the will of the community for the

Realisation of their plans. With the social will
awakened in support of their plans there is no
doubt these parliamentary socialists would have

made great headway towards Socialism. In any
case, the dangers attending a revolutionary
programme are entirely absent in the adoption
of this course. The method of revolutionary
Socialism is inherently dangerous and underirable,
the method of Parliamentary Socialism with

competent leadership and with slight modifications
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is such as would lead the community to' &
healthier order of society.,

But the revolutionary Socialists contend that
there are inherent drawbacks' in the programmer

of parliamentary socialism. They say -4U£L^
such a programme can succeed only when
capitalism is progressing so that the different
classes in society can get some sha-ro
from the gains capitalists obtain. It is impossible;
to keep up these gains when capitalism ha.s
entered a downward arc for then capitalism would
grab everything it gets and refuse to share th«e
same with other classes. There is truth ;in this

contention. But it is also true that it is when:

capitalism is in its downward trend th'at the
middle classes in society can be won: over to
the cause of socialism by right appeals, for it:
i:s theri that these? classes felly understand
the superiority of a Socialist society. With.
the middle classes, throwing themselves in
favour of socialism there is no doubt that
the propertied classes would be faced.

with either of the two alternadves, a revolutionary
upheaval ot a peaceful solution or in other
words confiscation or compensation. The proper-
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tives. If the propertied classes have no1
imagination, they may force a revolution*
But the chance's are, that if right appeal is made^
tt-wnnecessary provocations are avoided, if a
peaceful solution is sincerely sought for and
if the constructive elements like the middle
classes are won over to the side of socialism^

the propertied classes might submit to a
peaceful termination of the social struggle.

The only difficulty is that at a critical
period of Capitalism these revolutionary
socialists very bitterly provoke capitalists
with all sorts of abusive languages and objectio-
nable tactics and when these capitalists

respond equally abusively, they try to prove
that the peaceful solution of the social problem is
not possible. And the ignorant masses very readily
believe this because the capitalists have unfa*
uourably responded to provocative words and
actions. But this is not the way of testing the
efficacy of peaceful methods. This might be
very good tactics from the standpoint of pushing
forward the Socialist Party but it certainly is
not a just and an honest method, it is a method
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that sacrifices the interests of humanity £o£
safeguarding the intersels of a party, it is a
method which is cruel beyond words for it
plunges ignorant masses into a deep valley
of bitter suffering just for the satisfaction-*,Q^ j
proving that the socialist party and its
doctrines are right. The ineffectiveness
apparent in the method of peaceful solution
is not inherent but is created by over-enthusia-
stic revolutionaries, who love revolution more
than hnman happiness. Let these socialist
revolutonaries discard all provocative language

and action and give an honest trial to the
peaceful solution of the social problem, and there
is no doubt that during the time when capitalism
is in its downward trend the propertied classes
will submit to the liquidation of their anti-social
rights with compensation, provided of cdurse,
the middle classes are approached and won
over with the right appeal To say that the
capitalists are swindlers and exploiters and
robbers and the parliamentary socialists are
Philistines and then to say that a peaceful
solution is impossible is to be less than just to-
the method of constitutional solution. If the
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peaceful solution of the social problem has

become difficult, if the world to-day is faced
with violent revolutionary fury, if the masses
are losing their rights every day, if capitalism
has resorted to brutal tactics, if Facism

^ascotne into existence, if unmitigated suffering
is the coming lot of the people, it is very
largely due to the provocative language used by
revolutionary Socialists while enthusiastically
preaching their religion of hate and anger. If
revolutionary socialists can only heed to the
words of Henry Brailsford :-

"If we hope to achieve peace, peaceabb', then we
must avoid red language as resolutely as red deeds.
provocative words are as likely to bring the peril
on us as provocative acts- Our chance of success
depends on our ability to persuade reasonable men
that society as it exists to-day is a perilous chaos
that rejects the plenty and happiness that rational
organisation promises, our appeal must be positive,
we stand for the ideal of order.'* *

It is herein that the method of Theosophical

Socialism supercedes all other methods. It is

" Property or Peace-H. N. B.
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said that pacts and covenants have not produced
world-peace, much less the predatory language
of Hitlers and Mussolinis. It is becoming clear
to all honest thinkers that what is wanted is a

* Will to Peace ? and unless that is present no
amount of outward methods of conferences EH&
treaties will bring an era of world peace.
It is the same with Socialism. Theosophical
Socialism aims at creating this ' Will to Socia-
lism 9 for unless that is done neither legislation
nor social upheaval will .usher in an age of
Socialism. Revolutionary Socialism needs violence
for the upkeep of its results because human
beings have not developed this will to Socialism.
Parliamentary Socialism fails because it has not
this social will in support of all its actions. The
method of Theosophical Socialism is based on ao
appeal to the effective will of the community. It is a
method that adopts parliamentary action combined
very effectively with arousing the moral conscience
of the people, It is a method that makes parlia-
mentary action more vigourous. It is a method
that makes mass action more wise and less

catastrophic. It is a method that prepares the
mind of the people for the reception of Socialism
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before an attempt is made to force Socialistic
order of society on them. It is ;a method that
believes in preparing the material for making
a socialist society really efficient and happy
rattier than bring Socialism by releasing anti-
social forces. It is a method that educates the

masses not by strikes and class struggles but by
training them in the discharge of their social
duties, by inculcating in them the sense of social
responsibility, by giving them opportunities to
tule and to administer in their spheres of
activities, appropriate to their knowledge and
experience. It is a method that calls out a
sense of sacrifice from all idealists and social

reformers to give their all in the service of
humanity so that those who have less might
receive what thay want. It is a method that
aims at changing the human nature for it believes
that Socialism can thrive as a social organisa-
tion only when the constituent parts making
such a society have adopted a Socialist behaviour
of life, that is when they have adopted a sense
of social responsibility. Russia made a revolution
and then it required the dictatorship to change
human nature* to create a New Man in Russia.
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Theosophical Socialism does not leave the
moulding of human nature into the hands of a
ruthless dictator, whether in the shape of a party
or a person. The following words of Dr. Annie
Besant make abundantly clear the position,

-***!'^l*^i^M^

Theosopbical Socialists must adopt I-

" The state will want virtues that make good
citizens otherwise the socialist state will crumble to

pieces, as other 'states have darse, and it is this
point which seems to me to be lacking in socialistic
propaganda. It is this point more than anything
else that led me outside the paths of socialistic
propaganda into trying to form the material which
the socialist needs for the building up of the state, for
without that material all efforts) must fail and the

material cannot be made by outer organisation* "#

The method of Theosophical Socialism has
two planks, which we might term subjective
and objective. Both are necessary, none is more
important than the other. Its subjective plank
consists of forming the material for the socialist
society, of developing men whose individual

lives are in thorough harmony with social welfare.
Its objective plank consists of restraining evil
and anti-social habits of individuals carrying

# * Future Socialism'- A. B,
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their activities tinder the present order of
of mitigating the sufferings of masses,

re-distribating the wealth of society so that
starving millions are at least saved from hunger
:3.nd disease, of broadening the basis of social
legislation; in short of supplying every facility
for the growth of subjective factors, for the
proper development of the materials necessary

"for Socialism. It 5$ impossible to bring Socialism
without properly attending to both these sub-
jective and objective factors. Theosophical
Socialism aims at supplying the subjective need
for Socialism by (1) formation of groups of
idealists and social reformers who are fully

steeped in the philosophy of Theosophical
Socialism, who are inspired by its doctrines*
who are pledged to sacrifice their all for the
service of humanity, who are socialists, by

behaviour and not merely by professions, (2)
carrying on a systematic and scientific propa-
ganda of its principles, advocating fundamental
social changes, winning the sympathies of middle
classes and other constructive elements, creating
a.n irresistible intellectual and moral force in

support of Socialism, (3) training the masses in
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citizenship, instructing people in practical self-
government, cultivating habits of social helpful-
ness among the people. As for creating objective
conditions for the proper growth of subjective
factors, Theosophical Socialism provides for the
(1) Introduction of Municipal Socialism wiftT^
view to demolishing slums, constructing
municipal-owned buildings and obtaining
public control over utility services, (2) Introduction
of graded franchise so as to enable every adult
citizen to actively participate in the affairs of
Government according to his knwledge and
understanding, (3) Protection of civic rights of
all citizens, (4) Restriction of economic activities
carried on for personal profiteering and resulting
in the deprivation of necesaries for large massess
(5) Encouragement of all cooperative efforts in
agriculture as well as manufacture, (6) Proper
education of all citizens according to their
inclinations and (7) Freedom cf conscience and
free profession and practice of religion subject to
public order and morality. It shall be the duty of
all Theosophical Socialists to strive for the
realisation and retention of these objective
facilities in order that proper material for Socia-
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Hsm may be freely developed and all social
handicaps to its growth be removed. Theosophical
Socialism lays greatest emphasis on the
growth of these nlaterials for socialism and all

efforts at supplying objective conditions will be
to that end Theosophical Socialism insists on
the spiritual development of human material
before full fledged Socialist society comes into
being. The uniqueness of the method of Theoso-
phical Socialism consists in its efforts to intro-

duce socialist forms in consonance and harmony

with the spirit of socialism, human beings have
imbibed* An over-imposition of socialist forms
requires dictatorial powers to continue its exist-
ence, while an under-introduction of socialist

forms perpetuates mass discontent. It is the
existence of both these factors that accounts for

revolutionary terrorism on the one hand and
reactionary repression on the other? prevalent in
various nations of Europe. Theosophical Soci-
alism is ever faithful to the lofty idealism that
guides and inspires it even as modern Scientific
socialists are to the forms and structures of

Sacialism. A background of Socialistic idealism,
a background of the idealism of positive and
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dynamic fellowship is the necessary precondition
for Theosophical Socialism*

It is contended by some that this course will
take very long, that to create a background of
Socialistic idealism is not easy, that this will
frnean a prolongation of the suffering of the masses.
The question of time with regard to this issue
arises only when people regard Socialism as an
end in itself, as scientific socialists do. With
Theosophical Socialists, Socialism is not an end
in itself, it is only a means to achieving

human happiness. And so, although
actual Socialist forms may take long

to emerge, the condition of masses will certainly
improve gradually and consistently. The charge
of sacrificing the immediate amelioration of the
condition of large masses can verily be levelled
against these revolutionary socialists for they
have deliberately ignored immediate relief and
despised ameliorative measures on the grounds
that they would cool down the revolutionary
fervour of the masses. To deepen every discontent

arid intensify the suffering of masses seem
to them the surest way of fomenting revolution
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and overthrowing the present order of society.
And again this sacrificing of immediate relief
is done for a socialist revolution that is not

coming to-morrow nor is it near on the horizon.
No body knows when this revolution is going
to come and yet poor masses are sacrificed at
its .altar. Over and above the usual suffering,
these masses have bee a surrounded by govern-
mental repression consequent upon their unthink-
ing adhereance to revolutionary tactics instigated
by scientific socialists and resulting in very
many cases in the sad demoralisation of the
people. Theosophicai Socialism never demands

such unthinking sacrifice from the masses nor
does it contemplate any hoodwinking of the
people. The method of Theosophicai Socialism
is such that it asks for the least sacrifice from

those who have nothing to give and those who
form the lower layers of social organisation.
And while it aims at the fulfilment of its ideals

it is all the time engaged in mitigating the
evils of present day society by granting and
extending immediate relief to the masses. And
last but not the least, Theosophicai Socialism
asserts that masses do not demand abolition of
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poverty with the introduction of si;
human beings have certainly reachec
when they regard the preservation
manhood or womanhood as

important than the satisfaction
material needs-and even this satisfac

doubtful thing when the social revolut;
is a doubtful proposition; and so, Th<
Socialism is truly a greater resp
masses in as much as it regards them
respecting individuals and not merely z
human fJesh to be moulded at the

a revolution. There is not the sligb
that human happiness will emerge earlie
the method of Theosophical Socialist
ough the outer form -t>f socialism may
sed earlier by the methods of revc
socialism. The world wants happiness
dead bones of a socialist structure.

But an important question is th
inspite of all the efforts of Theosophic;
alism to have a peaceful solution of th
problem, if vested interests refuse to 3
insist on the right of exploiting humai
what will be the attitude of Theosophic
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alists? Such a situation is not altogether unthi-
nkable. If the vested interests oppose all attempts
constitutionlly initiated by Theosophicail Socia-
lism, if these propertied classes resort to extra-
parliamentary methods for the satisfaction of
their anti-social deskes, the only coarse open to
all idealists will be to put np a fight, a fight
for^the defence of the weak, a fight carried on
by persons steeped in the principles of Theoso-
phical Socialism, a fight conducted with the
cleanest weapons. Let there be no mistake
about it...Theosophical Socialists are no cowards,
they are no mere inactive pacifists. On the
banner of Theosophical Socialism is boldly
inscribed: A valiant defence of those who

are unjustly attacked. The life of
Dr. Annie Besant-a life lived in the defence

of the weak, a life sacrificed for the protection

of the rights of the exploited, a life
of incessant struggle for the assertion of
truth-is a constant source of inspiration to all

Theosophical Socialists; for verily Dr. Annie
Besant was the personification of Theosophical
Socialism, Theosophical Socialism maintains
that let the aggression come from the vested
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interests, let it be replied by the constitutional
authority. Nay, Theosophical Socialism even
goes further, for it says that all attempts must
be made to avoid this struggle, that no provo-
cative word or act be utilised against the
aggressor. And if even after that propertied
classes resort to aggression and opposition t<*>
social change, let the constitutional authority
take its stand for the defence of the weak and
the exploitad, let it declare that the welfare of
society shall take precedence over the satisfaction
of individual profiteer!ng> and there is no doubt
that Theosophical Socialists will range themselves
in this Army of Defence. Lei none regard that
Theosophical id*al of brotherhood is a weak
and negative thing, On the contrary the ideal

of brotherhood proclaimed by Theosophists is
intensely dynamic and positive for it never to-
lerates injustice, oppression or crueltylperpetrated
in the name of Brotherhood and Fellowship.
The following words of an Elder Brother,
appearing in a message given to Theosophists,
must remove all misconceptions about this
ideal of Theosophical Brotherhood. It
says:-
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Where trouble is, where suffering is, where
igtaotaficfe is, wherfe quarrel is, where injustice is,
where tyranny is, where oppression is, where cruelty
is, there must we find the earnest members of our

society, those who study the itfuths ol Theosphy and
practically apply them to lead the world from
darkness into Light, from death to Immortality, from

to the Real/"

And so Theosophical Socialism offers a
unique method of social transformation, a method

in which least damage is done to society and no
'sudden break is introduced in the continuity of
its progress. It raises the society to a higher
level of human evolution not reducing it to

barbarity through the instruments of dictatorship
and terrorism. It does not stand for the evolution

of society through the methods of revolution;
-on the contrary, it aims at revolutionary
changes in society through the instrumentality
of evolutionary methods, The cry of Theo-
sophical Socialism is not social Revolution,,
its unmistakable and unique cry is
social Revaluation not social upheaval
but human understanding, not the imposition
of socialst ftroms but the preservation and fulfil-
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of the spirit of Socialisms spirit of social
responsibility. Let those who have heard its cry
come under its radiant banner in order to lead

the world from chaos and revolutionary madne*
ss to social harmony and human fellowship.



Chapter V.
A Peep into the Future

Wherever one who does not suffer is unhappy
for those who do; wherever a human brain that
might amuse itself /finds jay sink! labour for the
helping of the nation; wherever a human heart which
has all that love can give it cannot be happy but
goes out in love to the outcast-- there lies the promise

of the future In those who are growing into the
Spiritual life; in those who cannot be happy whiles
others are miserable; in those whose meals are
rendered bitter by the starvation of the poor; in
those whose luxury is a burden because of the?
Want of the miserable-- in those will you find the
builders of the new civilisation, those who shall
sacrifice that others may be happy". *

Annie Besant-

We are on the threshold of a new civilisa-

tion. Through every storm and stress, through
turmoils and tribulations humanity is marching
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to tta cherished goal of Brotherhood as expressed
through Socialist. Socialism is at our doors
affecting our instincts, our behaviours, our emotions,
our mental conceptions aud our ideals as welL
Human nature is changing fast and social organ-
isation must adjust itself to these changes either
through wisdom or revolutionary madness. A
hew mode of human consciusness is waiting"*t<;J*
be released and all attempts to stifle its emerge-
nce must end iii disaster for none can defy the
law of psychological advancement. Politicians must

recognise these signs, the signs of the new age
and build political structures in accordance with
them. Economists too must realise the nature of

coming changes and reconstruct the economic
and industrial life of nations in harmony with

the growing consciousness. Socialism based on
Brotherhood is to be a world phenomena and
only those with a world mentality can tackle pro-

blems arising from it. Science and economics
are bringing the world together, politics and social
organisation must refashion their institutions, if
a wise reconstruction of the world is to coftie.

The nations of the world need statesmen with

a wide vision, with world mentality with hnman
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outlook. It is becoming increasingly clear year
after year that the world is suffering for the
lack of these men. We need very urgently men
and women who can think beyond their narrow
national interests, who can visualise plans for
the whole of humanity, who can see into far

^cjjstmt future, who do not grow impatient at
the sight of trivial happenings, who slowly but
surely lead all humanity to the cherished goal
of Human Brotherhood. We need, not merely

politicians and economists, we need far more
urgently idealists, dreamers, visionaries who
while they soar into heavens, keep their feet
firm[y fixed on the earth. We want teachers

who realising the stupendous mission of
their profession create a race of ideal
citizens out of the children that are put
under their care. We want parents who fully
understand the responsibilities that lie upon their
shoulders and train boys and girls to become self-
less servants of humanity. And hence Socialism

sends its cry to all politicians, all economists,
all philosophers, all idealists, all teachers, all
parents, all those who draam of a reconstruction

to engage themselves in the noble task of making
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It easier for the new social consciousne s to

descend. It expects every man to do his duty and
contribute his mite for the reshaping of this
world Only as those who have, give with joyo-
us hearts for the common good of humanity
can socialism be brought into being, Theosophical
Socialism sends out this call of duty to ail who
understand and believe in wise reconstruction /t3h
the world.

It is a law of biology that only around a
small nucleus does nature build cells that form

a living organism. It is only through this nucleus
that beautiful structures can be created. In

the nucleus lies the promise of future glory.
Nature does not work with madness, nor does it
start its building operations without planning
out everything. In the small and insignificant
nucleus of to-day nature sees wonderful perfecw
tion of the future. It is only around a nucleus

that appropriate cells required for a particular
organism are drawn and remain welded together.
This does not exist merely in the field of

biology* Even physics tells us that all matter
exists because of a nucleus round which its

electrons and protons ceaselessly move. This is
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£ kw applicable to human relationship also, for
a human being draws around him only such
friends as those that fit into his mental of

emotional nucleus. Not only have physical atoms
their nuclei, but even human emotions and thoughts
have their central points round which all emo-
Jjjftnal and mental activities move. It is a fact
that a particular thought has a tendency to
attract thoughts of a similar nature. This law
of biology is at times called the theory of vibra*
tions in spiritual parlance. But this is a law not
applicable merely to individual human beings,
it applies as well to human societies. It is
through small nuclei formed by human beings
that social changes are easily brought into being.
Such nuclei attract in ever-increasing measure

human beings who ate inclined towards new
changes in society. Complicated as a human
organisation is, these nuclei are formed in diverse
ways. First is :the ideological nucleus round
which people of similar ideals gather and respond
to their noble influences. Then is another

nucleus formed of those who have responded
to this idealism yet demand a clarification of
thought. This is a mental nucleus round which
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people try to give practical expressions to their
ideals and evolve schemes of social organisation-
It is then that these men and women of same

idealism are welded together in ties of love
and friendship, they become a sort of a group
soul, a collective individuality and are bound
together with their unflinching devotion to
common idealism. It is out of this friendship

that a new society is built first in small colonies'
making experiments in collective living, in com-
munity sharing, in brotherly behaviour. These?
colonies are natural materialisations of ideals

that men and women have imbibed and that

have drawn them closer in bonds of unbreakable

friendship. A continuous springing op of these
colonies would make it easier for social changes
to be effected in the world. We have seen

before while discussing the sixth aspect of
Theosophical Socialism that humanity can rise
to a higher consciousness only through the
experience of those who have made that con-

sciousness a normal stage of living. And so if
humanity is to rise to a new cnsciousness, through
socialism, it can do so only as larger and
larger number of people are living normally at
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tire stage where the world is hoping to come
in the years that lie before us. The world
must have a socialist nucleus before it can

dream of having a full-fledged socialist society.
Such is the law of biology and such is indeed
the law of human society. It is through the exi-

e of numberless societie-s and associations
^

" tKat ideological, mental and emotional nuclei
for the future -order of society must
be created. Only with the formation of
these powerful nuclei, countless colonies
based on socialist living will spring up in
society, colonies that will reflect the glory of
\vhat lies in the womb of the future. These

colonies will be living examples of socialism,
they will show to the world what it is to believe
in the ideal of collective living. They are not
'escapes from the sorrow-stricken world, nor are
they replicas of Utopian experiments. For they
are natural results cf ideological and mental
changes effected in the world. And again while
these colonies are founded the citizens inhabiting
them do not keep themselves to secluded

happiness-they go out to teach other people and
work among them so that they, too, may in
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tfteir turn be ideologically &o fired as to tmfltf
suitable colonies for themselves. It is so to say

a voluntary federation of these colonies that
will toiler in an age of Universal socialism. This
is a constructive plan of Theosophkal Socialism.
Although Theosophical Socialists are and will
be engaged in parliamentary work fof mitigating
the evils resulting from modern social strac'tiife,,
although they will educate and organise people
for the purposes of training them to collective
work, although they will mobilise the intellectuals
and the idealists of the world in an army of
ideological revolutionaries, although they will

work ceaselessly to change the mental atmos-
phere and outlook of the world, although they
will participate in all activities carried on for

the purposes of establishing brotherhood in the
world, they will regard all these as incomplete

save as they form colonies giving a glimpse of
what the wofld is to fee and creating leaders
for the guidance of that future.social organisation.
It is in these colonies that materials required
for the prosperity of socialism' will be produced*
Humanity will thus rise to a higher level of
evolution and externalise its social sense through
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the Experience of those who have become oile with
all humanity. Life dedicated to the ideal of Brou
therhood is essential for the structure of socialism

and it is this life that the colonies will supply.

Theosophical Socialism is not ail idle dream
hanging in the air. It has a very powerful

""Instrument of its own through which it is
ceaselessly trying to raise humanity td a new
level of consciousness. This instrument is

the Theosophical Scciety, founded in 1873
and spread otit in no less then 49 countries
of the world. It is a veritable League of
Nations uniting peoples of all countries with
unbreakable ties of brotherhood* It exists in the

world to make this Human Fellowship a reality
in the lives of the nations of the world. It gathers
together all those who are afire with noble idea-
lism of sacrifice, those who are ready to lay
dowti their all for the fulfilment of humanity's

plan. Not all its members have reached this
level, but the Theosophical Society trains them
to become model citizens, citizens who are not
patriotic by fits and starts but who show forth ill
their daily lives th^ one concern of serving hum*
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amty. Such is the noble purpose of the
jphical Society. The chief aim of the Teosophi-

cal Society is to prepare the world for a new
civilisation. And it has been doing this work
through the dissemination of the wonderful tea-
ching of Theosophy, throrugh the popularisation
of its great ideals, through the imparting of
instructions regarding races and sub-races, regar^'
ding the Great Plan that exists for humanity as
for each nation. Universal Brotherhood is going to
be the cornerstone of the future order of society

and it is to usher in this age that the Theoso*
phical Society exists in the world. Theosophical
Society is a nucleus gathering all who believe
in the ideal of human fellowship, enthusing
their lives with the magnificent ideals
of the future that lies before humanity $
cementing them with ties of boundless
love. The Theosophical Society, active as it
is in this field of ideology, untiringly insists
on founding colonies based on brotherly living.
The great World centres of the Theosophical
Society are examples of true socialist and com-
munity living. These centres ever send out rays
of inspiration to hundreds of the members of the
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Theosophical Society living in various corners
of the world. These centres . ever remind the

fellows of the Theosophical Society that they
belong above all else to a band of servers pledged
to stand by all those who suffer and are un-
happy and to dispel the darkness that surrounds

^humanity. It is true that all members of
9 tKe Theosophical Society have not yet reali-
sed their stupendous responsibilities but that is
due to the failure of individual : members rather

than due to some inherent defect in the teaching

of Theosophy.
The call of Theosophy is the call of service.

The more a man understands Theosophy, the
greater servant of humanity he becomes. To be
a Theosophist is to be a Socialist of the truest
type...not merely by professions but by actual
living. Theosophy teaches men and women to
live at a level of consciousness where humanity

is to come after a lapse of many years. It takes
humanity higher by the very reason that it
trains its citizens to live a higher life. Theosophy
is the key that unlocks the door of human
happiness so that true Socialism may be the
order of human society, Theosophy is the ideo-
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logical light that illumines the life of humanity.
Theosophical Society is the translation of this
ideology into a model human organisation-reflect-
ing however dimly the great wonder of Theoso-
phy. For be it remembered that Theosophy is

not the exclusive possession of the Theosophical
Society> that it is not Theosophy that belongs
to the Theosophical Society, rather it is that
the Theosophical Society belongs to Theosophy*
And so Theosophy must remain as a background
of true Socialism guiding and inspiring its
ideology. Whether this Theosophy finds an
expression through the Theosophical Society or
not is of comparatively little importance. But

be it again emphasised} lest we forget, that this
ideology of Theosophy must find a concrete
expression in human organisation so that a
nucleus of future Socialism might be created.
And thus are Theosophy and the Theosophical
Society linked with the future civilisation of
humanity, the civilisation that will be based on
the principles of true socialism.

But Theosophical Socialists must remain

in minority for years to come* For Theo-
sophical Socialism belongs to the future and
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become acceptable in its entirety to
large sections of humanity only when they
have reached a new level of psychological
consciousness. But to-day it is not offered to
large masses, it is offered to the leaders of
humanity, those who profess to lead humanity
to a better order of society. If they Can grasp
the fundamental principles underlying this
scheme of social reconstruction and can reach

to a higher consciousness in their individual
lives, humanity will adopt a new mode of
living ere long. It is offered to intellectuals, to
idealists, to social feformers, so that they
may imbibe the lofty ideals of TheOsophical
Socialisms may gather together these idea*
lists and may either strengthen the existing
nucleus of this socialism or start other nuclei so

that Socialism may descend from above before it is
forced from below. The world at present is prima-
rily interested in socialist schemes of re-const-
ruction. Its whole attention is focussed in the

distribution of economic goods. Its entire activity
consists in evolving socialist theories. It is more
interested in the material side of man than.

in anything else. This is due to the domination
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of the higher mind and its expressions in
social thinking. It is but natural that Theoso-
phical Socialism may not appeal to humanity at
present. It is possible that it may reject it

as something visionary and impractical. But the
field of Theosphical Socialism does not keep out
material stability as we have seen. Its greatness
lies in the fact, that it does not end there, for
it is meant not for people who are only at the
level of adopting social ideals, it serves also for
those who have reached the level of social

living and even higher when they have become
one with humanity. This Theosophical Socialism
is ment for pepole of the sixth sub-race and
also for those of the sixth Root Race, the

inauguration of which is the special work of the
Theosophical Society. It puts this idea!
before society and individual humae beings
in order that those eager among
humanity might seize these ideals
and try to live a life of socialist living and of
indifference to material happiness so that
the nucleus of the Sixth Root Race might be
strengthened. Theosophical Socialism demands

from its adherents not only social thinking but
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'social unity in their individual lives, so that

these Theosophical Socialists might serve as
unbreakable bridges passing over which humanity
might enter a realm of true socialism. Theoso-

phical Socialism is the programme set for the
Aryan Race, the programme that was given
by its Great Founder at its inception. Every
frace has its programme and fulfils the same
through s&b-races and its national divisions.

Maura's dream of Social ^organisation must find
its highest expression in the seventh sub-race
<of the great Aryan Race. It is to prepare
humanity and its leaders for that great fulfilment
that Theosophical Socialism is propagated in
the world. The fundamental purpose of Theoso-
phical Socialism is to avoid human suffering by

appealing to leaders of society to adopt measures
that are far-reaching .and comprehensive.
Although it remains in minority it works for
that glorious dawn when men and women on
earth will live as brothers, as true human beings.
Lenin said to his fellow-Bolsheviks ." Is it not

Dur duty to be able to remain for a while
in minority against a mass frenzy ?'? This is
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exactly what Theosophical Socialists have to
face for they have no doubt that future lies with
them and are prepared, witi courage and
cheerfulness, to- court individual failures so that
there might be universal success of true1
Socialism.

But Theosophical Socialists have no static^
conception of society. They do not believe that
Socialism is the final word in social organisation?
that there would be no progress of humanity
after it has reached the stage of Theosophical
Socialism. Theosophical Socialism is the culmi-
nation of 5th. Root Race but this culmination

is only the beginning of the Sixth Root Racie.
Humanity will reach a still higher stage of
human consciousness and will create human

organisations far more superior than we can
even imagine to-day. The function' of the Sixth
Root Race will be gradually to externalise the
faculty of intuition and we at our level of human

evolution can hardly perceive its grandeur. For
lack of a better word, we might say that the future
order of society in this race will be based on

something like Spiritual Communism which will "
be inspired not merely by human fellowship but
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by a gense of unity with all that lives. Material
tinhappiness can never exist there. It will be a
society which will have harnessed all the forces
of science and machinery to the cause of social
welfare and so none will suffer from material

want. Nay, it will have extended the principle
of; material stability to sab-human kingdoms too.

The description of the conditions in the beginning
of the Sixth Root Race is very graphically
given by Bishop C. W. Leadb^ater in his book
on the same subject. As he says' ''' Food and
clothing are given freely to all-or rather to
each person is distributed periodically a number
of token in exchange for one of which he can
obtain a meal at any of the great restaurant
gardens anywhere all over the colony." The
dream of communism as envisaged by modern
thinkers is but a very faint glimpse of what
Spiritual Communism will be in the Sixth Root

Race. It is impossible that this * communism
can come till the world has passed to the stage

of true socialism and attempts at premature
introduction must fail, as it failed in Russia
just after the Russian Revolution. It is impossible
to give hefre various fascinating features of the



Civilisation that will come into being with the
Sixth Root Race, There will be no private pro*
perty,not because state will ban its existence,

but because people will not need it. It will
be a civilisation not based on money, but on
culture and spirituality, a faint reflection of
which was discused while considering
the Aristocractic democracy of The-
osophical Socialism. People then will not be so
much concerned with outer schemes of social

organisation, for this communism will be based on
universal lo^e. It will be a society which will
feel its unity not only with humanity, but will
include in its Brotherhood the sub-human as well

as the super-human entities. The stage of Spiritual
Communism is very far and yet it will come

into the world only as spiritual nuclei are created
in humanity. All those who live a life of

spiritual purposes are making the emergence of
this Spiritual Communism easier in the world.
It is the task of the Theosophical Society to
prepare men and women who will lead their
lives from now in a manner that will make this

dream of Spiritual Communism a reality in this .
world.
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Spiritual Socialism, Spiritual Commuuism and
yet a stage higher than this, the stage which
humanity will reach in its Seventh Root Race.

With our minds we cannot gauge its stupendous
wonder* It must be a stage of Spiritual Anarchism,
stage when human beings will know themselves
as spiritual kings. Let us hear what Dr. Besant
has to say about this stage of human civilisation,
a stage that will come after many cent-
uries, a stage when humanity will be externalis-
ing its Divine sense, the sense of Atma, the
sense which relates man to his ultimate source.

She tells us :

" In the Seventh Root Race ( that is a
dangerous subject at the moment ) you will get a
condition where we shall need no law*: not the

anarchy of the present but the order which comes
from the development of the " Inner Ruler Immortal"
in which every man is a law unto himself, because
self-ruled from within. That is a very very long way
off, but none the less it will come*'.*

But this anarchism can never be introduced

to-day for its introduction and even its preach-
ing to large masses of people must mean gravest

# Brahmavidya--A. »B*
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danger to society- It will come when human
beings appropriate to that stage will be born-
It will come when people have passed through
the stages of Theosophical Socialism and
Spiritual Communism. This is the highest stage
set before humanity when men and women will
realise themselves as truly divine and will
rule themselves from within No longer' will
humanity require the machinery of state to
compel its citizens to act in a particular way.
Citizens will themselves be moved by inner

compulsion so that ' Men will do what is best^
kindest, sublimest, ' at the will of the

Ruler within.

Such is indeed the glorious future that lies
before us, one by one as humanity externalises

varions latent faculties in man, will this exquisite
dream materialise before us. In order to make

this dreem a reality, a suitable human material

will be inevitable, and so while humanity at
large might take centuries and centuries to come
to this realisation, there will be a few individuals

who even now will train their lives so that they
live a sublime and noble life obeying the Inner
Ruler within. These are not doctrines to be
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preached to the masses, the doctrines of cornm-
uism and anarchism, but to be lived by those
who aspire to become real leaders of humanity.
While humanity finds itself in desolation and
despair, let those who can see these wonderful
dreams try to put new cheer and courage into
the hearts of humanity. With all the sorrow and
suffering around us, we are marching towards
a glorious future. Let us with our thoughts and
desires, with our ideals and our actions try to
take humanity nearer and nearer to the great
summit which is its sure destination.

Those who follow these great ideals must
face a world that will refuse to appreciate them.
The world will ridicule them, even oppress them*
But such has always been the lot of idealists.
And yet it is true that the world has always followed
them. The greatest strength of all idealists lies in
their willing crucifixion for the sake of their ideals.
It is out of this crucifixion that a great power
will be generated that shall make all humanity
bow before these ideals. And so Theosophical
Socialists mnst remain in minority for it is this
minority that is their true strength. The world
has always gone the way its minority has-shown
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with its idealism and with its sacrifice. It is

small minorities intent upon some definite purpose
that have changed humanity in its long history,
The numerical weakness of Theosophical Socialism
is really its spiritual strength. The path of
Theosophical Socialism is not one which is strewn
with roses, it is the way of pioneers who

must always bear the brunt of the battle,
who must suffer in order that others might

be saved from that suffering. To court impri-
sonment or even execution is no doubt very

hard, but to suffer ridicule and oppression day
after day and yet to remain faithful to one's
idealism is harder still. And it is this that is

expected of Theosophical Socialists. Let them
ever keep before them the following words of
Bertrand Russell I

^

"Those who are to begin the regeneration of the
world must face loneliness, opposition, poverty,
obloquy, They must be able to live byi Truth and
love, with a rational unconquerable hope. They must
be honest and wise, fearless and guided by a
consistent purpose, a body of men and women *o
inspired will conquer, though in a long time, the
outer world- Wisdom and : hope are what the world
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needs and though it fights against them it gives its
respect to them in the end/' *

It is this wisdom and hope that Theosophi-
cal Socialists must give to the world and suffer
whatever comes whDe discharging these duties.
We have to create a spiritual hope in humanity
while everything seems to he dark and
desolate just as *' St Augustine wrote the
the city of God putting spiritual hope in place
of material reality that was destroyed".
It is this hope that will live and inspire humanity
even in the midst of ruin and destruction.

While the whole world stands confused and

perplexed, let Theosophical Socialists create
this new hope and of a surety the whole

. humanity will sooner or later realise the great
value of this wonderful dream of Theosophical
Socialism. The world needs Theosophy above
all else although it might call this need by any
other name. Let Theosophical Socialists become

the torch-bearers of light in the midst of intense
darkness that has enveloped the whole world.
Theosophy is the elixir, and it is the function

..... ....... .. . - _. .._ ... __-,-- - , , ..-TTO, "- _._. --..., �,.-.. .. .-

* Why Men Fight-B. Russell.
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of all Theosophical Socialists-not necessarilj
members of the Theosophical Society but all
who accept this idealism and are prepared to
work for it-to give this elixir to the dying
world, no mattes? what opposition they have
to face. Let them remember that out of their
sacrifices and crucifixions will arise a better

humanity that will make Theosophical Socialism
a reality in this world.
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Chapter L

The Great Interrogation.

"..-"""The story of human evolution is a record
of the unfolding of potentiality into power for that
which man already is in essence, he must also become
in active expression, a self-conscious creator like the
Architect of the universe whose life he shares.'* *

Prof. J. E. Marcault

Is the univesrse we live in " a fortuitous

concourse of atoms 
" 

or is there some Pattern

behind It ? Are all events appearing in the world
mere sporadic happenings or are they controlled
by some Guardian Agency \ Is every event in

* Evolution of Man-Prof, Marcault.



history merely at the mercy of some
God or is it proceeding to some Final Good ? 1s
human history a record of accidental experiences
or is there some Intelligence behind it \ Is raa.«~
kind merely groping in the dark or is it moving;
to some Predestined Goal ? Is the world a batt-

leground for the satisfaction of individual whinns
or is it a School for the unfoldment of all that i *?

best in man for the enrichment of humanity ? Is
humanity a mere lump of clay to be moulded by
its Napoleans and Cromwells, its Mussolini's and
Hitlers, its Lenins and Trotskys, or can some-
Purposeful Design be discerned behind the emerge-
nce of outstanding personalities and the outbreaks

of revolutions ? Is it possible to give a satisfactory
reply to the 'whys' of history ? Why did Frances
witness a Revolution in the I8th. Century and no
other country ? Why is Spain submerged by anar-
chist activities so much so that even her Socialism
tends to be anarchist ? Why out of all the Latin
countries did Spain first grant political franchise
to women ? Why is China torn to pieces by inter-
nal chaos ? Why did Sun-Yat-Sen emphasise
the need of China growing out of its family loya-
lties ? Why does India still live although many



other civilisations like that of Babylon, Syria;

Egypt, Greece, Rome, have disjrpested from the
world-stage ? Why do parties seem to be working
more satisfactorily in England than in most of the
European countries ? Why did Greece rise to a
great artistic peak and not any other nation of the
world? Why have the Italians rallied round Mussolini?
Why did socialism find its emergence first in
Russia and not in any of the more advanced
countries of Europe ? Why are political mnrders

so common in Japan I Why are the Japanese so
very expert in business and in capturing world
markets ! Why is Japan so very narrowly
nationalistic ? Whay does France adopt a very

narrow nationalist attitude in all her dealings
with other nation states in the League of
Nations ? Why did Hitler rise to such prominence
in Germany ? Why is Prussianism a synonym
for militarism ? Why does England find it so
very difficult to adjust her relations with
Ireland I Why have European legal systems been

very largely based on Roman models ? Why
does England carry on its administration with an

unwritten constitution I Why is India so very
much fascinated by the Communist experiment



in Russia? Why is the working of political
parties so very efficient in the United States of
America ? Why is Hitler talking of racial purity ?
Why is Mussolini extolling the virtues of war in
many of his orations? Why is Hitler so eager
to keep his relations with Britain quite cordial ?
Why does Mussolini look at women with contempt

and regard them as mere possessions and decorations
of man? Why does Hitler believe that real

place for woman is in kitchen and in family
and not in factories or political and social
activities? Why did England precede other countries
in Industrial Revolution and in the adoption of

machinery as the mode of production ? Why has
England been free from ' bloody ' revolutions ?
Why has England such a colonial empire which is
an envy of other nations of the world? Why did

France and Portugal fail to conquer India ? Why
is French Government so very centralised and
why does America base her political institutions
on the principle of Federalism? Are these and
many more of such happenings mere chance
events in history ? Or is there some intelligent
answer in reply to these innumerable questions?
These arc the questions that must arise in the



minds of every intelligent man and woman of to
day. Earnest among these try to seek their
solutions in religion and philosophy, in science
and social history. Modern man is indeed in
a state of mental turmoil and all the various

theories of history and social progress propounded
by thinkers and philosophers are but ways to
understand this great human interrogation. Is
there a Plan behind all happenings in history ?

Is there a Design in the universe ?
Orthodox religion tries to answer these ques-

tions by telling us that the whole objective world
is an illusion, that nothing but God exists and
hence it is futile to understand that which is

unreal. Or it says that the universe is just a
crystallization of the Dream of God and all
the happenings in the world are caused by
His wire-pulling and none can understand the
working of the Divine Mind. Or again it says
man has but to resign himself to His will and
thank Him for whatever fate comes to his lot,

hoping for ever-lasting Bliss in heavens above.
Although these answers of religion are not
entirely wrong, they have failed to satisfy the
intellectuals of our age; at least they have failed



to explain the various events in history and faave
appeared more like escapes than explanations.

There have been numberless idealistic
philosophers in the world who have imgined t**e
whole world process as marching to an Absolut ^
Idea which God has placed as the fulfilment o*
this world. But the theories of these philosopher^
have been far from definite, for they have failed
to trace the process of world evolution in harmony

with this idea. They have taken shelter in only
one comfort that since God rules the world

everything must sooner or later reach the great
heights on which He stands, ever watching the;
evolution of humanity* Beyond this they do not
offer any explanation, for even this theory does
not reveal the meanings of various historical 1
events. These idealistic thinkers have failed to
show orderly steps running through history.
Although these theories are not quite wrong,
they have been very vague, too indefinite to
render us any help in understanding the historical
process. These philosophers, like orthodox religi-
onists have been far more interested in ultimate
ideals than in the evolutionary process which
cadi to the realisation of these ideals.



There have been Materialist philosophers
who have evolved their own theories of human

progress. As against the idealistic philosophers,
they have discarded teleology, the existence of an

Absolute Idea to which humanity ever progresses.
To them the explanations of these idealists have
seemed to portray absolutely static conceptions
of history. They have failed to find any common
evolutionary thread in all the theories, either of

the idealists or of the orthodox religionists. These
Materialists have thought of the world as evolving
more or less on the principles of Darwin. Human
evolution according to them is just a process of
natural selection through the f'survival of the
fittest/'and not a matter of teleological movement
or some plan guided by an intelligence. They have
tried to explain all historical events in terms of
matter, or better still in terms of economics, like
Marx. Not teleology but technology has seemed

to them to be the guiding factor behind all the
happenings of history, both individual and racial.
With a keen analysis of social forces these

materialists have tried to explain all human his-
tory through matter and its movements. Now even
according to modern science, matter is not a
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basic reality, but only an emanation of life.
these philosophers have dealt only with the
outward expressions of social life, that is only
with the process and not with the causes of
this process* These materialists have partly
answered the ' how' of history, but the ' why ' of
it has remained utterly mysterious to them-
They have been able to describe in minutest
detail the process of the French Revolution, the
forces that intensified it-but they stand silent

before the questions : " Why did this Revolution

happen in France ? Why did France unfurl the
banner of political liberty ? " They have told us
of the prosperous periods of Greece producing
wonderful creations of art, but they have failed
to explain to us " Why did not England in her
own phenomenal prosperity produce similar art
creations ? * They have narrated to us the diffe-

rences in French and American systems of
Governments but they have hardly explained to
us the reasons for these differences. They have
described Napoleanas an imperialist, Mussolini as
a Fascist, Hitler as a rank reactionary, but
they shut their eyes to the problem: " Why
did Mussolini come to power in Italy ?



Why Was Hitler born in Austria 't Why
Napolean thrived in France ? " Such events in
history whose explanations are evaded by
Materialistic philosophers can be infinitely
multiplied. The only answer provided by
these philosophers is, that these things are
sheer accidents. A revolution would have occured

anywhere, that it occured in France was a sim-
ple accident To say that there are chances in
history is not to explain history. And so
even this philosophy does not throw much
light on the problem of human history.
For just as religious interpretations of history
are found inapplicable due to their philosphies
of escape, just as idealistic interpretations
are un-satisfactory because of their ignorance

with regard to intervening steps, so do we
find that materialistic philosophies are broken
on the rock of * chance.' The moment a philoso-
phy introduces an element of chance, it ceases

to be an intelligent philosophy. If history is
strewn with chances, we are left in utter darkness

with regard to the future of humanity. We need
a philosophy that not only explains intelligently
the past of humanity, but throws a light on the



present, and enables us to foresee the future.
Materialistic philosophies with their elements of
' chance' in history, must evidently fail to do this.

And then when we turn to modern science,
we find that even this stands confused before

the mighty universal panorama Once upon a
time it felt very optimistic about its own disco-
veries-but today, it refuses to pronounce final

opinions on the nature of this universe. One
thing is certain, it has come to the conclusion
that nature progresses along some well-thought
out plan. From tiny satellites in a solar system
to mighty globular and nebular clusters, there
is orderliness in the universe, atleast, that is what

astronomers have come to regard. This idea of

Design is being expressed by ever-increasing
number of scientific thinkers of today. But this

is in the region of nature and not in the realm
of man, and so it might be stated that this
scientific trend has nothing to do with history
and human evolution. But is not man a part of
nature ? If teleology is a possibility in nature,
why can it not be so in the affairs of humanity?
Perhaps man regards himself too great to be
guided by some teleology! But modern psychology



tells us that "behind all varying lines of individual
and collective action, laws are to be found, laws,

which all of us in our utterly varying stages of
consciousness follow-consciously or unconsciously/7
And so this means that even man, whether he

likes it or not, is being ruled by some laws,
not only in his individual behaviour but even
in his collective or social activities. It means that

human history: is guided by some laws. What
these laws are, has not been explained to us by
modern psychology, just as modern scientific
thinkers do not tell us what the plan in nature
is, although they assert that there is orderliness
in nature. Social scientists like Sir Arthur Kieth

tell us that races of humanity have all their

potential programmes which they fulfil in the
course of their evolution. What these potential
programmes are, is a question that is still shrouded
in mystery. And so we find that natural science,
modern psychology and social sciences all tend
to one supposition, that there is orderliness in
nature, that there are specific laws guiding
both individual and collective actions, that there

are potential programmes to be carried out by
various races of humanity. It seems that these



natural, psychological and social sciences
throwing more light on the problem of huma.r»
evolution than the philosophies we considered
above. But if these philosophies contained elero-
ents of eacape, ignorance and chance, these*
scientific interpretations are yet far from complete *
for, although they show us the direction in whiofa
to search for the solutions of the problems of
human history, they do not offer us a definite-
clue to its understanding.

Alone among numerous philosophies of
world /.Iheosophy offers an interpretation of hum-
an evolution which makes every event in history
thoroughly intelligible. Theosophy neither seeks;
escape into some Absolutism, nor keeps any hiog
indefinite, nor does it leave things to mere chancer.
It stands on science, but takes modern science*
present-day psychology and western sociology
far far into the region which passes even their
Imaginations. It completes what these sciences
have left incomplete. It is not wrong to say tha.t
Theosophy assigns to each philosophy its own
rightful place. It neither rej-cts them in toto%
nor does it accept them completely. One might:



say that Theosophy has more religion in it than
the greatest theories of religious inter-
pretation of life, that it is more idealistic than the
most idealistic philosophies of the world, that it is
more materialistic than materialism itself, that

it is more scientific than the profoundest sciences

of the world. And yet Theosophy is more than
these. Let us see how Theosophy enlightens
us on the problems of history and human

evolution.

Theosophy declares that there is a Plan in
the universe according to which gradual evolution

of things and beings proceeds. There is no inde-
finiteness about this Plan in Theosophy. We are
not here concerned with the evolution of sub-

human kingdoms and hence we will only discuss
the Plan for Humanity as envisaged by Theosophy.
It tells us that humanity marches onwards in
its evolution through various races and sub-races,
that emerge on the world-stage, from time to
time. According to Theosophy there are Seven
Root Races with their Seven Sub-races, each

having seven Branch Races, through which
humanity marches on to its goal. So far, in the
history of the world, Four Root Races with their
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respective seven sub-races and branch-races
appeared, the Fifth Root Race is just
spread all over the world and five sub-race^5
this Root Race with all their Branch-

have already appeared. All these races forra
history of humanity. The sixth and the
sub-races of the Fifth Root Race and the

and the Seventh Root Races are still in

womb of the future. The beginnings of the
Sub-race of the Fifth Root Race can even now

discerned from the new Racial type that is
appearing in America. Theosophists are not
alone in talking about races. Modern sociology tell^
us that there have been three races so far in huma-

nity and they are the Black, the Red-yellow a.«cl
the White. These are the Lemurian,the Atlantestn

and the Aryan races in Theosophical terminology *
But Theosophy says that there have been two

races before these whose historical and geological
records are not available, particularly because;
human beings in those races did not possess
dense physical bodies, as we do today. Modern
sociology, although it records the existence of
these three races, fails to give us any purpose
with regard to them, Theosophy believes that:



these races are no mere chance-happenings, no
freak of nature. Each race, as well as its sub-race,

has to fulfil some fundamental purpose and it is
because of that, that they are brought into
being. Dr: Besant tells us: " Races are classes in

the School of God.*' Just as every school has
its own curriculum, so has this School of God
which Theosophy calls the Great Plan, and
each class in this School has to complete that

part of the curriculum which is assigned to it.
Each completes its part through seven sub-races
and even through branch-races. Dr. Besant
says that the evolution of humanity proceeds
by * divisions of human stock into Races and

sub-races and the sub-races again sub-dividing
until we get great families of nations ( branch
races), nations and so on.' While describing these
Races she tells us!

" 
as you study the differences of Races,

a great characteristic comes out in each as its main
mark, and all the civilisation is built upon it. And so
you find link after link as it were of great golden

chain of humanity; and each link has its own beauty,
" each link has its own place in the wonderful chain* " *

* World problems of Today.-A. B.



Thus is human history a golden chain linked
together by various races that have appeared,
each race developing its own characteristic, its?
own music so as to enrich the Great Orchestra
of the Divine Plan. All the different civilisations

that have emerged in world-history are reflections
of the special traits that belonged to the race^in
which they flourished. Every race has a particular
note to strike and it continues to exist so long
as this note is not completely mastered-
The moment this is done, the race disintegrates
and humanity passes on to a next and a higher
phase of its life. And so behind the rise and
fall of civilisations, behind the emergence of great
personages, behind the shooting up and
destruction of great continents is the Mighty
Hand of the Great Plan, ever gradually
raleasing its beauty and and fulfilling its purpose
through Races, sub-races, branch races and
national divisions of these. This then is the cont-

ention of Theosophy with regard to human histrory-
But some might say this is all vague, and ask
"how does this help us to unravel the mystery of
human evolution?" To say that each race has a
particular note to sound is all very well, but hew
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does history become more intelligible by making
this statement ? How does the past of humanity
«et enlightened because of "this statement about the
existence of Races ? How does it enable us to
understand the present? How can this theory
^elp us to foresee the future? Is not this
Theosophical interpretation of history as vague
^s the assertions of other philosophies, above
considered? Yes, but Theosophy does not merely
mention this. It says that there are specific
laws according to which these races are bora
and unless we understand these laws, we can
never perceive the grandeur of the Great Plan,
nor can we successfully answer the problems
of history, much less can we see the present in
its true perspective and peep into the future that
one day must become as real as the present.
These laws of racial development make human
history entirely intelligible and enable us to rule
out every element of chance from all its happen-
ings.

Xhe real credit of expounding these laws
of racial development, of explaining the working
-of the Great Plan in all its various details, of

evolving a few fundamental principles that run
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like a common evolutionary thread behind all
human history, goes to a man, very slender in
bodily structure, intensely shy of facing large
crowds, wonderfully modest inspite of all his
accomplishments, very keenly intellectual, supremely
reverent, unfailingly intuitive and exquisitely
clear in his expositions. Such a man is Prof. J.
E. Marcault, the Principal of the Theosophicai
World University,London, and now the General Sec-
retary of the French Section of the Theosophicai
Society. Dr. G. S. Arundale, the President of
the Theosophicai Society, while on his European
tour, recently wrote about him: ".,....we were
met by that great Theosophist and General
Secretary of the French Section, Professor

Marcault. His keen intelligence and deep intuition
are immensely vivifying, while his devotion to.
Theosophy and to the Theosophicai Society are
of the greatest value to the Masters' work." It
is no exaggeration to say that but for his
theories of Racial Evolution, the idea of the Great
Plan would have remained vague and perplexing
even in the Theosophicai litreature.Of course,he has
derived his inspiration from the ' Secret Doctrine*
and the Mahatma Letters to Mr, Sinnet,' but



theti> without his interpreting of these great works,
we, the ordinary people, would have been lost in
the mysterious labyrinth of these books. He has
contributed something so very wonderful and
unique, that in years to come he will be recogni-
sed as one of the greatest makers and moulders
of world-thought. He has rendered an invaluable
service, not only to Theosophy and the
Theosophical Society, but, to the humanity at large
by presenting a picture of world-evolution in all
its exquisite beauty. One might say
that Prof. Marcault is the Darwin of the 20th.

Century, for just as Charles Darwin showed a
common evolutionary thread in the confusing
facts of Botany and Zoology of the 19th Century,
so has Prof. Marcault given us an unfailing
clue in the perplexing mass of facts gathered
by sociology, psychology, ethnology, archaeology
etc. so that evolution, both racial and individual,

has become quite intelligible to us. To say
that his theories throw light only on history is
really to belittle the importance of his epoch-making
contributions. For the fundamental laws of human

evolution which he has so very explicitly propo-
unded are such as throw a powerful search-
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light on the problems of civilisations, of
of cultures, of sciences, of arts, of litreatnres, °*
mythologies, of history, of politics, of economics*'
of sociology, of psychology, of education, £>*
ethics, of ceremonies and of every conceivable
subject of human interest. In the light of hi^
theories, history of human civilisations does not
remain a sealed book of mystery; it become^
absolutely plain. No doubt, he has been assisted
by a very illustrious band of workers, which, under
his superb guidance, is carrying on researches*
in many departments of human activities. He
and his noble band of workers are rendering £fe
remarkable service to all humanity, not only by
interpreting the past of human civilisations, but by
presenting a vivid picture of the future, whose signs
they perceive in the present. When politicians-
and statesmen, when teachers and parents, when
scientists and social reformers, when writers and
artists fully understand the theories of this remarka-

ble man, they will find a new inspiration anci
impetus- in their activities-; nay, they will then
be not blind, leading the blind,, but, wiil become
real leaders of humanity, who understanding the
signs of the times will carry the world onwards
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and forwards to a glorious future*
consider the actual theories of Pro!
let it be stated, in the interests of

not Theosophists, that he was formerly a professor
of Psychology and French Litreature at the
Universities of Grenoble, Pisa and Clarement and
that he was already a highly respected Intu-
itive psychologist even before he formulated his
theories of Race Evolution. Beatrice Ensor, the

Editor of ' New Era, * one of the finest journals
of New Education in the world, while writing

about him some fifteen years ago remarked:
Prof. Marcault has not only made a study

of the New psychology and the child with spe-
cial reference to the Intuition and the new type

of child ( the Intuitive) but he is also a member
of the teaching profession, and brings the fruits
of his practical experience for us to
share." Such, indeed, is the tribute paid to
him by one, who is a great student of psychology
and pedagogy. Truly is it a fact that Prof. Mar-
cault is well-versed in the sciences of the west

and throws a new light on them, through his torch
of Racial Psychology, inspired by a profound
"understanding of Theosophy. Just as Darwin's
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* Origin of Specie! 5 revolutionised most ot
thfe scientific conceptions of the last century,
so will Marcault's theories of the Evolution of
Consciousness bring about radical changes in
the psychological conceptions, concerning Civili*
sations^ both of the past and of the future.

At the outset, let us see what Prof. Marcault
has to say regarding the process of human evo-
lution, let us see what is his conception of the
growth of mankind, through the ages. Only as
we understand this, shall we be able- to grasp
the fundamental laws underlying this progress.
He tells us in his ' Evolution of Man:'

"No mere chance could have produced the
orderly steps of progress which the human race has
followed. Infinitely varied though it be in the richness
of its details, the steady advance of the flowing tide of
progress is clearly seen* Individual waves of
families, tribes and nations may rise and fall, and
break themselves upon the shore> but each such
wave creeps a little further forward than its prede-
cessors, and so the tide of humanity as a whole
slowly advances.'*^ *

* "Evolution of Man" Prof. J. E, Marcault.
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Thus is humanity ever progressing forward
and there are no retrogressive steps in its long
history. A particular civilisation might seem to
us less evolved than its predecessors, but we

ought not to compare the rising tide of today
with the full tide of the past. Every wave of
human civilisation takes humanity onwards and

although it might miss the beauties of the waves
that preceded it, it has its own grandeur to
present And without the contribution of each
wave, the sea of human evolution can never be

complete in its majesty. There is another
important point to be considered in the above
passage. It says or rather implies, that civilisations
appear in the world, they rise to their
highest peaks and then slowly disappear, or
even suddenly collapse. The civilisations
that follow have to cover the same

ground that was traversed by their forerunners;
but while they cover this ground, they go a
step further, even as the waves of a sea, flowing
in quick succession outbid each other. And so
the oft-repeated phrase that history repeats
itself is true, but not in the ordinary sense in
which it is understood by us. History does
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repeat itself, but on successively higher planes,
One ought to say that history recapitulates
itself and after each recapitulation carries
humanity a little further. The law of re»capitul-
ation is recognised both by biology and modern
psychology. Prof, Marcault applies this same law
to the field of civilisation. This cyclic law of
human evolution has to be grasped in its com-
pleteness, if Prof. Marcault's theories are to be
understood. This law declares that human

evolution does not proceed in a straight line
but in spirals, more like the waves of a sea

than the shooting of a bullet People express
great disappointment at the modern civilisation,
either because they look merely to the mountain
sides and contrast them with the glorious summ-
its of he past, or they do not take into

consideration the whole progress of humanity,
but point to some isolated instances of
failures, of nations and individuals. But so

long as we do not know the Plan, the
purpose of the Plan and the potentialities of
each civilisation that appears for the fulfilment
of the Plan, so long this mistake of regarding
the world as going backwards be committed* And
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so, although the laws of re-capitulation and con-
tinuous human progress are necessary for the
understanding of the process of evolution, the
consideration of this process of cotinuous
advancement requires to be thought out in
greater detail, in order to open the dead-lock
of civilisations.

Now what is this Plan and what are its expres-
sions ? How does it unfold itself ? How does

human evolution proceed? In the universe we
find a duality of life and form, There are countless
forms, diverse from each other, in the world;

and behind all these forms, there is a life which
runs like an electricity. But just as electricity
is invisible and requires a point through which
it can manifest, as either heat or sound, so
does life need a point through which it can
unfold itself through myriads of forms. This
point where life meets outer form is termed;
Consciousness, ' Life turned outwards is

Consciousness* so says Dr« Besant in her'Study
in Consciousness.9 And so, in the world we find
not duality of life and form, but a trinity of
life/ form and their meeting place which is
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Consciousness. This question of consciousness is
very important in understanding Marcault's
principles. For, his theory of Racial Evolution
is based on Consciousness or the relationship

between life and form, as he terms it* Prof.
Marcault says that the relationship of life and
form is not a constant thing. There is a
continuous change in this relationship, i. e. the
meeting place of life and form is not always
the same. As on a ladder, this point ever shifts
higher and higher as humanity evpVes. In fact,
humanity's evolution can be measured by the
rung at which its life meets outer forms. And
so, the history of humanity is the history of
this changing relationship between life and form*
Life has infinite possibilities, but it manifests
itself through certain phases of consciousness.
And so the record of human evolution is to be

seen in the unfoldment of the phases of human
consciousness. There have been destructions of

forms where the manifesting life has required
new point of meeting or a new phase of
consciousness* If we try to look at history from
the standpoint of its forms we will never be
able to understand any plan or purpose in
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human evolution. It is because of this that

materialistic philosophers have told us: c' How

can there be any plan in the destruction of
continents and mighty empires ?" Human
evolution looked at from the standpoint of
consciousness does not present this problem, for
it recognises that behind these destructions is

proceeding a change of relationship between life
and form. With every change in this relationship,
new forms or new functions as life's instruments

are cheated. The purpose of evolution as we

have seen in the beginning of this chapter is to
turn potentialities into power, or in other words
to objectivise the Seven faculties or Principles
of Man. it means, that what is potential in life
is to be made a function of consciousness, and
the evolution of humanity presents nothing but
this process of objectivisation. According to Prof.
Marcault, there are seven faculties of consciousness,

or seven points at which life meets outer form

and each point is successively higher than the
other. These seven faculties of consciousness are

as follows:-

Chart A.

1. Perception :- Passive : the building
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of a stable mechanism.

2. Action ;- Dynamic : Consciously dire-
cted motion.

3. Emotion g- Impulsive ; the immediate
reaction to environment.

4, Analytical Mind:-Separative : analyti-
cal, logical, personal mind.

5. Synthetic Mind -.-Unifying : Synthetic,,
co-operative social mind.

6. Intuition g-Universal I Impersonality
of thought and love.

7. Will :-Energising : Concentrated, purp-
osive driving power.

Let us see what each of these phases of consci-

ousness represents. How can we understand the
manifestation of each phase of this consciousness I
We have seen that consciousness is the meeting
place of life and form, or in other words it is

life's way of looking at the world. These seven
phases are as it were seven windows, with glass
panes of seven colours, each at a higher floor,throu-
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gh which hnman beings look at the universal
scenery. Now what does the first window with

its seven coloured shutters present to us, what
is life looked at from this window of Perception ?
Man at the level of perception can understand
life only through a variety of sensations,
a passive movement of bodily limbs,

an influence of parental environment,, an
interest in the wonders of nature, a response
to stable social institutions, an imitation of what
others do and through a perfection of receptivity
to outer stimuli. -H-+ When we say that a human
being is at the level of perception, we mean that
he gathers experience in the world through
these ways. In the life of an individual we
know that early years of infancy are chara-
cterised by these phases of consciousness*
The second level of consciousness, the Activity
stage of human beings, is marked by a fondness
for constant change in surroundings, by
extreme mobility, by formation of relationships
in play and work, by interest in
adventures, by establishment of teams for useful

activities, by willing obedience to the ord-
ers of captains and generals and by an urge to
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dare everything. 4-H- This level of consciousness is
seen in little children when they are full
of ceaseless activity and want to destroy
things when not given opportunities to express
this urge to activity. The third level
of consciousness, that of Emotion, is
characterised by a desire for family surroundings,
by doing some work for friends and relatives,
by forming contacts with persons of opposite sex,
by an interest in religion, ethics, romance,
poetry and astrology, by celebration of various
festivities and organising of caste and family
functions, by a love for mysticism and by a desire
for ascetic life* -H4- This stage is clearly to be
seen in the adolescent period of any boy or girl.
It is not contended here that all these elements

are to be seen, all at once in human beings at
this level. The fourth level of Analytical mind
is represented by formation of individuality,

by a revolt against authority, by a love for
persons engaged in science and freethinking, by
an interest in science as well as in business, by
working in nationalist and political organisations,
by a discarding of all truths, save those which
appeal to reason and by an emphasis on the
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perfection of outer forms.+ + + One does see many
of these traits in the life of students who have

entered Colleges and Universities. The level of
Synthetic mind is characterised by a sensitiveness
to human contact, by a spirit of martyrdom, by
a desire for friendship with the opposite sex, by
an interest in philosophy and idealism,by a service
of humanity and sacredness of institutions, by
community living and by an emphasis on inter-
national outlooks. + + + The level of Intuition

is marked by its reponse to culture, by its dyn-
amism, by its universality of love, by its interest in
the sciences of Time as against the sciences of
Space, by service of all created things, by its
reletivism and creativeness and by its emphasis

on spirituality. + + + The last and the seventh
level of consciousness, that of Will, is represented
by a response to an Inner urge by an executive
ability, by nobility of behaviour, by an

understanding of universal causation, by a
complete sacrifice for human good, by a
mastery over forms and by a perfection
in action and expression. -H-+ These various
traits here enumerated do not exhaust all the

qualities that each phase of consciousness
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represents. This enumeiation is given just to
make these levels of consciousness clear by a
few salient points. We have seen that the four
lower phases are to be found in all human beings

today. The higher three are to be seen in very
rare cases, and the reason for this will be given
while considering these levels of consciousness
in relation with races of humanity. For just
as these characteristics are to be found in

lives of individuals so, are they to be seen
in the life of hnmanity, through its successive
stages of races and civilisations. Every

nation has its own window through which
it looks at the world and the purpose of human
beings born in various nations is to master that
particular way of looking at the world, which
is assigned to it. Differences in various civilisa-
tions are due to the fact, that there are diverse

ways of looking at the world and its myriads
of forms. The apparent similarities to be found
in them are due to the law of recapitulation

of history at higher levels. But before we
consider the application of these phases of cons-
ciousness to the life of nations, we must have

clear conceptions about what a race is. About
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this racial evolution, Prof. Marcault says:

"The whole scheme of facial evolution can

have nothing but an academic interest, unless it is
recognised that the evolution of the race is the
measure of the unfoldment of the individuals comp-
osing that race." *

This means that in the psychological level
of a race is reflected the stage of consciousness
of human beings, composing that particular race*
But be it remembered, that these individuals are
not the creations of the races to which they

belong, rather the psychological growth of
individuals is the cause of the emergence of
the races of which they are the constituent parts.
The question arises how those individuals reached
these levels of consciousness ? The only

answer to this question, as well as to the problem
of Race Evolution is to be found in the Theory

of Re-incarnation. Individuals through successive
lives have been evolving i. e. have been passing
to different stages of consciousness and races and
civilisations appropriate to various levels of their

.psychological growth are brought into being*
* Evolution of Man. Prof. Marcault.
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To trace racial evolution is to trace t
development of individuals through their succeff<;i
incarnations. Unless this fact of Re-incarnali
is grasped, the problem of human evolution o;
never be fully understood; for without that,
element of chance must be introduced in

consideration of this question. It must also ****
remembered that in every race there are person**
who are more advanced than average individua. *«
of that race. It is through these people wJi><>
have risen to a higher level of consciousness i*1
their individual lives after a training in sorne
Mystery Schools, that humanity passes to a nc*wr
psychological level and with this rise in tH<£
level of consciousness, new races and civilisations

are born. Evolution of humanity invariably
proceeds on this principle. Prof. Marcault tells

Unless we reverse the materialistic outlook o I
the sociologists, we cannot seethe law of hurr*»f£

evolution in its true light. Life ever proceeds frorrt
above to the below, never from below to the abo%rcr;
the water level in a tank only rises because liner
water Descends from above-" *

Thus a race is a group of egos evolving at .
* Evolution of Man- Prof. Marcault.



the same level of consciousness, it is a group

of individuals who look at the world from the
same floor of human edifice. A Race means a

collection of men and women who have come

to the same level of psychological growth through
successive incarnations in different races. And
so a race is to be judged from the psychological
level of its average individuals. Again progress
in a race is caused by the rise in the level of
human consciousness effected by the descending
of new powers in humanity through the experi-
ences of a few advanced individuals. This then is

the conception of a race and the general cause
of its development.

And now let us consider the above mentioned

phases of consciousness with reference to races
and civilisations and see how this racial theory

answers all the questions of civilisations, the
questions that other philosophies and sciences
have failed to answer. This Racial Theory is

so very precise that the whole human evolution
is like an open book before it. We have seen
that these phases of consciousness are to be
clearly seen in the life of individuals. Any

" teacher or parent, who has attentively watched



the progress of children put under his care must
have found the unfoldment of various phases
of consciousness in them, as they march on the
ladder of consciousness from one psychological
rung to another. Not only this, in the world,
when we look at different individuals we can

clearly say to which level of consciousness he
belongs by studying his responses, his reactions,
his attachments, his interests, his outlooks, his
behaviour and his emphasis in life. Such a study
of consciousness must help educators a great
deal, for they would understand various levels
of consciousness of their children and realise

that uniform education to all is an absurdity.

For it must be borne in mind that although
individuals born in the same race are at the same

general level of consciousness, yet these indivi-
duals must have their own individual indexes of

psychological growth. For human evolution is
essentially individual and not sociaU The question
of individual psychology is not the subject of this
book and hence we must leave this intensely

fascinating subject here. Those who are interested
in the subject are requested to study the most
illuminating lectures on education and psychology
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given by Prof. Marcault on various occasions
and published in the Theosophical World
University Bulletins as also in separate
pamphlets available from the Theosophical
Society, London.

We must now turn to the question of races and
their development. If the psychological growth
in terms of consciousness can be so very accura-

tely measured in the case of individuals, is it possi-
ble so to do in the lives of races ? We cannot

judge psychological levels of races by studying
the lives of some individuals, for it is possible
these individuals might be far ahead of the
general psychological evolution of average
individuals comprising a race. We must have
some other instrument with which to judge the
psychological heights of various races. Some
might believe that in individual cases it is quite

possible to gauge psychological levels, but races
being so vast and complicated, whatever conclu-
sions arrived at must remain mere surmises and

cannot be accurately relied upon. But this is
not really the case. With regard to races
it is much easier to understand psycho-

" logical levels than in the case of individuals.
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Prof. Marcault tells us: '* All these levels

and sub-levels can be analysed with as much
accuracy as the corresponding levels in individual
psychology, with greater ease in fact, since the
documentation is much more abundant in the

history of a race." In judging psychological levels
of races, we have at our disposal their histories,
literatures, art productions, records of religious
and ethical beliefs, sciences and philosophies,
political and economic institutions and various other

things which enable us to understand their

positions in the evolutionary ladder of conscious-
ness. By an exhaustive study of the whole
civilisation of any race, it is possible to determine
its psychological level with great accuracy.
Having determined this psychological level,
we shall see, that it is not at all difficult to

answer the innumerable questions, which each
civilisation presents to every intelligent man and
woman. Just as from a psychological level of
an individual, we can fully understand all his
reactions to life, which to a teacher or a

parent ignorant of it might seem quite
mysterious, so can we understand all the

responses, reactions, attachments, interests, out-
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looks, behaviours and emphasis of humanity by
finding out its psychological levels at different
epochs of time, and guide them into proper
channels. Interpretation of civilisations in terms
of the growth of consciousness is entirely a new
contribution of Prof. Marcault, and we shall
presently see, in the next chapter, how this inter-
pretation makes the story of human evolution
absolutely intelligible.



Chapter II.

Evolution in Pre-Aryan Races.
' Atlantis peopled many countries with its sub.

j-aces and built many splendid civilisations. Egypt,
Mesopotamia, india§ North and 5^ America ^
them, and reached a point of glory that the Aryan
Kace has not yet overtopped,'1 *

Having noted the general theory of racial
evolution in the last chapter, we will now immedi*
ateiy proceed to the consideration of the psycho^
Ioglcal growth of humanity through different
races. Our discussion of the first three races
will be short, as scientific documentation at our
disposal concerning these races is much less
than about the later ones.

We have noted above that Theosophy decla*
res that there are seven Root Races appearing

" Man: Whence, How and Whither " Dr. Annie
Besant and Bishop C. W. Leadbeater.
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in humanity. In order to understand the whole
conception of Evolution according to Theosophy,
the following table might prove useful to our
readers;

Chart B.

Seven Branch-Races=One Sub-race,

Seven Sub~Races=One Root Race,

Seven Root Races-One World Period,
Seven World Periods=One Round,
Seven Rounds=One Chain,

Seven Chains=One Scheme of Evolution,
Seven or Ten Schemes of Evolution=One

Solar System.

We are here concerned only with the World

Period and not with other phases of evolution, as
given by Theosophy. From the above chart, it
will be plain that there are seven Root Races in
one World Period and that these Root Races are

divided into seven sub-races and these again
are further sub-divided into Seven-branch races

or we might call them groups of nations. Evolut-
ion of humanity progresses through all these
races and so in order to understand this great
process of human evolution we must know the
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fanctions and purposes of these races. Only
we understand this, can we have a full grasp of
the problem of civilisations and their history-
Theosophy says that these races are no mere
accidental emergences on the surface of humanity-
They have sorre definite purposes to achieve. The
sole purpose, in general terms, of these races is*
to gradually help human beings to turn potenti-
alities into power. We have seen that an indivi-*
dual in his life passes through various phases
of consciousness and as he rises higher and
higher in his psychological evolution, he perceives
greater and greater beauty of the universal
creation. Every rise in the level of consciousness

enables an individual to grasp a fuller and fuller
conception of life. Now a race has just to do thiSjr
viz to supply an objective environment so as to
help individuals comprising it to rise to new levele
of consciousness It is because of this that we

find in the life of races this same existence of diff-

erent levels of consciousness. The function of eachi

Race is to master one phase of consciousness^
so that individuals born in it might be enabled
to rise to a higher consciousness which another
Root Race must represent In order to make



this idea clear, the following chart might help
the readers:

Chart C.

Centre of Consciousness.

1st. Root Race �,. .». in Sensation or

Perception.
2nd, � � �. >�. .9? Activity or

Mobility.
3rd. 9> ;5 .*. .,» � Emotion or

Impulses.
4th. � ^ ... ,,. ,, Analytical Mind

or Separative In-
dividuality.

5th. 5? >5 .,. ... ,5 Synthetic Mind
or Social Sense.

6th, � Sf ... ... � Intuition or
Cosmic Sense*

7th. � � �. �, � Will or Divine

Sense.

In each Root Race human consciousness is

concentrated in each of. these phases in
succession* Just as an individual in his growth
finds it concentrated in different levels, so,

.is the case with races. But. it is not

contended here that a race has not all the phases
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within it or that human beings are devoid
of other phases of consiousness, save the one on
which they find their lives concentrated. All the
phases of consciousness are present in an
individual as also in a race, but they are not
in the same category. There are some phases
which are hidden from the conscious life of

individuals, as if by a diaphragm, while there are
certain phases which are so common to them
that life can use these as it pleases. We know
that an individual at the level of activity has
within him emotions and even analytical mind-
But he is not able to use these faculties

consciously or in other words they are still
subjective to the individual It is not difficult

for him to form images of things, it is very
common to him and he can bring before his
conscious self any image he pleases, of course

from within his experience of the perception
stage. It is not necessary for him to give all
concentration of his life to these images because
he has passed through the stage of perception
and hence this faculty has become completely
objectivised or has become an instrument in his

hands. White the phase of activity is still one*
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where he finds intense interest of his life, in
fact, his whole life is concentrated here and his

vision of the outer world is completely coloured
by it. This phase where he finds his concentration
of life is the absolute phase of consciousness for
the individual. This absolute is being objeciivised
as he engages himself in various activities and
the task of the teacher or the parent is to help
this individual to pass through this process of
objectivisation as goon as possible. So in every
individual there are three .groups of consciousness
present, the subjective, the absolute and the
objectivised or the instrumental. This is also the
case with races, for every race has its absolute^
its instrumental (save in the case of the first
Root Race which has nothing as objectivised)
and its subjective. The purpose of human evolution
is to bring the subjective on the level of the
absolute and than to objectivise it till all the
faculties of consciousness have become instruments

in the hands of humanity. So in other words,
the purpose of evolution is to turn the subjective
into the objective through the mediation of the
absolute* This purpose of evolution is being worked
out through these various races. But it must-be
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remembered that these phases of consciousness
are not to be seen merely in Root Races. They
are found in sub-races and even in branch-races

and their further sub-divisons in nations. From

individuals upwards in all the groupings of human
beings in provinces, in nations, in branch-races, in
sub-races and in root-races are to be seen these

phases of consciousness with their subjective, the
absolute and the instrumental. But the different

levels of consciousness seen in sub-races and in
other divisions remain under the dominant

influence of the psychological level of the Root
Race. The.rule is, every sub-division passes through
seven phases of consciousness only within the
sphete of the level of the consciousness of the
division just higher than itself. To be more clear,
a nation passes through seven phases under the
influence of the level of consciousness of a branch-

race, while a branch-race does this within the

dominance of a sub-race, which again remains
in the sphere of the Root Race.

Now to come to the consideration of vari-

ous races. We are told by Theosophy that there
are seven Root Races in a World Period. Of these,

four Root Races have already appeared on earth
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with all their seven-sub-races and even further sub-

divisions. The fifth Root Race is just now running
its course. The other races are still in the future.

We cannot consider in details all these races in

the scope of this book. For a fuller study of the
problem of races, we would request our readers
to go through the two small books of Prof. Mar-
cault viz. 'The Evclution of Man'and 4The Next

Step in Evolution,' We will see here the general
development of races with regard to the growth
of consciousness and just try to point out very
briefly how this Racial theory explains the story
of human evolution.

The First Root Race,which is termed the Polarian,
is one which flourished in the Eocene period of
geology, some 43 million years ago. We have no
historical or geological records of this race and
hence it is impossible to say much with regard
to it. Modern ethnology does not even know
the existence of this Race and it is in Occult inv-

estigations, in esoteric writings and in mythologies of
nations that we have to look for the information

about this race We do not know what were its

sub-races; \shat we are told is, that human bei-

ngs had no dense physical bodies and hence we
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tail to find any story of this race written on
records of the rocks. According to the table
races ( Chart C ) given above, we know
this Polarian Race must be on

Sensation or Perception level of conciousness-
Hence humanity in this race must be engaged
in forming sensations and building stable found^"
ations for its existence, for this race reflected
the infancy of mankind and learnt '

alphabets, of sensation and perception. ' We
told that the Eocene period was fall of great terres-
trial disturbances and this is but natural, fo**

sense impacts from these violent changes must:
gradually create stability of human existence*
which is the purpose of sensation, and therefore
of the first race One might say that this was
the c Mineral ' stage of humanity when
great climatic changes, volcanic eruptions, pressure *s *
floods, tides, heat, cold, rain etc. gave imp-
acts of diverse sensations to humanity.

infant of today is recapitulating the experiences
this Race in his life when he demands a variety of
strong impacts in the shape of sound and
colour. In the absence of any scientific data "to
prove our contentions, it is best to leave tlie



consideration of the First Root Race here.

The Second Root Race known as theHyperbor-
ean by Theosophy is also unknown to modern
ethnology. It must have flourished in the

Oligocene period of geology, some 26 million
years ago, a period full of luxuriant vegetation
and abundant floras. One might say that this was
the 'vegetable7 stage of humanity.In terms of consci-
ousness, this Root Race had its life concentrated in

Activity. Prof. Marcaultsays that this race is a period
of humanity when 'human life begins to organise its
body into a vehicle of active expression through which
it makes its influence felt upon its environment.'*
One finds that during this period there was a forma-
tion of regular human bodies from their jelly-like
states in the former period. The first activities
of human beings are to be seen here. The free
extensions of limbs in order to move about and

to catch things for eating are the most remarkable
features of this age. It seems vital bodily organs
must have been formed in this period. We also
find that human beings, having passed through
a variety of sensations during the first Root
Race, here show some signs of uttering a
language of sounds. This is clearly the stage of
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activity. We .know that a child when he enters
a period of activity does not require to be kept
in the atmosphere of sensations, he immedlatly*
recognises an image and tries to give some name?
to it in his broken and ta us indistinguishable
words. It is a language of sounds, as Madamer
Blavatsky calls it in her 'Secret Doctrine* (Vol. II),
It is this sound language that first appeared ir*
humanity during its stage of the Second Root
Race. Prof. Marcault says:-

g gathered a number of sense images off
the outer world during the first face period of
perception, the Second Race man now seizes upor*
those images and, impressing upon them the dynamics
power of his own life, uses them as means of expre-*-
-ssing his intentions.'1

The Third Root Race, called the Lemuriao.

Race with a humanity having for the first time?
dense physical bodies., began in the Miocene
period, some 18 million years ago and is known
to modern ethnology as the Black Race. Modern
sociology is not able to throw much light ora
this Black Race, not because we have no

# Evolution of Mart - Prof. Marcault.
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historical, geological and archaeol|
but because archaeological excavatic
done today mostly in Europe and to*
extent in Egypt and Palestine. When these

excavators will come to Africa, some parts of
Australia, Ceylon and Easter Islands and examine
the rock and other records to be found from their

hidden treasures, they will certainly be able to
tell us much more about this Race than they

have so far done. However, just today we cannot
go into details about this race, particularly because
we have no scientific data to substantiate Occult

assertions. This Race was on the level

of Emotion, as far as its consciousness is'
concerned. The remnants of this race are still

to be found in the primitive tribes of Central
Africa and Australia. When our sociologists have
made a thorough study of these primitive tribes,
they will be able to tell us about many of the
emotional traits of this Third Race. What we

know about it according to Occult sources
is, that the separation of sexes first appear-
ed in this period, which is a sure index
of its emotional quality* The study of their
spoken languages shows that there are remarkable
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traits of emotions to be seen in them. This

was almost an ' animal * level of humanity

and people did live very largely in proximity
of animals. Human beings in this race were truly
living a life of impulses. Not that they had no
mind, but this mind and its functions were still
subjective to them, and hence they could not
reflect upon or analyse the mind, while sensations
and activity were already objectivised and hence
had become instruments in their hands.We find
that the Lemurian invariably worshipped an Animal
God. If we study their religions, their rites, their
systems of classifications, their social institutions,
their social morality; in short, if we study the
whole Negroid civilisation we will find the emo-
tional level of human beings, comprising this
race, as expressed through their attempts at
establishing stable family lives, through their
simple agriculture for the nourishment of families,
through their group religion, through their inte-
rest in the miraculous movements of the stars,
through their association of family groups, through
their clan unity and its preservation against
foreign elements and through the permeation of
the idea of propitiating some God in all their
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dealings. For information on all these important
points, the reader is referred to the books of
Prof. Marcault himself.

The Fourth Root Race is known as the

Atlantean Race by Theosophy and modern ethno-
logy calls it the Red-Yellow Race. It flourished

in the Pliocene period, some 4 to 5 million years
ago, on the now sunken continent of Atlantis.
This race is still in existence and we find quite

a number of people belonging to it even
today, .From the standpoint of consciousness,
this race has its life concentrated on the

level of the Analytical Mind. Emotions,
activity and perceptions are its instruments,
while synthetic mind, intuition and will are still
subjective to the consciousness of human

beings living in this race. Of course, when we say
this, we mean the general mass of humanity in
this Race and not its outstanding personalities.
Now this Analytical Mind implies a Separative
Individuality and a keen intellect which is able
to analyse space i.e. is able to classify things and
have conceptions about space. Science in its
pure form is to be seen at this level. Man
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in his modern form appears in this age for in
the Lemurian period there was only an * animal

man." It is only in the Atlantean Race that we
see a man with mind as his absolute function.

It is here that we find humanity rising
above family conceptions and becoming nation-
ally conscious, although family still remains
the unit of a nation for it is this aspect of human
relationship that has been objectivised by per-
sons of this race. This race is again marked by
its practical outlook on life. When archaeologists
will carry on further excavations in Central
America, they are bound to come across
innumerable instances of this Analytical Mind.
The seven sub-races through which this Root
Race has passed are according to Thesophy as
follows:

Chart D.

1st. ... Rmoahals. 4 to 5 million years ago.
2nd, ... Tlavatli. 2 to 3 � � �
3rd. ... Toltecs. 1 tc 2 � � f>

4th. ... Turanians. 900,000 3,

5th. ... Semites. 850,000 � �
6ih. ... Akkadians. 800,000 �
7th. ... Mongoliars. 600,000 � �
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These seven sub-races have successively

passed through seven phases of consciousness but
within the sphere and influence of the Analytical
Mind, expressed through perception, activity
and emotion in the first three sub-races,

while the last three have Analytical Mind
using the descent of Social Sense, In*
taition and Will. The fourth sub-race of this

Root race i. e. the Turanian finds itself express-
ing the Analytical Mind in its truest sense. For
the purposes of understanding the psychological
traits of each of the sub-races of the Atlantean

Root Race, the following chart might prove
useful:

Chart E.

1st Sub-race, Rmoahals, Analytical Mind
concentrated in Perception.

2nd. Sub-race, Tlavatli, Analytical Mind
concentrated in Action.

3rd* Sub-race, Toltecs, Analytical Mind
concentrated in Emotion.

4th. Sub-race, Turanians, Analytical Mind
concentrated in Analytical Mind.

5th, Sub-race, Semites, Social Sense des-
"cending into Analytical Mind.
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6th. Sub-race, Akkadians* Cosmic Sense
descending into Analytical Mind.

7th* Sub-race, Mongolians, Divine Sense
descending into Anlytical Mind*

These are the seven stages through which
the Atlantean Race has passed and one might
say, come to the prefection of the Analytical
Mind in its Mongolian sub-race. We might very
briefly see what each of these levels implies.

The general charateristics of the Atlantean
race can be summed up thus; a fondness to
grow in - perfect state-order and stability, a
half-conscious allegiance to state-officials, a
religion of elaborate rules and regulations, a
birth of patriotism chiefly inspired by the glo-
ries of the past, a penetration of other countries
through commerce and finance5 a development
of formal and decorative arts and an emphasis
of political state over all other departments of
a nation.

Now the first sub-race, the Rmoahals, had,
as we have seen, its Analytical Mind expressing
through sensation-perception^ It means that
humanity at this stage was trying to seek a
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stability of thought or rather we might say that
human beings in this race were first becoming
conscious of their Minds, even as the first root
race gave a stability and consciousness of phy-
sical existence to human beings. We might say
that men and women in this race for the first

time knew themselves as really human beings,
quite distinct from animals. The remnants of
this race were found by Science in the Foor-
fooz or the Neanderthal Man and the Lapps
living in Alaska The distinguishing marks of
the Rmoahals must have been: a passive growth
under law and order, a blind obedience to state
regulations, a patronising feeling towards ani-4
mals, a beginning of the conception of T-ness,
a fondness for the company of men, an aspir-
ation to imitate outwardly the lives of past
spiritual teachers and an emphasis on the phy-
sical expression of every thought.

The second sub-race, the Tlavatli, expressed
its' Analytical Mind through Activity, as the
above chart shows. This means that after beco-

ming conscious of their minds, human beings
in this race attempted to understand the world
through their minds, especially by forming mental
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concepts and classifying the objects they saw
according to their qualities. We might say that
humanity first learnt the alphabets of thinking

* in this race. The representatives of this race were
discovered by science among the Cromagnards and
the Lake-dwellers of Central Europe. Patago
mans as also old Dravidians belonged to this race.
Human beings of this race were very tall
and long-headed and are known today as part
of modern man's direct ancestry. People of Pat-

agonia in South America, now politically divi-
ded between Chile and Argentine, belonged to
this race and were of an unusually large bodily
stature and this must have greatly facilitated
the expression of their vital and active urges.
The great physical vigour of modern Dravidians
of South India, who also belong to this race, is
probably due to their activity level. The
main characteristics of this race must have been

quick response to state orders, an ability
for strenuous and concentrated physical work, a
worship of God conceived as mighty in physical
prowess and huge in bodily siature, an obedience
to tribal lord, able to defeat others in battles, a

spirit 0f adventure, resulting in going to different
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lands for the sake of professions and commerce,
a fascination for bodily decorations and a skill
in warfare and an emphasis on manual labour in
order to keep up the superiority of man
over animals.

The third sub-race, the Toltecs, had its
Analytical Mind focussed in Emotions. The rep-
resentatives of this race are to be seen in the

modern American Indians The function of this

race was to objectivise emotion, not pure emo-
-tion like the Lemurians, but, emotion tinged

with the qualities of the Anatlyical Mind* We
have seen above that emotional stage corresponds
with animals in the ladder of evolution. And so

this sub-race expresses its mental concepts in
terms of animals. Pure mind is still subjective to
this race and hence one finds that whatever of

mind enters into this race has to remain within

the bounds of emotion. Hence we find an

element of magic in all their conceptions of life.
But one must not confound this race with the

Lemurians, for the descent of mind is quite
evident in this race. For example, their moral
and ethical concepts are more individualised
than that Off the Lemurians. It is said that in the
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religion of this race, individuals had a greater
share in its rites, nay, Prof, Marcault remarks,
" He has a personal religign; he prays and performs
rites, individually." This personal element is a
clear indication of the Analytical Mind. The
elaboration of religious organisations is also
indicative of Mind expressing through emotions,
for elaboration belongs to mind and religious
sentiments to emotion. One ought to study the
traits of the American Indians in order to trace

their Mind-Emotion level, as also the Peruvian
Civilisation through the excavations in Central
America* The Inca empire whose remains have
been found by modern excavators in Central
and South America, covered the whole of Peru
and extended npto a part of modern Bolivia
and Chile. It is said that the people of this

Empire worshipped the Sun-like modern
Parsees, a mark of their emotional level. Beauti-
ful palaces and temples unearthed show that this
civilisation must have been highly religious. The
Maya civilisation was also a characteristic period
of the emotional level of the Atlantean Race* The

chief characteristics of the Toltec race must have

been! a fondness for ancient religious and
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monastic atmosphere, religious sacrifices for the
propitiation of national gods, a great elaboration
of religions observances, a loyalty to King and
Chief as the incarnation and embodiment of

group consciousness, formations of groups as
units of society, a development of rhythmic and
melodious music and self-mastery in pain and
torture.

It must also be remembered that each sub-race

passes through seven sub-levels and that those pha-
ses of consciousness that are subjective also press
upon each race and influence particularly theif
SDeligions and appear as taboos. One cannot go
into details about all these in this book. Once

again we refer the reader to the books of Prof.
Marcault*

The fourth sub-race, the Turanian, is the

highest expression of the Analytical Mind. This race
is represented by Inland Chinese and Aztecs

who lived in Mexico when Spaniards invaded
that country. Pure Science must have made

its first appearance in this race. Ic is no
wonder that Confucious with his elaborate rales

and regulations of human conduct lived in this
Chinese race. We also know that the Chinese
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were the first human beings who knew the art
of paper-making. Extreme analysis of things
and space are the main characteristics of this
race. One should not confound the modern

Chinese with the inhabitants of this race, for the

former is a mixture of diverse races and perhaps

belongs to some other sub-level of this Race.
It is said that Astronomy was greatly studied by
the Ancient Chinese and the Aztecs also knew

much of this science, Astronomy is clearly the
science of space and it is natural that this race
found great delight in it. One must not forget
that Mind was still the Absolute with this race

and hence human beings in it could not utilise
Mind as an instrument for gathering experience-
If one studies the $reat Chinese Civilisation one
would unfailingly find good many evidences to
show that it was supremely at the level of separat-
ive Mind. The modern Chinese has kept up one
trait of this Analytical Mind in his practical
sense in business* The salient features of the

Turanian race are: a fondness for national atmos-

phere, a personal and aggressive pride in protecting
national traditions, an observance of a practical
religion of wordly success, of course
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within the limits of an ethical conduct, a great skill in
business and commerce, an establishment cf orga-
nisations for national solidarity, an extreme

care for the perfection of details in art and a con-
trol of political machinery by strong individuals.

The fifth sub-race, the Semites, represented
the descent of social sense in Analytical
Mind. We have seen that the consciousness
of the fourth sub-race was focussed in

the Analytical Mind with no restrictions over its
expressions. The lower three sub-races showed a

limitation of mind within the sphere perception,
activity and emotion. With the fifth sub-race,
we witness not a limitation of Mind but an

expansion o( it. In the Analytical mind is now
poured the waters of the social sense; but
this social sence is naturally coloured by the

Analytical mind in its process of expression. Apd
so Analytical Mind catches hold of social sense
which is subjective to the whole Atlantean Race,
but utilises it to its own advantage. We might
say that in this race Analytical mind is
sprinkled with social sense. The modern repres*

of this race are the Jews and the Ka-
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.byles. We know quite a lot about this Jewish
race and can discern in them even today many

©f the characteristics of Analytical Mind ins-
pired by Social Sense. We know that social
sense represents Internationalism, The Semites
or the Jews have exhibited this trait but curi-
ously enough their Internationalism has been
effected more by Finance and Business than by
a true sense of International Fellowship. This

narrowing down of Internationalism :is due to
the Analytical Mind level of the Atlantean Race

to which they belong. The characteristic of
this Fifth Sub-race is Individuality slightly tem-
pered by social sense. This race combines-
idealism with intensely practical outlook It
is said that we owe our banking systems largely
to the Jews, and it might be so, for this banking
represents a human activity in which the idea
of social usefulness is there but at the same

time it is intended for the benefit of individual

bankers and financiers. We know that the Jews
carried on money-lending on a large scale, for
thereby they satisfisd on the one hand their

conscience by believing that they were becom-
ing useful to society, while on the other hand
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they amassed money for themselves. This trait
is a clear indication of their Analytical Mind

level tinged by social sense and twisting the
inspiration of the social sense for the purposes
of the analytical mind. One need not enter into
detailed descriptions of this race for the following
enumeration of various features would serve the

earnest reader to understand the great Semitic
Civilisation. The characteristics of the fifth race

must have been: an adherence to national institutio-

ns, a ceaseless wanderings into different nations
for commerce and financial interests, a religion
based on law and an elaborate ceremonial with an

element of collective worship, a great develop-
ment of banking systems, an international asso-
ciation of widely distributed nationals, a practical

idealism expressing spiritual conceptions and an
emphasis on absolute freedom of economic
institutions from all political control.

The sixth sub-race, the Akkadians, represe-
nts the expansion of Analytical Mind into its
sixth level, the Intuition. Intuition descends into

Analytical Mind in this Sub-race and we
again find Mind sprinkled with Intuition* Now
Intuition represents Beauty, Spirituality, Dyna-
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mism, Immediate perception of things withotzt:
the process of reasoning, Relativity, Impersonality
of thought and love and many other traits. Oner
does not find Intuition in its purest form i»
this Sub-race, nay, far from its for Intuition in
its true sublimity can be seen only in the Sixtti
Root Race. Intuition descending in the sixth--
sub-race of the Atlantean Race is one which*

is twisted and coloured by the Analytical Mind-
And so we may find Beauty, but beauty that
is only formal, beauty in classification, in analysis
and perfection of details* We may find spiritu-
ality, but the notion of spirituality in this race
must be limited to the perception of Mind and
hence what appeals to reason is spiritual. This race
was represented by Phoenicians and Etruscans. It

is said that the Etrascans displayed great artistic
sense and they also possessed keen insight for
decoration and used gold, silver and other metals
for these purposes. It is herein that we see
the sixth level of the Analytical Mind expressed
in this race. This civilisation, it seems, excelled
in decorative arts, the translation of Iniuition in
the language of the Analytical mind. It is said
by some that Rome owed much to the Etruscan
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civilisation. This might be possible for Rome, as
we shall see later, represented the fourth level
of the Fifth Root Race and the Etruscans

being also in the Fourth Root Race quite possibly
have contributed to the greatness of the Roman
Civilisation. The study of the Etruscan civilisation
must prove very fascinating, for humanity today is
on the threshold of its new sixth sub-level as we

shall see in the course of the discussion of the Fifth
Root Race. The excavations of Sumer and

Akkad are bound to reveal very astounding facts
concerning this race. Archaeologists have already
surmised that the ancient civilisations of these lands

must have been very highly cultured. It is said
that the Phoenicians were a great commercial
community and were also colonisers-quite pos-
sible, for the analytical mind is reflected in her
commerce and the dynamism of intuition is seen

in her efforts at colonising. The Basques, living
in the provinces of Biscay, Alava, Gulpuzcoa
and Navarre in Northern Spain belonged also to
this race. They were a very vigorous people,
extremely independent-quite consistent with the
sixth level. But it is said that they were in-
tensely conservative, again in harmony with the



analytical mind which always respects the past
It is also remarked that their folk-dances are

even to day extremely interesting. Carthegenians
also belonged to this race and it is stated thait
Carthage was settled by the Phoenicians of Tyre
under the leadership of Queen Dido. They werfe
also very vigourous and their commerce spread
all over the then known world, the linking to-
gether of the world through commerce-surely an
example of analytical mind sprinkled with intui-
tion. The main characteristics of the Akkadians

are: a fondness for past cultural atmosphere of a
nation, an irresistible drive for bringing other
people uoder one national sovereignty, an extre-
mely individualistic religion based on logic
and reason, a rule of the intellegentzia, a faint
reflection of world unity through commerce and
an exchange of art creations, a personal and
dynamic element in art, particulary in dancing
and an emphasis on the advanced and the ex-

perienced guiding national affairs,

We come at last to the seventh and the

last sub-race of the Atlantean Root Race, called
the Mongolian Race. The Japanese, the Malayese
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the Magyars and the Eskimos are the representatives
of this race in our times. This race it must be remem-

bered is the culmination of the Analytical Mind,
for Mind in this race reaches to its greatest
expansion through the slight descent of Will or
Divine Sense. Will as we know means a power
of execution. It also means a mastery of cir-
cumstances. Will also implies perfection and
purposefulness. In the Japanese race We shall
find this perfection of the analytical mind when
they reach their racial summit. Japan will be
the fulfilment of the Atlantean Race through the
incorporation of all the best elements that character-
ised other six sub-races of the Fourth Root Race*

The Japanese combine within themselves these
features of the past races and also put their own
contribution into the development and expression

of the Analytical Mind. As for example, we find
that the Japanese have great sense of art but
their art has a symbolic expression as seen from
theif poetry containg only two or three lines
or from their paintings which exhibit this element
of symbolism. The symbolic element is represe-
ntative of will which remains free from all outer

limitations- It is said that the Japanese have
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another characteristic viz. of having only one
picture at a time in their drawing rooms. This
element explains their analytical level for the
analytical mind always wants to concentrate and
not to diffuse its attention. There is another

thing. The analytical mind expresses in terms
of politics or isolated nationalism. Japan that
way is an example of extreme nationalism. Japan
in a -way strikes the note of the Atlantean Race
by^showing forth Nationalism in its strongest phase.
We do not say that Japan's present-day nationa-
lism is the ideal or the highest form of it.
It must be remembered that Japan too passes
through its various sub-levels and hence even
its nationalism will find finer and finer expre-
ssions. But, at the same time it must be

borne in mind, that its nationalism will
always remain predominantly separative and even
when it assumes international charac-

ter, as it has done, its internationalism will
remain subservient to nationalism. The withdra-

wal of Japan from the League of Nations when
her national supremacy was challenged clearly
shows that she can never compromise with other

nations on the point of her nationalism. Her
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Imperialism is also a typically Atlantean Impe-
rialism, for the ]apansse are ill-suited to found
colonies and hence their idea of Imperialism is
simply annexation and not colonisation. It is
said that Japanese statesmen are trying their
level best to persuade Japanese nationals to
colonise Manchuria, but so for it has been of
no avaiL We believe that Japan can never become
an Imperial Nation like the British, for colono-
sation is the trait of the Synthetic Mind. Qne
can give numerous instances to show the psyc-
hological level of Japan. It is said that in Japan
there are volumes written on the art of

arranging flowers in vases in the drawing rocms of
the Japanese people. This is quite in harmony with
the race level, for it shows to what length of
analysis and classification Japan can go. Japan
is also regarded as the land of fashions, and
this is as it ought to be, for perfection of outer
form is the marked feature of Analytical Mind

tinged with will. The state worship, the highest
regard for state honour, the keen sense of business
and market-capturing, the respect foi past traditions,

growth of Capitalism through the subvention of
State» the considering of women as the property
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of man, etc. etc. show that Japan is really at
the level of the seventh stage of Analytical
Mind. We cannot enter into arguments to
prove this, since this is not a book on Racial
psychology, but there is no doubt that a detailed
study of Japan and other nations at the last
level of the Atlantean Race will amply repay the
labours done, for it will very clearly show that
the psychological key provided by Prof* Marcault
is so very remarkable that it opens all the doors
of civilisations. The failure of socialist rebellion

in Hungary and the absence of any socialist
movement in Japan are no mere accidents, for
both these countries are at the level of the Analy-
tical Mind and hence at the stage of nationalism,
and socialism can never fit into their psycholg-

ical framework. Any attempt to force Socialism
in these countries are bound to result in disaster,

for socialism essentially belongs to the race which
we are going to consider now. And so the distin-
guishing features of the Mongolian race are; a
self-conscious realisation of nationhood, a willing
sacrifice-for the protection of national honour,
a following of state religion, a perfection of
political machinery, an imperialism of annexation
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and conquest, a perfection in decorative and for-
mal art and a subordination of everything to
national and political interests,

Here ends our brief discussion of the Atla-

ntean Race. We have tried to show how the

Analytical Mind passes through seven stages of
its expression, each stage representing one of the
seven levels of consciousness. This discussion is

only illustrative and does not profess to be exh-
austive* Our only aim is to show how psychol-
ogical interpretation of races explains every phase
of civilisation. Those interested in the subject
must pursue it further and carry on their
own researches.



Chapter III.
Evolution in Aryan Races-Part

( First Four Sub-races.)

*'<«.this civilisation of the city as a state
you can leave out the element of slavery) one o
finest in the intellectual conceptions of society
it is possible to find. It was the splendid \
intellect-with the emotional side which ma<

worship beauty, and brought the arts to so I
point--that built up the wonderful fabric of th
state, and made the Athenian Citizen." *

Annie Besant-

We must now corne to the consider;

of the Fifth Root Race. This Race is knov

Theosophical terminology as the Aryan 1
while modern ethnology calls it the White 1
The main purpose of this Race is to objec
the Social Sense of humanity. Intuition and
are still subjective to this race, while anal

* "Brahmavidya"-" Annie Besant
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mind, emotion, activity, perception have become
instruments in its hands. When it is said that

modern civilisation, which is the Fifth Root Race

civilisation, is a mind civilisation, it is in a sense
correct, for mind is for the first time becoming
the instrument of experience and experiment
in the life of humanity. During the Atlantean
Civilisation, mind was absolute with human
beings. The Aryan Race for the first time
shows to man that he can use his mind

just as he pleases, even as he learnt to use
emotions, bodily muscles and sense perceptions
in earlier ages. "In this race man reaches the
level of the synthetic or higher (social ) mind."
says Prof. Marcault. Analytical mind can only
think in terms of concrete objects, while
synthetic mind conceives in terms of universal
principles that underly all concrete phenomena.
Analytical mind again can grasp the prop-
erties of space, while synthetic mind under-
stands the flow of vegetable and animal time,
Analytical mind perceives the particular
while synthetic mind is concerned with
the general. The former follows the inductive
while the latter the deductive process of reaso-
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nlng. The other factors of synthetic mind are its
adherence to social institutions and to philosophical
systems, its distribution of civic activities through
federal systems of governments, its proclamation
of the ideal of Duty and sacrifice as the highest
expressions of individual and social life, its drive

at forming organisations, associations and socie-
ties, its aiming at Internationalism, its faith in so-
cialism and collectivismjts conception of comrade-
ship between sexes, its loyalty to Democracy and
governments by the consent of the governed, a
development of applied science and its adoption of
machinery as a mode of production, its unification

of the world through economic activities and its
emphasis on the duties of citizenship above all

else* The Fifth Root Race through all its sub-races
and branch-races slowly objectivises this synth-
etic or social mind. We have such an immense

historical, ethnological and geological data before
us concerning this race, that'it is well-nigh im-
possible to condense the whole thing in few
lines or paragraphs or even pages. We shall
deal only with some of the most outstanding
leatures of this race and its sub-levels, just as
we did in the case of the Atlantean Race.
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There is one important thing with regard
to races that we might consider before we pro-
ceed to the discussion of the actual characteris-

tics of the Aryan Race. The sciences and the
arts to be seen so wonderfully developed in our
times were not entirely unknown to peoples of
the previous ages. In every race there are a few
individuals who are more advanced than average

human beings, those who belong to Mystery
Schools and learn what remains essentially

Esoteric to general mass of human beings. It
is these people, who have risen higher in their
individual levels of consciousness, that know

sciences and arts long before they are known to
other average human beings. When we say that
races in ancient times did know them, we mean

that it was known to persons in the Mystery
Schools^ to the Initiates and not to the race as a
whole. This fact should be understood in order

that no injustice may be done both to the

Seers of past ages and to the Scientists and
social reformers of present times. What the
former did was to understand these sciences and

arts owing to their individual growth, which was
far ahead of the racial evolution. What the
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latter have done is to make known to general
humanity what was hidden from them dues to an

incomplete growth of racial consciousness.

Now with the aryan race. We know very
little about the beginnigs of this race, and when
we say this, we mean that very little is known
to modern ethnologists about the early years
of this race. Occult sciences have thrown great

light on the beginnings of this race but since
we have relied largely on scientific data, we
will not take into consideration these Occult

investigations. The Aryan Race had its beginning
in Central Asia about 75,OCO B. C. and from
there, successive waves of migrations went
into different parts of the world. The various
de-viations from this Race went to India, Egypt,

Persia and Europe. The seven sub-races of the
Aryan Root Race are as follows:-

Chart F.

Hindu-began its separate existence*. 60,000 B.C.
Egyptian-Arabic � � 40,000 � �
Iranian � � 30,000,, ,,
Mediterranean � � 20,000 � ,,



Nordic J3 � 20,000 � �
Now appearing
Still in the future

From the above chart, we can see that the Aryan
Race has come upto its Fifth Sub-race and the
other two races are still to emerge on the world-
stage. This means that the objectivisation of
Synthetic Mind or Social Sense, which is the
particular function of the Aryan Race, has reach*
ed its fifth sub-level and other two stages of
the exteriorisation of the social sense still remain,

before humanity can pass on to the higher phase
of consciousness. In terms of Consciousness, vie

can classify the Aryan Race in the following
manner:

Chart G

1st. Sub-race-Hindu-Social Sense concen*

trated in Perception.

2nd. Sub-race-Egyptian-Arabic-Social Sense
concentrated in Activity.

3rd. Sub-race-^-Iranian-Social Sense

concentrated in Emotion.
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4th. Sub-race-Mediterranean-Social sense

concentrated in Analytical Mind.

5th. Sub-race-Nordic-Social Sense concen-

trated in Synthetic Mind.

6th. Sub-race-Now appearing-Cosmic Sense
descending into Social Sense.

7th. Sub-race-Future-Divine Sense descend-

ing into Social Sense.

We might declare without hesitation that
the history of the Aryan Race is written in the
above chart, for it is nothing but an expansion
of the above characteristics. What the Aryan
Race has done is simply to carry on the process
of objectivisation of the consciousness of syn-
thetic mind through the five sub-races and
its branch divisions as well as national sub-divi-

sions. We shall briefly note the process of this
objectivisation by passing through all the sub-
races in our discussions.

The first sub-race according to Occult
sources migrated into India about 18000 B, C.
The representatives of this sub-race are the
Hindus of India and they belong not only to
the First Sub-race but also to the Root Stock
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of the Aryan Race. This means that it conta-
ins within itself the seeds of the whole Aryan

Tree, as it will grow to its mighty stature in the
seventh Sub-race. And so when the devout Hindus

of India proudly declare that in their scriptures
is everything that humanity _,knows today, it is
in a way correct, for the whole future of the
Aryan Race is to be found, of course, in its see-

dlings in the Hindu Scriptures. But one must
not make too much out of this, for a seed is

not the whole tree. We might keep these seeds
in our treasury boxes and yet we will never

thereby perceive the grandeur of the fully grown
up tree, nor will the beautiful branches, charming
leaves, and delicious fruits come to our gaze* It
requires the talent, the patience and the scientific
knowledge of a .gardener to develop a tree out of
a tiny seed. Yes, India does possess the seeds
of the future growth of the Aryan. Race, but ins-
tead of preserving them she must pass them on
to the gardeners of the more advanced sub-races
of the Aryan Race, so that they, through
the application of their skill and science, might
nourish them and produce a great and an exqu-
isitely beautiful tree. That India lives, although
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other civilisations have perished, is because of
the fact that she being the Root Stock possesses
the seeds for the growth of the Aryan Tree and
till the Tree develops to its full height and
splendour, India will continue to live and distr-
ibute seeds which other nations must ever need

for their development* And so India need not
remain an enigma to sociologists and students of
history, for she has a place in the world civilis-
ation today, inspite of its seeming backwardness.
It is alway- the case, that the ideal of the first
sub-race is the fulfilment of the seventh. We

know that the forefathers of what science calls

the Neanderthal Man of the Atlantean Race

was first becoming conscious of his mind and
naturally wanted to become a man with a fully

developed mind. This ideal is today fulfilled in
the Japanese, for we see this race trying to
develop analytical mind to its greatest power. In
the same way the ideal of the Hindu will be
the realisation of the Seventh Sub-race man of

the Aryan Root Race. The Hindus^s we have seen,
represent, the first sub-race, hence their psycho-
logical position is: the expression of social sense
in sensations and perceptions. We might say
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that the Hindus represent the stage of evolution where
human beings are first becoming conscious of
social relationships. Being on the first stage, they
are not able to analyse this relationship nor can
they create new relationships. Realising themse-
lves as social beings, they have tried to seek
for social stability. Their social sense could
grow only within the framework of social stru-
cture supplied to them by the Founders of the
race. Again being on the Fifth level of race
consciousness, they always require some ideals
incarnated in their social structures. A mere

formal social edifice would not appeal to them,
Yet again, it is also true that India can respond to
social ideals only if presented within the framework l
of institutions to which she has been. accustom-

ed. Do not above sentences clearly reflect the
Hindu temperament, even today ? We do not
speak oft Tagores and Gandhis, Boses and Neh-
rus, we are referring to the common man and
woman of India. India's love for social structure

can well be seen from her tenacious adhere-

nce to caste system and to other social
customs under which she has remained for

the last so many ages. There is another very
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marked trait of Indians of rather of Hindus.

Being at the level of social sensations, the
common populace of India is tied down to social
environment, and invariably honours those
who can rise above its social environment,

although it is first shocked by such a behaviour.
The man who does something out of the normal
is greatly respected. The respect which India
gives to the yellow robes of Sanyasis is verily
an exhibition of this trait. We can only summa-
rise briefly the characteristics of the Hindus, their
elaboration must be left to readers themselves.

A tendency to grow only in a social structure
provided by forefathers, an allegiance to those
who can rise above social environment, a regard
for those of same social heredity, a minute

classification of social systems, an adherence to
ideals presented in a particular structure, a
conception of spirituality confined to physical
demonstration and outward signs and a complete
emphasis of social structural discipline on indi-
viduals. It might again be repeated, lest we
forget, that these traits apply to the average
Hindu and not to outstanding leaders. We are
dealing with mass psychology and not with
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individuals And if we study the whole Indian life,
we will perceive these features. India has adjusted
herself to various invasions, provided the invaders
kept her social structure in tact. It is also a fact
that a change of dynasties in Delhi did not at all

disturb the Indian masses living in villages and
this is due entirely to the above traits. Unfortu-
nately a lack of space does not allow us to
discuss India in fuller details. And so we will

pass on to other sub-races*

The second-subrace, the Egypto-Arabian,
had her consciousness focussed in the expression

of Social sense through activity. Ritualism is
one of the phases of Activity and we find this
predominantly in the case of Egyptians. With
the phase of Activity is associated, as we saw

in individual psychology, an element of obedience
and faithfulness to orders, given -ither by rulers,
generals or captains. It is not without significance
that '\rabs are reputed for their proverbial
faithfulness to their masters. We forgot to note,
that the first stage of sensation has its politico-
social institution in Theocracy, for people at
this level are asked to imitate what Divine Kulers
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and Preceptors do. The politico-social institution
of the second race is Feudalism and we know

that in this the relation of human beings is
that of master and servant. Feudalism has its

own heights which we at our level do not fully
understand. The servant willingly offering his
services and even his life to his master is surely

the pinnacle of Feudalism's glory. And such
indeed was the case in the most glorious days
of Egypt. To understand Egypt, we might here
briefly note some of the salient features that
characterised the second -subrace of the Aryan

Race. A willing adjustment to social
surroundings provided by a Feudal lord, a valiant
defence of the honour and prestige of the
master, a bond of love between the followers
of the same lord, a ceaseless competition between
the soldiers of a tribe in order to excel each

other in bravery and in winning favours of the
Feudal lord, an association of tribes against
the invasion of foreign ideals and institutions, a
flawless observance of ceremonials and a

domination of powerful individual chieftains and
generals. These and such other are the marked
features of the second sub race which clearly
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show in its history the expressions of social
ideals in activity. The restless nomadic habits of
the Arabs are also a reflection of this activity level*

The very art of Egypt, as also its pyramids, show
man's active domination over nature. We also

know that the Egyptians were great alchemists
and this was due to the fact that the Mystery

Students who were versed in Chemistry taught
them this art and it is not wrong to say that
practical Alchemy learnc by average Egyptians
was an active expression of Chemistry. Such
instances can be multiplied, but it must be left
to earnest readers to study Egyptian history
and tally its discoveries with the Active expre-

ssion of social ideals, which is the level of
t, in terms of Consciousness.

And now we come to the Third sub-race,

the Iranian, which flourished largely in , Persia

and Chaldea. The psychological position of this
race is, its expression of social ideals or synthetic
mind in terms of emotion. We must here

remember that this race stands in a position
where it has already objectivised social percep-
tion and social activity, while mind, social
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its consciousness Now what does the concentra-

tion of synthetic mind in emotion mean ? It
means extreme fondness for hereditary social
influences, a devoted obedience to religious

preceptors and rules given by them, a great
fidelity to family ideals ond honours, a domination
of religious over temporal power or the superio-
rity of Church over State, a sense of fellowship
and charity for fellow-religionists, a fascination
for mysticism and a permeation of rel'gious
sense in daily life. Their emotional level is also

seen very transparently through their romance
and poetry, specia-ly love-lyrics. It was not an

accident that they were supplied with a fine,
romantic natural scenery. It was in these natural
surroundings that they could easily develop their
emotional traits of love and sacrifice. If one

studies their love-literature, it will be abundantly
plain that it is more rich than the literatures of

other countries, specially in its romantic elements.
The key-note of this civilisation is purit}^ a

clearly emotional trait, while that of the second -
subrace was fidelity, which contains an element
of obedience, of willing allegiance, a mark of
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activity. The First sub-race, Hindu, had and still
has her civilisation built on Duty, for Duty alone

can stabilise social relationships. The Persians, and
the modern Parsees too, are a race of great
family affections. Their great fondness for
Astrology is due very largely to the subjectiveness
of mind and hence an inability to analyse
causes arid effects. This stage is characterised
in politico-social institutions as the stage

of Monarchy, a hereditary Monarchy, because
of the attachment of sanctity to the family in
which ancient Monarchs were born. Even

historically this is true, if we trace the evolution

of poiltical institutions, for out of the diffeient
Feudal Lords was created a Monarch, who

defeated the former and established his sovereign-
ty. Thus do we see that Monarchy is not an
off-shoct of economic conditions,, as is said by

Materialists, but a natural development of the
emotional consciousness of a race. An emotional

stage needs a hero and can worship only a
person-not a principle. This worship of person
is reflected in its political institutions also.
Limited monarchy is the goal of all political reform
at this stage, and this demand has always arisen
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where monarchy has lost its prestige in papular
eye. Personal element predominates over all
other things-this is the key to the understanding
of the Third sub-race, and also its remnants
of today.

We then eome to the Fourth Sub-race, the

Meditarranean or the Celtic or the Alpine, which
is the Analytical Mind expression of Social
Sense. The Latin peoples of today are the
representatives of this race in our midst. We
have seen above that a sub-race is divided into
its branch-races also and we will have to note

various branch-races of this Alpine race in OUT
present discussion, But before we do so, let us

consider the general features of this race. A
great regard for formal perfection and hence for
beauty of form, an interest in intellectual gymna-
stics, a polytheistic conception of God finally
developing into One Creator, the growth of
logic, astronomy and geometry, as sciences of
space-analysis, a precision and clarity in
expressions, a puritanic conception of spiritual
behaviour, as evidenced from Stoics and a

domination of political state over church and
all other human activities-these are the general



characteristics found in the whole sub-race.

In politico-social institutions this is a period of
plutocracy, the dictatorship of Property. The
key-note of the whole Celtic civilisation can be

Summed up in one word^Liberty or more truly

Political Liberty. Through various phases, the
Celtic Sub-race sounds this note of Political

Liberty and, resulting from that, Nationalism,
"which again is the trait of the analytical mind.
This race teaches humanity the sanctity of
Law. Law, Property, Polytheism, Nationalism,
Formal Beauty, Sciences of space, Clarity of
language, Stoicism and State supremacy-these
are some of the striking features of this sub-race.
Let us note the various sub-divisions of this

race. The various Branch-races can thus be

tabulated with their psychological indexes:

Chart H.

1st. Social thought expressed through
Perception-Not to be traced. (5~4-l)

2nd. Social thought expressed through
Activity-Pre~Greeks. (5-4-2)

3rd. Social thought expressed through
Emotion-Greeks. (5-4-3)
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4cb. Social thought expressed through
Analytical Mind-Romans. (5-4-4)

The Fifth Branch-Race is further divided into

national groupings and so we shall tabulate the
Fifth Branch Race as follows:

Chart I.

1st. Social thought expressed through*
synthetic perception-Not to be traced. (5-4-5-1).

2nd. Social thought expressed through
synthetic activity-Not to be traced. (5-4-5-2).

3rd. Social thought expressed through
synthetic emotion-Italians. (5-4-5-3)*

4th. Social thought expressed through
synthetic analysis-French. (5-4-5-4).

5th. Synthetic ideals descending into social
thought-Spanish. (5- 4- 5-5).

6th. Synthetic Intuition descending into
social thought-Irish* (5-4-5-6).

7th. Synthetic Will descending into social
thought-Not to be traced (5-4-5-7)*

The Sixth and the Seventh Branch Races

are not yet traced and hence a mention

o£ only five Branch races. This makes the study of



the Celtic Race intensely complicated, but for
those who have followed the discussion of races

so far and have grasped the workings of the
principles of Prof. Marcault, it should not be
difficult to understand the above descriptions of
branch and nation races. It is impossible to
elaborate these descriptions in this book. We
shall however very briefly consider the Greeks,
the Romans and the four nation races of the

Fifth Branch Race*

The racial index of the Greeks is 5-4-3, 5

standing for the Root Race, 4 for the Sab-race
and the last 3 for the Branch Race. It means

that the Greeks expressed social thought through
emotions. One ought to find the characteristics
of 5-4-3 combined together in the civilisation
of Greece, Organisation of religion into indi-
vidual cults is the reflection of this psychology
of the Greeks. Formal art taking the shape
of personification of Gods and heroes and
lyrical poetry with special metres for each type
are also instances of this same type. Greece
rising to a great Artistic peak is due to the
perfection of form incarnating in the emotions
of the people; human emotions, as it
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Were, are transplanted into sculpture and
poetry. The Greek statues are an admiration

of the world even today because they are perfect
to the minutest detail of bodily form and at
the same time reflect human emotions and

impulses* It is in the psychological level of the
Greeks that the key to this greatness in art
must be found-and in no other theory*

The Romans were a little higher in psycho-
logical growth than the Greeks, for theif index
number is 5-4-4, which means the expression
of social thought in analytical conceptions. The
genius of Romans in evolving legal systems and
political machineries is entirely due to 'this*
Europe has built her legal systems very much
on the model of Rome. In Roman politics we
know that there was absolutely a property
franchise and the whole srate apparatus was
controlled by slave-owners, the plutocrats of
those days. This is due to the analytical or
the lower mind level of Rome. If Rome could

not succeed in her empire building it is because
of the fact, that she was yet at the level of

analytical mind, while empire building and colo-
nisation are the traits of the Synthetic Mind of the
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whole Aryan Race. The failure at empire building
appeared because this Root Race synthetic mind

had to work under the limitations of the analytical
mind of the Romans. Further than this it is not

possible to go into the history of the Romans*
But those who read history from this psycho-
logical standpoint must find Rome's 5-4-4 in
all her activities, whether religiousi political,
social, economic or spiritual. Romans must bs

regarded as the typical Meditarraneans, for in
them the Celtic Race rises to its greatest and

sublimest height.
We will now hurriedly go through the

Italian, the French, the Spanish and the. Irish

peoples, who belong to the sub-divisions of the
Fifth Branch race of the Fourth Sub-race of

the Fifth Root race. For the sake of brevity,
we will call them by their index numbers. The
Italians belong to the 5-4-5-3 race. It means
that they express their social thought through

synthetic emotions. We might say that they
express Celtic consciousness through Persian
traits, they are, as it were, Persianised Celtics.
Their devotion to past heroes, the existence
of limited monarchy, the supremacy of Muso-
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lint's personal genius-"Fascism, not for exf
shows that it is based more on a person;
than on principles-the halo of romance

splendour which Musolinis personality ah
manifests, his kingly pomp, his usual war orati
which keep the impulses of Italians at a cc
derable pitch and such other modern charac

sties present in the Italian life are lar
representative of this psychological index of
Italians. Fascism, autarchies and isola

nationalisms are becoming very commor
Latin countries and it is because all of tl

stand on the same general psychological in
so far as Analytical Mind is concerned.

The French have 5-4-5-4 as t

psychological index, which means that t
social thought is expressed through synth
analysis. They are essentially a race of cl:
and precision. It is a fact that language is

special feature of social sense, for it is lang
that makes social relationships possible.
we find that the French language has
qualities of the analytical mind, becaus
possesses remarkable traits of precision. ]
the Romans, the French too are remark
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typical Celtics. Rome gave law and political
theories while it must be said that France has

sounded the true note of the Celtic Race in

her unfurling the banner of nationalism and
political liberty. Analytical mind represents
a revolt against traditions and it is here that
we have to seek for the understanding of the
social upheaval that appeared in France and
known to us as the French Revolution, That the

upheaval was not merely political, but also social,
is due both to the index number of its branch

as well as Root Race, but that this social

upheaval ended merely as a political revolution
is because of the Lower Mind level of the

French. France started with the cry of Liberty,
Equality and Fraternity but we know that the
last two vanished into thin air while the first

resulted in granting freedom to plutocrats,

the bourgeoisie, that were rising in social impor-
tance. What the French Revolution gave in political
reform was a Plutocracy, euphemistically called
political democracy. But France could not have
played a role other than this, for tte French nation
could not think beyond nationalfera and politics.
The centralised system of UorefKWient prevalent



n France is typical of its analytical level,
diffusion and distribution of political
nto various units is a feature of the syntheti
Tiind.The French are again known for their fashion:
t is not \vrcng to say that France is tli
Fashion-dictator of Europe and this is becautf'
}f formal art and decorations which ar

jroductsofthe Analytical mind, France's politie
;an be summed up in one sentence' " Nations

ecurity and safeguard against German attack.'
ler position in the League of Nations an<
er mutual defence pacts with various nation
f Europe show very clearly that Nationalisn
f the very extreme kind is guiding her. Anc
et her nationalism differes from Japan,, foi
Vance, inspite of everything, has her Root Rac-
idex five and hence her rabid nationalism is
!so tinged by International outlook. We must

ave the French here and proceed further with
e consideration of other nations.

The psychological index number of Spain
5-4-5-5 which implies that social thought

is permeated social ideals of Spain. Spain is
ally a very queer nation, very unstable in its
stations. The key to this question lies in
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fact, that social idealism of Spain has to remain
confined within the limitation of the analytical

mind, which is the stage of the sub-race to
which it belongs. And so, one finds invariably
in Spain that social ideals take the form of
un-co-ordinated actions, either of single indi-

viduals or of separate parties. We know that
analytical mind level is a level of strong individuality
and this individuality expressed through social
institutions takes the form of anarchism. We

have noted above, that Socialism is the economic
doctrine of the Synthetic Mind Now Spain is

psychologically at a level of imbibing socialist
ideate, but the difficulty is, that these socialist
ideals are forced to remain within the limiting
sphere of analytical mind, that is, within the
sphere of individual anarchism* And the position
of Socialist movement in Spain is really this,
for we do not find a well co-ordinated and

organised socialist movement in Spain, on the
contrary, there are anarchist tendencis in it,
G. D. H. Cole mentions in his "Review of

Europe today": ''Spanish Socialism has shown
from the outset strong tendencies towards
Anarchism/' One will not wonder if Fascist
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forces are victorious in Spain, for a Fascist
revolution is essentially a Property revolution
and Spain, being largely moulded by the analytical
mind level cf the sub-race to which it belongs,

will have to yield to controllers of Property.

We believe that Spain will have to pass through
numberless upheavals, for social ideals will always
claim preference and they will be put down by
the analytical mind.

The Irish represent the sixth level of the
fifth Branch race of the fourth Sub-race of the

fifth Root Race, its index number is 5-4-5-6.
It means, a feeling of human unity enters the
social thought of the Irish. Strong individuality
is really the main trait of this race, for

while analytical mind represents the lower pole
of individuality, intution represents the higher*
It means that racial ideals of the

Irish, guided by lofty individualism* have to
remain confined within the walls of the analy-

tical mind Like Spain, one again finds a mode
of anarchism in Ireland, but this is different
from Spanish anarchism. We cannot enter into
this discussion here. But the whole Sinn-

Fein movement of Ireland had anarchist
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tendencies in it and it is through this that
Ireland has won her Freedom. Again her constant
quarrels with Britain are also very largely due
to this* Her, nationalism though separative
is not like France. For, Ireland can think in
terms of British Commonwealth, bat within this
Commonwealth she demands greater individual
freedom* Ireland is a very fascinating study, for
here we find 4,5 and 6 acting and counter-acting
and ultimately yielding to 4. Ireland- appears a
very advanced nation because of her intuition
which helps her to make friends with all nations
and yet she remains utterly isolative because of
her lower mind, due to which she takes very
little part in international politics. She has
practically remained unaffected by Socialism
and this is also becau-e of her 4 and b. It is

possible that Ireland might play an important
part in world-affairs, now that a new and sixth
sub-race is developing in America and Ireland
has truly immense interests in that Land and

ofles her freedom very largely to the intervention
of the American Government. But that is a question
of the future with which we are not coaccrued
here*



Chapter: IV.
Evolution in Aryan Races-Part-II.

[ The Nordic Race. ]

"Not until the appearance of the Fifth Sub-
race is the pure higher mind consciousness expressed
and not even then, until its fifth sub-division

reaches its fifth phase. Nevertheless, t/ie Sub-race
as a whole, including the peoples of Germany,
Holland, Britain and Scandinavia, all show a
marked development of synthetic mental processes." .&

We now come to the Fifth Sub-race of

the Aryan Race, the race which is known as
the Teutonic or the Nordic Race. This race,

it tt>usa be said is the real?height of the Aryan
Rcice for it fsjchclcgically repiesents Sccial
Sense concentrated in Synthetic Mind, or in
other words it is this race which lives the most

through its social sense, for social sense is abso-
lute both with the Root vRace and the Nordic

* " The Next Step in Evolution/' Prof. Marcault.
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Sub-race. Social sense is alone the window

through which this race looks at the world.
Analytical Mind, Emotions, Activity and Percep-
tion are its instruments and are used for the

furtherance of Social Sense, while Intuition and
Will which descend into it through subjective
realms are also moulded by it for the nourish-
ment of the social sense, or the synthetic

mind or social ideals. The politico-social
institutions in which this race finds interest are

Democracy and Socialism. It is the function of
the fifth sub-race to establish Democracy in
the world, not a mere political democracy
but social democracy too, and hence*Democracy
and Socialism must remain together, each
without the other must feel incomplete. The
predominance of economic problems in this

race are natural for they are all leading the world
to Democracy and Socialism. The fundamental

characteristics are: Humanity living under the
influence of social ideals, formation of organi-
sations and associitions to give utterence to
these ideals, a feeling of nearness between the
nations of the world due to econo nic and s jcial

relationships, a development of machinery and
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applied sciences, establishment of Responsible
Goven ments and applications of economic
plannin -, individual freedom in religion compatible
with social morality, acceptance of international
control over national sovereignties and such
other features. The special key-note of this
race is Fraternity and the rice through its
branch-races and other national divisions and

through various experiments is trying to realise
this ideal of Fraternity. One finds the existence
of this iieal even in its social institutions.

Marriage is not a one-si led affair in the
interests of the sterner sex but is becoming a
comradeship for mutual experience between the

sexes. Woman has as much right as man in
politics, economics, social affairs. Political
franchise is granted to women and legal dis-
abilities are being removed. In short, woman is
not a property of man, as during the era of
analytical rnind, the Fourth Root Race, but is
a friend, a comrade, a partner of man. In

literature this idea of fraternity is again to be
seen, for in novels and dramas, in poems and
short stories it is the human element that

remains predominant. In literature, divisions
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between man and man are fast disappearing
and the masses are assuming great importance,
and this is due more to the zeal of fraternity
than to any under-estimation of other class of
human beings. In politics, we find parties based on
various political ideals being formed and assuming
the reins of government In economics, the
unrestricted individualism of analytical mind age
is being replaced by co-operation and social
control. In religion, the glorification of God and
the following of individual conscience are being
relegated to the background and service of man
is becoming the most impelling force behind
religious idealism. The conception of man
as a social emity> vaguely felt by the first
sub-race of the Aryan Root R^cejs finding its
objectivisation in ihe Nordic Race of today. We
will watch the process of gradual objectivisation
of this social sense through the Branch-Races
of this Sub-race. We must remember that only
five branch-races are known to us and hence

no mention is made of the sixth and the seve-

nth branch-races in the following table:
Chart J.

1st. Branch-race represented by the Sla*
vonic, the Croat and the Slovak*
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2nd. Branch-race represented by the
Prussians, the Letts and the Lithuanians.

3rd. Branch-race represented by the Germans
and the Anstrians.

4th* Branch-race represented by the Dutch
and the Frisians.

5th. Branch-race represented by the
Anglo-Saxons.

The psychological characteristics of the
above branch-races can be understood from the

following chart:
Chart K.

1st*..Social Ideals exprsssed through Perc-

eption.

2nd...Social Ideals expressed through Ac-
tivity.

3rd-..Social Ideals expressed through-
Emotion.

4th-...Social Ideals expressed through Anal-
ytical Mind.

5th.,,,Social Ideals expressed through
Synthetic Mind.

The First Branch-race has its index 5-5-1,
and, as from the above table, it expresses social
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ideals through perception or structure
and stability. We might say that this race is
becoming conscious of its social ideals and tries to

adjust itself to structures appropriate to them.
The common mass of humanity in this race,
being on the sensation level, cannot evolve a
social structure and so it must be left to some

outer agencies. One might compare this race
to an idealistic young man who feels the imp-
elling force of ideals within him aud remains
constantly bathing in the sunshine of his ideals,

but does not know how to give an expression to
them. Wherever he sees an expression of
his ideals, he relishes them and wants to

remain adjusted to them* We know that human
beings at the level of sensation are not at all
mobile, hence they can accept social ideals ©nly
when presented in a particular structure. Herein
this race bears resemblance to the Hindu Race

which is the first sub-race of the Aryan Root
Race. But there is a difference too, for the

Hindu Race has become conscious only of the
sociability of man's nature and hence has tried

to seek structural stability ici order to grow
under an atmosphere of social ralationshipsr as
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provided by Mana. The first branch race of the
fifth sub-race of the fifth Root Race is seeking
structural stability in order to grow under the
atmosphere of social ideals. And this is a great

difference for here human beings want environment
appropriate to the growth of social ideals. What
this means will be understood when we take instances

from the lives of nations belonging to this Branch-
race. We have seen that the Slavonic, the Croats
and the. Slovaks belong to this Race. It means
that the peoples of Eastern Europe and more
particularly of Russia, Bulgaria, Poland, Czecho-
slovakia, Yugoslavia, Silesia, Bohemia belong
to this race. It is indeed a vast sea of humanity.
To show in detail the characteristics of all these

nations is really impossible. It is also to be
borne in mind that although all these nations
belong to the first branch-race of the fifth sub-race,
their sub-levels must be different. Although all
are at the stage of sensation, these sensations
ought to be expressing through either of the seven
phases of concsiousness and to trace all these

would require a volume. So we might illustrate
only the principal traits. The Russian Revolution
of 1917 which introduced socialist structure of
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society in Russia is clearly a vindication of our
assertion that it stands on rhe l^vel of the first

Branch-race of the fifth sub-race. For Russian

masses above all else wanted a social structure under

which they misht feel themselves secure. No doubt,

they had adjusted themselves to the cruel
oppressions of the Tsar, but owing to a permea-
tion of new sccial id als, they craved for a
new social basi^. But the masses of themselves

could not create this and hence a necessity

for a Party creating such a structure; just as
Theocracy had given a structure to India, so
has the Communist Party given a new social
stability for the ideals of Russian masses. The
Russians have very well adjusted themselves to
a new structure, although there are many
unhealthy features fo1 lowing the New kegime
in U-S.S-R' We will not enter into the discussion

of these features, we only want to drive the
fact that Russians cm adjust to any social
structure given to them, provided it does not
run counter to th^ir ideals. Sjciilis'n in its

structural form is Rus-ii's contribution to the

world* Beyonl this it is impossible for Russit

to give* Let structural stability, embodying their
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ideals, collapse, let it become less rigid and
Fussian HL.ES^S will stand confused. Russia has

shown the v.orld the first picture of Socialism
and it is natural that the latter should be

fascinated by it. Whatever Russia does is just
to make the outlines of this picture more clear.
We ^hall see later while talking about the
destinies of Russia, where her rulers are
crossing the psychological limits of the country.
The great attraction of the Russian experiment
to Incia is really due to the affinity of stability
and structure vlkh be th these nations

npiesent. Russia attaches great importance to

social ideals, expressed through social
structures. Hence their very definition of

socialist chancre implLs structural change. We
know that the Communist Party has to keep up
the morale of the people by * Shock-Brigades, '
and -what does this mean ? It shows that Russian

masses will do what other more advanced people
show in their lives. Imita'iDn is rtally the most

effective method of exacting work from those
at the Itvel of sensation 'and the Communist

Party has realised this necessity. The Commu-
nists trifcd to brtak family lives in Russia and
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the results are too well-known to all of us-

Here they demanded of Russum masses some«

thing that they could never give. Fur Russia
is at the sensation level and it can never forego
hereditary family influences for the sa've of
social ideals- That is the limit in which social

ideals can remain and any attempt to break
these influences must fail* This failure again shows
the psychological level of the Russians. Material
stability as an incentive to work even under

most autocratic regime shows Russia's level of
sensation, for nations higher in psychological
levels would never consent to work simply
because there is economic stability, they would
need some more incentives. Again, Russia's
Socialism is brought by an appeal to
material happiness, the whole nation applauded
this appeal for thosa who live in sensations
can evolve a philosophy compatible with physical
happiness. The lack of initiative in Russia is
really a sufficient proof of this contention.
Russia is today fed by the Party, it moves at the
orders of the Party, it worships the Party, it is
taught by the Party, it accepts the philosophy
of the Party, it believes in the religion of the
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Party and it is completely dorrinated by the
Party? *vhat is tHs except the fact that Russia
stands at the level of sensations \ We will not

go in gr< ater detail about Russia but say only

one thing, It 13 being said by some people that
India can follow into ihe footstep-' of Russia. What
roes our psychological interpretation say on
this point \ It says that between India and Russia
there is a wide gulf of four sub-races and
several of its branch and nation races. The

masses of India can never achieve what

Russia has done, for if they do this then the
whole racial thtory is false. But just as every

country has evolved its own methods, so will
India evolve her own. India is at the level of sens-

atioi s of social structure, while Russia enjoys
the position of sensations of social ideals. During
the period between the first sub-race of the Aryan
Rao and the first branch race of the Nordic Race,

humanity has not only become quite concious
of social relationships but has learnt to organise
and associate, to develop an international fellow-
ship, to produce applied sciences, to dream of
social ideals. Again Russia could never have
passed through a socialist revolution merely at
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the behests of a party> she required an outside agency
and this came in the shape of a war which
shattered the then existing social structure. It was

this that led Russia to evolve a new social basis,

This element has to be completely understood
while dealing with nations at ssnsation levels,
for they will adjust to new environment and
even try for its inception only when they find
that the old structure no longer exists. Those
who are trying to bring socialism in India on
the model of Russia must grasp this fact and gra-
dually try to create a new social structure, so that by

imitation masses will adjust themselves to new soc-
ial conditions. To bank upon a war to shatter social
structure in India is hopeless. Nor is complete shatt-
ering necessary, for humanity at the level of sensa-
tion evclves by imitation and riot by incitement
to action. There is another way by which
people at the stage of sensation evolve and
that is through shocks, either natural or social,
over which they have no control. In contrasting
India with Russia, we have digressed a little
from our main discussion, but that was necessary,
To note the characteristics of Russia, we

might say that she has great affinities for
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structures that embody her ideals, even more
than the ideals themselves, has a tendency to
progress by imitation of those who represent
her ideals, has an ability to adjust to aoenviron-
ment supplied by any strong and overpowering
agencies, has a nature of depending too much
on state and goverament guidance, has an
inclination of basking in the sunshine of ideals,
rather than immediately start putting them into
practice, has an attraction for only that religion
which offers a future heaven (it is because of this
that she showed loyalty to such religion in the
times of the Tsar and is showing interest now in the
revolutionary paradise that is offered to her, for
Russians can think in terms of ideal atmosphere
and hence an attraction towards heaven)

and finally miracle dominates her life, miracle
either natural, or more particularly social, and
hence she looks with favour to the revolution which

has seemed to her a veritable miracle. This

is the psychology of the Russian masses, not of
their Stalin or Kaganowitch. After the Russian
Revolution, it seems Russia has risen to a
higher sub-level of its sensation stage. But we
cannot enter into a discussion of the detailed history
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o£ this country. The very fact that Russia is settling
down to a new social adjustment rather than
usher in revolutions in other lands, which it was

said by Communists, to be the main task of

Russia, shows clearly her level of sensations.
Russian Revolution, its victories and failures
can be written from this psychological point of
view. For the present we must end here*

We have seen that the countries of Eastern

Europe belong to the first branch-race of the
Nordic Sub-race. One remarkable characteristic

of sensation is that it lives on agricultural
economy, one might say a pre-feudalist agri-
cultural economy of peasant proprietorship* And
we find that all the countries of Eastern

Europe are living in these economic conditions.
But there are various stages of sensation that
are represented by the first branch-race. For
example, it seems Poland is on the activity

level of sensation as seen from her past history,
which shows that she could never adjust well
with Russia as also from strong military
dictatorship of Pilsudski under which
Poland remained after the war. We



surmise that Bulgaria represents the emo-
tional level of sensation, as is apparent from
the limited monarchy which rules this country*
It is said that Bulgaria is following the Orthodox
or the Greek Church with strong influences of
Roman Catholicism-not unlikely in an emotioal
country. We cannot illustrate instances from
all the countries of the first branch-race for

lack of sufficient space at our disposal We
might only note here that in Czechoslovakia
and Yugoslavia the Agrarian parties are holding
reins of Governments, which is quite consistent
with the sensation level of these countries. We

presume, Yugoslavia is a country psychologically
on the synthetic mind level of sensation, and
our presumption is due to the fact that de-
centralisation of governmental functions forms

a very important element in her politics.
Monarchical, military, party and personal
dictatorships in vogue in all the countries of
Eastern Europe are largely due to the
sensation level on which all of them remain,

for the masses at this level always move when
pushed by some outer agencies since they lack
initiative. It is not contended that all the
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elements in these dictatorships are good, but
that is not the point here. Where these dictator
ships could be improved upon can correctly
be said after studying in full the psychological
levels of the masses that live under them.

Dictatorships are not necessary in the form in
which they exist today-but a rule by a party
which clearly knows what it wants to achieve

is certainly quite inevitable for these synthetic-
mind-sensation-level countries. Our readers now

know fairly well the characteristics of synthetic
mind and also of sensation, and so they can,
through their own studies, find out the tendencies

of the Eastern European countries and tally
them with our psychological formulas.

And now we come to the second branch-race of

the Teutonic Sub-race. The function of this race

is to objectivise social ideals through activity. It
is Egypt and Arabia on a higher level, just as
Russia is on a higher level compared to India.
The Prussians, the Letts and the Lithuanians
represent this branch-race in our midst. Peoples
living in Prussia, the Baltic States and Lithuania
are clearly on the activity level of social ideals.
About Prussia much need not be said to
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prove the above contention, for it is known for
its militarism and feudalism. The military

dictatorship of Von Papen even as late as 1932
shows that Prussia is a fertile ground for all
sorts of military coup-d?~etat Prussia is really
feudal and it is because of her influences that

Germany was handicapped in her process at
centralisation, although Hitler has achieved this
and the reasons for this success we shall see

while discussing Germany. But it is in the
nature of feudalism to continue the overlordship

of separate barons and it requires a strong monar-
chy to achieve centralisation. The role of

Prussia in the affairs of Germany is thus feudalistic,

quite consistent with activity level. Again
in Germany all political adventurers, even Hitler,
have found support from Prussia, and this can

be explained only on the .ground of Prussia's
activity level. .In Finland, Estonia and Latavia,
which belong to this branch-race, we know
-that Baltic Barons have played a very prominent
part, so far as their pclitics and economic
policies are concerned. In Lithuania's history,
one invariably finds the element of activity very
predominant Her great period of glory was
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during the 13th. Century when she was a Grand
Duchy. In the sixteenth century she was united
with Poland, an activity-level nation, as noted
above. After the Russian Revolution, her valiant

defence of her own independence inspite of
Polish attacks shows the vigour of this nation.
At present hostility to Poland is the guiding
doctrine of her politics, just as fear of Russia
guides Latavian politics. The military coup-d'-
etat and the later government of Prof Valde-
maras, which entirely depended upon military

support, show unmistakably the power of the
military in this country. These traits amply
illustrate the activity level of these nations. The
expression of synthetic mind through activity
means, a rule by military party, a spirit of rest-
less activity for the achievement of social

ideals, a loyalty to military generals for
the realisation of social ideals, disintegrating
tendencies in political machineries; strength
outweighing other factors in social as well as
political and economic spheres, a language and
literature essentially of action, a great prepond-
erance of ceremonials in religious life and an
existence of miEtary honours and granting^ of
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1 Orders f-*-~these and such other factors must

be discernible in the lives of the peoples of
these nations* The worsening of their political
and economic conditions tends to make them

more restless and active, for that is how these

nations learn to objectivise their active urges,

Difficulties are their teachers, just as shocks
are the teachers of the sensation-level nations.

We will now consider the third branch race

of the Teutonic Sub-race. The third race psy-

chologically stands at a level where her social
ideals are expressed through emotions. They are
on a level higher than the Persians. The repre-
sentatives of this race are found among the
Germans and the Austrians. Germany and
Austria belong to the same branch-race and so
their unwise separation after the Great War
has been a cause of much bickering in European
polidcs. iTermany is regarded as the most
cultured nation of Europe. Now pure culture
really belongs to intuition, yet emotion has close
contact with it and hence we! find elements

of culture more in Germany and Austria than
in any other European country. The key to the
understanding of German nature and culture can
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really be found in one word-her devotion to

greatness. This devotion has invaded the political
sphere also. Devotion means a personal element
and German history is full of great personages,
moulding its course* Bismarck, Kaiser and
President Htndenburg commanded influence over
Germany to the extent to which we will hardly
find in any other Teutonic country* Even
Hitler is playing upon this element and
if he succeeds it will be more for his per-
sonality than for bis principles. Germany can
claim more outstanding personages than any
other country of the world. Germany needs
either a monarch, or better still a strong man,
who can capture the imagination of the people.
If Social Democrats could have produced such
a man, Germany vfould not have seen the fall of
Social democracy. Hitler's popularity today is
mainly because he has very cleverly understood
certain emotional features of the German people. His
talk of racial purity is just pampering to the
race pride of Germany and which is common to
nations at the, emotional level; the Parsees of

India too are talking of racial purity. His decla-
ration that women must 'go back to their kitchens*
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is a typical emotional conception of woman.
Woman as the nourisher of family, as the
mother of children, as the kitchen expert of the
nation is just an emotional view of woman. His
demand for reverting to small-scale production
and his inclination for supporting village indus-
tries are also features consistent witto emotion-

alism. Just as Mussolini is talking of Corporations,
which are a new type of guilds, so is Hitler
desirous of evolving Guild economy in Germany,
of course on a modern scale. Germany's hostility
to France will be quite understandable to the
readers owing to the fact that both these nations
not only belong to different sub-races but their
corresponding branch-levels too are such as
would keep them on fighting terms.
Germany's cordiality to Britain is because of
the same sub-race to which both of them belong,
Germany's great desire for colonial power is due
to the synthetic mind level of both its root as
well as sub-race but she has never shown the

same ingenuity in dealing with her colonials as
England, and this is due to her emotional level. We
know that Germany became a really powerful
state only when she achieved confederation under
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a single powerful monarchy. So long as her
feudal elements were strong, she could ^ot
rise to her glory-a trait of her emotional stage.
Germany as a formidable power in war is also
due to this trait, for the German nation is
impulsive and when roused to a strong feeling, its
people can risk anything, We find a resem-
blance between Italy's Fascism and Nazism of
Germany, but this resemblance is largely due
to the emotional stage of both these nations.
For otherwise, Hitler has been obliged to call
his party by the name of National Socialists-

introduction of socialism being necessitated by the
synthetic mind level of Germany .Germany's post-war
Youth Movement also bears out this emotionalism,

for it was essentially against outworn morality
and the tyranny of parents. ' The Back-

to-Nature ' slogan of these youths also exhibits
romanticism and impulsiveness. Democracy in

religion is what Germany has taught to the Nordic
race, for what was the revolt of Luther except
for the democratic reformation of the Church? Folk

songs of Germany reveal great sentimentality
and elements of love and romance. And so one

might say that the main characteristics of the
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third Branch-race of the Nordic Sub-race are:

a profound love of nature, impulsiveness in war,
religious democracy, great efficiency in chemical
sciences and particularly war materiais.-but
this is.of course a prostitution of ;her chemical
genius~her love for philosophy* especially, the
Kantian philosophy of the Good, the True and
the Beautiful, her remarkable culture and
development of Orchestral Music, with its highly
emotional vein, a domination cf personal element
in all spheres of national and social a ctivity, Austria's
leadership in Holy Roman Empire also proves
its inclination towards religion-which is an index
of its emotionalism; Austria's music is of course

superb. A very large section of the Austrian people
Instead of desiring an enlargement of its own state,
wants to be politically and economically merged
with Germany~a sign of common racial index.
Hitler, as we know, is an Austrian and in him
are reflected the main traits of the race to

which he belongs* The strength cf the Socialist
movement and particularly of the Christian
Socialist movement shows a religious or a
moral reaction to Socialism in Austria. We think

that sooner or later Germany and Austria will
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have to combine-if not politically, at least
economically in order that once again the third
branch-race of the Teutons might regain its
lost place in the comity of nations. Germany
allowed to nourish a feeling of hatred is a power-
ful danger to Europe; while Germany befriended
will add considerably to the peace " and prospe-
rity of Europe. Germany, wants not merely a
redrafting of the Treaty of Versailles, but signing
of an entirely new Treaty .of Friendship between
herself and the European powers*

We now proceed to the fourth ^branch-race
of the Nordic Sub-race* - This race expre-ses its

social ideals through analytical mind or through
the development of individuality. Ttf this race
belong the Dutch aud the ^Frisians of the
Friesland, situated in the North West of Europe.

One might say that ^detail and organisation are
the key-notes of-this race* We know, very liule
about the Frisians over here and hence we will

have to confine our remarks only to the Dutch.
When one thinks .of the Dutch, onedta at once

reminded of scientific farming and co-operativ s,
the one represents the detail of the analytical
mind, while the other exhibits the power of
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organisation of the synthetic mind. The Dutch
are an intensely efficient people-this skill they
derive from the analytical level ''Holland's great
strength lies in her commerce1' so says Mr. Cole?
and this must be so, for lower mind has funda-

mentally to do with material goods and hence
with commerce. The possession by Holland of the
Malaya territories was no mere accident-for both

represent analytical mind level, although Holland is
on a higher spiral of it. The entire aloofness of
Holland from all European and World pel tics
is also significant of her lower mind stage. The
great influence of Calvinism in Holland is also

a representation of supremacy of Mind. The
main characteristics of this race can be summed

up thus: a tendency to remain in national aloof-
ness in order to develop social ideals, a preser-
vation of national institutions even against

formidable enemies, a religion based on reason
and logic, application of science to industries
and supremacy in commerce, spirit of organisation,
specially the co-oparatives, the development of
the arts of efficiency and tidiness and domination
of conservative forces. This then is briefly the
psychology of the Dutch.
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To the fifth Branch-race of the Nordic

Race belong the Anglo-Saxons. The main
function of this race is to objectivise social
ideals through synthetic mind* It is not
wrong to say that the Aryan Race rises to its

noble heights in its Anglo-Saxon branch. This race
is represented by England, the English speaking
peoples of Canada and Australia and also the
Americans. We know so much about this race

that to summarise it is well-nigh impossible-
Social ideals through synthetic mind means a
high sense of social responsibility and a
profound respect for social institutions. The
absence of ' bloody revolutions' in the whole
history of England is really due to this. Again
it is England alone who can carry on its
government by an un-written constitution, for it
shows the readiness of the English people to
observe social traditions and respect social
conventions. The British Parliament is known

as the Mother of Parliaments, and rightly, for
she has been a model parliamentary country
in the whole world. She has consistently stuck
to parliamentary government although she has
introduced changes with a change in times and
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circumstances- This love for parliamentary or
democratic institutions is a characteristic feature
of this race. There are merits as well demerits in
this tenacious holding to democratic institutions,
for it seems England cannot think beyond.
institutions, systems and commissions. She wants
everything to be done in strict
obedience, at least, to the form of democracy*

She is known as a nation of shop-keepers*
and rightly, for economics is the sphere of
synthetic mind, just as politics is of the analy-
tical mind. Again machinery and applied
sciences go with this level of synthetic mind
and hence we find England leading all the other
nations in Industrial revolution. She became the

sole dictator of world market because of her

cheap machine productions. And the wealth thus
obtained helped her to spread her colonial empire,
far and wide. The founding of colonies or the
buildif g up of empires is the genius of the synthetic
mind and hence England today beats Germany,
France, Italy, Japan in colonial expansions.
Marxian Socialists tell us that England could
found colonial empire because of the wealth
obtained through cheap production of goods and
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their sales. But why did England precede other
nations in industrial revolution, which helped
her to develop an empire 1 No answer from the
Marxists. We say that the synthetic mind level is
responsible for this happening, for machinery
means applied science and when can science be
applied ? Only when scientific mind has been
completely objectivised or made an instrument,
England has again a sense of Empire-not
merely of nation. But again we find England
conservative and this conservatism is due to her

intense regard for institutions. She can never
tolerate a breaking of institutions-she may agree
to modifications. Hence existence of very rigid

divorce laws in England,, for she does not want
to break marriage institutions^ nor does she
want to make them loose. Radical movements

are never popular in England. The English
people are the Romans re-incarnated and we
hope they will not commit the same mistakes which
the Romans committed. We may thus summarise
the characteristics of the Anglo-Saxons! an
adherence to institutional stability, a gradualness
in action, a dominance of social morality, a
faith in the democratic basis of politics, a sense
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of International responsibility^ a perfection of
language* a reliance on inherent civic sense of
the people. England's geographical position and
her economic resources have helped to develop

two tendencies among the English people. One,
a relation of friendliness with other nations and

second, a common sense for Empire building*
There is another very marked feature of
English politics and specially of America, and
that is a very efficient Party system and its

very smooth working. Party is the political
expression of the synthetic mind, for social

ideals and programmes form the very basis of
its formation. A sense of social duty, of citizen*
ship is inherent in the English nation. One
who has no conception of racial psychology,
might wonder at the sense of duty prevalent
in the English police-bat that factor is only
a reflection of the race characteristics. It is

really racially very significant that America
goes on with with as little of social legislation
as possible. That shows the psychological level
of the people. A new type of Capitalists like:
Ford and Nash are coming into existence in
America and it means that social sense is very
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rapidly being objectivised in that country. We
are not blind to the many problems existing in
America and England but they are due to the
yet absolute level of social sense. Real

humanity and fraternity can come only when
social sense is completely objectivised. America's
very rigid constitution is also due to her

institutionalism which is common to all Anglo-
Saxon countries, That the idea of the League
of Nations should have originated in the mind
of President Wilson is no accident. Internatio-

nalism is the special mission of the Anglo-Saxon
countries and it seems America is on a little

higher level of synthetic mind than England*
The unique efficiency in advertisements developed
by the Americans is due to the objectivisation of
the lower mind, which she is able to use very
freely. It seems the sub-level of England is
four, so that her index number is 5-5-5-4; and
it is because of this that she is more interested

in politics than America, which according to
Prof Bryce is more economically inclined, a
trait of her synthetic sub-level within the branch
race of the synthetic mind. We will not pursue
this discussion further but only note the Federal
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nature of her government* Centralisation is of the
lower mind and hence it is interested in concer)*

tration, while the synthetic mind is inclined to co-
ordination. This trait is reflected in the differences

of the government machineries of France and
America. Synthetic Mind can co-ordinate diverse
functions inspite of their seeming differences and
here is the clue to the understanding of the
extreme separation of powers in the American
constitution. Any other country trying to follow her
example would undoubtedly land itself into dange-
rous situations. The existence of civic liberties in

England and America is also due to this quality
of co-ordination of indhidnal liberties with

social welfare. We might note only one more
instance, Charles Darwin appearing in England
is very significant. We have seen that lower
mind can analyse space, while the synthetic
mind can grasp and understand the qualities of
time* The theory of evolution is possible only
when this 'time' can be understood. England.,

being on the synthetic level, produced a Darwin,
to explain the flow of time in his 'Origin of
Species/
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A word about Indo-British relations befo~

re we proceed to the next race. We must

understand that the mission of England is pre-
dominantly to form a nucleus of internationalism-
Her task is to found a Commenwealth of Nations*

This is the ideal placed before her due to her
psychological level, This Commonwealth must
be above national, colour and class divisions*
This Commonwealth is the ideal of the Aryan
Race and England being on the fifth level is
best suited to perform this task. But this Co-
-mmonweahh cannot become a living reality
without India's position in it, for we have seen
above, that India possesses the seeds of the
whole Aryan tree. Unless England obtains these
seeds by close and fraternal relations with India,
her dream of Commonwealth can never be rea-

-lised. Again India's dream of social duty can
find fulfilment only in England. England will,
and is bound to, express what India perceives
through her sensations* India's perception is Eng-
land's expression. India only gives the ideal,
but this ideal must be organised in human
institutions. It is this organisation that will be
done by England. India without England must
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become a soul without a body, England without
India must remain a body without a soul, must
remain a mere institution without the perception
of ideals. This, in short, is the purpose of Indo-
British relations. And so it is of supreme imp-
ortance that both these nations must understand
each other* India must know how to appeal to
Britain-appeal not in any servile sense~or better
still, India must know how to deal with Britain,

Britain likes democracy and wishes all who
deal with her to adopt democratic methods. We
are not talking of the steel-frame in India but
of the real British nature. It can respond only
to an appeal of constitutionalism* It was because of
this that Dr, Annie Besant proposed a consti-
tutional way; not because she had a foreign
bcdy but because she understood the English
nature. But people io India seem to be ridicu-
ling the idea of getting freedom through
constitutional measures. They tells us that the
method of constitution was tried by India and
was found wanting. Yes, but the constitutional
way resorted to by India was not Mrs. Besant's
constitutionalism. It was a sterile constitutionalism

that was tried in India and naturally failed, as it
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must Dr. Besaint's constitutionalism was dynamic
and democratic in the sense that it was supported
by people even in the villages. Dr. Besant's
method of political warfare must prevail if India
does not want to delay her freedom. Again the
British people must understand the Indian psychology
too. Indians are in a habit of thinking in terms
of structure. India will never be satisfied unless

and until she is given a complete political
structure imbibing the great ideals for which India
stands. Gradualism and granting of some bits
of reforms can never be sufficient, however grand
they may be. Only as India understands Britain
and her ways, and only as Britain grasps the

psychology of India can a lasting union between
the two countries be established. A last word to

India's political workers. India must be supplied
with a constitution framed by the genius of
India for unless this is done India will have no

conception of Swarajya. She can think only
in terms of constitutions and if a willing support
of the masses is to be obtained they must have

clear conceptions of Swarajya* This conception
can be given to India only in terms of future
structure* Dr> Besant knew this and gave her
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Commonwealth of India Bill Indian politcians
must either accept this or evolve another Bill,
for that is the only way to deal with Britain
and to deal with India too.

Here ends our discussion of the past and
the present civilisations. Now we enter for a short
time into the realm of the future. We will

only consider some of the salient features of

the future races. And this reading of the future
is not like the forecast of professional astrologers
but like the scientists, who know the laws

underlying human evolution.



Chapter
Evolution in Future Races.

"The sixth sub-race, the Coming Race, will be
born with the sixth Root Race in it, which is to
grow so much more slowly. The Coming of the
sixth sub-race you may almost begin to see around
you. It is not to be born & single place, not to
belong to a single nation, for it is the type of
humanity* of the unifying wisdom, and out of all
nations and all peoples and all tongues it will
gather together its chosen for the new type of
thought which is to be born* And what that type

will be we can easily outline by thinking of the
characteristics of the Buddhic principle in man*" *

Annie Besant.

Having considered the past aqd the present
of humanity in the foregoing chapters, we now
enter into a comparatively difficult field of

* The Changing World-Annie BeSant
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forecasting the future of mankind. It is not in a
manner of idle speculation that we are treating
this subject-rather a hazardous subject-but we
are touching it absolutely in a scientific manner.
We will, however, give only the general

outlines of this picture, the picture that is to
reveal its exquisite beauty during the centuries-
that lie before us.

The Sixth Sub-race of the Aryan Root
Race has not yet appeared on world-stage, but
the signs of its emergence are visible in
America. The new racial type is found not only
by Theosophists, but by ethnologists too, and is
marked by teacher's and parents also. This race
is represented by the Nea-Americans. The new

type of children born in America show signs of
Intuition i. e. of direct perception of truth with-
out argumentation. They show also marked signs
of a very high culture and a keen sense of beauty.
Now the sixth sub-race of the Aryan Race can-
not rise to pure Intuition for it has still
to remain within the sphere of the
Synthetic Mind. The highest peak of Synthetic
Mind is, of course, reached in the Nordic Race,
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but with the emergence of the Sixth Sub-race
a new element of Intuition descends into the

Synthetic Mind and thus gives to the latter an
expansion of its powers. This sub-race will give
an Intuitional tinge to all the institutions and
organisations of the Nordic Race. Now Intuition

implies: Culture, Dynamism, Spirituality, Relati-
vity, a sense of Unity, a nobility of Behaviour
and an Aristocracy of the wise. All
these will not be seen in the sixth sub-race

in their pristine glory but only through the
window of the synthetic mind. This race with
its branch-races will strike the note of spiritual
fraternity of humanity. The various branch-races
will represent: (1) A better cultural environ-
ment for human beings, ?2) a greater freedom
from the limitations of obedience to social insti-

tutions, (3) a real sense of goodwill and fellow-
ship between human beings of various races, (4)
an Aris-tocratic-Democracy in its political sphere,
(5) a sharing of the joys and sorrows of human
beings and not merely a sharing of material
goods, [6] a great development of fine arts and
more particularly the dynamic arts like dancing,
and (7) a greater dominance of teachers and pre-
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-ceptors in social life. One dees see the signs
of these things in modern trends of our social
life and this means that humanity is really

rising to a new level of the synthetic mind.
The existence of leisure in our days, made possi-
ble due to machinery, will force the issue of
cultural facilities for increasing number of human
beings. The gradual permeation of the ideas of
individual morality, or at least a relative concep-

tion of morality, is a clear sign of individual
freedom from social discipline. The apparent

failures of the League of Nations are leading
human beings or more specifically modern thinkers
to seek for internationalism not in conferences

and covenants but in the cultural and spiritual

unity of human beings. The demand for experts in
government and other social and economic

activities is a sign of democracy being guided
by an aristocracy of those who know and
understand Modern psychological novels and
dramas are leading us to a greater and greater
understanding of the lives of people and not
merely their material demands. The great impetus
that dancing has received from almost all- the
advanced countries is also a sign of the
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growth of dynamic art. And lastly the wonderful
experiments in education proceeding in the
world are raising the status of teachers and
psychologists in the estimation of human beings.
With the emergence of the sixth sub-race these
tendencies will be strengthened a thousandfold.
It is said that America is showing very great

interest in the Vedantin philosophy of India,
and Vedanta is really the philosophy of Intuition,
and America being the home of a new sub-race
must naturally find interest in it. We do not

propose to go into greater details about this
race. These enumerations of principal traits

would suffice to give to the reader some
conception about the coming sub-race.

We proceed to the seventh and the last
sub-race of the Aryan Root Race. This race
is still very far in the future, but our laws of
racial evolution can help us in forecasting its
characteristics. This will be a race that

will take the synthetic mind to its greatest
expansion-we do not say expression. For
Will or Divine Sense will enter into the consci-

ousness of the Synthetic Mind of the Aryan
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race. When Will descends into any aspect of
consciousness, it means that human beings are
becoming free of outer limitations, whether of
society or state. This race will strike the note

of True Fraternity, not relying upon outer
environment of conferences and associations nor

upon spiritual principles but upon the individual
realisation of human unity. Man will realise
his unity with his fellow-men in this race and
no outer circumstances will obliterate this vision.

In the first sub-race of the Aryan Race, man
became conscious of his sociability through the
influences of outer environment supplied to him
by the Manu of the Race, here in the seventh
sub-race man realises his unity with humanity
through the objectivisation of his own powers,
for he is no longer a slave of outer environment,
of society; he has become a master of it. This
sub-race, too, will pass through seven branch-
races and will also pass through several sub-
divisions. We might envisage some of the
characteristics of this race; (1) A reliance on
individual self rather than on social environment,
(2) a self-directed activity for the fulfilment
of the ideal of human unity, (3) a conception
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or the Divinity of man guiding all human
relationships, (4) an an-archic democracy in
which utmost freedom will be granted to indi-
viduals, or rather Democracy will exist
because of the willing and voluntary associations
of human beings, (5) the realisation of the dream
of World-state wherein individual nations
will exist and yet remain co-ordinated in the
World-state. (6) a development of symbolic art
portraying especially the divinity of man and
his relationships and finally, (7) a dominance
of Spiritual or Divine Kings largely born out
of humanity-a Theocracy willingly accepted by
people and not through inexperience as in the
first sub-race. This then will happen in the seventh
sub-race. The dream of H. G. Wells regarding
the World-State will become a reality, in a much
more grander scale than even he realises today*
This sub-race will mean Internationalism par-

excellence. With the emergence and full
development of this race, the Aryan Race will
have finished its mission. For it exists to make

Human Brotherhood a reality in the world
and with the descent of the Divine Sense into

the Synthetic Mind this will become an actuality*
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It will not merely be a vague feeling, but the
Will of the seventh sub-race will energise this
sense, so that Human Brotherhood will express

itself through international organisations* In this
race will the dream of the Manu of the Fifth

Root Race be realised and real Socialism,

energised by the sense of individual realisation
of the divinity of man, nourished by the spiri-
tual conceptions of man and organised by
international associations, will become a living

reality. The splendid educational experiments of
the sixth sub-race will make this individual

realisation possible, just as the machinery and
applied sciences of today will lead to the cultural
development of the coming race. Such indeed
are the links between races, and efforts and
experiences of one race are not lost with its

disappearance. They are carried to the next
race by the individuals who reincarnate in

other races. And so human evolution proceeds
in a continuous march.

Let us now briefly consider the Sixth and the
Seventh Root Races, so that the discussion of one

World-period will thus be over. We cannot go
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into great details about these last two races. We
will only see some salient features. It must be
remembered that the Sixth Root Race will be at

the level of Intuitional Consciousness* This Int-

uition will, during the seven sub-races and branch
races,pass through its seven stages of sensation, acti-
vity, emotion, analytical mind, synthetic mind,
cosmic sense and divine sense. The Sixth Root

Race will be the stage of Pure Intuition
and the traits of Intuition considered

in the discussion of the sixth sub-race will be

found in their true glory during this race. The
key-note of the Sixth Root-Race civilisation

will be Equality-not based on material prosperity
but on spiritual conceptions of man.
To be spiritual is to know one's equality with
all Equality is possible only when man looks
from the standpoint of Archetypal vision, and not
till then. Again this equality cannot be realised

^through social institutions but only through
cultural and spiritual evolution. The French

Revolution gave the cry of equality but failed
to realise it, for an analytical mind nation can

develop only separative individuality through
political liberty. The Russian Revolution too is
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striking the tuiae of equality, but even this must
fail, for Synthetic Mind can only co-ordinate
and hence can realise Fraternity between
diverse individualities; Russian Revolution has
undoubtedly sown the seeds of Fraternity. But
it will be the privilege of human beings in the
Sixth Root Race to realise the dream of Equality,
-yes, but not uniformity; equality in essence,
not in expressions. The main characteristics of
this race will be: (1) an environment of spiritual
influences made possible by the closer contact
between humanity and the Guardians of
Mankind, (2) an unflinching obedience to the
behests of the Great Masters and thus engaging
in the task of dispelling spiritual ignorance of
the people, (3) an intense love and regard not
only for human beings but also for sub-human
kingdoms (animals will take their place in the
hearts of humanity and there will thus be
complete disappearance of flesh eating), (4) an
Aristocratic Government-not in the sense of

plutocratic but in the sense of spiritual aris-
tocracy; a development of the science of human

evolution-the hastening of human growth, even
as the science ot" the growth of animals and
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plants is perfected and will be still more so
in the Aryan Race, (5) a sharing of economic
goods according to the needs of each; an
application of the Science of Human Evolution

through Schools of Yoga, (6) a wonderful growth
of fine arts, a keen sensitiveness to Beauty;
rhythm, culture, nobility of behaviour-
these to be the key-notes of spiritual teachings,
and finally (7) real self-education through the
objectivisation of spiritual powers. We have
seen that synthetic mind can form conceptions
regarding the flow of time. It can also apply

this science of time in the growth of non-human
entities because humanity is still absolute
with this race. Biology, which is the science of
time, must remain incomplete in the synthetic
mind stage of humanity for it must exclude
human beings from its realm of experimentation*
This science of 'human time' nmst be left to

the Sixth Root Race and hence we will find

the completion of biology in this period. It
means that biology will have to combine with
anthropology which must have reached its
perfection in the Fifth Root Race, just as natural
science has combined with machinery and
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applied sciences in the Aryan Race. The religion
of this race must emphasise behaviour and
ereativeness of individuals, rather than
philosophise over man, nature and reality.
Spirituality, Dynamism, Universality, Noble
Individuality, Relativity, Beauty and Creativeness
are the main traits of this race anil they will
be found in all the institutions of that age. For a
fuller grasp of the Sixth Root Race, the reader
is referred to the book written by Bishop C. W.
Leadbeater called ' The Beginnings of the Sixth
Root Race/

We will aow come to the consideration of
the Seventh and the last Root Race of oar
World-period. It will be after some thousands
of years that this Race will come into existence.

This Raee will represent Will, the highest stage
of human consciousness and what this Will shall

mean through various sub-races and branch-races
is rather difficult to tell. We at our level of

Synthetic Mind can hardly imagine the splendour
"f Will energising the whole human civilisation-
It is certain that it will express itself through all
the seven stages of consciousness during the
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life of the Seventh Root Race. Each sub-race

will develop one expression of Will and this
again through branch races. Will represents
Perfection, Completeness, Mastery, Self-reliance.
Tracing Will through its seven sub-levels, we
find the charateristics of the Seventh Root

Race in the following order: (I) a stability in
self-reliance, (2) a self-initiated activity for
the expression of inherent powers in man, (3)
a feeling of Divine Love at the sight of every*
thing, [4] an expression of. self-disciplined An-
archy in political sphere, the absence of any
legislation for the guidance of human conduct*
(5) extreme flexibility of human organisations,
being based on the Divinity of man and hence
energised not by their aims and ideals but by
the Will of man, organisations showing a co~*
ordination of human wills rather than merely
their ideals, as we find today, (6) self-education
under the guidance of spiritual beings and a
most wonderful development of symbolic art
and finally (7) an emergence of real Divine
and Spiritual Kings on earth, every man
realising his own Spiritual Kingship and this
again finding culmination i« a great Spiritual
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Emperor, A Divine Royalty. Its civilisation
will be based on Divinity, its chief
task being the objectivisation of Divine
Sense, and hence will perfect the science of
psychology. No consciousness will be subjective
to this Race, while it will have as its instruments

Intuition, Synthetic Mind, Analytical Mind,
Emotion, Activity and Perception* What wonder-
ful mankind will arise in this race can be

gauged from the powerful instruments at its
command. In this age, Space and Time will have
been completely analysed, while the conception
of Causality will be in the process of analysis*
Here man will know himself as one with the

whole creation, nay even his unity with the
Creator of the world will begin to be felt by
him, so that he will realise himself as the Cause

of all Creation. His consciousness will have

expanded so much that he will find no difference
or separateness between himself and the outer

world With man knowing his own spiritual
kingship, will this World-period be over and
humanity will prosecute its evolution further
on some other Globe. This is the dream of

Theosophy-dream born not out of uncontrolled
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imagination but out of the knowledge of scientific
laws underlying our Scheme of Evolution.

Here ends cur discussion of Races and

Sub-races. This discussion must have shown
to the reader that there is indeed a wonderful Plan

behind the rise and fall of civilisations, behind
the emergence of races, behind all the confounding
data about the characteristics of various civili-

sations. The Theory of Racial Evolution discussed
in the foregoing pages reveals to our mind's
eye a profoundly intelligent picture of the
whole evolution of humanity through nations,
and races and civilisations. There is no happening
in history that is mysterious to it. There is no
event that is accidental to it. And yet none

may run away with the idea that this is nothing
but fatalism, that man is only a pawn in the
game of God; that man has simply to fold his
hands while the evolution of humanity is

proceeding. This is no fatalism, but an
understanding of the conditions under which human
activities can best be carried on. While this

theory gives the limitations of each race, it also
portrays the potentialities of each stage of
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course for human growth, the mastery of that
course is for human beings to achieve. Just as an
individual appearing at an examination if he
knows the course in the beginning can finish it
sooner than one who does not know, in the same
way the knowledge of racial courses must mean
that earnest students might finish them earlier*
Having known the programmes for various races,
the duty of social leaders and politicians as
well as of teachers is to arrange such activities
as would help the race to pass on to the next
class of God's school as speedily as possible*
To know the racial programme is to hasten human
evolution. Again, we have seen that every race
or nation, at whatever level of consciousness,

passes through seven expressions of the same
consciousness and so the task of leaders is to

carry the nation or the race successively through
all these expressions. Evolution means objecti-
visation. It must also be remembered that just
as racial programmes show the potentialities of
a rjce, so do they point out the limitations of
these races- The leaders of society have to take
this into consideration also so that they may
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not demand from masses more than what their

racial level allows. Leaders in history have de-

manded more things from masses than the
latter could give under racial limitations and
the results have been failures of numberless

movements. To throw the blame of a failure

on masses is surely not doing justice to
them, failures are largely due to ignorance of
leaders regarding racial programmes. And
so we have noted that the knowledge of racial
programmes, instead of making us fatalists, helps
us to serve humanity much more wisely and
sets before us, both positive as well as negative
limits. Both these limits are necessary
for those who want to be leaders and hence

this racial theory is not of mere academic inte-
rest but of great practical value for work in all
departments of human activities. These racial

programmes give us the knowledge of the
conditions under which to carry on activities

and to say that this knowledge drives man
to fatalism is to declare all wise action

fatalistic.

In the foregoing pages we have tried to
discuss racial psychologies mainly with regard
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to political activities, and that to© very brief!}?*
They can be worked out to minutest details with

regard to nation's political and economic lives,
But let it not be understood that they can be
applied only to these spheres* These psycholo-
gical levels can be gauged from a large number
of things. In languages of nations, in their voca-
bularies, in their syntax can be seen the working
of this psychogical theory- The position of
verbs in sentences, the tenses and
moods that are used, the existence of
numberless words expressing the same meaning,
the actual structure of sentences, all these can

be looked at from the light of this theory and
from that, levels of nations and races can
be judged. Philologists of the world might
consider this and start their investigations in
this direction. In literatures of nations also this

can be seen. Even the level psychologies of
writers can be measured from their styles,
their images, their themes. Literary critics,
if they can understand this psychology,
might do their criticisms with greater justice
to the writer, to the nation for which the
literature is written and to the character of the
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book In religions too, we can see this evolution^
as also in theologies, mysticisms and rituals.
Every nation adopts a religion appropriate to its
own growth* In religions, we find a special
element, particularly in its taboos and its esote-
ricism, showing subjective pressure of conscious-
ness. The purpose of every religion is to take
humanity to a higher mode of living and hence
all religious teachers have given such teachings as
contained subjective elements, while at the same
time they appealed to the absolute elements of the
race. The study of religions ought to be carried
^>n from this new angle. People have discussed
similarities of religions, they must now consider
the uniqueness of each religion and that can
be shown only by this racial and evolutionary
theory. Ethics of a nation too are not

accidental, they follow the same law as
mentioned above. Those who have studied

ethical codes of different nations have

found that they differ from nation to nation

and very largely from race to race. A nation
or an individual at the analytical mind level
will evolve ethics of conscience for, the interest
"of life is centred in individual development and
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ffot in social good. In various arts also we firid
the working of this cyclic law of psychological
growth. Why does a particular form of art become
popular at particular times is a question which
only this theory can explain. If epics written in
these days are not as grand as those of thej
olden times, it is because we have passed through
the activity level The* great popularity of
problematic plays and novels in our age is
particularly due to the synthetic mind level of the
Aryan Consciousness. In philosophy also, one may
perceive the evolution of level psychologies-.

Kant's philosophy is clearly of the^ Synthetic
Mind, \vhile that of Aristotle and Descartes of
the lower mind. The Six Schools of Indian

philosophy represent six levels of consciousness
from activity to Will, the level of perception is
not able to evolve its own philosophy being
still tied down to images* and their utterences being.
subjective. In sciences also we can perceive this
evolution. Sciences appropriate to the conception
of life at each level comes into being and the
history of sciences ought to be traced from that
standpoint. Chemical recipes, astrology, sciences
of nature and of space, sciences of vegetable
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animal time and applied sciences,
of human time- this is the sequence of scientific
growth. Development of political institutions we
have noticed - theocracy, feudalism, monarchy,
plutocracy, democracy, aristocracy and anarchy.
Evolution of economic organisations also
proceeds thus - the village economy, the feudal
economy, the guild economy, the Capitalist eo>
nomy. the socialist economy, the communist
economy and the anarchist economy. In marriage
institutions also we can trace thi3 evolution,

Conceptions with regard to the status of
women are changing with the change in the level of
human consciousness. In social institutions toa, one
can show this evolution. In Symbology and
Mythology of races and nations we can see the
same law of growth* We are too apt to
disregard these two spheres of human interest.
The intellectuals of all nations have considered

these as meaningless. But it is riot so. In the
Myths of nations is contained the whole curri-

culum for those nations, but this is visible
only to those who can interpret them. We have
seen before that there are in all races Mystery

Schools and the purpose of these schools is
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to train advanced souls in advanced coutse§

for evolution. These advanced courses are

not for common masses, they can never
understand them. And so Initiates have

given these teachings to people in myths and
symbols. More and more as people objectivise
their inherent powers, more and more can
they understand the hidden meanings of myths
and symbols. In Pedagogy also one can trace
this law. Different systems of education
prevalent in different countries are due to their

psychological levels. The Ashrama type of
education given in ancient India was due to the
fact that people on sensation levels can always grasp
principles of life only in good atmosphere and
under the proximity of their teachers. Modern
educational reformers in India should introduce

Ashrarna type of education on a higher level
and suitable under modern conditions, if they
want to arouse the real genius of India. In
Criminology too and in the psychologies of the
insane same principles can be seen to exist.
Persons interested in criminal reform and in

prison work ought to understand the working of
this law in these fields so that they might add
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wisdom to their already very noble and
charitable work. The unconscious of the insane

is also depicting the same working of this
psychogical law and hence psychologists

might well study this theory before they
start curing the insane. In the biographies
of great personages is also reflected this
law. Dr. Besant passing from Church to Free
thinking and from this to Socialism and from
thence to Theosophy and Yoga shows the swift
working of this law. Some have called Dr. Besant

very unstable-really speaking she could rise
to higher levels of consciousness so very rapidly
that common people could not understand her
everchanging colours. Her seeming unstabieness
was her real greatness. The same psychological
law can be seen in the lives of all great perso-
nages. Again, the emergence of these great men
is also in consonance with racial and national

development. In the temperaments and rays
of people also this law works with its levels
and sub-levels. It is said that even vegetable

and animal evolution follows the same septinary
principle. It seems the whole universe is running
along this principle of Seven. In every field of
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human interest this law is seen and from the

above discussions it will be plain that there is
a Plan in the universe which follows specific
laws* Life is indeed organic and levels of
consciousness are reflected in all the spheres of
human life. Nowhere is there an element of

chance. The process of objectivisation is proceed-
ing through all the departments of mankind. The
whole civilisation is thus a superstructure on the
levels of consciousness and only as we understand

the nature and the qualities of various phases
of consciousness can we unravel the mystery of

civilisations. The problems that occur in society
from time to time also follow this rule and

even from the study of these problems can \ve
find out psychological levels of nations and propose
remedies appropriate to them. As noted above,
the illustrious group of Prof. Marcault has been
carrying on researches in various departments
in order to show the working of this law.
The transactions published by this group are on
Geology, Symbology, Mythology, Archaeology,
Healing, Chemistry, Science and the
Web of the Universe. Those interested in

these subjects might look into these transac-
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tions. The reader is also requested to see
the book to be published shortly by the
Theosophical Publishing House, Adyar, Madras.
The name of the book is ' Where Theosophy
and Science Meet' and will be edited by Prof.
D* D. Kanga, the ex-Professor of Chemistry in
the Gujarat Collage, Ahmedabad. This book
will deal with 34 sciences in four sections and

will not only show a correctness of Thesophi*
cal assertions in the light of modern science,
but will also show the Plan in each science. I

might also refer the reader to the shortly
to-be-published book on * Studies in Level

Psychology/ written by Bro. Bhupatray Mehta
and myself. His grasp of Marcault's principles is
very profound and so the coming book under
his collaboration and guidance will be very
enlightening to the readers interested in Marcan-
It's theories of evolution. And so, we leave the
reader here, after very briefly showing to him
the existence of the psychological laws of
evolution in various fields of human activities.

Some might contend, how is it possible to
know that all these races have appeared on
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earth? What is the scientific data before tte

to make the statements we have done in the

foregoing pages? It is true that modern sociol-
ogists have come only to recognise the three
main races of humanity. But the blood-tests

now being carried aa by biologists must reveal
to them many racial types. Through these
tests they are bound to find out admixtures
in races and the roots of different migrations
of peoples. Modern sociology is coming to
this but till it is proved, our strength is derived
from occult sources investigated by Theosophical
Occult Scientists. And it must be stated for

the information of our readers that many of
the Theosophical investigations, at first ridiculed
by intellectuals and scientists, have found
corrobarations from the discoveries of modern

western science itself. The explanation of

racial evolution given by Theosophical writers,
and more particularly by Prof Mareault, is
really most intelligible, and unless a better
theory is produced, one might accept it as a
workable hypothesis. We expect nothing more
than this from our non-theosophical friends

who cannot pin their faith in Occult investigations.
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We do not propose to go into the discussion
of questions placed at the beginning of this
section. Quite a large number of these questions
have been replied to during the discussion of
various races. We request our readers to apply?
for themselves, the principles of evolutionary
psychology to those questions and to many
others that might be naturally arising in their
minds. This application will provide the necessary
replies, we are quite sure as to that, We shall
feel quite satisfied if this discussion throws a
new light on the problem of civilisations
and history. If we have been able to
induce them to believe that there does exist

another side to this question than the one they
are perceiving and that this <-ide is really worth
taking into serious consideration, we will feel quite
delighted* We do not claim to have mastered
the theories of Prof, Marcault, The defects in

the above arguments are evidently ours. We
only wish our readers turn to the original

writings of Prof. Marcault to fully understand
the problem of civilisations.

A word regarding the practical value of
these theories. To know the psychology of



propaganda is absolutely essential for those-
are leaders of movements and have to deal

with large masses. The above theories throw

great light on the problems of propaganda. They'
are of immense help to journalists and internation-
al lecturers. Theosophical leaders have shown
intuitive understanding of national psychologies^
leaders like Dr. Besant, Mr. C. Jinarajadasa and
Dr. Arundale. Dr. Besa&t*s intuitive grasp was-
so astonishing that she appealed to Germany,
England, America and India in diverse ways.
Theosophical workers have to understand this
even while dealing with members of a single
lodge, for these members must have their
own levels and Theosophy must be presented to
them in such a way as would appeal to their
levels. Dr. Arundale's demand that Theosophical

Text books should be written for different ages cleaj
rly reflects this need for understanding individual
psychologies. Sections of the Theosophical Society
exist in different countries to help their nationals
to speedily objectivise their levels of conscious-*
ness through its seven successive phases. Theo*
sophical workers must think out this problem in
the light of national and racial levels. One does
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See the working of this law of psychological deve*
lopment even ifi the growth of the Theosophical
Movement. This must be so in every movement
but we will take the Theosophical Society as
an illustration. Madame Blavatsky evidently
gave stability to this movement and her ' Secret
Doctrine' remains the foundation of the whole

Theosophical structure of later years* Col. Olcott
took the Theosophical Society through its activity
stage with the able assistance of Dr. Besant.
Dr. Besant when she became the President of

the Theosophical Society raised the The jsophical
movement to its emotional'level. Daring this

phase, the marvellous personality of Dr. Besant
did wonders. The rank and file of this

movement showed singular loyalty to her and the
Theosophical Society reached a splendid height.
Dr. Arundale's mission is summed up in his
watchwords: Freedom and Friendship. Individual
freedom within the general object of Brother-
hood, for. which the Theosophical Society
Stands, is the present phase of this great
international movement. The great impetus
given to scientific corroborations of Theosophy
is also a reflection of this , stage*
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Theosophical workers must understand this
phase and offer not merely their devotions
but also their efdciencies. Just as Dr. Besant
gave much to Theosophy, but during her time
the emotional aspect was emphasised, not due
to any limitations in Dr. Besant but due to
the limitations of members in her time to

respond to Theosophy, in the same way Dr.
Arundale possesses many things, he is an
educationist of a very rare order, he is a superb
organiser, he is a great religionist, but it seems
to us that during his regime individuality
will be greatly emphasised. Mr. C. Jinarajadasa,
one might say an all-rounder Jn Theosophy, a
teacher, a scholar, an organiser, a spiritual priest
an artist, a staunch religionist, a fine speaker, all
these he is, but his greatest influence in the Theo-
sophical Movement is through his exquisite synthe-
sis, his wonderful idealism, his great expositions
of the Theosophical philosophy. Shrimati Rukmini
Devi, it seems to us, is representing the Intui-
tional level of the Theosophical movement today
with her charming music and most wonderful
dancing. We have given these illustrations only
in order to show that every great movement
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passes through its various stages of consciousness
and social workers have t© take this into

consideration also while dealing with their
movements.

We end this section here, having noted the
process of psychological evolution in individuals,
in races, in nations, in various departments of
human activities, as also in great movements
like the Theosophical Society. We only hope
Theosophy will find its rightful place in the
hearts and minds of our readers so that it

might influence their lives and lead them to the

great summits of joy and happiness which one
must find through the realisation of his spiritual
nature. Theosophy, we maintain, is what the
world needs and till the world accepts it, life
will remain a mystery to human beings, Theo-
sophy is the Light-Bringer and those who seek
earnestly the Light will evidently find it ere
long.

&S7
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Some Theosophical Books.
I. The Pedigree of Man-Annie Besant.

2. Man; Whence How and Whither-Annie

Besant and C. W, Leadbeater.

3. The Beginnings of the Sixth Root Race-
C. W. Leadbeater,

4. Brahmavidya-Annie Besant.

5. The Great plan-Annie Besant.

6. The Solar System-A. E. Powell.

7. The Lives of Alcyone, Vols* I &

II-C. W. Leadbeater.

8. The Earth and its G cles-Miss. Preston.

9. Studies in Evolutionary Psychology-

Preston and Trew.

10 The Bridge of the Gods-Edith Pinchin.

11. Indications of a New Culture-G. A. Gardener.

12. Corroborations of Occult Archaeology-
G. N. Drinkwater. ."
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